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 Thibodaux The Town and it's Music 
 

Thibodaux is a French/Creole town in Lafourche Parish about an hour and a half 
from New Orleans. It is typical of Southern Louisiana towns showing both the French 
influence and the Catholic religion. 

There is a strong Catholic Church influence on its culture. It is the town that Prof. 
E. Chol settled in. It is also the town in which we find Father Menard as the Pastor of the 
Parish, stationed in the town of Thibodaux. 

Our earliest mention prior to the Civil War is on March 10, 1855: "Nocturnal 
music is our delight. The Thibodaux Glee Club is informed that we much enjoyed their 
dulcet serenade on Tuesday night last, while reposing on our pillow. You sing well, 
gentlemen, and your instrumental music is delightful." (March 10, 1855- Minverva) 

We know that brass band were active prior to the Civil War in most southern 
towns. We find evidence of their existence in a newspaper the 'Minerva' which was 
published in Thibodaux. In the May 19, 1855 issue we read: "Professor Clement is now 
organizing a brass band. Thibodaux stands greatly in need of something of this kind, and 
we are peculiarly rejoiced to know that our wants in this particular are soon to be 
supplied." Unfortunately we have little material of further printed evidence of the actives 
of the brass band, only a mention in Sept. of a political rally at Lafourche Crossing as the 
"New Orleans delegation is preceded by an excellent band of music." Was this a band 
from New Orleans or the local band just mentioned? From this old newspaper we only 
have a final mention on December 22nd of a serenade by a fife and drum: "Serenading -
the soul-searching music of fife and drum." 

By Dec. 25th of 1865 the remnants of the United States troops had left the 
Lafourche area and the local mayor has taken an active part in the preservation of order 
and peace in the community.  

Thibodaux, beginning after the Civil War, began to establish an orderly society, 
keeping their French culture of the past but yet slowly moving into the post-war era. We 
begin our examination of the musical activities in Thibodaux as we read about a ball 
given by the Fire Department, an institution that becomes an important institution of 
culture in Thibodaux, as it was in most Southern Louisiana towns. The Fire Dept. 
sponsors a grand ball at the Philharmonic Hall in Thibodaux: 

 
"The ball given at the Philharmonic Hall last Tuesday evening was, 

in all respects, quite a success. The ladies and gentlemen who attended the 
ball, we are happy to say, were persons from the most refined and select 
families of Lafourche and surrounding Parishes." (Feb. 17, 1865) 
 
Being a very Catholic area, early in our research we read mention of how 

important the season of Lent is in the Lafourche area. Understanding this we can 
understand why there is a lack of activity during the Lenten season. We read: 

 
"Lent is on hand: weddings, balls and soirees must, for awhile be 

kept in suspense. We hope that after Lent, balls and soirees will be 
frequently given. Sociably should be fostered and encouraged, and there is 
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no better way of doing this than by giving the 'younger folks' of both sexes 
frequently opportunities of meeting each other. We are sorry to say that 
Lafourche is far behind hand of other sister parishes in the gallantry of the 
young men and in sociability of all classes. This should not be: life is short 
and full of cares, anxieties and solicitude. We should therefore look to 
enjoyment and pleasure. Offer and improve opportunities where the 
troubles and concerns of every-day life may be drowned in the sweets and 
pleasures of sociability." (Feb. 17, 1865) 

 
One of the earliest bands we read about in Thibodaux is the Philharmonic Band as 

it plays for a funeral: 
 
"Funeral of quadropel - The Philharmonic Band promise to 

resurestate and discourse mournful strains on the occasion. The funeral 
procession will form out on Gulon's Common. The town constable will 
officiate as Grand Marshall and the town council - Alderman and other 
dignitaries - will honor the day with their presence. The Lafourche Militia, 
Horse Marines, the Ugly Club, Chinese Pence Society and other honorable 
bodies are expected to turn out en masse on the occasion."(March 3, 1865) 
 

1866 
 

Beginning on June 2nd of 1866 we begin to notice a reviving of the social life of 
the town with parties and dances being held: "Surprise parties are getting to be quite 
frequent and fashionable in this locality." Just as in other small towns we read of an 
excursion and dance for the 'young folks.' We find an item about a social ball: 

 
"The ball given at the Philharmonic Hall last Tuesday evening was, 

in all respects, quite a success. The ladies and gentlemen, who attended the 
ball, we are happy to say, were persons from the most refined and select 
families of Lafourche and surrounding parishes. “(Feb. 17) 

 
We read of a surprise party on board the 'J. M. Sharp: 
 
"Surprise parties on board the steamer J. M. Sharp. After lunch the 

young folks indulged in the pleasure of the dance until 2 a.m. At 12:00 
after a good deal of dancing, etc., the guest were served up with a choice 
lunch." (June 9, 1866) 
 

Along with the above small item we read an article in the newspaper about 
these 'surprise' parties and how other types of social affairs are now is season. The 
paper continues to encourage social activities: 
 

"About surprise parties - Now is appropriate season for parties and 
picnics. The weather is much cooler in the country than in the city. Now is 
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the time when the 'fashionables' who have spent the winter and early part 
of spring in the cities have a yearning for changing the scenes of their 
pleasure, and find that the escape from civic revelry to rural mirth is sweet 
and refreshing." (June 9, 1`866) 

 
During the year Prof. Chol organizes the Lyrique Brass Band and we have many 

mentions of the Band in the up coming papers. 
 

1867 
 

During the year 1867 we have evidence of the activity of the Lyrique Brass Band 
but very little additional, tangible material in which to evaluate. (See: Lyrique Brass Band 
material in E. Chol chapter.) There are a number of soirees, balls and concerts that we 
read about but no mention of names of the bands that furnished the music for these 
activities. On Feb. 23rd there is given a 'soiree dansante'; On March 2nd a concert for the 
benefit of Rev. N. P. Chamberlin which was preceded by a concert for Father Menard, the 
pastor of St. Joseph's Catholic Church. The review deemed the concerts a success in the 
March 9th newspaper. We read of one of numerous funeral processions in Thibodaux. 
These religious processions at funerals were common in the city with the cemetery very 
close to the church, unlike New Orleans where a lengthy march usually was needed. Each 
year the city celebrated the 4th of July, the annual Firemen's Day parade and other special 
holidays which always mention music as part of the activity.  

The year brings a wealth of social activities, from soirees, to concert, parades and 
yes, funerals. A quick look at the short items in the paper: Feb. 23-A Soiree Dansante; 
March 2-concert for benefit of Rev. Chamberlin and Father Menard; May 11-Funeral 
procession seems to be custom; July 6-July 4th parade; Dec. 28th-balls by Jack Coleman 
for colored workers at Foundry and Ball by Frost & Hobert in Ragan's Hall. 

The Lyric Band, under Prof. Chol is mentioned in the July 13th paper when they 
play for an excursion to Lockport, a nearby town. This is a very good explanation of an 
1867 excursion. The local columnist of the paper 'Uncle Silas' writes about the trip to 
Lockport: 

 
"On Wednesday last, upon the invitation of Uncle Silas, the agent 

of that fine packet, the New Era, a large assembly composed of ladies and 
gentlemen of Thibodaux, embarked on board, on the arrival of the steamer 
at this port for the purpose of making a pleasure trip to Lockport. In the 
company was the Clerk of the Court, the Sheriff and the 'Petit Judge' of 
this place, and every arrangement necessary, for any thing from a law suit 
to a wedding prepared. The weather was pleasant, and the party passed a 
day of continued festivity and uninterrupted enjoyment, and all the 
participants of the social qualities and hospitalities of Capt. Dugas and his 
genial clerks Delferes and Melancon, speak in glowing terms of those well 
known officers. The Lyrique Band of this place, under charge of that 
excellent musician E. Chol, accompanied the party, and furnished sweet 
music for the occasion. The ladies, who are supposed to be the best judges 
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of such things, pronounced the dinner to be perfect and all that could have 
been anticipated or desired, and unanimously voted Brown to be the prince 

of stewards; but the extraordinary gastronomical performances of the 
"Petit Judge" excited the admiration of every one, whilst the fact that a 
certain young gentleman, connected with the press not over 500 miles 
from the city of Lockport, reached his coffee four times, before the table 
was cleared, is pretty good evidence that the dinner was both satisfactory 
and ample, and the numerous toasts proposed by some of the youngsters, 
convinced us that the whines were excellent and invigorating. 

The boat returned at dark to our wharf, where the party debarked, 
wishing prosperity and good fortune may attend the New Era and all who 
are connected with her, and hoping that she may prove as successful in 
replenishing the pockets of her officers as she did in filling the hearts of 
her guests with social happiness and unalloyed pleasure." (July 13, 1867) 

 
The items in the newspaper end the year with mention of two balls: "Ball by Jack 

Coleman for colored workers at foundry," and, "Ball by Frost & Herbert in Ragan's Hall."  
(Both in Dec. 28th paper) 

 
1868 

 
The year begins with an article in the Jan. 4th paper which reads: "Ball given by 

Messrs. Brooks & Franklin to the colored population at the Thibodaux Building was a 
fine affair and lasted until the early hours of the morning." Both the colored and white 
population were socially active although still segregated in most social affairs, more 
through custom than prejudice. During Mardi Gras there is a ball sponsored by the above-
mentioned Herbert and Frost. (Feb. 15th) 

The annual Firemen's Parade is held and the March 14th paper remarked that it 
was "40 minutes passing any one point." This was a pretty good size parade for a 
relatively small country town. 

An excursion is held by a group from New Orleans, which has Thibodaux as its 
final destination. The boat is identified as the ''Nina Simees." The paper states that: "A 
brass band will be furnished by the boat for the occasion." We know that music is an 
important part of any excursion, whether it is by boat or train or hay wagon. The band, 
from New Orleans, unfortunately is not mentioned by name. It would have been very 
interesting to have the name, as the year is 1868, just a few years after the Civil War. 
Most probably it is a military brass band. Such bands not only played parades and reviews 
but social activities such as excursions and dances.  

In May the firemen hold a ball. The name of the band is not mentioned but we do 
get some insight to the music as the papers writes: "quadrilles and lancers will be the only 
dances of the evening." This mention of the French quadrille brings to the forefront that 
the dancing of the quadrille was the most popular of activities. The dancing of the lancers 
which is very akin to the quadrille is also not uncommon. There were few choices of 
dance styles - the Catholic Church had a direct influence on the styles of dances 
performed in these balls. Much like today when a young people's dance features mostly 
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rock music, the dances in the period after the Civil War, in southern Louisiana featured 
the quadrille. (See 'History of popular dance' published by Basin Street Press) 

On June 2nd we read that the local Masonic Order has an anniversary and march 
through town with "music - 2nd in line."  

The most common marching unit during the Civil War for the Southern ranks was 
the fife and drum. Most of the Southern military units could not afford brass bands 
(although a number of them are found), and we find marching units have music furnished 
by fife and drums. We read of a 4th of July procession using this musical ensemble: 

 
"4th of July - a procession of 10 freedmen (colored) and one-half 

dozen boys preceded by a band of one fife and 2 drums, under the control 
of a grand marshall and 6 or 8 assistants, all mounted, paraded around the 
principle streets for an hour or so." (July 11th) 
 

1869 
 
There is a concert given at the Presbyterian Church with local musician Mr. 

Swartenbergh: 
 

"Concert by Presbyterian Church - The skilled musician Mr. 
Swartenbergh has taken charge of the music. A program is given in paper 
of Jan. 23." (Jan. 1) 
 
In the May 18th paper we read an article that states that "Our village has lately 

been favored by a few musical charivories which have been dispensed without regard to 
race, color or previous condition."  A charivari is a serenade usually presented to newly 
married couples. This quoted sentence could mean that either a white or colored band 
serenaded newly married couples regardless if they are black or white. 

The fife and drum ensemble is still being used as we read: "On Sunday last, fife 
and drums keep up a harmonious discord about the streets of Thibodaux." (July 10) This 
type of ensemble will soon disappear and the brass band will be the most popular 
ensemble. 

The Lyric Band plays a number of selections in the entertainment given at the 
public school house as we read: "The Lyric Band, as usual, executed several fine pieces 
during the evening and contributed much to the gayeties of the occasion." (June 8) 

 
The ladies of Thibodeax plan a soiree for the benefit of the Lyric Band: 
 

"SOIREE - The ladies of Thibodeax and vicinity purpose to give a 
"soiree" on Thursday next the 12 inst., at the Guion Academy, the 
proceeds of which are to be donated to the "Lyric Band of Thibodeax," to 
enable the members to purchase a new set of musical instruments for 
which they stand in need, as those on hand are, in a great measure 
worthless. For several years this band, under the able director of Professor 
Enammuel Chol, has been playing at all public gatherings, social, political 
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and religious. (Sic: These appearances are not mentioned in the 
newspaper.) Most of the time without any other remuneration than the 
satisfaction of having afforded pleasure to their friends and fellow citizens. 

The proceeds of this soiree, with the funds already on hand will 
enable Mr. Chol to procure an excellent selection of instruments for his 
pupils, and insure the services of a fine band of music whenever our 
people desire them. The ladies who have taken the matter in charge 
generally insure success in such entertainments and it is to be hoped that 
every one will feel it a duty to attend and assist in carrying out the laudable 
enterprise. 

There will be refreshment tables, and everything necessary to 
render the evening one of the most agreeable of the season, will be 
prepared. 

Nearly every town in Louisiana has a band of music, and 
Thibodeax, which excels most, if not all of them in energy and enterprise, 
should have one of the finest, and as we have the material let us embrace 
the opportunity now offered to supply the means." (July 10) 

 
The soiree is given but the attendance was not as large as hoped: 
 

"The Soiree given by the ladies on the 15th inst., for the benefit of 
the Lyric Band proved to be an exceedingly pleasant and agreeable 
evening to the participants. The rooms were beautifully decorated with 
evergreens, and brilliantly illuminated; the music was excellent, the tables 
amply supplied with refreshments and luxuries, and everything requisite 
for the success of the entertainment was prepared by the ladies who had 
charge of the affair. Dancing was kept up by the gay throng until the 
midnight hours had passed away, the intervals having been occupied by 
the Lyric Band in performing some of their favorite pieces. We regret to 
say that the attendance was quite small, in comparison to the number that 
was naturally anticipated to be present. 

We had imagined in consideration of the enjoyment afforded our 
people for the last four years, by the members of this Band, as so many 
public occasions, that they would embrace any opportunity to give them an 
evidence of their appreciation and especially when an evening of social 
enjoyment and amusement could be had at the same time. The receipts 
were good under the circumstances; we do no know whether there will be 
will sufficient to enable the members to purchase a new set of instruments, 
but if such be not the case, we presume that those who have been so 
conscious in criticizing the Lyric Band here, and did nothing to assist it out 
of its embarrassment, will hereafter maintain a dignified silence." (July 16) 
 
The Lyric Band had played a number of benefits for the ladies of St. John's 

church. The ladies express their appreciation in a letter to the paper. Part of the letter is 
not legible but I give what can be read: 
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"Prof. Chol. Dear Sir - In the last two or three years the Ladies of 

St. John's Church has had frequent occasion to express to you, as the 
honored and able chief of the Lyric Band, their sense of the great kindness 
and liberality of your organization in giving their valuable services at the 
various entertainments and exhibitions given by us.  

Wishing to offer a more substantial token of the feeling, the Ladies 
recently tendered to the Band a Soiree, with the view of donating to you 
the proceeds.........contributions will be made by all in this community, 
which has so much reason to be proud of the "Bande Lyrique."  

Respectfully, Ladies of St. John's Church." (July 26) 
 
We read of other activities of Mr. Swartenbergh: "Lafourche Military Academy 

exhibition - The exhibition was opened by an overture prepared by and executed under 
the direction of that able musician Prof. Swartenbergh, assisted by the amateurs." (July 
31) 

Lafourche Parish possesses a large population of Creoles and we find an article 
about Creole Music: 

 
"Creole Music - They have among them many quaint and wild 

songs full of pathos and tenderness, which are not unlike Moorish songs, 
when heard at night on the lake or amidst the tropical luxuriance of a 
forest. Their music is all more or less sad and plaintive, and generally sung 
in a minor key. The airs of their songs are always simple and totally devoid 
of ornamentation, and are not to be confounded with the nervous irregular 
dance music of the Negro population, whom they detest. One could well 
imagine himself in the Bay of Naples when listening to one of the boatman 
of Barataria singing as he floats homeward. (Acadians of Opeleuosas and 
Attakapus Parish of Louisiana.) (Sept. 25) 
 

1870 
 
The firemen hold a ball with music by L. & W. Q. Brokhoft and Knobloch. (Jan. 

15) We also read of the annual Fireman's Parade in the June 18th paper but there are few  
mentioning of music in 1870.  

 
We find one other entry in 1870, in the Oct. 11th paper: 
 

"On Oct. 11th, there was organized a society of musicians to form 
a band of music for the service of St. Joseph Brass Band. It will include 14 
members of the association. The society of music for religious services at 
2:00 for proceeding with members of volunteers agreeable for giving their 
time." (Oct. 11)  
 

1871 
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We read of Uncle Silas' reminiscences of the Civil War and a mention of an 

'amusement' given by Uncle Silas: "Another amusement afforded us was the music 
entertainment given twice a week by Gen. Thomas' band of music, who came into town 
for that purpose." (March 18) 

Excursions are popular as a public entertainment and we read of an excursion that 
came from Donaldsonville: 

 
"A pleasure excursion from Donaldsonville to Lockport with 

concert and ball for benefit of Christ Church at Napoleonville. A fine brass 
band is engaged for the occasion. Fare $2.00." (April 1) 
 
The annual Fireman's Parade is held on the 20th of April. We read of the first 

mention of the St. Joseph Band and the Thibodaux Brass Band. This is the first parade 
with more than one company. The bands serenade along the parade route. (April 29) 

This is the earliest mention of the Thibodaux Brass Band, a band that will become 
an important cultural organization for many years. 

Finally on May 27th we read: "Fele de Dien - Steamer Tahlquah - leaves 
Thibodaux, benefit of Catholic Church in Lockport. Yeager's Brass Band from New 
Orleans will be on board." 

 
1872 

 
 In the year 1872 we read that the process of organization of Thibodaux is under 

way. Musically we find a number of entries beginning in the March 23rd paper: 
 

"The levees of good music will be entertained with a rich treat at 
the concerts to be given at the Fete Champetre. Both brass bands and Prof. 
Schwartenbergh's String Band, have kindly volunteered their services and 
are preparing to win additional laurels to those already obtained in the 
past." (March 23) 
 
For the 'Fete Champetre' there is a beginning procession and is participated in by 

the St. Joseph Brass Band: 
 

"Procession from #1 hall preceded by the fine band of amateurs - 
composing the St. Joseph Brass Band, preceded to the pavilion. After 
music by the band (13 years old) the event raised $1250.00 “(March 23) 

 
This is an early mention of the St. Joseph Brass Band. There is a complete page in 

the newspaper devoted to this event but does not detail any part in the event by the band 
except to mention the name of the band. 

 
There was a Fete Champetre and use music by local groups: 
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"The lovers of good music will be entertained with a rich treat at the concerts to 
be given at the Fete Champetre. Both Brass bands and Prof. Swartenbergh's string band 
have kindly volunteered their services and are preparing to win additional laurels to those 
already obtained in the past." (March 23) (Sic: There is a different spelling of the 
Professors' name given by the paper.) 

 
The annual Fireman's Parade is again held with two local bands participating in 

the parade: 
 

"Fireman's Parade - 24th of April. St. Joseph Brass Band, and Prof. 
Schwartenbergh's Band furnished music during the march." 
 
We read of a funeral for Mr. Alfred St. Martin, a fireman: 
 

"Funeral of Alfred St. Martin - Fireman - the hearse, preceded by 
St. Joseph Band, playing appropriate music, preceded to St. Joseph 
Church, followed by the members of his family, the mayor, and member of 
the Council." 
 
Local bands did travel out of town to play for other Fireman's Parades: 
 

"The Thibodeax Brass Band left for New Orleans to play for the 
Algiers Fireman on the occasion of their annual parade on 4th of March." 
 
There was a very cultural side to the town of Thibodeax and this can be seen in 

the appearance of the concert of members of the New Orleans opera scene: 
 

"Ragan's Hall on St. Philip Street - a grand concert - Comique 
given by several performers from the opera in New Orleans. The concert 
will be good amusement to drive away the "blues" from the minds of our 
citizens." 
 

1873 
 

The annual Fireman's Parade is again presented with a "fine band of amateurs, 
Lyrique Band of Thibodeax." (April 26) After the parade each fire company of Thibodeax 
held a ball for its members. 

During this era in America there were numerous activities for the entertainment of 
its citizens. These activities all used music, unlike many activities of present days, and 
unlike today's musical events when many more watch activities rather than active 
participation. One such activity was the picnic: 

 
"Picnic by YMBA of Lafourche, La. The Lyrique Band of 

Thibodeax discoursed excellent music." (May 10) 
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Thibodeax College holds its year closing exercises with the St. Joseph Band 
furnishing music: 

 
"Closing exercises at Thibodeax College in grove of St. Joseph 

Church. St. Joseph Band furnished music during the intervals, enhancing 
thereby the pleasures of these exercises." 
 
Thibodeax is building a heritage in great brass bands but seems to be a little 

behind Donaldsonville at this time. We read of this comparison in an August 16th entry in 
the paper: 

 
"The Donaldsonville Chief states that Donaldsonville has 4 music 

bands and is organizing a 5th. When it comes to music, our little burgh 
will remove the dilapidated liven from off the garden shrubbery. Yes, and 
when they all go to practice we guess the citizens will feel like going out 
removing the 'linen' from off their backs of the players. Just think of 100 
hours, toot-toot-toot - and no two of them crying the same time." 

 
"August 5 - Orifessir-Bitcger - organist at Methodist Church. He 

will get up a class for instruction in vocal and instrumental music." 
 

1874 
 

We again read of the activities of Prof. Chol.  We find two articles about these 
activities: 

 
"July 18 - Dramatic Club representation - These performers were 

added by the Harmony Club String Band under the supervision of Prof. 
Chol who had generously volunteered their services. Program includes: 
Ost Grand Overture from Martha, Reverie de Rosellon, L'Etoile Des Paries 
(E. Chol) and Gustave Galop by the band concluded the entertainment." 

 
"July 3 - Entertainment for St. John Church - Circle de L'Harmonic 

played music and dance between tableaux - Prof. Anderson-piano, Prof. 
Chol - Drama Ceste del H. Chol." 
 
Two other entries are found: 
 

"Nov. 7 - Procession under auspices of Central Club (political 
club) proceeded by a band of volunteer musicians." 1875 

 
"Nov. 7 - Crele de L'Harmonoic played music entertainment of 

drama club." 
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We find no paper in 1865. This was the beginning of the Civil War and 
perhaps this may have been the reason. 

 
1876 

 
The earliest entry is on Feb. 12 and tells of a funeral that uses a brass band: 
 

"Funeral of Sylvere Navarre - The fire dept. was out in full uniform 
and preceded by the St. Joseph Brass Band playing solemn music, his 
remains were followed to St. Joseph Cemetery by almost the entire 
population of the town." 
 
The paper gives a nice encouragement to the local bands by mentioning them in 

the paper. An activity is not mentioned but the bands must have been out serenading:  
 

"The Thibodaux Cornet Band and St. Joseph Bands added no little 
to the pleasure of the day, and our town has reason to rejoice in the 
possession of two such excellent bands." (April 29) 

 
We will later discover the name of the Lafourche Brass Band, a colored 

organization in the town of Thibodeax. 
We next read of a fair being given. The activity of a fair was very popular in these 

days and a fair always including brass band music. The band is not mentioned by name: 
 

"Grand Fair - St. Joseph Church - Grand concert will be given 
every evening, the 6, 7, 8th of May.  
 
While there were local bands available we read of an activity using the 

Napoleonville Brass Band: 
 

"Entertainment for Christ Church - After the overture by the 
Napoleonville Silver Cornet Band, the ball which wound up the evening 
was 'kept rolling' till the wee small hours." (May 6) 
 
We read of an exhibition by Thibodaux College which gives the name of the 

leader of the St. Joseph Brass Band: 
 

"Exhibition - Thibodaux College - The melodious strains of St. 
Joseph's Band, under the leadership of Mr. E. O'Sullivan contributed 
largely to the enjoyment of the occasion." (July 29) 
 
Most political rallies used brass bands to draw attendance, thus we read of one 

such occasion: 
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"Mass meeting - Napoleonville - Political rally - A brass band was 
in attendance - At 2 PM the crowd preceded by the band and carriages 
containing the orators of the day moved to Landraux Grove." (August 12) 
 
We read of another political rally in the Sept. 16th paper: 
 

"Republican mass meeting - At the appointed hour for the meeting, 
the air was rent by the jarring sounds of a colored brass band (Sic: the 
Lafourche) especially engaged for the occasion, which proclaimed to the 
assembled multitude that the speakers were about to take their places on 
the stand." (Sept. 16) 
 
Another fair is held on April 21, 22, and 23rd but the article does not mention the 

name of those playing, just that there would be instrumental music every day. 
Most towns in Louisiana seemed to have active fire departments and these 

companies were always involved in community activities. There is a celebration in the 
nearby town of Houma: 

 
"Fireman's day in Houma - Thibodaux Firemen accompanied by 

the St. Joseph Band." (April 7) 
 
We read of another fair presented by the Catholic Church: 
 

"St. Joseph Fair - The various bands furnished music throughout 
the day and night and added gentle influence of its charms to the other 
festivities of the main overall occasion. 40% to Fire Company, 60% to St. 
Joseph Church. Bands formed at Court house, accompanied by brass 
bands, the people preceded down to the church." (May 5) 

 
We read of the colored band, the Lafourche brass band, playing for a political 

rally: 
 

"Sept. 16 - Republican mass meeting - Political rally at the 
appointed hour for the meeting, the air was rent by the jamming sounds of 
a colored brass band (Lafourche) especially engaged for the occasion, 
which proclaimed to the assemble multitude that the speakers were about 
to take their places on the stand." 
 

1877 
 

We find more entries in 1877. The first speaks of a grand fair: 
 

"April 7 - Grand fair St. Joseph - instrumental music every day -
April 21, 22, and 23." 
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The Houma Firemen hold their annual parade: 
 

"Fireman's Day in Houma - Thibodeax Firemen accompanied by 
the St. Joseph Band." 

 
On April 21, the Thibodaux firemen have their day and the article mentioned the 

bands that play the parade: 
 

"Fireman's day in Thibodaux - Bands: Houma Brass Band, St. Joe 
Silver Cornet, Thibodaux Silver Cornet Band, Plattonville Silver Cornet 
Band." (April 21) 

 
The day of the annual Fireman's Parade in Thibodeax was a rainy one and the 

parade had to be canceled due to the condition of the streets, but the rest of the activities 
were held. The paper gives an excellent account of them: 

 
"For the 1st time since the organization of the Fire Department of 

Thibodeax have the Firemen been compelled to abandon their annual 
parade and procession through the town, but the rain that began falling at 
an early hour put the streets in such a condition as to render the execution 
of the proposed programs impracticable. About 7 am the fine brass band 
from Plattonville arrived for the use of Home Hook & Ladder Co. #1, and 
was taken charge by the members of that company in their usual hospitable 
manner. At 11am, the members of Houma Fire Co. #1, accompanied by 
the Houma Band arrived as the invited guests of Fire Department. The 
delegation numbered some 25 or 30 persons. 

At 2 pm the rain having ceased, the various companies formed on 
Market Street, in front of the courthouse without the engines. 

First - the Thibodeax Fireman Dept. proceeded by W. C. Ragan-
Grand Marshall. 

Second - Houma Firemen Company #1 proceeded by the Houma 
Brass Band. 

Third - Thibodeax Fire Co. #1 proceeded by the St. Joseph Silver 
Cornet Band. 

Fourth - Protector fire Co. #2, preceded by the Thibodeax Silver 
Cornet Band 

Fifth - Home Hook & Ladder #1, preceded by the Plattonville 
Brass Band.  

The line thus formed, all on foot, marched down to the Fair 
Grounds where the invited guests and the Fireman partook of a 
scrumptious dinner in the restaurant." 

 
We next read of a new brass band being organized. This must have been one of 

the bands that Father Menard sponsored. The good father, in his daily journal, has 
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described his forming of new church parishes and establishing brass bands at these 
locations: 

 
"A new brass band - Mr. Touhean of Bayou Dularge is organizing 

a brass band of 16 pieces. The instruments have already been purchased 
and the 'boys' of St. Eloie Church are happy." (May 26) 
 
We do find many activities sponsored by the Catholic Church as the parishes 

around Thibodaux include a large Catholic population. We read of a fair given for a 
Father Denecee: 

 
"Fair, for Father Denecee - The members of a brass band have 

generously offered their services, which were gratefully accepted. (July 
19th at Canal Belanger, Parish of Terrebonne.)" (June 23) 
 
We read of another fair given in Canal Belanger: 
 

"Canal Belanger Fair - Notwithstanding a heavy rain on the 19th 
we were safely conveyed to Canal Belanger in Company with the Houma 
Brass Band. The Houma Brass Band receives its share of honors, thanks to 
the efficient management of its leader, Dr. Blanchard." 
 
We next read of a fair that uses a colored band. In this write-up we also read of a 

shooting: 
 

"Fair (colored) benefit of church on Mr. Ben Folse's Plantation, 
Paul Gutridge, alias Cole of Thibodaux, shot seriously wounded Lance 
Smith-Shot in arm by Henry Graham justified. Victim came at him with 
knife. Paul is a member of the band that went from Thibodaux. Paul 
acquitted." (Sept. 15) 

 
An excursion for colored to New Orleans is given by the Negroes of Thibodeax: 
 

"Excursion train to New Orleans, Nov. 11th - Faith, Hope & 
Charity Association-colored - also the services of the Darrall's brass band 
which has much improved in proficiency under the direction of Prof. 
Townsend." (Oct. 6) 
 
Another excursion is given from Thibodaux to Lockport: 
 

"Grand final excursion from Thibodaux to Lockport - An A-1 brass 
band will be on board, thus affording an opportunity to the young in heart 
as well as in age to trip the 'light fantastic' toe to well tried music." (July 6) 
 

1878 
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Our first and only entry in 1878 is on Sept. 26. It speaks of the annual Fireman's 

Day parade. We find a listing of the bands that participate in the parade and read the name 
of Robert Hingle. Hingle after graduating from Thibodaux College takes over the band 
there. Later he moves back to Pt. A la Hache in Plaquemines Parish and becomes the 
bandleader of the town band as well as the editor of the local paper. He also becomes a 
well-known judge in that parish: 

 
"Fireman's Day parade - Bands: St. Joseph Silver Cornet Band, and 

a juvenile band under Prof. Hingle of Thibodaux College, The Thidodaux 
Silver Cornet Band, and the St. Bridget's Brass Band of Terrebonne." 
(Sept. 26) 

 
1879 

 
A new group, the Home Circle Orchestra plays for an installation ceremony. This 

is the first mention of this group, which is to become a very active group in the 
community: 

 
"Knights of Columbus installation of officers - Much of the 

entertainment of the occasion was due to the delightful music of the Home 
Circle Orchestra. The execution of the orchestra was so good that it called 
for the highly eulogistic remarks from the installing officer, who is an 
excellent judge of the orchestra art." (Jan. 30) 
 
The Lockport Band plays for a benefit fair for the Chapel in Vacheire: 
 

"A GRAND FESTIVAL - A grand fair or Fete Champetre will take 
place on Sunday, Feb. 28th, in the Vacherie Livodais, for the benefit of the 
Catholic Chapel of that place now in the process of construction. The 
Lockport Band will be on hand and furnish music for the occasion." (Feb. 
20) 
 
The Thibodeax Band changes rehearsal places: 
 

"The Thibodeax Band which for a number of years occupied the 
Tabor Hall now rehearses at the Thibodeax College." (March 25) 
 
We also find the Lockport Band playing for another benefit: 
 

"Concert for benefit of Lockport School by amateur dramatic club 
and an entertainment by the Brass Band." (March 25) 
 
The close connected between brass bands of the area and the Catholic Church is 

seen in our next entry: 
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"On next Wednesday the beautiful feast of St. Valerie will be 

celebrated at St. Joseph Church with unusual splendor. Invitations have 
been sent by Father Dubourg to a number of priests of neighboring 
parishes. The Thibodeax Band will lend, as usual, its sweet harmony in the 
procession that takes place." (April 24) 
 
We read that a series of concerts (in the planning stage) by the Thibodeax Band: 
 

"It is rumored that the Thibodeax Band expects at an early date to 
open a series of Sunday afternoon concerts on the college grounds. 
Nothing however, is yet definitely fixed as the band is now making rapid 
progress - made under the leadership of Prof. L. J. (Beb) Trone, these 
concerts will no doubt be very attractive." (April 24) 
 
The Thibodeax Band accompanies the guests on an excursion to Opelousas: 
 

"Last Sunday morning fully 100 people boarded the excursion train 
at this point for Opelousas. The Thibodeax Band was aboard and regaled 
the excursionists at intervals with some of their sweetest strains." (May 1) 
 
The concert series by the band begin with the location being changed: 
 

"Don't forget the band's concert at 3 o'clock tomorrow at St. 
Joseph's fairgrounds. The boys have been working hard, and will no doubt 
play good music." (May 8) 
 
The band donates the proceeds of a benefit to the Father Menard Monument fund: 
 

"The band realized a snug little sum from the sale of refreshments 
last Friday and gave over $33 to the Father Menard Monument Fund" 
(May 15) 
 
There is a grand festival is held and the St. Bridget Band furnishes the music: 
 

"GRAND FESTIVAL - On the 1st Sunday in June (6th) a grand 
festival will be given by the Lutherans of St. Bridget's Chapel, Terrebonne, 
for the benefit of that Chapel. The St. Bridget Band will play for the 
occasion." (May 15) 
 
One of the Thibodaux’s musicians "took a trip to New Orleans last Saturday to 

hear the celebrated Mexican Band. The Mexican Band had become a very popular band. 
It performance at the Cotton Exhibition of 1884 made it a national phenomenon. 

The firemen are a driving force in the town's cultural activities and upon securing 
a building that include a large hall they prepare for concerts and other social activities: 
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"Members of Fireman's #1 and Hook & Ladder #1 purchased 

building on Green & St. Bridget Streets - Will shortly prepare the upper 
room for a concert hall for the benefit of parties who may desire the use of 
a large hall for social or dramatic purposes." (June 7) 
 
We read of another excursion from New Orleans" 
 

"Excursion from New Orleans to Thibodaux by colored lodge meet 
at the depot by their brethren of Pride of Thibodaux Lodge, and being 
formed into a procession paraded through the principle streets of the town, 
preceded by a fine band of music in full uniform from New Orleans. Also 
by the colored band of Thibodaux. At night a grand ball was had at 
Waverly Hall." (June 14) 

 
The Thibodeax Band's concert is given and was very well received: 
 

"A FINE CONCERT - The Thibodeax Band treated the people of 
the town to a fine concert last Sunday which was very much appreciated. 
The band had prepared an elaborate program for the occasion which was 
fairly rendered, and elicited much applause." (June 19)  

 
We again read of Robert Hingle and his activities with the college band. He has 

also become the leader of the St. Joseph Brass Band: 
 

"Prof. Hingle has now charge of the St. Joseph Band as well as the 
college band. The former have recently received a set of new and 
improved instruments." 

 
Another concert is given by the Thibodeax Band: 

 
"The Thibodeax Band will repeat the concert of last Sunday 

interpreted by rain. 5:00, St. Joseph's Hall. The programme is a fine one, 
and as a part of the proceeds will be set apart for the relief of the poor of 
the community - there ought to be a good attendance." (July 10) 

 
From the Catholic Newspaper the "Weekly observer of Sept. 6, we read: 

 
"We copy the following paragraphs from a Traveler, on Morgan's 

Railroad, after giving a description of the city of Thibodeax and its 
surrounds Travelers goes on and says 'I had not proceeded very far when 
my attention was attracted by sweet concords of music. I thought I 
recognized the Yager's Band, which on a nearer approach I discovered was 
the College Band, composed of 17 youngsters 'knee high to a duck' with 
instruments twice their size. This set of instruments and boys attached was 
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the creation of Prof. Hingle who occupies a professor's chair at Thibodeax 
College also, and reflects much credit on his energy and talent. The 
occasion which called for the assembly of this band was no other than the 
commencement of Misses Naquin’s School...one of the ....learning in this 
town and known by the modest name of St. Valerie School. After a piece 
by the College Band, Father Menard stepped forward......" (Sept. 6) 
 
A new band's name is mentioned in a Nov. 1 article but it probably is the Darrell's 

Band misspelled. It states: "The Darral's Band whose music scared all the bobtail dogs 
and cats out of the road." This band played for a grand reception for the Governor and led 
the procession that was formed. 

Our last mentioning deals with the usual activity of a ball for the benefit of the 
local band: 

 
"Members of the Thibodaux Brass Band will give a fine ball 

tonight in their hall on corner of St. Louis and Main." (Dec. 27) 
 

1880 
 

The year begins with an entry mentioning the Thibodeax Silver Cornet Band. I 
believe this is the same Thibodeax Brass Band mentioned before, as the paper frequently 
misnames bands: 

 
"We are indebted to the Thibodeax J. Silver Cornet Band for a 

ticket to attend the fine ball given by them on Wednesday evening." (Jan. 
3) 
 
By giving a ticket to the newspaper editor the group giving an activity is assured 

of a mentioning in the newspaper. Below we read of another time that this public 
relations. Technique is used: 

 
"We are indebted to the member for complimentary ticket to a 

"Soiree Dansante" of the Thibodeax Band at Music Hall. This will be one 
of the finest and gayest of the season, and will be fully equal to any 
heretofore given by this will known band. Everybody should attend." 
(March 24) 
 
The Guion Academy Free School gives an entertainment and the college band is 

engaged for the affair. The College Band at this time is lead by Robert Hingle, who later 
in his life would become a driving force in music of Plaquemine Parish, La.: 

 
"Entertainment - Teachers and pupils of Guion Academy Free 

School. The music of the College Band of boys was good and reflected 
credit upon the skill as a teacher of Mr. Hingle who had them in charge." 
(April 10) 
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We find a letter of thanks to the band in the same issue of the paper: 
 

"Letter of thanks - to the Thibodeax College Band and their kind 
teacher for the music which they have furnished and which has done so 
much to increase the enjoyment of all who here honored as with their 
attendance." (April 10) 
 
The annual Fireman's Parade is again held and we read: 
 

"Fireman's 19th annual parade, April 20th. 1st division-Thibodeax 
Silver Cornet Band. 2nd division-Thibodeax College Band. 3rd division-
the Thibodeax St. Joseph Silver Cornet Band." (April 10) 
 
Follow -up article mentions which band played for each fire dept.: 
 

"Parade: The Thibodeax Silver Cornet Band furnished music for 
Protector #2, the College Band of boys supplied the Home, Hook & 
Ladder Co., and St. Joseph Band did the same for Thibodeax #1. These 
bands all did remarkable, winning new honors all along the line of the 
procession." (May 1) 
 
Brass Bands also played for dances, not only for marching activities. We read of 

this in our next article: 
 

"Ball of the Young Men's Benevolent Association in Music Hall. 
Dance to the fine music given by the Thibodeax Silver Cornet Band." 
(June 5) 
 
Popular still is the excursion, this time given by the Thibodeax Fire Company: 
 

"Excursion by Thibodeax Fire Co. Meet in New Iberia by fireman, 
accompanied by a splendid band of music." (June 5) 
 
Most towns, regardless of size of its population, had brass bands. Bands were an 

integral part of the cultural activity of all towns during this era. Marksville, La. is looking 
for a competent music instructor for their band. We find the following article in the local 
paper: 

 
"The brass band at Marksville wants a competent instructor. Here 

is an opening for some competent musician. Marksville, we know to be a 
nice pleasant town in the open prairie, and the citizens are sociable and 
clever. Any information can be had by addressing the "Marksville 
Bulletin." (August 7) 
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An excursion is given by the Fireman of the town: 
 

"Excursion - Firemen - Train. The St. Joseph Band accompanied 
the excursion and played several pieces in the park grounds which secured 
the admiration of the people who were delighted with the performance of 
that band." (August 28) 
 
We next read of an invitation to a ball given by the Houma Brass Band: 
 

"Dr. A. Blanchard, Pres. Houma Brass Band had sent us a friendly 
invitation to attend a grand fancy dress & calico ball to be given by the 
band in Firemen's Hall at Houma tonight." (Oct. 9) 
 

1881 
 

We read an article on music that mentions "The Pelican Brass Band in the rear 
was doing its best to drown the clangor of two steamers whistles." (March 6) This band 
was from Napoleonville. 

Another parade is given, this time by the colored Odd Fellows organization: 
 

"Odd Fellows - The Pride of Thibodeax Lodge #1951 of the GUO 
of Odd Fellows had an anniversary parade on last Saturday evening. The 
procession was preceded by the Lafourche Brass Band and after parading 
the principle streets of the town had an oration delivered at the AME 
Church by P. N. F, J. H. Bailey (colored)" (June 11) 
 
The next entry is the yearly exercises of the Guion Academy: 
 

"Closing exhibition of Guion Academy at Firemen's Fair Grounds. 
St. Joseph's Band furnished excellent music for the occasion." (July 9) 
 
The school holds a closing exhibition for colored children: 
 

"Exhibition of corporation school for colored children. The 
Lafourche Band generously furnished music for the evening without 
charge, which added music to the pleasures of the evening." (July 16) 
 
We read of the colored band again as they give an entertainment: 
 

"On next Saturday the colored band (the Lafourche Brass Band) 
will give an entertainment at Waverly Hall for their benefit. This band has 
improved greatly but to be efficient money is required and can only be had 
by their friends giving a helping hand occasionally which their can do on 
Saturday next." (Dec. 17) 
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Our final entry is in the Dec. 31st. paper: 
 

"Entertainment by members and patrons of cooperation colored 
school. The Lafourche band furnished music on said occasion, free of 
charge. Profit $52.30." (Dec. 31) 
 

1882 
 

We only have a few entries in the year 1882. The entries begin with the Sept. 9th 
paper: 

 
"Last Saturday business was lively in Thibodeax from 4 to 6 pm. 

The Eureka Brass Band turned out to ratify Beattie's nomination and 
played such music that a horse got scored and run away." (Sept. 9) 
 
The only other entry is on Nov. 4th: 
 

"Exhibition for Firemen - met by St. Joseph Brass Band." (Nov. 4) 
 

1883 
 

Our first musical entry is on May 12 that speaks of a new string band being 
organized: 

 
"Entertainment - This will be the advent of a new string band 

recently organized in our town out of the best musical talent which it 
possesses." (May 12) 
 
The annual Fireman's Parade is held but we find no names of the bands 

participating given in the write-up.  
The next article speaks of the previous mentioned string band: 
 

"New St. Joseph Hall was inaugurated last Sunday evening by an 
entertainment given by leading amateurs of the parish. The string band 
prominent among who are Messrs. O'Sullivan, Robert Hingle, Trone and 
Perrin discoursed some very sweet music during the intermission." (May 
26) 
 
We read the name of Prof. Chol once again, as he was the driving force for the 

music portion of a fair: 
 

"Fair for charity hospital fund. The concert was excellent as 
everything of that kind, managed by Prof. Chol always is." (June 2) 
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We read of a fair given that used various members of different bands of the city. 
This group was under the direction of Jos. Trone, a name that would become more 
prominent in the town's musical scene: 

 
"Fair - The music for the occasion was furnished by a combination 

formed of members of the different brass bands of Thibodeax and was 
under the direction of Mr. Jos. A. Trone. The music was heard to 
advantage on the stage of the new hall." (Oct. 6) 
 

1884 
 

Bands were an integral part of the era's activities and we find their use necessary 
in the political campaigns: 

 
"The Republicans had a grand 'wow, wow' on last Sunday at the 

corner of Levee and St. Philip Streets. Two bands of music sent forth 
gentle sounds." (March 29) 
 
The first parade of the Thibodeax Fire Department was approximately in 1861. 

The 23rd annual parade was held in April of 1884 and the paper gives us an idea of how it 
was celebrated: 

 
"THIBODEAX HOLIDAY - The twenty third Annual Parade of 

the Thibodeax Fire Department took place, last Wednesday, April 10 inst. 
and proved to be equal in interest and enjoyment to those of past years. 

The Engines were handsomely decorated by the skillful hands of 
their lady friends, and when in line presented a beautiful panorama to the 
eye of the spectator. 

At two o'clock, P. M., the procession moved from Court House 
square, along the line indicated in the programme, enlivened by the 
various bands of music, and preceded by a gallant troop of marshals 
mounted on fine horses, whilst the firemen clothed in their elegant 
uniforms, added greatly to the magnificence of the long procession. 

A band of music from Lockport, made its first appearance in 
Thibodeax, at the head of the Hook & Ladder Co., and attracted considers 
able attention for the fine music it played along the route. 

When the Parade dismissed, the different companies marched 
about town serenading their various friends and patrons, until the going 
down of ***the sun. 

We return thanks to the gallant firemen for the serenade with 
which they honored the SENTINEL office. 

The ball of the Firemen's Hall was an elegant entertainment. The 
large hall was filled with the beauty of Lafourche, Assumption and 
Terrebonne, who enjoyed themselves in the gay festivities until a late hour 
of the night. 
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Taking it all in all, the Firemen, the citizens, and the visitors will 
all have kindly remembrances of the Firemen's Anniversary, and regret 
that such pleasant days only come once a year." (April 19, 1884) 
 
We read of one of the many re-organizations of a brass band in Thibodeax. I must 

mention here that the re-organizations of brass bands was an ongoing process. It was hard 
to hold musicians in a small town as many would move to the city for advancements of 
their careers; and the frustration that comes from always being under financed: 

 
"The Thibodeax Band is about to reorganize under the leadership 

of Dr. Dansereau. They have secured the use of the fine hall of Protector 
Fire Co., No. 2 for purposes of rehearsal. Under such able leadership, they 
ought and will succeed in establishing in this town a first class musical 
organization. The old Thibodeax Band always gave their services to the 
people of the town on all gala occasions, and in token of their appreciation 
of such services, the people should, in turn, do all they can to encourage 
the young men who have resolved to cater to the amusement of the 
community in a musical way. If, therefore the new band should make an 
appeal to the public for substantial aid in buying a set of instruments, we 
trust that the appeal will be honored, and that the men organization will 
thus be placed in a position to carry out their ideas. Every lover of music, 
(and who is not a lover of music) should see to it that the new band shall 
not fail of its purpose through lack of encouragement and support." (May 
3, 1884) 
 
Religious activities also used brass bands as we read in the next article: 
 

"Blessing of the Calgary at St. Joseph after mass one of the largest 
processions we have ever seen in this Parish took up its line of march from 
the church to the Calgary - two bands." (Oct. 18) 
 
There was another political rally mentioned in the Oct. 25th paper that "used two 

bands for march and rally." (Oct. 25) 
 

1885 
 

We read of a country funeral that uses a brass band in the funeral procession: 
 

"Death of H. D. Aucoin - buried in St. Joseph Cemetery, his 
remains having been followed to the tomb by the fire dept., in uniform, 
and the Catholic Knights preceded by the brass band playing suitable 
music." (Feb. 28) 
 
The Firemen's parade is again held using 3 bands but write-ups do not give the 

names of all three bands: 
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"Fireman's Parade - 3 bands - A band from Houma that came up 

under the auspices of Home Hook & Ladder Co. attracted considerable 
attention for the fine music it made along the line of march, and for the 
manly and dignified demeanor of its members." (April 18) 
 
The Protector Band gives a concert in their hall with concert music by a guest 

musician, Mr. John Kelly: 
 

"A Pleasant Evening - The musical concert given on Wednesday 
evening by Mr. John Kelly in Firemen's Hall, in connection with the 
Thibodeax Protector Band, was a very excellent one, and was highly 
entertaining to the audience that was assembled in the vast hall. 

Mr. Kelly claims to have traveled with the great violinist "Old 
Bull" and Paganini, and he has profited by the experience and knowledge 
then acquired under those great masters. 

The members of the brass band did honor to themselves and to 
their peers in several pieces excellently played, prior to the 
commencement of the concert. 

After the concert the young folks entered into the gaieties of the 
dance which was kept up to a late hour. 

Refreshments were supplied in the dining room, in the shape of ice 
cream, lemonade, etc. The band may congratulate itself for its success 
socially and we hope financially, as it merits success." (May 30) 
 
While the paper was very much in favor of brass bands it was critical of bands 

playing at the wrong time and in the wrong place: 
 

"Bands of music are very good things sometimes. But when they 
parade on the streets, playing in front of churches while services are going 
on, and in front of houses in which some loved one lies dead, they can be 
reckoned as first class nuisances." (June 13) 
 

The Protector Band (the same band previously called the Thibodeax Brass Band, plays for 
an excursion: 

 
"Tomorrow an Excursion will be given, on the fine steamer Mabel 

Comeaux, from Thibodeax to Lockport. The boat will leave here at 1 
o'clock P. M. and will return at about 9 P. M. The fare for the round trip 
will be only 75 cents. The Protector Brass Band will be on board and 
furnish music for the occasion. A more pleasant evening can not be 
obtained, than by participating in that excursion." (June 13) 
 
At the Teacher's Institute Meeting the music is furnished by a colored band: 
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"At 8 o'clock P. M. an audience of more than 200 people 
assembled in the hall. After music by the colored band, that volunteered its 
services, Mr. Shreb spoke upon the subject of education......After the band 
had played several excellent pieces Professor Puckette, addressed the 
audience on the subject of spelling...." (June 13) 
 
We read of the Protector Brass Band sponsoring another excursion: 
 

"In consideration of the great success, both financial and social of 
the excursion, given by the Protector Brass Band, to Lockport 2 weeks 
ago, they have decided to give another tomorrow, on the Mabel Comeaux. 
The beat will leave Thibodeax at 2 pm. Fare for the round trip-75 cents. As 
a rule this band has never been known to omit any requisite that tends to 
the successful termination of such enterprises as they have occasions to be 
connected with, and this surely will not prove an exception to the rule." 
(June 27) 
 
The above write-up also appears in the paper in French. The closing exercises of 

Thibodeax College, with the band participating, are found in an entry of August 1st: 
 

"Closing exercises of Thibodeax College-Presently the vast 
assembly was favored with a delightful melody executed by the College 
Band." (August 1) 
 
A number of excursions from New Orleans had Thibodeax as their destination 

and we read about the local lodge meeting at the train depot: 
 

"On last Saturday an excursion party came to Thibodeax from New 
Orleans under the auspices of the Crescent City Lodge colored Odd 
Fellows. They were met at the depot by the members of the Pride of 
Thibodeax Lodge, accompanied by a band of music and paraded through 
the town to their headquarters-excursion returned on Sunday evening." 
(August 8) 
 

1886 
 

There was a Mardi Gras celebration in Thibodeax and we read of the "arrival of 
the king accompanied by a band of music." (March 13) The Fireman's Parade is held on 
Thursday, May 13th. The Bands: Napoleonville, Paincourtville, and the Thibodeax 
Colored Band. The bands "Discoursed marshal strains, proved themselves well worthy of 
their reputation as they composed headed the Blue Buckets. Ball after.  On April 17th we 
read of another excursion from New Orleans and "a band of music accompanied the 
excursion and furnished the music to make things lively." (April 17) 

The Protector Brass Band accompanies a group to the racetrack: 
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"Race Track - A number of sporting men and spectators from this 
town, accompanied by the Protector Brass Band, made an excursion to the 
race track and express themselves as highly pleased with the kind 
reception extended them by their Assumption friends. (Napoleon Enola 
Plantation)" (May 22) 
 
Prof. Chol is again mentioned as leading musical activities at an activity at St. 

Bridget: 
 

"Catholic Knights of America - Green & St. Bridget Streets. The 
music both vocal and instrumental was excellent. It could not well have 
been otherwise with Prof. Chol as a leader." (June 5) 
 
Another colored organization comes to Thibodeax and a band is used in the 

procession: 
 

"Colored Odd Fellows from Morgan City help celebrate 
anniversary processing made a very neat parade the members being in full 
regalia, preceded by a band of music." (June 12) 
 
The next activity is found in the paper both in English and in French. The local 

papers had a number of pages written in French. The Journal of Father Menard is in the 
French language: 

 
"Knights of Honor - March from lodge to Green & Levee (formed 

into a procession and preceded by their Marshall and a band of music 
marched to the corner of Green and Levee." (July 3) 

 
1887 

 
The only item found (because of the lack of papers preserved) is the Fireman's 

Parade. We read: 
 
"Fireman's Parade - Thursday, May 12th. Procession, headed by the Pelican Brass 

Band and the St. Joseph Brass Band, presenting a handsome spectacle in their blue 
uniform, and the Blue Bucket Co. headed by the Excelsior Brass Band of Thibodeax." 
(May 14) 

 
1888 

 
There are musical items mentioned in this year. I can find no reason for this 

although there is a lack of preserved papers from this year. 
 

1889 
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In 1889 we have a number of articles telling of the activities of the Thibodeax 
Brass Band - beginning on April 4th: 

 
"The Thibodeax Brass Band was out for a trial on last Sunday and 

discoursed delicious music. They made a splendid appearance even 
without their new uniforms." (April 4) 
 
The annual Fireman's Parade is held and we read of the bands participating: 
 

"Fireman's Parade - Bands: Thibodeax Brass Band, Donaldsonville 
Progress Brass Band and Wolf's Brass Band from the city. Mr. F. Zemott 
visited New Orleans this week for the purpose of engaging music for 
Protector #2 as an old and devoted fireman. We intend to have something 
more to say on this subject." (April 4) 
 
On May 2nd we read that it is the New Orleans German Band that is engaged. 

Other bands names are not mentioned but we read that "an excellent brass band from 
New Orleans furnished the music for this Fire Company: 

 
"The 100th anniversary of George Washington's inauguration. The 

citizens of our town boomed forth the festive cannon on the 30th ultimo 
while the superb Thibodeax Brass Band paraded the principle streets at 
night and poured forth delicious streams of music until the memorable day 
expired." (May 2) 
 
Again we read that the local Thibodeax Brass Band meets an excursion to their 

city: 
 

"New Orleans excursion of YMBA were met at Thibodeax by the 
Thibodeax Brass Band." (May 9) 
 
The Thibodeax Brass Band next plays for the 5th anniversary of the St. Charles 

branch of the Catholic Knights of America. (May 23) The band leads the procession in 
this activity as read about in the next article: 

 
"The Thibodeax Brass Band at the head, the Knights and guests 

(after dinner) proceeded to the Presbytery of St. Joseph's Catholic 
Church." (May 23) 
 
We next read of the Magnolia Lodge #214 Brakeman who are "accompanied by a 

fine brass band to Fireman's Hall dance." (May 23) The Thib. Brass Band play for an 
excursion on the bayou for the Louisiana Newspaper people, and for a concert for the 
press with E. Legendre as director (May 23) 

The Thibodeax. Brass Band takes a trip to Lafayette and we read of this trip: 
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"YMBA excursion. Drinking in the last notes of a sweet time by 
our splendid Thibodeax Brass Band at 8:30 last Sunday morning we 
bounded on to the long train of cars ready to go west (Lafayette). Our 
Brass Band made a very favorable impression on the people of Lafayette. 
They were fairly enraptured by the entrancing music dispersed by our boys 
for one steady hour in the evening at the fair grounds." (May 30) 
 
The Thibodeax. Brass Band next play a serenade, proceeding to a Mr. McBride's 

house to honor him. (June 20)  
The annual fireman's Parade is presented and we read that: 
 

"The Fireman's Parade was a great day for the people of 
Thibodeax, La., on April 23rd. The Home Hook & Ladder boys were 
headed by the Thibodeax Brass Band of which the Lafourche Comet says: 
'This Company had the good fortune to secure the services of the crack 
band, for it was conceded on all sides that the Thibodeax Brass Band took 
the whole bakery." (June 20) 
 
The band remains very active as they next for an excursion: 
 

"Excursion to Fair-St. Mary's - Remember also that the famous 
Thibodeax Brass Band will be on the excursion and will furnish music for 
the fair." (June 27) 
 
A band is considered a very important part of an excursion and this fact can be 

seen as one excursion is canceled because the band cannot accompany it: 
 

"There will be no excursion to Donaldsonville on the steamer 
"Delgrade" tomorrow as Captain Schneider announced. The Thibodeax 
Brass Band, owing to another engagement, cannot attend and hence the 
excursion had to be postponed." (June 27) 
 
Excursions were very popular in this era and we read that three excursions are 

planned on a given Sunday: 
 

"Last Sunday there were three excursions - two going and one 
coming. Two by steamboat one by rail. One taken to Fireman's Hall-- 
music by the Continental Guard's Brass Band." (July 4)   
 
One of the excursions is on Captain Constantin's steamer: 
 

"As the rain poured in flooding torrents our baby uniformed 
Thibodeax Brass Band played a favorite melodious air and Capt. 
Constantin's steamer pushed off from the wharf." (July 4) 
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Another excursion's destination is the town of Donaldsonville, La.: 
 

"Excursion Sunday to Donaldsonville. The Thibodeax Brass Band 
will go along and make the excursion on the "Belgrade” steamer happy 
with their music." (July 18) 
 
We read of the success of this excursion: 
 

"Excursion a success. The boat left here immediately after lovely 
music with a fair crowd including the indispensable Thibodeax Brass 
Band." (July 25) 
 
Guion teachers using the Thibodeax Brass Band (July 25) at the Fireman’s Hall 

and fair grounds, scheduled for August 1st presented an activity. (July 25). This activity, 
played by the band, was the recipient of a thank you letter in the paper. (August 1)  

The band plays for a mass Democratic Meeting in Lockport, being transported by 
the Belgrade steamer. (August 29) The band plays for another excursion to New Iberia 
with "the Thibodeax Brass Band and the Iberia Brass Band." (Sept. 12) 

The band again plays for a political grand demonstration for Congressmen Andreu 
Price, which included a parade and dance." (Sept. 12) 

A more lengthy article talks of an excursion to Thibodeax of the YMBA of New 
Orleans: 

 
"Excursion YMBA of New Orleans (700 members) arrive in 

Thibodeax at the depot. The Thibodeax Brass Band met train. Through the 
evening the band that accompanied the excursion dispensed music in a 
style that elicited the praise of our connoisseurs. The band and the 
excursion committee paraded around and tendered serenades at several 
places in town. We acknowledge, appreciably, the serenades that were 
given the comet office." (Oct. 3) 
 
Usually when a member of a brass band gets married he is assured of music in 

some form by the other band members. We read of such an occasion: 
 

"Marriage of Judge Theo. P Bergeron. Members of the Thibodeax 
Brass Band serenaded the couple." (Dec. 12) 
 

1890 
 

The Thibodeax Brass Band continues their activities and the year begins with a 
serenade to Mayor Lagarde on his 61st birthday. (Jan. 2) We also read that there is 
presented an: "Opera two nights at Fireman's Hall. The Mascot & Mikado with the 
Alcazar Opera Company." (Jan. 2) 

We continue to find articles on the activities of the band as we read about their 
trip to New Orleans in the next entry: 
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"The Thibodeax Brass Band, under Prof. Emile Legendre, who is 

one of our home musicians of high ability, has received new music which 
it is now endeavoring to execute with creditable proficiency, as it intends 
to leave Thibodeax next Monday to take part in the Mardi Gras Pageant of 
New Orleans. The beautiful steamer "Whisper" will take the band and 
other excursionists who may wish to go." (Feb. 13) 
 
We again read of the annual Fireman's Parade as negotiations begin between the 

fire companies and the bands: 
 

"Bids were received last Tuesday night by the Thibodeax Brass 
Band from the different fire companies of Thibodeax to play in the parade 
next month. The bids were as follows: Protectors Fire Co. #10 $60.00, 
Thibodaux #1-$75.50, Home Hook & Ladder-$80.50, and Thibodeax 
Bucket Brigade-$101.50. Thus the brass band this year will have the crack 
band." (March 13) 
 
An excursion from Donaldsonville comes to Thibodeax with the 'Phoenix Brass 

Band of Donaldsonville. (April 3)  Finally we read of some of the names of the bands in 
this year's Firemen's Parade: 

 
"Fireman's Parade April 16th. Bands: Thibodeax Brass Band, 

Washington Artillery Band, another Washington Artillery Band and 
Fabrega's Band of New Orleans." (April 7) 
 
We read about "Tetreau's Park" a new center for amusement, mostly races: 
 

"Tetreau's Park - The Thibodeax Brass Band was also on hand and 
with its soft, sweet flowing airs helped materially to make the time more 
enjoyable (for races-all kinds, buggy & human) (April 17) 
 
 
Within a larger write-up about the Fireman's Parade we read: "The Thibodeax 

Brass Band gave excellent music, notwithstanding two of its regular members, Albert & 
Louis Trone, cornet & slide trombone players were absent. They were replaced by Profs. 
L. Fortune and V. Einhorn of New Orleans." (April 24) 

We read, in the May 15 paper that "The Thibodeax Brass Band did much to make 
the time pass agreeable." This was in connection with a fair that was held there. There is a 
note of thanks to the band for its efforts playing for the fair in the June 19th paper. 

The band plays again at Tetreau's Park for the races. (June 26) We also read that 
the College Band plays for the St. Valerie School's graduation. (June 10) 

A new band, the Bertie Brass Band, is mentioned in the June 10 paper: 
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"An organization bearing the name of Bertie Brass Band has been 
formed at Bertie, La. with the following officers and members: E. O. Mire, 
Pres., Henry Robertson, Vice Pres., Paul Rodrigue, Sec., Albert Blanchard, 
Treas., R. S. Lauve, Musical Director and members: Aug. Lober, E. P. 
Gilbert, R. H. Gilbert, Jno. Gilbert, A. R. Gilbert, K. Gilbert, J. Diaz, S. 
Delaune, A. Delaune, Paul Gilbert, Willie Bergeron, H. Arceneaux, S. 
Arceneaux. The Bertie Brass Band gave a fair and ball at Poverty Point, 
last Saturday which resulted very nicely. The dance was held in the 
residence of Mr. C. Blanchard." (July 10) 
 
The Thibodeax. Brass Band gave a picnic at Grand Bayou, (July 17) and again 

play at Tetreau's Park as we read: "The Thibodeax Brass Band was on hand and filled the 
air with exquisite music." (July 24)  

The Thibodeax College band plays for a college exhibition: 
 

"Thibodeax College exhibition. The music of the College Band 
helped dispel the unpleasant mood brought on by the bad weather." (July 
31) 
 
There are two articles about a new band organizing in Pugh, La. It will be called 

the Robert E. Lee Brass Band: 
 

"There will be a fair at Pugh, Louisiana on the 6th & 7th of 
September for the purpose of raising funds to purchase instruments and 
organize a brass band. Let there be music in the air." (August 21) 

 
"The active & creditably go-ahead young men of Pugh, La., are 

bestowing themselves in the interest of a Grand Fair which they propose to 
give on Saturday & Sunday, Sept. 6 & 7. Their object in giving the coming 
fair is to secure money to purchase instruments and organize a brass band. 
These young men should be commended and assisted in their good 
purpose. They can do nothing more refined, entertaining and delightful 
than acquiring a perfect knowledge of music." (August 28) 
 
We read of a fair given by the Robt. E. Lee Baseball team and the Robt. E. Lee 

Brass Band 
 

"Saturday and Sunday last, as advertised by the posters so 
artistically executed at the Comet office, were the days assigned for the 
grand fair given by the famed R. E. Lee baseball club. The weather was 
rather unpropitious on the first day, but on Sunday, old Sol came out in all 
his effulgence, and welcomed throngs of visitors of both sexes, and of all 
ages in Mr. Odressy Naquin's front lot. The wide spreading oaks of the 
large park, and the tasty palmetto-thatened tents, festooned with gray 
Spanish moss, made the scene most attractive. The Napoleonville Pelican 
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Silver Cornet Band, Mr. David Kahn leader, heralded its triumphant entry 
by the sweetest strains of music, and was greeted by the bewitching smiles 
of hundreds of Eve’s fairest daughters. Before leaving, the gentlemanly 
members of the Band serenaded each tent kept by the ladies, and received 
from their divine lips the most cheering words of parting. 

A "tripping of the light fantastic" was occasionally improvised on 
the green sward, with as much ease and gracefulness as though it was on 
the smooth floor of Protector Hall. Do you think, Mr. Editor that the 
refined ladies of your corporate limits, could indulge in the mazes of the 
dance under Phoebus's silvery rays, with as much security and elegance as 
our country belles and not tilt from their cavalier's arm? The object of the 
fair is to raise funds to purchase a complete set of musical instrument for 
the R. E. Lee B. B. organized Sept. 4th, and composed of the following 
members: Myrtile Naquin, president; Sybastian Hydel, secretary; Oscar 
Angelloz, treasurer; Thomas Elfert, Emile Naquin, Leon Naquin, Achille 
Boudreaux. Anatole Naquin, Arthur Adams, Albert Aucoin, Alick Aucoin 
and Numa Naquin. 

This band is yet in embryo, but prompted by its native musical 
talent, will not be long in serenading the office of the LaFourche Comet, 
and its obliging editor." (Sept. 11) 

 
The Thibodeax Brass Band furnishes music for another excursion: 
 

"Excursion to Washington, La. - The Thibodeax Brass Band 
greatly relieved the monotony and animated the passengers along the way 
(train)" (Sept. 18) 
 
The next engagement for the Thibodeax. Brass Band is for a political gathering: 
 

"Headed by the unsurpassed musical organization, the Thibodeax 
Brass Band, the Lafourche and Assumption delegations to the 3rd 
Congressional District Convention at Lake Charles left here last Monday 
morning. Price was their nomination by acclamation and the band played 
Dixie. After a vote of thanks to the convention and a special vote of thanks 
for the excellent music of the Thibodeax Brass Band the convention 
adjoined." (Sept. 18) 

 
We find an item about the Thib. Band playing for a convention: 
 
"Third District Convention - Assumption delegates - Thibodeax Brass 
Band headed procession - a fine musical organization headed for Lake 
Charles on train." (Sept. 20) 
 
The band gives a fair to raise funds for instruments: 
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"The object of the fair organizers, assisted before, is to raise funds 
for the purchase of a full set of musical instruments, and have a Band 
whose mellifluous tones will harmonize antis and pros and save our 
picturesque banks from shot gun and Winchester rifles." (Oct. 2) 
 
The band is engaged to play for another fair and did their usual excellent job as we 

read that: "The music of the Thibodeax Brass Band acted like a magnet in bringing both 
old and young to the scene. Some of the pieces played were enrapturing." (Oct. 16) We 
also read that one of its members misplaced his music and the paper states that: "One of 
the music books of the Thibodeax Brass Band was lost last Sunday night with going to or 
coming from the fair. The person returning this book to this office will be rewarded." 

 
1891 

 
The Thibodeax. Brass Band next sponsors a dramatic play in an attempt to raise 

money for their organization: 
 

"The Thibodeax Brass Band  - Play -"All Alone in London" 
furnished music each night as the lasted named play was given as a benefit 
for the excellent music organization." (Jan. 22) 
 
The usual practice of serenading a newly married band member is followed as a 

band member gets married: 
 

"Marriage of Mr. Albert Trone - On his return home with his wife 
the Thibodeax Brass Band of which he is a member, called at his residence 
and favored the new couple with a delightful serenade." (Feb. 5) 
 
The next article is about a dance given by the Robt. E. Lee Brass Band but is 

interesting as it mentions that Lent is over and dances again can be held: 
 

"The R. E. Lee Brass Band of Pugh, La. will give a dance next 
Saturday at the residence of Prof. John Dolese. This will be the first dance 
since the doleful, solemn and reverential days of Lent have gone and 
consequently will very likely attract a large number of pleasure-loving 
persons. The members of this country band should be congratulated upon 
their success thus far and urged with the mental and financial support of 
their fellow citizens, to persistently continue in the course they have 
chosen." (April 2) 

 
Remaining active, the Thibodeax. Brass Band sponsors an excursion to Lockport: 
 

"If you wish to spend a pleasant evening wait until Saturday, April 
26. On that day the Thibodeax Brass Band, one of the finest musical 
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organizations in the state will give its third annual excursion to Lockport." 
(April 9) 
 
More about the excursion appears in the April 15th paper: 
 

"The Thibodeax Brass Band have completed all the arrangements 
for the excursion they propose giving to Lockport on the 26th. No one 
should fail to be on the steamer St. John on that day. The fare has been 
fixed at the moderate price of 75 cents which anyone can disburse for a 
day’s pleasure, especially such a one as will be afforded on Sunday the 
26th." (April 15) 
 
The annual Fireman's Parade is again held and we read of the names of the bands 

participating in the parade: 
 

"Parade - Firemen - The Thibodeax Band, with a splendid 
membership, furnished music for the Buckets, The Red Shirts had Wolfe's 
Band of New Orleans. The Hooks had the Washington Artillery Band and 
the Protectors had music from the Louisiana Field Artillery Band." (April 
15) 
 
We read of a dance with music furnished by the Napoleonville Band. The article 

gives the names and history of this band: 
 

"The R. E. Lee Dance - Editor of the Comet: 
I followed the wholesome advice you gave in the last issue of the 

Comet, regarding the moral and substantial support that should be 
accorded the organizers of the R. E. Lee .S. C. Club. 

I attended with much pleasure the grand ball given in their behalf 
in Prof. J. Dolese's spacious hall, on Saturday, 4th inst. It is unanimously 
admitted to have been the grandest and most stylish soiree-dansante ever 
witnessed this side of Assumption lure. The utmost order and decorum 
prevailed, as most of the members composing the ....were pupils of our 
esteemed Professor. A large number of the blooming lilies that graced the 
hall and enlivened the scene with their bewitching smiles also attended his 
curriculum. 

Our sister parish, lying from us where the kind of day dips his 
dying rays in a golden couch, was also fully represented by chivalrous 
knights and re-fined maidens. This large and unusual attendance was due 
partly to the well-earned fame of the Napoleonville Silver Cornet Band, 
whose soul-inspiring strains awaken the sweetest echoes on both banks of 
Assumption. That band under the leadership of Messrs. M.P. Gilbert, 
president, and P.S. Lauve, director, came gratuitously and in a fraternal 
spirit at the invitation of President Nyrtile Naquin of the R. E. Lee club, 
and added unspeakable charms to the festivities of the occasion. 
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The deportment of the various members was so gentlemanly 
alluring that their names deserve being emblazoned and heralded sky-high 
on the Lafourche Comet. They are as follows: E. P. Gilbert, president; P. 
S. Lauve, musical director; Paul Guepit, E. a. Lauve, Sylvestre Delaune, 
Paul Delaune, Alphonse Delaune, Albert Gilbert, Clebert Gilbert, William 
Bergerod, Alcide Arcenaud, Samuel Arcenaud, Justilien Dias, Henry Kern, 
Albert Blanchard, Samuel Boudreau, Desma LeBlanc and Augustus 
Leober. 

The Napoleonville S. C. Band was organized on the 4th of July, 
1890-Uncle Sam's 104th birthday. On its coming anniversary, it will toll 
the Bell of Liberty and waft the mellifluous strains of Dixie and Yankee-
Doodle to strike the spark of patriotism and home-rule in creolodom." 
(April 15) 

 

The excursion of the Thibodeax. Brass Band gets additional publicity in the April 
23rd paper: 

 
"Next Sunday is the day on which the excursion under the auspices 

of the Thibodeax. Brass Band will take place. All young folk and the one 
ones too should not miss this trip." (April 23) 
 
The Thibodeax Brass Band gives this excursion for their benefit: 
 

"The Excursion to Lockport. Everything seemed to contribute 
toward making a success of the excursion last Sunday to Lockport, given 
by the Thibodeax Brass Band, one of the best musical organizations in the 
State. The boat was here on time: the day was fair, pleasant and alluring: 
the music of the band was seductively sweet and a large number of ladies 
and gentlemen started from this point to enjoy the day's pleasures. All 
along the way small crowds were taken on board until the number 
increased to about 250 persons when Lockport was reached. 

The excursionists, headed by the Band, marched to the Public 
School House, where they were received by Dr. John Gazzo, in a neat and 
cordial address. 

In Lockport the excursionists passed the few hours that was 
granted them by visiting friends, buggy-riding, skiff-riding on Lake Fields, 
which is a beautiful body of water, and by visiting the church........ 

On its return, the boat left Lockport at 7 P. M. The young people 
aboard enjoyed themselves by dancing, singing and piano-playing. Some 
recitations, in Negro, German and Irish dialects by Mr. Jos. Trone helped 
to enliven the rosie trip. Thibodeax was reached at about 1? O’clock A. M. 

The members of the Band are well pleased with the outcome of 
their excursion." (April 30) 
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The band plays and entertains on another excursion as spoken about in the May 
14th paper: 

 
"Accompanied by that excellent and delightful organization the 

Thibodeax Brass Band, the members of the St. Charles Branch, 336, 
Catholic Knights of America and their guests left Thibodeax on board the 
popular steamer St. John. The trip home was enlivened with songs and 
comical speeches from Mr. Jos. A Trone, Pres. of the Thibodeax. Band 
and songs by Mr. E. J. Legendre, leader of the band." (May 14) 

 
The Protector Band plays a serenade: 

 
"The Pioneer wishes to return thanks to the elegant gentlemen 

composing the Protector Brass Band of Thibodeax for their delightful 
serenade on the night of the parade. The gentlemen composing the band 
are well and favorably known socially here, and their excellent music is a 
special treat." (May 16) 
 
The band's efforts on behalf of the Catholic Knights were noted at the latter's 

banquet: 
 

"At Knights banquet toast to the Thibodeax. Brass Band was 
responded to by Mr. Jos. A. Trone, Pres. although Mr. Trone had but very 
short notice that he would be called upon, he nevertheless rendered a good 
toast." (May 21) 
 
The band travels to nearby Napoleonville to play for the town's Fireman's Parade: 
 

"Thibodeax was well represented at the Fireman's Parade in 
Napoleonville. The Thibodeax. Brass Band furnished the music for one of 
the fire companies during the parade." (May 21) 

 
The band is engaged to play for in Lockport and provide music during its journey 

to this nearby town: 
 

"The steamer Lafourche took the Thibodeax. Brass Band and a 
goodly number of excursionists down to the Lockport fair last Sunday. The 
trip proved an enjoyable one." (May 28) 
 
There was always a close tie between the band and its members with the Catholic 

Church and we read that an early Sunday morning departure would require the members 
attend a mass upon arriving at their destination. The regular time of the mass was held up 
until the arrival of the excursionists and the band: 
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"There will be a fair next Sunday at Harany's Canal and an 
excursion on the steamer Alexander will be given from Thibodeax to take 
part. The Thibodeax Brass Band will be on hand and, as the band leaves 
here between 6 and 7am. Mass will be defined at Harany's Canal until the 
excursionists arrive." (June 11) 
 
When a residence of the country travels to New Orleans he tries to fit business 

with pleasure. Such is the case when Mr. Clement travels to New Orleans on Business 
and takes time to hear a band while he is in the city: 

 
"Our friend, Mr. Al clement visited New Orleans for the double 

purpose of hearing the Mexican Band at West End and attend business." 
(June 11) 
 
The town of Lockport combines a school fair with the annual Fireman's Parade. 

The brief article mentions some of the bands playing: 
 

"Lockport Fireman's Parade and school fair - Mulnebey Fire Dept., 
New Orleans, had the benefit of music from an excellent Brass Band from 
the Crescent City as well as the Thibodeax Brass Band, than which, we 
believe none in the State is superior." (June 11) 
 
Another popular form of gathering and entertainment was an ice cream social, as 

read about in the paper with the participation of the Robt. E. Lee Band: 
 

"This prelude brings me to notice & apprise you of the ice cream 
party given Sunday 21, in Mr. I. B Aucoin's shady lawn by the gentlemanly 
members of the R. E. Lee Brass Band. Only about 2 months ago, did this 
incipient band begin tooting and drumming, and last Sunday ventured to 
make a public debut. Musical director P. S. Lauve, accompanied by Mr. 
Sylester Debaunne of the Bertie Silver Cornet Band. The utmost 
satisfaction was given the large attendance on the grounds and everyone, 
young and old, fit in the inmost recess of his heart a first cause of pride 
and glorification. A bright future awaits the Robert E. Lee Band and it 
must undoubtedly be composed of extra material Creole stock to have 
scored so high on first test." (June 25) 
 
In the same article we read of the Bertie Silver Cornet Band: 
 
"The Bertie Silver Cornet Band has quite an enniable reputation. It is engaged to 

play shortly at 3 fairs in Assumption." (June 25) 
 
We read of a string band from Houma playing in Thibodeax: 
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"Odd Fellows installation - dance followed. Music was furnished 
by a string band from Houma that was engaged for the occasion." (July 23) 
 
There is a party for Dr. Gezzo's Anniversary and the Thibodeax Band play: 
 

"Shortly after 4 P. M., the Thibodeax Brass Band arrived and were 
welcomed by havies of fair haired and comely girls, who bestowed on 
them their most winning smiles. The band played a few selections, and the 
sweet dulcet tones had scarcely died on the evening breeze, when the 
numerous friends of Dr. Guzzo began to pour in, from far and near." 
(August 20) 
 
We read of another string band that was heard by excursionists from Lafayette: 
 

"Excursion - Lafayette to Thibodeax - dancing Freeman's Hall to 
fine music by the Iberia String Band." 
 
The Thibodeax. Brass Band plays for a Democratic rally as we read: "The 

Thibodeax Brass Band which is composed of splendid musicians, charmed the throng 
with a few of its strains." (Sept. 17) 

The Thibodeax Brass Band celebrates Father Menard's patron Saint's birthdate: 
"The Thibodeax Brass Band at night, with choice music, paid its respects to the worthy 
pastor." (Nov. 5) 

We read that in New Orleans, the 4th of March (Fireman's Day) will no longer be 
celebrated because the fire departments of the city are no longer a volunteer organization 
but a paid department: 

 
"As the 4th of March will no more be celebrated in New Orleans 

by the fireman because a paid department has supplanted the volunteers. 
The establishment urging the establishment of Labor Day as an appropriate 
substitute." (Dec. 3) 
 
When a dramatic company comes to town the Home Circle Orchestra provides the 

music: 
 

"The play was materially improved by the assistance of the Home 
Circle Orchestra. It was the first time that our orchestra, which has been 
organized but a few months, appeared in public and they acquitted 
themselves with much credit." (Dec. 17) 
 
The orchestra becomes more active and is financially aided by the proposed 

entertainment for their benefit: 
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"The Thibodeax Minstrels are steadily rehearsing and progressing 
nicely with the entertainment that they propose to give in the near future, 
for the benefit of the Home Circle Orchestra.(Dec. 17) 
 

1892 
 
Father Menard's golden jubilee was celebrated on Feb. 10th. Preparations included 

to "marching in a body to the church." The Thibodeax Band will no doubt accompany 
them." (Jan. 28) Another article states that "Procession formed at St. Bridget and Green 
Streets at 8:00. The procession moved into line preceded by the Thibodeax Brass Band. 
Honorable H. N. Coulon, after music by the band, addressed Father Menard." (Feb. 4) 

The Thibodeax Brass Band, as all brass bands of the era do, sponsors an activity 
to raise money for the band: 

 
"We are informed by Mr. J. A. Trone that the beautiful drama 

"Marrism's Crime" will be performed about the 18th of Feb. for the benefit 
of the Thibodeax Brass Band." (Jan. 28) 
 
The papers continue to publish accounts of the details of Father Menard's Jubilee: 
 

"Mass for Father Menard - The Catholic Knights in a body took 
part and so did the Thibodeax Brass Band." (Feb. 11) 
 

"Golden Jubilee - A few minutes before 9:30 the Thibodeax Brass 
Band which organization grace and infuses life into every public event 
came marching toward the church, followed by the members." (Feb. 18)  
 
Prof. Chol had charge of the music at the Golden Jubilee as stated in the Feb. 18th 

paper. 
A nearby town of Chacahoula holds a benefit for the St. Lawrence Brass Band of 

that town: 
 

"A fair was given last Sunday in Chacahoula for the benefit of the 
St. Lawrence Brass Band of that retired, gay & thriving little vicinity. The 
band will no doubt, with this amount be placed on a prosperous basis and 
its worthy leader, Paul Badeaux, who was formerly a resident of 
Thibodeax can justly feel proud of the results achieved." (The amount 
raised was $200.00) (Feb. 18) 
 
We have read earlier of the drama "Marrisim's Crime" and this play is successfully 

given with the help of the Home Circle Orchestra. The review of the play states that: 
 

"We must not forget to state that the Home Circle Orchestra 
contributed very much toward the success of the undertaking." (Feb. 25) 
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There was presented a meeting of the Democrats of Lafourche in which the 
Thibodeax. Brass Band participates as they meet the group at the train: 

 
"And for this purpose the Thibodeax Brass Band, filling the air 

with joyful music, and accompaniment, marched to the depot to receive 
the distinguished gentlemen upon his disembarkment from the train. A line 
of march was formed from the depot with the band at the head, followed 
by the footman...The march terminated at the Stranger's Hotel. At night the 
band played for the start of the convention." (March 3) 
 
The band again plays for another political activity: 
 

"Lockport - Meeting for Gov. S. O. McEnery - The occasion will 
be enlivened by the Thibodeax Brass Band which will discourse sweet 
music to the assembly." (March 3) 
 
The paper also states that "The Thibodeax Band will play next Sunday for the 

McEneryristes. They were to go to Houma, but the chairman of the McEnery committee 
of the parish secured a discharge for them from their Houma engagement, consequently 
they will be in Lockport."  

Continuing in the same issue the paper states that: "Just before the meeting took 
place in the Opera House a torchlight procession, with the Thibodeax Brass Band at its 
head, marched through the principle streets of the town and thence back to the Opera 
House." (March 10) 

Other bands of the Thibodeax area are mentioned in the paper of April 21 and 
May 12th: 

 
"The Bertie Brass Band will give a ball on the 30th of this month at 

the residence of Mr. Oscar Angelioz, the Postmaster of Bertie Post 
Office." (April 21) 

 
The Thib. Band plays a serenade for a politician: 
 
"Honorable E. A. O'Sullivan arrives from New Orleans to Thibodeax. An 

impromptu serenade was shortly after tendered his by the Thibodeax Brass Band of which 
the honorable attorney was one time a member." (April 30) 

 
The Robert E. Lee Band must have disbanded as we read that they are 

presently reorganizing: 
 
"Joyful news to you, Mr. Editor, will be the rebanding of the 

Robert E. Lee Brass Band under the tutorship of Prof. P. J. Lawe of 
Assumption. It has made remarkable progress of late and buls fair to rival 
the musical bands which enrapturing strains have kindled the patriotism of 
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the supporters alike of the undaunted "Man from St. Marys" and the 
venerable champion of white supremacy.  

The personnel of the R. E. Lee Band are as follows: Oscar Angelloz-treas., 
Al Aucoin-Sec., Achille Boudreaux, Anatole Naquin, Andrew Dolese, Albert 
Dolese, Alber Naquin, Charles Elfert, Arthur Melancon, Joseph Molaison, Numa 
Naquin, and Arthur Aucoin. At a grand ball given under its auspices and for its 
benefit.....The variety of airs with which it regaled our neighborhood argues well 
for the future. On the 30th of April, k30 years ago, the booming of the cannon 
from the federal fleet under Commodore Farragut struck terror in the metropolis 
of the south. On the 30th of April, 5 days ago, the mellifluous cornets and altos of 
the R. E. Lee Brass Band wafted sweet music on the midnight air and drove the 
surging billows of Bayou Lafourche to seek exit 6 miles below Lockport." (May 
12) 
 
The Home Circle Orchestra holds an entertainment, its leaders being Dr. J. J. 

Daigle." (May 12)  
Again we read of another excursion in which the Thibodeax. Band plays: 
 

"Excursion to New Orleans. Large number of notes-but they were 
made up of 8th, quarters and halves, the Thibodeax. Band got hold of them 
and blew them 'Out of sight. Southern Railroad-1300 to 1400 people." 
(May 12) 
 
The Robt. E Lee Brass Band holds a dance on the 4th of June at the residence of 

O. Angelloz of Pugh, La. (May 19), and an entertainment at Thibodeax. College includes 
the Home Circle Orchestra and the Thibodeax Brass Band, lead by Emile Legendre. (May 
19) 

What is called a '3rd literary reunion' has the "Home Circle Orchestra which never 
fails to delight with its sweet music played a prelude and the program for the evening was 
begun." (July 7) 

The Home Circle Orchestra has a benefit (a fair and entertainment) at the Opera 
House. Included in this orchestra are Judge Adolph Munch and Mr. Louis Juilliat. (July 
14) 

We read about the workings of the Robt. E. Lee Band and their plans for a fair: 
 

"The R. E. Lee Brass Band, of Pugh, La., like the distinguished 
person whose name it has adopted, is determined to become efficient and 
famous. Since it was first organized, which was not a great while ago; it 
has been going steadily on the up grade-both musically and financially. Its 
first great effort was to buy a set of pretty and useful instruments. Now it is 
working to secure funds for the purpose of erecting a hall. It has given 
balls art various times in the past and now it has decided to give a fair to 
assist the enterprise it has embraced. 

Mr. O. Angelloz, who besides being a reliable and successful 
merchant at Pugh, La., is also a leading member of the Band, called at our 
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office last Monday to get large, flaring and attractive posters made to 
announce the proposed fair. We have made the posters and they are now to 
be seen in all public places. Read them and you will see that on the 27th 
and 28th of this month a grand fair will take place in Mrs. Marcellin 
Borne's Park, and that refreshments and livers amusements have been 
prepared to delight you should you wish to have a good time." (August 11) 
 
We read of a get-together of a number of brass bands: 
 

"A kind of re-union of brass bands will take place at Napoleonville 
on the 25th of Sept. 7 or 8 bands will be assembled there. The Thibodeax 
Brass Band, which is a paragon among music organizations, will be among 
the number. We predict that it will keep up its reputation for fine music 
executed with the sweetest harmony." (Sept. 1) 
 
The Robt. E. Lee Band has a benefit to build themselves a rehearsal hall: 
 

"We are glad to hear that the fair, which was given on the 27th and 
28th of last month for the benefit of the Robt. E. Lee Brass Band turned 
out to be a success, notwithstanding the prolonged rain and bad weather 
we have been subjected to this year. The net proceeds of the fair was 
$190.45. The sum of money realized will not suffice to build the hall for 
which the fair was gotten up, but then it is enough to enable a start to be 
made and therefore work will soon begin on the proposed hall. The band, 
in order to raise the funds that will be necessary to complete the hall, from 
time to time in the future will give balls, fairs, etc. to assist in finishing the 
work." (Sept. 8) 
 
We read that the Thibodeax Brass Band is "practicing arduously this week to take 

part in the musical festival next Sunday in Napoleonville." (Sept. 22) 
 
Columbus Day is celebrated with the Thibodeax and Home Circle organizations 

taking part: 
 

"21st of October-Columbus Day-The Thibodeax Brass Band and 
the Home Circle Orchestra have combined for this purpose and the 
celebration will be under their supervision." (Sept. 22) 
 
The Thibodeax Brass Band continues to practice and we read that one of their 

members, while spending time in another town, returns to rehearse with the band for their 
contest in Napoleonville and Mr. Amilcar Legendre also will play with the band: 

 
"Mr. Albert Trone...spending some time in Jeannerette arrived in 

Thibodeax last Sunday, as Albert is a member of the Thibodeax Brass 
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Band being a fine cornet player. He will assist the organization in their 
contest next Sunday." (Sept. 22) 
 

"Mr. Amilcar Legendre, formerly a resident of this parish, arrived 
in Thibodeax last Friday, coming on a visit to his relatives and 
friends.”Buck" will take part with the Thibodeax Brass Band next Sunday 
at the Napoleonville contest. He is a member of this organization and it 
was with this band that he began his career that has carried him to the 
distinction of being classed with the best cornet players of the South." 
(Sept. 22) 
 
The Thibodeax Band plays at the fair given in Napoleonville: 
 

"A large crowd of our people went from Thibodeax last Sunday to 
the fair at Napoleonville to see the musical contest. It was generally 
understood that re-union of bands on that occasion meant that the best 
players were to get some kind of a prize, but this seems to have been an 
erroneous impression, for the Thibodeax Band, according to the verdict of 
the public, took the lead for fine music, yet it came home without nothing 
but glory for its pains. Besides the Thibodeax Band, which was conceded 
to be the best, there were there others-the Pelican Band from 
Donaldsonville, the Bertie Band, from Bertie and the Napoleonville Band. 
The Napoleonville Band, we are told, had their professional musicians 
from New Orleans to assist; still they could not cope with our boys. The 
Thibodeax Band can truly feel proud of its musical ability." (Sept. 29) 
 
For the Columbus Day celebration in Lockport it was resolved that a brass band 

be hired to furnish music. (Sept. 29) We read in the Oct. 27th paper that "When mass was 
over at church, the crowd made its way to the Lockport public school house, headed by 
the colored band of Thibodeax." (Oct. 27) 

Columbus Day was also celebrated in Thibodeax with the Home Circle Orchestra 
providing the music. The paper lists the names of this orchestra in the Oct. 27th paper: 

 
"Columbus Day - The music, the instrumental part which was 

entrancing was furnished by the Home Circle Orchestra, which 
organization is composed of the following named gentlemen: U. V Daigle-
lst violin, L. J Meyer, Ben Walters, Emile Riviere, l. J. Trone-2nd violin, 
Edward Roberts-viola, A. Munch-cello, E. J. Legendre-double bass, 
Franklin Thibodeax-flute, J. A. Trone-clarionet, Louis Juilliat-cornet, Alex 
Perrin-trombone, B. T Blake-pianist. Prof. Chol at piano for vocalists. 
(Oct. 27) 
 
The Thibodeax Brass Band played for the Columbus Day celebration at the St. 

Valerie School. (Oct. 27) We read in the Dec. 8 paper that Lockport is organizing a brass 
band: 
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"Lockport - The recently (and as yet only partially) organized 

Lockport Brass Band will discourse music that night that transcends by far 
anything that the Mexican Band is capable of performing. The boys are 
expert musicians and with a little practice will make excellent music.  

By the way, their instructor, Mr. Laporterre has arrived and will 
begin giving lessons soon. Some people are hard to please; the very 
persons that were so jubilant over the organization of this band are the first 
to complain about having their sleep disturbed by 'such noise." They don't 
know good music when they hear it. Don't listen to talk boys, go right 
headed, and we are sure your undertaking will be a success." (Dec. 8) 
 
The Dec. 15 paper states that: "last reunion by the St. Charles Branch, #226" had 

music by the Home Circle Orchestra. Finally in 1892 we read that "Mr. Laporterre of 
New Orleans, who has been engaged as music teacher by the Lockport Band has moved 
into the house on the first of Oct. formerly occupied by Mr. Paul Meyer." (Dec. 22) 

 
1893 

 
The New Year begins with the Home Circle Orchestra having a benefit in the 

form of a play entitled "Strife." (Jan. 12) The paper gives a follow-up to this activity: 
 

"The Home Circle Orchestra, as usual, enlivened the occasion with 
choice music." ...Aside from performance of the play the audience was 
treated with the entrancing strains of two musical compositions prepared 
expressly for the occasion by Prof. Chol and executed on the violin by Mr. 
G. E. Von Hofe who represents Grunall and Co., New Orleans. The piano 
accompaniment for these two pieces was by Prof. Chol." (Feb. 2) 
 
The Home Circle Orchestra sponsors a play for their benefit: 
 

"The performance of "Strife" last Wednesday night week, by the 
"Men of Mirth," for the benefit of the Home Circle Orchestra, may be and 
to have been a fair success. The playing was good and the weather 
favorable, but the attendance could have been larger. 

Aside from the performance the audience was treated with the 
entrancing strains of two musical compositions prepared expressly for the 
occasion by Prof. Emmanuel Chol and executed on the violin by Mr. G. E. 
Von Hofe, who represents Grunewald & Co., of New Orleans. The piano 
accompaniment for these two pieces was by M. Chol." (Feb. 2) 
 
The Home Circle Orchestra, as all musical groups of the era, continues to give 

benefits on its behalf to acquire funds so they may continue to provide music for the 
public: 
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"We are informed that the Home Circle Orchestra contemplates 
giving an entertainment during the month of May. Let everyone who 
wishes to see this excellent organization prosper be prepared to give their 
assistance when the proper time comes." (April 6) 
 
The Robt. E. Lee Brass Band has succeeded in building a rehearsal hall and we 

read that: 
 

"The Robt. E. Lee Band of Pugh, Louisiana, since it’s first 
organizing has shown a very progressive spirit. The members of the band 
not only advanced rapidly and creditably in their music endeavors but they 
likewise succeeded in building a very nice hall to which they gave the very 
appropriate title of "Cleveland Hall." Thus they have the names of two 
great men, linked with the band-the names of Robt. E. Lee and Grover 
Cleveland." (April 6) 
 
A list of the members of the Lockport Band is given in the April 20th paper: 
 

"Lockport Band members: Louis Laportaire, E. A. Barrios, O. J. 
Revet, J. R. Barrios, J. S. Marker, C. J. Richard, W. J. Wilton, A. Livigne, 
Dr. S. J. Bourgeois, P. A. Barrios, Henry T.. Tenney, Jos. Bougeois, H. 
Fontenelle, A. G. Davis, E. Lacroix, F. L. Barrilleaux Jr., A. L. 
Barrilleaux, Edgar Toups, and Ernest Jeandrou." (April 20) 

 
The brass band is formed in Lockport and we read again of their names and their 

activities: 
 

"The citizens of Lockport are jubilant over the fact that a Brass 
Band is now among their possessions. A friend writing to us from 
Lockport has this to say about the new organization: 

The Lockport Union Brass Band was organized some four (4) 
months ago, under the professorship of Mr. Louis Laportaire, with the 
following officers and members: 

E. a. Barrios, President 
O. J. Revet, Voce President 
J. R. Barrios, Secretary 
J. S. Barker, Asst. Secretary 
C. J. Richard, Treasurer 
W. J. Wilton, Sergeant at Arms 
A Livigne, Assist. Sergeant at Arms 
Dr. S. J. Bourgeois, P. A. Barrios, Henry T. Tenney, Jos. Bourg, H. 

Fontenelle, A. G. Davis, E. Lacroix, F. L. Barrilleaux, Jr., A. L. 
Barrilleaux, Edgar Toups, Ernest Jeandrou. 

The above named gentlemen, composing the Lockport Union Brass 
Band, studied urgently and faithfully and were equal to the task set to them 
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on Easter Sunday, April 2nd. On that day they surprised the quiet and 
peaceful congregation of St. Savuveur Church with some of their choice 
and melodious strains. 

After serenading the most Rev. Father Letilly with an appropriate 
melody the band repaired to the back grounds of the church and there led 
the procession that was composed of the various church societies to the 
entrance of the church, with a very beautiful march, entitled "je La 
Veerrai." 

The band then ascended to the choir, and there at various intervals 
played appropriate music....." (April 20) 
 
The Home Circle Orchestra gave an entertainment and we have the program 

played: 
 

"The Home circle Orchestra will give a refined and pleasing 
entertainment tonight in the Catholic Knights Hall. As the admission fee is 
placed at the small sum of 24 cents no one can remain away on the excuse 
that the admission price is too high. A perusal of the programme that will 
be observed tonight may prove interesting, hence we give it: 

 

PROGRAMME 

 

Part First 

Fanchon, Overture (Isenman) - Orchestra 
Recitation 
Piano duet 
flute & Piano Duet - Messrs. F. Thibodeax and B. t. Blake 
Sounds from Erin Waltz - Arr. by C. W. Bennet) - Orchestra 

Part Two 

Il Trovatore, selection (Verdi) - Orchestra 
Song 
Recitation 
Selections on piano 
Visions d'Amour Waltz (G. & A. Delbruk) - Orchestra 

Part third 

Tonight We Say Farewell, potpourri-Orchestra 
Recitation 
Selections Violin 
flute, piano and violin trio - Messrs. Thibodeax, Blake and Daigre 
Maude Galop, (D. A. Godfrey) - Orchestra." (May 11) 

 
The Thibodeax. Brass Band plays for another excursion and the paper states that: 

"The Thibodeax. Brass Band deserves mention for the nice music it furnished." (May 18) 
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The Firemen's Fair and Parade in Lockport is discussed: "It was decided to 
employ both the Lockport Brass Band and the Thibodeax Band for the occasion." (May 
18) 

The Thibodeax Brass Band play for a fair at St. Joseph Church: 
 

"On Monday night the Thibodeax Brass Band, being on hand to 
enliven things, the attendance was also quite numerous." (June 1) 
 
The Robt. E. Lee Band sponsors a 'grand ball' at their new hall: 
 

"The 'Comet' has received a special invitation to attend a grand ball 
given by the Robt. E. Lee Silver Cornet Band at the Cleveland Hall, Pugh, 
La. on Saturday, June 3, 1893" (June 1) 
 
A new band is mentioned in the next article: 
 

"Mr. & Mrs. Barker were recipients of a number of beautiful and 
costly presents....One in particular, a silver castor, presented by the Union 
Brass Band, of which Mr. Barker is a member." (June 1) (Sic: The Union 
Brass Band is a colored band in Lockport.) 
 
For the public school fair we read of three bands being engaged: 
 

"Fair - Public School Fair - There were three bands in attendance - 
the Lockport Union Brass Band, the Thibodeax Band and a colored string 
band from Napoleonville." (June 8) 
 
The Robt. E. Lee Band holds a dance at their hall: 
 

"The Robt. E. Lee Silver Cornet Band will give another dance in 
their Cleveland Hall next Saturday, July 1, 1893." (June 29) 
 
One of the problems of bands of this era is the mobility of some of their members. 

The personnel of the band changes and sometimes it are hard to keep a full 
instrumentation. We read of the 'dis-organization of the Thibodeax Band in the June 29th 
paper: 

 
"We regret to learn that the Thibodeax Band has since the 1st of 

July fallen into a state of dis-organization. We trust that this condition will 
soon terminate and that we shall have the pleasure of being entertained 
very soon, as we have been in the past by the sweet strains of that sole 
musical organization. Thibodeax needs a band and cannot very well do 
without one, and it is to be hoped that the members of the old Thibodeax 
Band which has been so useful an institution in our town, for so many 
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years will be induced to reconsider to reconsider their determination to 
disband." (July 13) 
 
The Robt. E. Lee Band and the Home Circle Orchestra seem to be taking the slack 

because of the disorganizing of the Thibodeax. Brass Band and we read of a number of 
engagements that the two groups will play for in the future. Below is one that the Robert 
E. Lee Band plays for: 

 
"Grand Fair - benefit of Enterprise School. Music will be furnished 

by the Robt. E. Lee Silver Cornet Band." (July 20) 
 
The colored Odd Fellows use a brass band (unnamed) for their anniversary: 
 

"The colored Odd-Fellows of this town, about 30 strong, celebrated 
their anniversary last Monday by parading through the streets-headed by a 
brass band." (July 27) 
 
There is a surprise party with music by the Lockport Union Brass Band. (July 27) 
 
The Thibodeax Band furnishes music for the excursion sponsored by the 

Thibodeax. Fire Co. No. 1: 
 

"The excursion given by Thibodeax Fire Co. No. 1 and by Home, 
Hook & Ladder Co. No. 1 last Sunday was a success financially, although 
not as much was realized as was anticipated when the excursion was first 
projected. Considering the hard times, the bad weather of last week, and 
the gloom spread over the parish by the terrible disaster at Lockport, the 
companies, under whose auspices the excursion was given, may be 
congratulated on the substantial net result of the day's outing. The weather 
was all that could be desired, and, when the train reached Abbeville, the 
hospitable citizens of that town took them in charge and extended the 
courtesies usual on such occasions. Some spent the time in dancing, and 
others in riding over the country or walking through the town. The 
Thibodeax Band furnished music for the occasion, and this was up to their 
high artistic standard. The excursionists returned to Thibodeax shortly 
after ten o'clock, well pleased with their trip to the quaint little town of 
Abbeville." (Sept. 14) 
 

1894 
 

The entries of music found in the local papers begin on April 5th as the "Home 
Circle Orchestra's grand vocal and instrumental concert at Catholic Knights Hall, 
Tuesday, April 10th." (April 5)  A group called the "Mexican Orchestra” plays the Opera 
House in Thibodeax. The performance closed with the rendering of Dixie." (April 5)  
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The Hook & Ladder Company give a parade with a new name band: 
 

"Hook & Ladder Company gave a very pretty parade. The band 
from Bayou Black, under the leadership of Mr. Morse, a musician of 
reputation from Houma, furnished the music for the occasion." (April 19) 
 
The Home Circle Orchestra again performs at a fair: 
 

"Fair - Chacbay Church. The Home Circle Orchestra, with its 
varied programme music-held the fort." (April 26) 
 
We read the name of the Thibodeax Brass Band in our next article. It does not 

mention whether it is reorganized or just a gotten together band, but they do play a 
parade: 

 
"Parade, Hook & Ladder #2, to the quick step of the Thibodeax 

Brass Band." (May 17) 
 

The Thibodeax Band also plays for an excursion On June 24th: 
 
"Excursion- to Carencro-June 24....join the crowd that will be led by the 
Thibodeax Brass Band. (June 21) 
 
Prof. Chol is again mentioned as he prepares a program for St. Valerie School: 
 

"St. Valerie School exercises. Prof. Chol is preparing an interesting 
program, with the assistance of the Home Circle Orchestra." (June 21) 
 
We read of a correction in the June 28th paper. It seems that "The music on the 

excursion to Carencro last Sunday was furnished by the St. Joseph Band, composed of the 
young musicians of Thibodeax. The Thibodeax Brass Band was not on the excursion."  

 
In the June 28th paper we also read of the re-organization of the Thibodeax Band. 

More on this re-organization later in the upcoming papers. 
An excursion from Donaldsonville arrives in Thibodeax with a band from that 

city: 
 

"An excursion party from Donaldsonville vicinity came down on 
the steamer Lafourche on Tuesday night accompanied by the well known 
and popular Donaldsonville Reed Band." (June 28) 
 
The Thibodeax Brass Band and the Home Circle Orchestra hold a dinner in honor 

of their reorganization: 
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"The Banquet - In honor of the reorganization of the far famed 
Thibodeax Brass Band, a sumptuous repast was given at the Union Hall on 
last Tuesday night at half past eight. The members of the above named 
organization and the Home Circle Orchestra, accompanied by their friends, 
sat down to as fine a dinner as has ever been served in our city. The credit 
is due to Mr. Louis Maris, a "Chief de Cuisine," a new resident of our 
town, and he is certainly deserving of all the complements, which can be 
bestowed on him...... 

The officers of Thibodeax Brass Band are: L. B. Julliat, President; 
Ed. F. Riviere, Vice President; Edward Roberts, Secretary and Treasurer, 
and E.J. Legendre, Leader, Dr. J. J. Daigre is the accomplished leader of 
the House Circle Orchestra." (June 28) 
 
There is a small mention of the town of Gibson forming a string band: 
 

"Several of our Gibson boys are endeavoring to organize a String 
Band. An entertainment was given Saturday night for their benefit and was 
socially and financially, a success." (June 28) 
 
We read next of the opening of the Teacher's Institute with music by Prof. Chol 

and the Home Circle Orchestra: 
 

"Opening of Teacher's Institute - Monday evening music program 
under Prof. Chol and the Home Circle Orchestra. The HCO supplied the 
music for Monday night and will continue to play every night for the 
remainder of the week." (July 5) 
 
Another article appears about the music for the Institute: 
 

"As usual Prof. E. Chol exerted himself to make his part of the 
programme a success, while the Home Circle Orchestra held to their 
already well established reputation." (July 12) 
 
Again we read of a band member getting married and his band providing music: 
 

"Married-Judge Blake-The Home Circle Orchestra, of which Judge 
Blake is a prominent mentor, paid their respects to the groom on Tuesday 
night and were royally entertained by Mr. & Mrs. Blake." (July 5) 
 
The Thibodeax Brass Band seems to be playing again as we read that they play for 

"A grand fair-- Thibodeax Brass Band furnished music." (July 19) In the next issue of the 
paper the Thibodeax. Brass Band again is mentioned along with the HCO in playing for a 
local fair: 
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"The Thibodeax Brass Band and the Home Circle Orchestra will, 
on the 15, 16 of Sept., give a grand fair at the Thibodeax Opera House. 
This fair is given for the purpose of purchasing musical instruments, which 
the two organizations are very much in need. The people of Lafourche are 
indebted to these two organizations for many favors shown in the past and 
the opportunity is now given to show their appreciation by attending this 
fair and making it the success it deserves to be." (July 26) 

 
We read more about the fair to be given by the Thibodeax. Brass Band and the 

HCO (Home Circle Orchestra): 
 

"Fair to be given by the Thibodeax Brass Band and the Home 
Circle Orchestra. Bands from other portions of the state will be in 
attendance and our people will have an opportunity to enjoy a rare musical 
treat. A cornet soloist of reputation will come up from New Orleans and 
render several selections on his cornet." (August 9) 
 
It looks to be that the Thibodeax. Brass Band is again an active member of the 

musical scene in Thibodeax as they play for another fair: 
 

"A grand fair-at residence of Mrs. Gustave Morvan-benefit of 
school-Thibodeax Brass Band will furnish the music." (August 9) 
 
We read the name of an "Excelsior Brass Band" and do not know if it is the 

famous band from New Orleans, as there are other bands from Louisiana towns that go 
under the name of "Excelsior.": 

 
"Excursion from Thibodeax to St. Martinville (Fire Companies 

excursion) A large platform has been erected in the Derbis' magnificent 
Oak Grove where those fond of dancing will be afforded the opportunity 
to the strains of the Excelsior Brass Band." (August 30) 
 
Dances were not usually held in the wintertime. We read of the 'last dance' of the 

season being held: 
 

"The Robt. E. Lee Band of Pugh, La. gave a dance in their hall last 
Saturday night. Being the last dance of the season it must have been well 
attended." (Oct. 11) 
 
The HCO plays a concert for a local ladies group: 
 

"Concert by Ladies of the New Hope Social Club. The Home 
Circle Orchestra sustaining its enviable reputation dispensed sweet and 
entrancing music." (Oct. 18) 
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The Thibodeax Band plays for a Democrat meeting: 
 

"Democrat meeting in Opera House-The Thibodeax Brass Band 
furnished music." (Oct. 18) 
 
We find an article on the Home Circle Orchestra, which gives us a list of the 

members: 
 

"If there is any organization in Thibodeax that our citizens should 
be proud of more than another we are certain that that organization is the 
Home Circle Orchestra. Usually, it is difficult to get a number of people to 
agree as well as the members of this organization do. Jealousy or 
ambitious for leadership generally springs up and thus causes discord, but 
as the members of the Home Circle Orchestra enjoy harmony among 
themselves it is evident that not only their musical abilities are refined but 
their judgment and modesty are also. 

For several years this orchestra has been a valuable adjunct to most 
everything that takes place in our opera house, and we know that every one 
whose ears have been delighted by the sweet music dispensed by the 
orchestra has been impelled to make complimentary remarks. 

This being the case every one of the citizens of Thibodeax should 
make it a point to assist in making a financial success of the musical and 
dramatic entertainment that the Home Circle Orchestra will give at the 
Thibodeax Opera House on the 27th instant. 

Mr. Mellon, in charge of the stage performance, is doing all he can 
to present a programme that will please you. 

We have not yet a full list of the ladies and gentlemen who will 
assist in the entertainment but as far as we know it embraces Misses Olive 
Cointment; Josephine Phillippeau, Alive and Frances Malboit, Edna 
Webre, Mary and Nettie Riviere, Celeste Bonvillain, Lilly and Agnes 
Smith, Etta Boell, Carrie Curtis, Lone Burton, Anastasie Braud, Maggie 
and Annie Hogan, Emma Flash, Laura Webre, Clara Bunnings, Daisy 
Frost, Gulty Walers, "Pete" Alberti, Louise Naquin, Lillie Daigre, Lola and 
Aunnie Cherault, Messrs. P. J. Aucoin, Chas. Thibodaux, Omer Patureau, 
Dr. Burton, Eurle Knobloch and J. N. Thibodeax." (Dec. 20) 
 

1895 
 

We have not read of the Bertie Brass Band in a while. They are mentioned playing 
for an excursion: 

 
"Excursion Labadieville to White Castle. The Beatie Brass Band 

will supply sweet music." (May 2) 
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Local music lovers do get a chance to hear bands from New Orleans and we read 
of the West End Band coming to Thibodeax: 

 
"Louisiana Excursion Club from New Orleans to Thibodeax. They 

propose, we understand, to bring the West End Brass Band with them. As 
this is a superb band the people of Thibodeax can prepare for a feast of 
choice music." (May 2) (Sic: This is the band lead by Paoletti) 
 
Whether the next entry names a new brass band or just uses the name of one of the 

members of the HCO or a local musician is not know. The entry: 
 

"Pat's String Band was out last Monday night and favored each of 
their many friends with a delightful serenade." (May 23) 
 
It is racing season again and we again read of Tetreau's Park and the Thibodeax. 

Brass Band: 
 

"Tetreau's Park-horse races and one bicycle race. Music will be 
furnished by the Thibodeax Brass Band." (May 23) 
 
Thibodeax is a very cultural city and concerts are held for its citizens as we read 

that: 
 

"Concert - Thibodeax Fire Co. #1 and Hook & Ladder, under the 
management of Prof. F. Sontag, late of New Orleans assisted by Dr. J. J. 
Daigre and the Home Circle Orchestra and other skilled musical talent, 
both vocal and instrumental." (June 6) 
 
We read of a band called the "West End Band" of Thibodeax as they play for a 

ball: 
 

"A calico ball will be given next Thursday in the Protector Hall by 
the West End Band of Thibodeax." (June 13) 
 
Paoletti West End Band comes to Thibodeax again as part of an excursion and 

play at Tetereau Park. There are two entries about this affair: 
 

"Excursion - Louisiana Excursion Club - The fact that Paoletti's 
West End Military Band of 35 musicians will come with the excursion, is 
a guarantee and an assurance that the balance of the program which will be 
rendered in Tetureau Park, will be of a superior kind." (June 13) 
 

"Results of Excursion - The presence of Paoletti's West End Band 
was an adjunct that added greatly to the excursion." (June 2) 
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The Robt. E. Lee Band gives a grand ball in Cleveland Hall: 
 

"On Wednesday, June 20th, there will be a grand ball given at 
Cleveland Hall by the Robt. E. Lee Silver Cornet Brass Band. The dance 
will be given for the benefit of Mrs. A. Chavanel, who is a widow that is 
deserving of assistance. Besides the worthy object for which the dance will 
be given the Robt. E. Lee is an organization that merits its aid and 
encouragement anything it may undertake." (June 20) 
 
We again read of the Thibodeax. Brass Band who plan to give a fair for their 

benefit: 
 

"The Thibodeax Brass Band, one of the most indispensable 
organizations in Thibodeax decided at its meeting held last Tuesday night 
to give a grand fair on the 3rd and 4th of next month (August)." (June 27) 
 
The paper gives the results of the Firemen's Fair: 1895 
 

"The Fair Fared Well. It is indeed gratifying to be able to state that 
the Firemen's fair, which came off last Saturday and Sunday, was a success 
both financially and socially. Beforehand there was little doubt that the fair 
would prove other than a success socially, for the concerts on both days 
(with a complete change of program) were under the supervision of that 
talented musician, Prof. F. Sontag, ably assisted by Dr. J. J. Daigre and the 
Home Circle Orchestra. Added to these assurances the Firemen had 
arranged that no admission fee be charged. 

But the most momentous questions and the one hardest of solution 
was, would the financial receipts be adequate to the time, worry, and 
expense that the firemen had to undergo. The answer to this question was 
very satisfactory and the committee in charge of the Fair-composed of 
Messrs. .....The gross receipts were $783.42, but it is not possible yet to 
give the exact net receipts. ..... 

Saturday entertainment 
Overture - Lyric - Home Circle Orchestra 
Manhattan Beach March - Sousa - Mandolin & Guitar Club 
Angels' Serenade - Soprano & violin Obligato 
Whistling Minstrel (Herman) - Home Circle Orchestra  
Intermission (20 minutes) 
Overture - Eagle Nest - Home Circle Orchestra 
Piano solo 
Flute solo 
Maude Galop - Home Circle Orchestra 
Intermission (20 minutes) 
Overture - Home circle - Home Circle Orchestra 
Ballad 
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Selection - IL Trovatore - violin solo 
Snowflake Schottische - Mandolin & Guitar Club 
Helen Galop - Home Circle Orchestra. 
 
SUNDAY 
 
Overture - Leona - Schoenhalt- Home Circle Orchestra 
Directorate March - Sousa - Euterpe Mandolin & Guitar club 
Flute solo 
Sunny Day - Schottische - Home Circle Orchestra 
Intermission (20 minutes) 
Overture - Lilaca Waltz - Home Circle Orchestra 
Vocal solo 
Violin solo 
Duet 
In Dulci Jubilo - Home Circle Orchestra 
Intermission (20 minutes) 
Overture - tonight We Say Farewell - Home Circle Orchestra 
Piano solo 
Crash and Dash Galop - Euterpe Mandolin & Guitar Club 
Sweet Kisses Schottische - Home Circle Orchestra 
(June 27) 

 
The Convent Exercises are held and the orchestra plays a program that includes 

solos, duets and trios. The orchestra played the following arrangements: 
 

"The Golden Sceptre - Schiepegrel -  
Opening Chorus - Les Vacances - Prof. Chol 
Gems of Steven Foster 
Manana - Chilian dance - Missaud - Orchestra." 
June 27) 

 
The Thibodeax Band plans a fair for their benefit: 
 

"MUSIC WILL BE IN THE AIR FOR THE BAND'S GRAND 
FAIR. A musical entertainment, prepared by a musical organization, 
should without doubt bring together all who are musically inclined. As 
there are very few in Thibodeax and the surrounding vicinity who are not 
musically-inclined there is no risk in predicting that the Opera House will 
be crammed and jammed with appreciative spectators on August 3rd and 
4th-Saturday and Sunday-when the fair and entertainment for the benefit 
of the Thibodeax Band will take place. 

The mere fact that the fair is given by this organization will draw to 
the undertaking the united, beauty and liberal support of all of our citizens. 
The committee in charge of the fair are doing all they can to make it, and 
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the free concerts that will be given in connection with it, sufficiently 
attractive to please you in every respect. 

A programme has been arranged that is creditable both as an 
entertainment program and as an advertising program. As an advertising 
program it surpasses anything of the kind that has ever been gotten up in 
Thibodeax. There are over one hundred advertisements, and the COMET 
will soon have the program printed and ready for the public to gaze upon. 

TEN BANDS have been invited to take part in the fair, and as an 
assurance that the fair will lack in no respect all that is calculated to 
please.  

Mr. H. W. Tabor was requested by the arrangement committee to 
assume the general management. He has consented which is a guarantee 
that the fair will be managed in a style that will be satisfactory all around." 
(July 18) 
 
The Thibodeax Band holds a fair and we have their selection for their concert: 
 

"If the weather will act decently on the third and fourth of next 
moth the projected fair of the Thibodeax Band will be a success without 
doubt. The programs that will be presented on the two nights are as 
follows." (Sic: the pieces played by the band are the ones I have given) 

Manhattan Beach March-Sousa, Campaign Overture-Keller, Lucile 
Waltzes-Dalbey, La Serenata Waltz-Jaxone, Overture Zethus-Pettee, The 
Mill in the Forest, Idyll-Eilenberg, Overture Fantastique-Dalbey, Le Petit 
Bleu Waltzes-de Wenzel, Potpourri from "Il Pilioto"-Donizetti, Enchantres 
Overture-Dalbey, Trinity College Waltzes-Missud, Selection-"Il 
Trovatore-Verdi, Galop, "Take This"-Brooke." (July 25) 
 
The fair held by the Thibodeax Band is deemed a success. There was mention that 

it was a good idea to have a number of bands playing to help the host band: 
 

"A Success in all Respects. The grand fair and the select concerts 
of the Thibodeax Band have taken place and notwithstanding the bugaboos 
of "hard times" and bad weather they were a success in all respects-
socially, musically, and financially. It was a novel idea, yet a very good 
one, to have a number of bands assemble with a view of aiding a fellow-
band in making a success of an undertaking. The visiting bands that 
assisted the Thibodeax Band in entertaining at the fair were: the Hellier 
Band, of Houma, the St. Charles Band, of St. Charles Chapel, and the R. 
E. Lee Band and the Bertie Band, both from Assumption. They made the 
welkin ring with music, music, music. 

The entertainment Saturday night was enjoyed by a large, critical, 
and an appreciative audience, who came away with an exulted opinion of 
Prof. F. Sontag, who had managed the program of the evening. 
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The concert by the Thibodeax Band Sunday evening, under the 
supervision of Prof. E. J. Legendre, elicited repeated and hearty praise 
from a large throng of earnest listeners. The Band, by its last effort, has 
placed itself in the front rank as a first-class Band. Indeed, considering the 
difference in membership, we think the music of the Thibodeax Band is as 
good as that of the United States Marine Band, at Washington, D. C. The 
Marine Band, of course, has 45 members, while the Thibodeax Band has 
less than 20 members. The cornet solo by Prof. F. Sontag, a cornet solo by 
Mr. Albert J. Trone, and a baritone solo by Mr. Louis J. Trone, were 
specially appreciated. 

The gross receipts of the fair were $820.10, and it is estimated that 
the receipts would have been about $500 more had rain not interfered." 
(August 8) 

 
The Hellier Brass Band of Houma holds a fair: 
 

"There will be a fair in Houma, next Sunday, given for the benefit 
of the Hellier Brass Band. An excursion will go from Thibodeax to Houma 
and the Thibodeax Band will attend the fair." (August 8) 
 
Another fair is held for the St. Charles Brass Band: 
 

"The St. Charles Brass Band will give a grand fair on August 31st 
and Sept. 1st. There will be a concert every night, and Prof. Sontag, who is 
renowned for his musical ability, will have charge of both the fair and 
concert." (August 8) 
 
The Robt. E. Lee Band also sponsors a fair for their benefit: 
 

"Robt. E. Lee is dead, but the Robt. E. Lee Brass Band is not dead, 
unless one would want to say that it is "dead in it." To prolong its life of 
usefulness and build up and invigorate its financial constitution it has 
decided to give a grand fair on the 14th and 15th of Sept. This fair will 
take place at Mrs. Marcellin Barnes near Pugh, Post Office. If you want to 
aid in keeping up a good organization contribute to the success of the fair." 
(August 15) 
 
Two articles on the fair to be given by the St. Charles Band and the Hellier Band 

appear in the paper: 
 

"Not as fair as a Lilly but as fair and attractive as the times will 
allow with the grand fair be that the St. Charles Band is preparing for the 
31st of August and 1st of Sept. Besides the splendid free concerts that the 
Thibodeax Brass Band will give..." (August 15) 
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"There was quite a large crowd of citizens who accompanied the 
Thibodeax Brass Band last Sunday to Houma to attend the fair given by 
the Hellier Brass Band. The Thibodeax Brass Band was the recipient of 
many nice compliments from the Houma People for the splendid music 
dispensed." (August 15) 
 
We read of a new string band from Lafourche Crossing: 
 

"Calico Party - Lafourche Crossing - Music was furnished by the 
Lafourche Crossing String Band." (August 15) 
 
The Thibodeax Brass Band play for an excursion and baseball game in 

Donaldsonville: 
 

"Excursion to Donaldsonville - and baseball game. The Thibodeax 
Brass Band regaled the excursionists with splendid music." (August 22) 
 

We read of an excursion to Donaldsonville and the activities that happen on an excursion 
in 1895: 

 
"The Excursion to Donaldsonville. Our citizens had ample 

opportunity last Sunday to visit Donaldsonville. Two steamboats, -the 
New Mattie and the Louisiana-both left our wharf destined for the town at 
the head of the Bayou. Although the departure from Thibodeax was made 
quite early Donaldsonville was not reached until evening, allowing the 
excursionists but a few hours to see the town, but from what we can 
understand the excursionists found sufficient time to go around the town, 
view the horse-races and witness the base ball game. 

In the base ball game the Olympics, composed of members from 
Assumption and Lafourche, added another feather to their hat. They won 
the game easily over the Bayou Goulas. There were but five innings played 
but the Olympics scored 9 runs against 0 for their opponents. 

The Thibodeax Band regaled the excursionists with splendid 
music." (August 22) 
 
The St. Charles Band gives a fair and we have the program the band plays at the 

fair: 1895 
 

"Preparations for the grand fair that the St. Charles Band will give 
under the direction of Prof. Sontag are going on steadily. The fair will take 
place on Melodia Plantation, and besides other attractions a grand free 
concert will be given each night to delight those who may attend. Prof. 
Sontag will endeavor to make these concerts as pleasing as possible. The 
program he has arranged for the first night, August 31st, is as follows: 
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Part First 

Grand March - "Omar" 
Waltz - Sweet May 
Selection - Bonnie Scotland 
Schottische - Thirza. 

Part Second 

Waltz - down on the Farm 
Mazurka - Adelia 
Georgetown Band March 
Waltz - Melodia 

Part third 

March - Florentine 
Selection - Martha 
Polka - Sweet Roses 
 
Next week we will publish the program for Sunday night." (August 

22) 
 

The Hellier Band also holds a fair for their benefit: 
 
"The Houma Courier, in its account of the fair that took place on 

the 11th inst for the benefit of the Hellier Band, makes mention of the 
Thibodeax Band in the following complimentary manner: 

"The music of the Thibodeax Brass Band was indeed beautiful. If 
there is a better band than Thibodaux’s in this State the people of Houma 
would like to hear it. The members of this band are all thorough 
musicians. It was certainly a great treat to listen to the Thibodeax 
musicians and they have a standing invitation from the people of Houma 
to visit our town again." (August 22) 
 
The Thibodeax Band plays for the St. Charles fair and their program is given in 

the paper: 
 

"We know that you have not forgotten that next Saturday and 
Sunday are the days fixed for the St. Charles Band, but we desire to give 
you the program that will be executed next Sunday. On that day the 
program will be as follows; (the following program will be executed by 
the Thibodeax Band, directed by Mr. E. L. Legendre.) 

 

Part First 

1 - Manhattan Beach March - Sousa 
2 - Lucile Waltzes - Petter 
3 - Cornet Solo, (selected) A. j. Trone 
4 - Overture - Fantastique" - Dalby 

Part Second 
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Le Petit Bleu Waltz - Leop de Wenzel 
6 - Cornet Solo - (selected) - Prof. F. Sontag 
7 - Overture - "Zethus - Pettee 
8 - Selection, "Il Trovatore" - Verdi 

Part third 

Enchantress overture, Dalbey 
10 - Baritone Solo, (selected) - L. J. Trone 
11 - Trinity College Waltzes, Jean Missud 
12 - Galop, "Take Time" - f. P. Brooke 
 
The management, directed by Prof. F. Sontag, will neglect nothing 

that will entertain and please you. Be fair, go to the fair, and have a fair 
time." (August 29) 
 
In the same day the paper has a small mention of the upcoming fair by the Robt. 

E. Lee Band: 
 

"Save your surplus cash for Sept. 14th and 15th, for those are the 
days on which the R. E. Lee Band propose to give a grand fair, at Mrs. 
Marcellido Borne's." (August 29) 
 
Another few mentioning of the Fair for the Robt. E. Lee Brass Band is found in 

the papers of August 22 & Sept. 5th:  
 

"See that your Id is kept awake to the fact that the Robt. E. Lee 
Band will give a grand fair on the 14th and 15th of Sept." (August 22) 

 
"Robt. E. Lee fair at Mr. Angello's Park instead of Bonrnses." 
"Robt. E. Lee fair - go and hear the sweetest music of the times and 

don't forget to spend your dollar and your dimes." (Sept. 5) 
 
The St. Charles Band holds a fair and five bands perform: 
 

"The St. Charles Fair. Editor Comet. The grand fair given last 
Saturday and Sunday nights by the St. Charles Band will long be 
remembered as a most pleasant event. It took place under the magnificent 
oak trees of Messrs. Barker and Lepine, on Melodia Plantation, and was, 
as you have been stating for several weeks in the COMET, under the 
supervision of Prof. F. Sontag, who has just reason to feel proud of the 
result. 

A large crowd turned out to encourage the undertaking and the 
occasion was rendered exceedingly pleasant by five bands, as follows: The 
Thibodeax Band, the Lockport Band, the St. Bridget Band, the St. Sauveur 
Band, and the St. Charles Band. 
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Music was the order of the day, and all the selections were well 
rendered. 

The fair was a success in all respects-socially, musically, and 
financially. 

The concert by the Thibodeax Band Sunday night, under the 
direction of Prof. E. J. Legendre was received much appreciation from a 
large throng of earnest listeners. The cornet solo by Prof. Sontag, a cornet 
solos by Mr. Albert J. Trone, and a baritone solo by Mr. Louis J. Trone, 
were specially appreciated. 

While the grounds and stands were quite attractive it must be noted 
that the music stand was exceptionally pretty and at night when the 
Chinese lanterns were lighted up presented a grand sight. 

The gross receipts were $550.55. The general management of the 
fair was conducted by the members of the band and they feel highly 
pleased over the outcome." (Sept. 5)  
 
We read that the Thibodeax Brass Band has received new instruments: 
 

"The new instruments of the Thibodeax Brass Band have arrived. 
The band is equipped now with a complete set of triple plate silver 
instruments of the C. and Coon make. It was to get these instruments that 
the band recently gave a fair. Sometime in October the band will favor 
their friends in Thibodeax with some music from these new instruments." 
(Sept. 12) 
 
Again we read about the Robt. E. Lee fair: 
 

"Next Saturday and Sunday will be the days on which the fair for 
the Robt. E. Lee Band of Pugh, Post Office, will take place in Mr. D. 
Angelloz's Park. There will be baseball, papegeai, flying horses and other 
amusements. On Sunday night the Thibodeax Band under the direction of 
Mr. E. J. Legendre will play a special program." (Sept. 12) 
 
The fair given by the R. E. Lee Band was hampered by the weather and was not as 

successful as hoped: 
 

"The managers of the fair given last Sunday by the R. E. Lee Silver 
Cornet Band, at the Angelloz Park, had their anticipations and plans 
somewhat defeated by rain last Sunday evening. Of course, rain and mud 
detract considerably from the gayety and cheer that usually prevail at a 
fair. However, the Band netted something like on hundred dollars, and the 
committee-composed of Messrs. O. Angelloz, N. Aucoin, J. E. Poimbocuf, 
Valcour Bernard and Raoul Gautreaux-feel that the result is good when the 
weather and other drawbacks are considered. 
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The R. E. Lee Band is an ornament to its neighborhood and we 
hope to see it continue on the road to prosperity." (Sept. 19) 
 
We read that a composer has published a song and dedicated it to the Home Circle 

Orchestra: 
 

"With the compliments of the composer, the editor of the COMET 
has received a new piece of music entitled, "Ruth Cleveland." It is a 
mazurka, and Miss Alive Malhoit has the honor of being the one who 
composed it. She dedicated the piece to the Home Circle Orchestra, of 
Thibodeax. The L. Grunewald Co., of New Orleans, is the publisher. 

We congratulate Miss Malhoit on her musical ability and hope to 
see her rewarded by her production becoming very popular. She is a 
resident of Thibodeax and her friends and admirers should feel 
exceedingly proud of her." (Sept. 19) 
 
We read that 'Pat's Band' is disbanded. From the article we can now understand 

who and what this band was about: 
 

"Daily Home Journal of Plaquemine.”Pat's String Band" which was 
for a time the pride of its leader's heart has been disbanded by mutual 
consent. It consisted of only 2 members, Omer Patureau and Willie Webre, 
who made some very nice music on the mandolin and guitar. O'er was the 
leader and now says that the organization is a thing of the past." (Oct. 10) 
 
The final entry of the year is about a hayride: 
 

"Hayride - wagon loaded with hay, pretty girls, candy, peanuts, etc. 
and a string band." (Oct. 24) 
 

1896 
 

A new hotel in Thibodeax is opened with music by the Thibodeax. Brass Band: 
 

"Formal opening of Empire Hotel - The occasion was enlivened 
and made pleasant by sweet, regaling airs from the Thibodeax Band." 
(Feb. 13) 
 
There is an excursion and the Thibodeax Band plays: 
 

"A PLEASANT TRIP. A notable gathering - the mimic and 
impersonator, the tragedian and dramatic, the vocalist and orator, the 
fumigator, liquidate in substance, an assembly possessed of requirements 
to do most "anything" - is the one that was bade take possession of the 
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steamer Lafourche, whose doors had been open to them by the genial 
captain, Capt. Charlet. 

The Thibodeax Brass Band, under the guiding master hand of Col. 
E. J. Legendre, contributed the music for the benefit of the merry makers 
tripping the light fantastic. 

The spacious hall or parlor had been converted into a most 
beautiful and fragrant garden-branches of mistletoe, holley berries, 
evergreens, buntings and flags, hanging from every available hook in the 
large boat. The effect outside was magical; Japanese lanterns of various 
colors lay strung about on the deck and cabins............. 

The fun and frolic over, the speaker of the occasion, in befitting 
language, thanked Capt. Charlet for the reception given his guests aboard, 
and departed with only the memory of a most delightful trip. 

Personnel of the Thibodeax Band - E. J. Legendre, leader; A. J. 
Trone, l. Trone, N. Roch, Dr. P. J. Aucoin, K. J. Braud, L. J. Daannis, A. 
Tetreau, Dr. E. N. Burton, C. J. Legendre, A. Robichaux and T. 
Gwong....." (Feb. 23) 
 
 
At the annual Fireman's Fair "the superb Thibodeax Band dispensed choice 

music." (April 23)  
There is also a small article, which states that: "A few years ago Lockport was 

without a band, but now it has three. We understand that another one is on the wing." 
June 25) 

The Hellier Brass Band sponsor a 'grand excursion: 
 

"The Hellier Brass Band, an organization that seems to be the pride 
of Houma, will give a grand excursion from Houma to New Orleans on 
Sunday, July 26, 1896. The fare for the round trip has been placed at the 
moderate price of $1.50. This is quite an inducement and should prove to 
be a good drawing card. The Comet returns thanks to the band for a 
complimentary ticket." (July 9) 
 
We read of the names of two of the bands from Lockport: 
 

"The Union and St. Savior Bands have formed a union. There are 
now, about 30 of them in membership. Listen to their melodious music 
and cast the shadows of sorrow from you." (July 23) 
 
The Robt. E. Lee Band was to have a banquet for its members but it was canceled 

as a "relative of one of the bands members had died, thus the feast was postponed." (Sept. 
10) The band does hold a fair to be given on Oct. 10 & 11th: 

 
"On Oct. 10th & 11th there will be a grand fair given in the shady 

grove of Mr. Oscar Angelloz, at Pugh, La. The fair will be given for the 
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benefit of the Robt. E. Lee Silver Cornet Band, and this rising and popular 
musical organization is deserving of public support. The band will make 
every preparation that will be considered best in the interest and please all 
who are present." (Sept. 10) 
 
Most every public affair has live music, this includes sporting events: 
 

"Baseball game - The Lockport & St. Charles Brass Bands jointly 
counted 35 pieces and contributed in a large measure to the enjoyment and 
success of the day." (Sept. 17) 
 
Band members of one band usually were friendly with those of other bands and 

often would join a band playing for their activity. Such is the case of the next entry: 
 

"Lockport Dots Excursion to New Orleans. Two members of the 
Union, Savior Bands joined the St. Charles Band while on the excursion." 
(Sept. 24) 
 
The HCO plays for a fair for Mt. Carmel Convent. The orchestra plays: "Gems of 

Stephen Foster," "Waltz," and "Flora Overture," (Sept. 24) 
We read that the Hellier Brass Band is present on an excursion to Thibodeax and 

we have mention of its leader, Prof. Adloph Meichelheim: 
 

"On Wednesday night an excursion came from Houma bringing 
about 125 people and the Hellier Brass Band of that town. The band which 
is under the able direction of Prof. Adolph Heichelheim proved to be an 
entertaining and valuable adjunct to the fair, for it dispensed in a superb 
manner, a program of 12 beautiful selections and drew forth from the 
crowd the unanimous conclusion that the Hellier Band of our sister city is 
rapidly forging to the front and will, ere long, be ranked among the best 
country bands of the State." (Sept. 20) 
 
In the same article we read that: "Before concluding, we must not omit to note that 

the Thibodeax Band, under the leadership of Prof. E. J. Legendre, was present each night 
and furnished abundance of entrancing music." (Sept. 24) 

 
We find a card of thanks for the fair of the Robt. E Lee Band: 
 

"Card of thanks for fair - Thanks to Prof. Chol and assistants at 
concert by the Thibodeax, Hellier, Robt. E Lee and Bridget Bands and the 
Home Circle Orchestra." (Oct. 1) 
 
The Thibodeax Band plays for the Democratic political rally held at the Opera 

House. In an article we read that: "Besides the splendid speeches that these gentlemen 
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will deliver, the Thibodeax Band will be on hand and enliven the meeting by sweet 
music." (Oct. 8) 

 
We read that the leader of the Thibodeax Band, Prof. Legendre, has become a new 

father of a baby boy.  
The importance of having a brass band on an excursion is brought out by our next 

article: 
 

"The excursion to the Thibodeax last Sunday from New Orleans 
brought a very small crowd. It was thought that as this was the first and 
last excursion from the Crescent City to this town this year would be a 
large crowd aboard, but such was not the case, and there being no band 
along, the excursion seemed like a cheerless affair." (Oct. 22) 
 
In Lockport the politician Broussard arrives and is met by the Union Brass Band: 
 

"Candidate Broussard (Congressman)...On his arrival the Lockport 
Union Silver Band struck up the tune of "Dixie." The melodious music of 
the band filled the air for awhile." (Nov. 5) 
 
As usual we read that the HCO has re-organized: 
 

"The Home Circle Orchestra has been re-organized with the 
following officers - J. A. Trone-Pres., A. B. Walters-Vice Pres., E. J. 
Legendre-Sec. & Treas., Dr. J. J. Daigre-Leader; Emile Reviere-Sgt. at 
Arms. There are 14 musicians who compose the orchestra. At one time the 
HCO was a leading musical organization of this town and we feel 
confidant that as it is now re-organizing, it will not be long in regaining its 
former prestige." (Nov. 12) 
 
To improve the cultural scene of Thibodeax a few prominent gentlemen lease the 

Opera House: 
 

"The Thibodeax Opera House is now in charge of a committee of 
gentlemen who have leased it from the fireman for one year, dating from 
Dec. 1, 1896. The gentlemen who have assumed the lease are Messrs. E. J. 
Legendre, A. J. Trone, K. J. Braud, P. J. Aucoin and A. J. Braud. We 
understand that their aim will be to have performances at the Opera House 
two nights in each week by troupes that are known to 1st class. They have 
made arrangements with the Home Circle Orchestra and that splendid 
musical organization will always be prepared to furnish music for the 
overtures and intermission of the performances. The gentlemen who have 
taken charge of the Opera House are all musicians." (Dec. 3) 

 
1897 
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There is a change of leadership of the Thibodeax. Band: 
 

"Prof. Emile J. Legendre having retired from the leadership of the 
Thibodeax Band has been replaced by Mr. Louis Trone alias "Beb," the 
joker - Beb's said to be a 1st class musician and Mr. Legendre will remain 
a member of the band." (Feb. 4) 
 
The Lockport Band plays for what is called a “Grand Fete Champetre": 
 

"A grand Fete Champetre will take place on the 28th, for the 
benefit of the chapel of the Cacherie Livaudais, which is now in the 
process of construction. The Lockport Band will be on hand and render 
some of its sweetest music and thus make the occasion very attractive." 
(Feb. 18) 
 
The 'Comet' is serenaded by a band that is said to not be previously known: 
 

"The editor of the Comet and family were the recipients of a very 
nice serenade last Friday night, tendered by "Billie Brooklyn Band." We 
did not know previously that such a band existed, but just as we were 
going to bed last Friday night we were aroused by sweet melodies and 
upon investigation we found that the band is composed of the following 
young men: Messrs. Willie Eelire, Omer Patureau (Sic: of the Pat String 
band fame), Octave Baye, Camile Naquin and Etienne Bouterie. We are 
thankful for the serenade." (March 11) 
 
The Thibodeax Band is scheduled for a concert and their program is given in the 

paper: 
 

"The Thibodeax Band will give an open air concert next Sunday 
evening from the pavilion near St. Joseph's Hall. The concert will begin at 
3 o'clock and will embrace the following: 

 

Program 

March - Kaaba Temple No. 69 - A. F. Weldon 
Overture - The Silver Bell - Schlepegrell 
Waltzes (Italian) La Serenato - D'Arcy Jaxone 
Overture - Bunch of Favorites, (popular) - E. Beyer 
The First Heart Throbs (character) - Eilenberg 
Symphony No. 1 - (comic) - C. W. Dalby 
 Intermission, followed by part 2 
Selection - Il Trovatore - Arr. by Schwartenbroke 
Waltzes (concert)  Trinity College - J. Missud 
song and Dance "Little Gussie" - R. B. Hall 
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Overture - The Enchantress 0 C. W. Dalby 
Negro Dance - Kentucky Shuffle - Boos 
Galop - Under White Tents  - W. P. English 
 
Refreshments will be sold and half of the proceeds derived from 

this sale will be donated to the fund for the erection of a monument to the 
late Rev. Father Menard." (May 6) 
 
As is the usual tradition upon the arrival of an excursion a local band often met 

the group and escorted them to their destination: 
 

"Excursion from Opelousas. The Thibodeax Fireman, with them 
the Thibodeax Band, turned out and met the excursionists at the depot and 
escorted them to the Opera House. After having enjoyed themselves in 
various ways...in hearing our band discourse sweet music." (May 13) 

 
For this excursion the Thibodeax Band gave a concert: 
 

"The concert given last Sunday by the Thibodeax Band near St. 
Joseph's Hall was much enjoyed by all who were present. The visiting 
excursionists found the music especially entrancing. There is no mistake 
about the Thibodeax Band, being a grand musical organization and the 
citizens of Thibodeax are justly proud of it." (May 13) 
 
Another write-up is found in the May 13th paper that gives a more complete 

description of the excursion: 
 

"A pretty day was accorded last Sunday to the Opelousas 
excursionists, who arrived between 12 and 1 o'clock. The excursion train 
consisted of seven coaches and a baggage and the load of nearly 800 was 
crowded and jammed therein. The excursion being under the auspices of 
the Harmony Fire Co., of Franklin, the Thibodeax Firemen, with the 
Thibodeax Band, turned out and met the excursionists at the depot and 
escorted them to the Opera House, where Mr. Arthur Hoffmann, in behalf 
of the Mayor, in a few appropriate remarks delivered an address of 
welcome. A clever response was made by Hon. J. Y. Sanders, of St. 
Mary’s, after which the visiting Firemen were regaled by some 
refreshments that had been prepared for them. 

The excursionists left at 6 o'clock P. M., after having enjoyed 
themselves in various ways-in taking a bird's eye-view of our town, in 
hearing our Band discourse sweeter music, in dancing at the Opera House 
and seeing the base ball game. Come again, friends." (May 13) 
 
We read of a dance given by the Robt. E. Lee Band; 
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"The Robert E. Lee Silver Cornet Band of Pugh, La., will give a 
grand dance next Saturday night at Cleveland Hall." (June 3) 
 
These two bands (the Robt. E. Lee and Thibodeax Bands) are very active in the 

community and we read that "the Thibodeax Band gave a very interesting concert at the 
Thibodeax Opera House last Sunday evening, which event drew quite a large & 
appreciative audience." (June 24) 

Most every town in the country, regardless of size, had a brass band. The little 
village of St. Bridget is one of these small hamlets with a band: 

 
"The little village of St. Bridget, in Terrebonne, can boast of 

having a tiptop brass band. We chanced last week to hear some of the 
music of the St. Bridget Band and we could not help complimenting the 
members on the musical progress they have made." (July 8) 
 
The Thibodeax Band remains active and we read of a concert that they present: 
 

"The Thibodeax Band under the leadership of Prof. L. J. Trone, 
will give another of its charmingly interesting concert next Sunday 
evening, commencing at 5 o'clock. The concert will be given at St. 
Joseph's Fairgrounds, where lovers of music, moonlight and flowers (as 
also loves of girls & lovers of wives) can enjoy themselves to their full 
satisfaction." (July 8) 

 
The Union Band of Lockport gives a 'grand dramatic' performance: 
 

"The Union Silver Band will give a grand dramatic performance 
next Sunday. An interesting program has been prepared for the occasional" 
(July 15) 
 
A concert, given by the Thibodeax. Band, was given in bad weather but the band 

still was able to finish the concert, which made it profitable for them: 
 

"The concert given last Sunday evening by the Thibodeax Band at 
St. Joseph Fairgrounds drew a large crowd and bid fair to be a successful 
financial undertaking, but the storm and rain that came up at sundown 
made a number of those present flee homeward and others are kept from 
attending. Notwithstanding the rain, however, the band rendered the 
program (within the hall) as promised and managed to realize enough to 
clear expenses. 

We trust that the next time the band will be favored with better 
weather, a large crowd and make a financial as well as a social success. 

Since writing the above we are informed that the band will repeat 
the same program next Sunday. Do not fail to attend and help the band 
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financially. Remember that a part of the proceeds will be given to the 
poor." (July 13) 
 
The above spoken about concert is repeated again as promised as we read: 
 

"The Thibodeax Band has come to the conclusion that the maxim 
of "try, try, again" is worth considering. The band tried again last Sunday 
to give the musical program that had been arranged for the Sunday 
previous and they succeeded remarkably well. There were greeted with a 
large crowd, who not only appreciated the unexcelled music, but indulged 
liberally in the refreshments and thus contributed to the financial success 
of the undertaking." (July 22) 

 
One of the members of the Home Circle Orchestra, Louis Joe 

Mayer dies. He was the organist at the church before Prof. E. Chol. 
(August 7) 
 
The final entry in 1897 is an article about Prof. Chol: 
 

"The convent begins its sessions today. With the beginning of this 
session Prof. E. Chol enters upon his 43 year of music teaching at the 
convent. This is a long time for a person to hold a position but Prof. Chol 
has been equal to the task and the large number of young ladies who have 
received a musical education from him ornament the social circles of this 
community and are living testimony of the efficiency of the able 
gentlemen." (Sept. 2) 

 
There is a fair in which the Thib., and Robt. E. Lee Band furnishes 

the music: 
 
"Fair at St. Joseph Catholic Church - Open at 6:00 by the 

Thibodeax Band directed by Prof. L. J. Trone. On Sunday, at 3:00 P. M., 
the Robt. E. Lee Silver Cornet Band, under the leadership of Prof. E. J. 
Legendre, will open the festival, and at about 6:00 the Thibodeax Band 
will play a grand musical concert." (Sept. 4) 

 
The Thibodeax band holds an election of officers: 
 
"The Thibodeax Band held a business meeting last Monday and 

elected the following officers to serve for one year: E. P. Roberts, Pres., 
Leufroid Dauais, Vice Pres., Dr. E. H. Burton, Sec., Thomas A. Reviere, 
Treas., A. J. Trone, assistant leader, E. J. Legendre, business manager.  

From reports that come to us, it seems probable that the band will 
give a grand musical and dramatic entertainment in the early part of this 
fall. Prof. L. J. Trone will continue his leadership of the band."  (Oct. 2) 
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The final entry of the year is a notice about a party given by the 

young folks: 
 
"Party - Young folks surprised Mrs. G. D. Barrois and the Lockport 

Silver Cornet Band lent a charm to the evening’s festivities." (Oct. 30) 
 

1898 
 

The Home Circle Orchestra assists a blind musician in a concert: 
 

"Prof. Argence, the blind musician, will give a grand concert on the 
20th last. The Home Circle Orchestra will graciously lend him its 
assistance for the occasion and a rare musical treat is in store for our 
people." (Feb. 5) 
 
There is a birthday party in which the Union Band furnishes the music: 
 

"56th birthday - G. H. Barrois - At regular intervals the Union 
Silver Cornet Band lent charms to the festivities by a series of well 
selected tunes." (Feb. 19) 
 
The Thibodeax Band had always had a close tie with the Catholic Church. They 

help with the promotion of a religious undertaking: 
 

"Fair for erecting 'Way of the Cross.' The unexcelled Thibodeax 
Band, as well as other bands of this community will furnish music for the 
occasion." (April 14) 
 
During this era we have benevolent associates (actually like insurance 

companies), and the Robt. E. Lee Band plays for their excursion: 
 

"Young Men's Benevolent Association excursion to New Iberia. 
The Robert E. Lee Band dispensed sweet music for the occasion." (April 
21) 
 
Thibodeax was the destination of many excursions. We read of a particular day 

that seemed to have more than one excursion arrival in Thibodeax: 
 

"Excursion day in Thibodeax. They came from the North, South, 
East and West....Excursion from Abbeville and New Iberia, meet at the 
depot by different Fire Companies and the Thibodeax Band. From the 
depot the crowd was marched to the Fairgrounds." (May 5) 
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All too often the name of the band playing for an affair is not given but still we 
know that there was live music: 

 
"Picnic at Lake Verret in Assumption. The merry crowd was 

entertained by some choice music from a string band." (May 19) 
 
Occasionally we find in the paper a mention of a band from another Louisiana 

city. This time it is a band from Morgan City who play for a town nearby called Gibson 
City: 

 
"Gibson City Item - Dance - O'Rourke Hall. The string band from 

Morgan City furnished delightful music." (June 9) 
 

Archbishop Chapelle comes to Thibodeax and the bands assist in the procession: 
 
"Archbishop Chapelle's 1st Pastoral visit - procession from Court 

House to Church, preceded by the celebrated Thibodeax Brass Band, 
marched down to the church." (June 25) 
 
Such is the case with the next item as it mentions a band from Bayou L'Ours: 
 

"Fair- Roman Catholic church - Gibson City - The Bayou L'Ours 
String Band furnished delightful music." (July 7) 
 
The Robt. E. Lee band gives another benefit in the form of a fair: 
 

"On Sept. 3rd & 4th a grand fair will be given for the benefit of the 
Robert E. Lee Band of Pugh Post Office. The fair will take place at the 
Angelloz Park. Watch for posters during the early part of next month." 
(July 21) 
 
This fair is canceled and rescheduled for the 17th & 18th. Heavy rain and the 

almost impassable conditions of the public roads necessitated the change. (Sept. 8) The 
fair does take place on these new dates as we read: 

 
"According to announcement the fair for the benefit of the Robert 

E. Lee Band took place last Sunday. The managers had the good fortune of 
having good weather on both days and thus they were enabled to have their 
gross receipts amount to nearly $400. This is not quite as good as the 
managers had expected but considering the bad weather that prevailed 
previous to the fair and the fact that postponement was necessary they are 
very well satisfied with the outcome. As this band very kindly furnishes 
music for fairs and charitable undertakings, without charge, and 
consequently has but little revenue from which to pay its current expenses, 
it deserves all the assistance that the public can give. We hope that it will 
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continue to develop into a leading musical organization. Mr. O. Angelloz, 
the Pres., and Mr. Nic Aucoin, the Sec. & Treas. and Prof. E. J. Legendre, 
the leader, deserve complimentary on the progress thus far made." (Sept. 
22) 
 
We read of the Lafourche string band performing for a surprise party: 
 

"Surprise party Mr. & Mrs. Emile Gaude - Music was furnished by 
the Lafourche String Band, two miles below Thibodeax." (Oct. 13) 

 
The final entry is an announcement that "Hear the Nashville 

Student Band at noon next Monday at Court House." (Dec. 3) 
 

1899 
 

Minstrel shows were very popular and often came through Louisiana towns and 
gave performances. The newspapers always had some item about them: 

 
"Minstrel show - Gorton's Minstrels - One novelty introduced by 

the Gorton Co. is a sextet orchestra, composed entirely of brass 
instruments which comprise part of the best minstrel band ever heard in 
this city." (Jan. 19) 

 
The Home Circle Orchestra, under Dr. J. J. Daigre as leader reorganizes. (March 

4) There is an excursion to Abbeville: 
 

"Excursion to Abbeville by St. Mary Executive Club. The services 
of the Robt. E. Lee Band have been secured to discourse music for the 
occasion." (May 6) 

 
There was a monument to Father Menard and the Thibodeax. Band furnishes 

music for the occasion: 
 

"Monument to Father Menard. Music furnished by the Thibodeax 
Band and former members thereof, helped materially to enliven the 
occasion." (May 11) 
 
While the sponsor of a fair is not mentioned the band that played the fair is: 
 

"Card of thanks for music to the Home Circle Orchestra for fair. To 
the Home Circle Orchestra who so generously furnished their choice 
music for the occasion." (June 8) 
 
Another fair is held using the Robt. E. Lee Band: 
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"Fair for Angelloz School. The Robert E. Lee Silver Cornet Band 
will enliven the occasion with sweet music." (June 8) 

 
Another fair and excursion is held using the Lockport Band: 

 
"A fair will be given at the Cut Off on Sunday, July 9th, for the 

benefit of the schools in that section. The Lockport Brass Band will 
furnish music for the occasion, and a boat excursion will be run from 
Lockport leaving there at 8:00." (July 1) 

 
The Sept. paper has an item that gives thanks to the Thibodeax Band for playing 

for the Firemen's Fair. (Sept. 14) They furnished "splendid music." This ends the entries 
in 1899. 

 
1900 

 
We find articles stating that the music is furnished by the Thibodeax Brass Band 

and other articles stating that there is no band organization in the city. We find names of 
out of town bands playing for local activities. We read of new bands in town, mostly 
string bands, and bands from out of town. 

The year begins with the presence of the Gorton Minstrel troupe on Sunday, Jan. 
4th. For a local wedding in Lockport the music is presented by "the sweet strains 
furnished by the Union Silver Cornet Band." (Jan. 11) During the local Mardi Gras 
celebration the music is furnished "by a brass band," and is escorted the king to city hall 
in procession by two bands of music." (March 1) Another minstrel troupe, the Jack Curry 
Minstrels in town for Feb. 10th & 11th. Jack Curry sings "Ave Maria" at church, 
accompanied by the minstrel orchestra. (Feb. 17) 

In the Feb. 24 paper we read that "the 58th birthday of G. D. Barrios. The 
Lockport Union Silver Band was presented in a body and their spokesman, Mr. N. J. 
Barrios. Many returns of the happy season." (Feb. 24) 

The lack of an organized musical group is addressed by a few ladies of the town 
and they form a string band: 

The Thibodeax Band is mentioned when the Democrats hold a rally. The band is 
made up of an "aggregation of our best musicians was also on hand to dispense sweet 
music." (March 22) This is probably becoming the practice - to gather a number of local 
musicians together and call it the Thibodeax Band. This probably was the group that is 
written about as they play for a fair: 

 
"Fair, Thibodeax Fire Co. #1. The gentlemen composing the 

Thibodeax Brass Band who by the enhancing strains of good music were a 
great attraction." (April 5)  
 
Prof. Chol is still active as he conducts the "Gounod's Third Mass for St. Joseph 

which includes his own Offertory." (April 12) The annual Firemen's Parade is held but 
there is no local brass band playing for it: 
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"Fireman's Parade - two bands from New Orleans and one from 

Napoleonville furnished the music that enlivened the occasion." (May 3) 
 
A group calling themselves the Thibodeax Band plays for a re-union of Civil War 

Veterans: 
 

"Re-union of Civil War Veterans - Before the meeting the Veterans 
and their guests formed in line, lead by the Thibodeax Band and marched 
from the Opera House to the Planter's Hall, where General F. T. Nickolls 
was met and escorted to the Thibodeax Opera House." (May 24) 
 
Crowley, La. was the destination of an excursion and we read of their town band: 
 

"Excursion to Crowley by Pelican Club - the excursionists were 
met at the depot by a large number of Crowelyeites and the excellent brass 
band that adds to Crawley's attraction." (July 12) 
 
Prof. Chol is again mentioned as he assists for a visiting Count: 
 

"Prof. Chol will assist Count M. de Pradel with the performance 
that will be rendered next Monday night at the Thibodeax Opera House." 
(July 12) 

 
One of the leading musicians in Thibodeax takes a job with a traveling band. 

Louis "Beb" Trone was one of the driving forces in local bands and had been the leader of 
the Thibodeax Brass Band: 

 
"Mr. Louis Trone more familiarly known as "Beb" left last Monday 

to join a military band that is to tour Texas and Mexico." (July 12) 
 
There is another attempt to organize a string band in Thibodeax: 

 
"Some of the ladies of Thibodeax with musical talent are striving 

to establish a string band. Already preliminary meeting with that end in 
view have been held at the residence of Mrs. E. W. Blacke and fair 
progress is reported. It may not be long before that band is one of the 
attractive and pleasant institutions of our little city." (Feb. 21) 

 
Two new halls are mentioned in the paper: "Frost Hall" on Jackson Street and 

"Dewey Hall" in Schriever. (August 18, & 25) 
 
The paper again mentions the lack of local band organizations as we read: 

 
"Morgan City has two brass bands and an orchestra. Why don't the young 
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men of Thibodeax make up and organize a good brass band and orchestra. 
We have fine musical talent in our town and should get ready for our next 
carnival, which is to be a brilliant affair." (Sept. 1) 
 
We find an editorial about re-organizing a brass band in Thibodeax: 
 

"A BRASS BAND - A Sentinel representative has conversed with 
some of the old members of the former Brass Band of our town, who have 
signified their willingness to reorganize a full band and orchestra - 
provided the citizens will give the movement their moral and financial 
support so as to make it a permanent institution in the future. 

It is a well known fact that Thibodeax once had a band composed 
of musicians that were second to none in the state, and was pronounced to 
be the leading country band of the state - achieving the highest honor by 
their artistic music in the city of New Orleans. That was certainly a source 
of local pride in the past and can be reinstated on the same meritorious 
basis in the future. The most of the old members still reside in town, and it 
would not take long to build us a first class brass band and orchestra again.  

Now, let the business men and public spirited citizens subscribe a 
fund to assist this laudable object and make it a certainty. Thibodeax is 
able and should neglect no efforts to secure the establishment of these 
musical organizations." (Sept. 8) 
 
The Firemen hold a fair and members of the old Thibodeax. The Band helps to 

escort excursionists from the depot to the opera house. (Sept. 15) 
Some of the members of the band rehearse so they may play at Thibodeax 

College: 
 

"The members of the old Thibodeax brass band met on Tuesday 
night and had a rehearsal of some choice selections of music which they 
will render at the Thibodeax College Fair on the 7th and 8th of October. 
As there will be several rehearsals before that occasion the citizens of 
Thibodeax and visitors may expect some artistic renditions of harmonious 
numbers to enliven that event. 

The Sentinel trusts that these occasional practice meetings of this 
admirable body of musicians will lead to a permanent reorganization of the 
Thibodeax Brass Band in the near future." (Sept. 22) 

 
This advice must have been heeded as we read: 
 

"Fair for Thibodeax College October 7th and 8th. The old 
Thibodeax Brass Band will render some choice concert music for the 
occasion." (Sept. 29) 
 
The colored Brass Band, the Eureka gives a benefit for the Galveston victims: 
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"FOOD FOR THE COLORED BRASS BAND The spirit of 

sympathy and generosity was not confined to the white people of our city 
in sending relief to the Galveston storm sufferers. The Eureka Brass Band, 
composed of colored men, gave an entertainment among their own people 
on Monday night, from which they realized $240.00 and handed over to 
Mayor Zernott for transmission to the Red Cross society in Galveston. The 
amount was promptly forwarded by check as requested." (Sept. 29) 
 
A new band string band is formed and is named the Cubanolla String Band but it 

is more a joke and in fun: 
 

"The people of this town are rejoicing over the advent of a fine 
string band in their midst. Not a brass band, but a real sure enough string 
Band. A band that numbers among its members such artist as professor 
Emile Aucoin, better known as 'Stale' late of the Schubert Symphony 
Company, but now serving as floor walker and general utility man in the 
store of Ellis Braud's sons on Main Street. Professor Rocks, who for 
several years past has been delighting vast audiences with his inimitable 
playing upon the bazoo. The instruments of the band are of the finest, 
being made from some of the best cigar boxes that could be had in the 
town. It is currently reported that the instruments used by Prof. Rocks was 
made from a vox which in its balmy days was filled with fifteen cents 
straight Havana Fillers, and for the making of the instrument he paid the 
fabulous sum of ten cents. The band renders the very finest classical 
music, such as - Pap's Pants Will Soon Fit Willie," "Sister's Teeth Were 
Filled With Zinc." "Oh! Why Did They Dig Bills Grave So Deep?' and 
other exquisite arias. Several of our citizens have been favored with 
serenades, and from them we learn that the music rendered by this band is 
such as would bring tears to the eyes of a Trustbeing, would revivify an 
Egyptian mummy. Emile Aucoin, the leader of the band, is contemplating 
leasing the water tower from the city, upon the top of which be proposes to 
fit out a fine roof garden where the band will discourse sweet strains 
during the long winter evenings. We wish him success." (Nov. 21) 
 
The year ends with a dance at Tabor Hall with "music by a string band, will be 

furnished for the young folks to dance." (Dec. 8) 
The above mentioned hall known as Tabor Hall (on top of the Opera House) is 

renamed Crescent Hall and we read that the band stand has been re-decorated." (Dec. 20) 
This ends the year, a year that is not a paramount year for local music. 
 

1901 
 

Perhaps we are reading of the demise of the brass band movement in Thibodeax. 
Seldom is a local brass band mentioned. We find more and more the string band, a 
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smaller group and more able to play for dances, is used. Seldom do we find an activity 
that uses a brass band. 

The Pastime Pleasure Club gives a dance at Tabors Hall. We read that "a string 
band furnished excellent music." (Jan. 5) 

There are a few instances when a brass band is needed as in the case of the town's 
celebration of Mardi Gras. We read: 

 
"Mardi Gras - Secured the services of three brass bands which are 

to furnish music during the festival. The Donaldsonville Brass Band was 
unable to attend." (Jan.  31) 
 
Another occasion that needed brass band was the annual Fireman's Day Parade. In 

the past there were a number of local brass bands that marched in the parade but we read 
that now the Firemen have to get other band for their parade. The "Fireman's Parade - 
Each company was provided with a New Orleans Band to furnish music and they made 
things lively." (Feb. 7) 

 
We read of another New Orleans Band that comes to town with an excursion: 
 

"Incoming first passenger train to depot Bayou Lafourche. There 
with the Eureka Colored Band supplying appropriate music." (May 16) 
 
There are attempts and re-organizing of the Thibodeax Brass Band as we read, 

after the Thibodeax Carnival Club hires two brass band for their activity." (May 18) after 
this quote from the paper the editor adds: "Organize that band." 

 
"A meeting was held last Tuesday night with a view or re-

organizing the Thibodeax Brass Band. While organization was not 
effected the prospects are very good for re-organization." (July 11) 
 
The Thibodeax Band is reorganized and plays for an excursion and a fair: 
 

"The members of the Pelican Club are congratulating themselves 
upon having closed a bargain with the Thibodeax Brass Band which has 
recently re-organized, to furnish music for the excursion that will be given 
to New Roads on August the 8th. The Club has also been notified that the 
large new dancing pavilion of False River has just been completed. In 
order that the excursionists may have a delightful time dancing the 
pavilion has been secured and a first class string band has been employed 
to furnish music." (July 18) 
 

"Fair -Home, Hook & Ladder Co. The Thibodeax Band rendered 
the entrancing music that made it, famous years ago was a charming 
feature of the fair." (August 8) 
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The prejudice of the times can be read in the following newspaper article about a 
colored trip to Baton Rouge: 

 
"Coontown was on parade in Baton Rouge last Tuesday. All our 

colored aristocracy took a holiday and boarded the excursion train which 
left here that morning with 9 coaches packed to their utmost capacity." 
(August 24) 
 
The papers do record accurately the activities of both white and colored bands as 

we read: 
 

"Excursion from New Roads proves unsuccessful. The white and 
colored bands were present and served to make thinks lively for awhile." 
(August 31) 
 
We next read of a plan for a concert band and a summer baseball diamond: 
 

"A concert band and a summer park baseball diamond and strong 
local nine may serve to while away our long summer evening next year we 
have some assurances to this end." (Sept. 21) 
 

Another little Louisiana town with a brass band was Cut Off. We read: 
 

"Cut Off News - Birthday, 40th of Mr. P. Breaux. The 20th 
Century Brass Band arrived at the scene of festivities about 4pm and 
discoursed some appropriate music." (Sept. 28) 
 
An entertainment is planned using the Legendre Quartet: 
 

"Welbre Public School entertainment. The Legendre Quartet Band 
furnished the music for the occasion." (Oct. 19) 
 
We do not read of any other entries about the Thibodeax Brass Band. The year 

ends with two items about Prof. Chol: 
 

"It is impossible to foresee the many ways in which the 
forthcoming electric railway will benefit our town, but every now and then 
we hear of some special manner in which it will be beneficial to our 
people. For instance, we are informed that Prof. Emmanuel Chol, one of 
the leading music teachers of this State, has received letters from families 
in Terrebonne and up and down the Bayou stating that they desired to 
make arrangements for music lessons to begin as soon as the electric 
railway will be in operation. It will be possible for Prof. Chol to have 
pupils in Donaldsonville, Lockport and Houma after the electric road is 
established." (Nov. 14) 
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"Prof. Chol and his able choir deserve complimenting for the 

excellent music that they rendered at High Mass yesterday." (Dec. 26) 
 

1902 
 

Emphasis is seen in the lack of organized local bands as we read of new musical 
organizations. The Thibodeax Brass Band is not re-organized but groups of musicians use 
the name when a band is needed. 

Other towns have brass bands and are organizing other type bands. The town of 
Cut Off again is mentioned in the paper: 

 
"Cut Off News - The people of this community are exhibiting 

considerable taste for music. About one year age the 20th Century Brass 
Band was organized with about 14 members and is today in a healthy and 
prosperous condition. Last Saturday an orchestra or a string band was 
organized with the following instrumentation: M. Moliere-1st violin, P. 
Anthement-1st violin, Lubin Mire-2nd violin, Joseph H. Price-Bb cornet, 
Eads Thibodeax-Bb clarinet, Ray Thibodeax-bass violin. It is expected to 
add 2 or 3 more instruments." (March 15) 

 
We next read of an orchestra that is organized to play for a drama: 
 

"Orchestra organized for "Uncle Ribe" at Opera House. Prof. V. A. 
Trone-musical directorship- Mrs. Dr. L. E. Meyer." (March 27) 
 
The names of the players in this orchestra are given in the April 3rd paper: 
 

"Orchestra: Prof. E. Roth Jr.-piano-Mrs. Meyer, flute & Mandolin-
Mr. E. N. Roth, guitar-Mr. V. J. Knobloch, violin-Henry Braud & 
Hamilton Boudreaux, snare drum-Mr. F. Ducasse, bass drum and 
Tambourine-Mr. Phil Naquin." (April 3) 
 
The drama club has a production at the Opera House and there is an orchestra 

under the direction of Mr. E. N Roth Jr.: 
 

"Drama Club - at Opera House. The music was furnished by the 
young men's orchestra under the leadership of Mr. E. N. Roth Jr. deserves 
special mention as it proved on e of the highly entertaining features of the 
evening entertainment. The members of the orchestra were as follows: 
Messrs. E. N. Roth Jr, U. J Knobloch, Henry Braud, Hamilton Boudreaux, 
Frank Ducasse, Phil Naquin and Mrs. L. E. Meyer." (April 5) 
 
We read of a group of musicians that play for a fair, calling themselves the 

Thibodeax Band: 
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"Mount Carmel Convent Fair - Thibodeax Band or some of the 

skilled musicians who at one time formed the Thibodeax Band furnished 
sweet and popular music." (April 10) 
 
The local newspaper the "Sentinel" was serenaded by what is called the band of 

the Home, Hook & Ladder Co. #1. 
The town of Houma has a concert band that plays for a local fair in that town: 
 

"There will be a grand fair given in Houma on Sunday, June 8th for 
the Commercial Concert Band." (June 5) 
 
A glee club from New Orleans takes an excursion to Thibodeax which includes a 

band called "White Beans Full Band." (June 12) We also read of a dance at the Opera 
House given by the German Cotillion Club which uses "a very nice string band." (June 
12) 

Again in the Cut Off, La. column we read that "Excursion from Raceland on the 
steamer Robbie leaving at 6 am. The steamer Pevina will leave Grand Isle at 4am and 
Leeville at 7am returning the same night; music will be furnished by the 20th Century 
Uniformed band and orchestra." (July 19) 

The Commercial Band of Houma gives a concert and we read that L. J. Trone is 
manager of the band. (August 28)  The orchestra previously mentioned in listing its 
members in the paper has changed some personnel as it plays at the Opera House for a 
play: 

 
"Thibodeax Opera House "A Man from Barnes" Orchestra: a 

charming feature of the evening was the music from the orchestra which 
had been improved by Prof. Norbert. Roth Jr. who had the cooperation of 
Miss Liian Roth, and Messrs. Octave Colguet, Eugene Robichaux Jr., 
Volney Knobloch, Henry Braud and Ed. and Phil Naquin." (Sept. 4) 
 
The Opera House presents the drama "The Man from Borneo." We read that: 

"special thanks are tendered to Prof. Jos. A Trone and Prof. E. Norbert both for the music 
furnished by his orchestra." (Oct. 11) 

On Oct. 16 we read that there is a "political meeting for Candidate Broussard. The 
Eureka Band furnished enlivening music for the occasion at the Thibodeax Opera 
House." 

A serenade was played by what is called the Thibodeax Orchestra for the return of 
Father Dubourg: 

 
"Serenade for return of Father Dubourg-members comprising 

Thibodeax Orchestra, under the able leadership of Prof. Argence: Miss B. 
Simmoneaud, Messrs. E. J. Legendre, Jos. Robichaux, O. Coignet, L. 
Leonard, Jos. A Trone, E. N. Roth Jr., P. Delanne, Chas. Charkey, Jr., Dr. 
J. J. Daigre and Father Ravoire. 
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The Opera House presents another play: "A Noble Outcast" with 
the orchestra under the leadership of Prof. A. Argence, a new name on the 
scene. In the Oct. 30 paper Prof. Chol is praised for his choir at High Mass 
again.  

The Opera House again presents a play entitled "At the 
Crossroads" with an orchestra that is listed in the paper of Nov. 13: "Dr. J. 
J. Daigle- leader, 1st violin-Charles Barker and Miss Lilly Daigle-2nd, J. 
A Trone-clarinet, E. N. Roth Jr.-flute, P. Delaune-cornet, Leo Legendre-
trombone, E. J. Legendre-bass, Jos. Robichaux-drums and Bella Barker-
pianist." This orchestra also plays for the Guion Academy entertainment. 
(June 11)  
 The Opera House presents a new orchestra, this time directed by Dr. 

Daigre: 
 

"The new orchestra, under the leadership of Dr. Daigre made its 
debut as the Opera House pit orchestra on this occasion and discoursed 
good music which was greatly appreciated at the intervals between the acts 
was long and had it not been for the music would become very tedious. 
The orchestra will be in attendance at all future performances." (Nov. 15) 

 

 
A band and Theater group in front of the opera house. No date is given but it 

is cc early 20
th

 century. 

 
A follow up article lists the names of this new orchestra: 
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"A new orchestra has recently been organized for the purpose, we 

understand, of furnishing music at the Opera House for the performances. 
It is composed of the following well-known and talented ladies and 
gentlemen: Dr. J. J. Daigre-lead and 1st violin, Miss Lilly Daigre and Mr. 
Cl. Barker-2nd violins, Mr. E. N. Roth Jr.-flute, Miss Bella Barker-piano, 
Mr. P. Delaune-cornet, Mr. Leo Legendre-trombone, Mr. E. J. Legendre-
bass and Mr. Jos. Robichaux-drummer." (Nov. 15) 
 
The Opera House orchestra is mentioned again as they furnish music which was 

described in the Nov. 29 paper as: "A pleasing feature of the evening’s entertainment." 
The Robt. E. Lee band is mentioned for the first time in awhile as they play for a 

ball at their Cleveland Hall: 
 

1903 
 
It is late in the year before we find our first mentioning of a musical activity: 

 
"Last Saturday 11th inst. a grand masquerade ball was given at 

Cleveland Hall for a charitable purpose, the relief of Mr. Tranquillien 
Vicknaair. A large crowd whirled in the spacious hall, with the utmost 
decorum and liberally contributed to the charitable object in view. 
Cleveland Hall as quite an ornament to the upper portion of Lafourche 
Parish and re-echoed on many occasions to the melodious strains of the 
Robt. E Lee Silver Cornet Band organized by our energetic representative, 
Honorable Oscar Angelloz." (July 16) 
 
The Home Circle Orchestra, also not heard from in awhile plays a concert at the 

Opera House for the St. Charles Library Fund." (July 16) 
The Commercial Band of Houma is still organized and we read of a concert given 

by this group: 
 

"The open air concert that will be given by the Houma Commercial 
Band at the fair Sept. 26, 27 and 28th will be a great feature." (Sept. 10) 
 
We theorize that there is no local Thibodeax organized band as a Thibodeax fair 

has to hire a band from Houma: 
 

"Albert Engerran and Paul Delaune were in Houma last Sunday to 
make arrangements with the Commercial Concert Band to furnish music in 
Thibodeax Sunday Sept. 27th for the fair to be given by the Thibodaux 
Fire Co. #1." (Sept. 17) 
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The Commercial Concert Band is hired and plays an open air concert at 3 PM, as 
"a delightful musical concert will be rendered by the Commercial Band of Houma." (Sept. 
18) 

 
The Firemen's Fair uses the Commercial Band of Houma, lead by a Thibodeax 

resident, Prof. L. J. Trone: 
 

"The fair given last Saturday, Sunday and Monday for the benefit 
of Thibodeax Fire Co. No. 1 was a creditable success in all respects - 
creditable in the arrangement of the stands, creditable in the selection of a 
bevy of charming ladies to preside over the stands, creditable in having a 
nice program of amusements and creditable in being a financial success. 
The gross receipts from the three days amounted to about $1150, while the 
net returns area bout $700. 

The principal amusement feature of the fair was the delightful 
program rendered Sunday evening by Houma's Commercial Band, under 
the leadership of Prof. L. J. Trone. The Commercial Band is an 
organization that would be an honor to any town in the Country. Their 
music was highly enjoyed." (Oct., 1) 
 
The Thibodeax Fire Company No. 1 holds a "successful fair with the Commercial 

Band of Houma, under the able leadership of Prof. L. J. Trone. Trone rendered a splendid 
open air concert from morning to night, and was the means of drawing large crowds to 
the grounds. Our sister town should be proud of possessing such a splendid band. 
Thibodeax claims with pride the leader and one or two members of that perfect 
organization, as home boys." (Oct. 3) 

The Opera House continues having plays with the 'house orchestra' playing 
intermittent periods, we read of visiting groups performing there in various 
entertainments brought into town: 

 
"Prof. Neal's Concert Band in Sells and Downs Show." (Oct. 29) 
 
"Opera House Uncle Josh Skprucekly fine music of Sprucily 

Band." (Oct. 29) 
 
"Ward and Wades Minstrels at Opera House Oct. 11th " (Nov. 12) 

 
We read that "Miss Maud Braud replaced Charles Badeaux as pianist with the 

Opera House Orchestra." (Nov. 12) 
The last musical entry tells of the "Georgia Minstrels": "William Malone was 

charge of the largest and best orchestra ever with a minstrel show. Prof. Wm. Blue has 
charge of the big string band." (Dec. 24) 

 
1904 
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The visiting entertainment companies continue to be presented at the Opera House 
as the year opens with the Ted E. Faust Minstrels. (Jan. 21)  

There is an attempt at organizing a local band by Prof. Louis J. Trone as he leads a 
local concert band: 

 
"Prof. Louis J. Trone leader of our local concert band and a 

musician of talent and of note, has been presented with a $105.00 Basson 
French imported horn, as a token of high appreciation from our leading 
citizens. Too much credit cannot be lavished upon the worthy professor for 
having kept up these young and extremely capable musicians together. 
This public appreciation of his talents as an organizer as well as a teacher 
is well merited, and we feel it our duty to 'honor him to whom honor is 
due.' “(March 17) 
 
We read of the Home Circle Orchestra playing for a drama at the Thibodeax 

Opera House: 
 

"RIGHT AFTER LENT we have been requested to state that right 
after Lent a drama will be presented at the Thibodeax Opera House to the 
benefit of the Home Circle Orchestra. The play, which will be interpreted 
by some of our popular talent, is now being rehearsed. Those who have 
attended some of the rehearsals are of the opinion that the play will be sure 
to please.  

The Home Circle Orchestra is one of the best organizations in this 
town and is deserving of all the support that can be given. Remember the 
drama and reserve some of your change." (March 17) 
 
We read of the opening of a colored public school for which the Eureka Brass 

Band furnishes music for the occasion. (April 7) 
The local fire departments continue to hold a parade and hire bands from New 

Orleans: 
 

"Fireman's Parade - Four bands from New Orleans supplied music 
for the parade and to serenade." (May 5) 
 
The so called Thibodeax Concert Band plays for a banquet for the veterans and 

enjoyed the champagne during the affair: 
 

"...While the banquet was very enjoyable to the veterans and their 
guests, a bushel of fun was had after the banquet by the members of the 
Thibodeax Concert Band, which organization was one of the features of 
the evening's pleasures. Of course, the waitresses, who had glided about 
serving the veterans, had to have their turn at the feast, so the members of 
the Band, who had stored away (internally) enough champagne to last 
them until the next reunion, volunteered to serve as waiters for the 
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waitresses. Here's where they fun commenced. Prof. L. J. Trone, who is 
the popular leader of the Band, "swiped" a white waist-coat and assumed 
the duties of headwaiter. Then Mr. Chas. Reviere, another member of the 
Band, was given a menu card and the big drum, he being supposed to 
represent the proprietor of the Walforf-Astoria in New York. The other 
members of the Band with platters in hand fell in line and Reviere started 
at the head of the menu. With a rap on the bass drum he first yelled 
"Vermouth cocktail" and this was a signal for the other boys to rush to the 
cuisine. Back in an instant they served their guests and then the first course 
was ordered and this plan was kept up until the tail end of the menu was 
reached. The poor lady waitresses thus had lots of fun, but little to eat, for 
before they could dispose of one dish it was quickly removed and another 
given in its stead. Every few minutes the Band would give some disjointed 
airs and thus the pleasure was kept up until nearly twelve o'clock, when 
the pious waitresses and "waiters (alias the Band members) thought it was 
time to go home and get ready to observe the Sabbath." (June 8) 
 
Bands are hired to play for a new Fireman's Hall called Protector Hall #2, and an 

excursion to the lake which only a few attend had a string band for the occasion." (June 
23) 

The Protector Hall #2 was dedicated on a Sunday evening to the tunes of a brass 
band. The hall will be the location of many dances for the town. The lengthy article gives 
a description of the hall: "The new hall is a two-story building. It is 39 feet in length with 
a width of 24 feet." (June 23) 

A group called the Progressive Union resolves to organize a band. We read of 
this: 

 
"Progressive Union - Resolution - New Band - A resolution was 

adopted welcoming and approving move now on foot to organize a brass 
band in Thibodeax." (July 7) 
 
The paper carries an article of the prospect of a new band: 
 

"BAND PROSPECT - The promoters of a brass band for 
Thibodeax met last Monday night and considered matters pertaining to the 
project. It was shown at the meeting that the perception of having a first-
class band here are very favorable. This news will be gratifying to a large 
proportion of our population who enjoy the music furnished by a well 
trained band. Those who enjoyed the superb music of the Old Thibodeax 
Band, when Mr. E. J. Legendre was leader, look with joyful resumption 
upon the possibilities of again having a band the peer of any other 
organization in the State. Let the "band play on," gentlemen." (July 28) 
 
A small article is found in the paper of July 14 stating that "A meeting was held in 

Thibodeax Tuesday night to organize a brass band. From the many entries in the paper 
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and there seldom being stated that a band was disbanding, it is hard to completely follow 
the history of a band in this era. A temporary organization was effected by the election of 
Mr. F. J. Celestin as President." (July 14) 

 
The resolution has a positive result and a new band is under way: 
 

"MUSIC IN THE AIR - The first music from the Thibodeax 
Concert Band (TCB) was heard last Tuesday night when the recently 
formed organization met in the Protector Hall and rehearsed. The first 
effort was creditable and bespeaks a brilliant future for the organization. 
The band's officers, who were elected last Friday night are as follows: 
Pres.-A. J. Braud, Vice Pres.-F. J. Celestin, Sec-Treas.-P. J. Aucoin, 
Leader- L. J. Trone." August 4) 
 
The band plays for a fair for the Home, Hook & Ladder Fair: 
 

"Despite the unfavorable conditions, the fair given last Sunday for 
the benefit of Home, Hook and Ladder Co. No. 1 proved to be a success. 
The gross proceeds were $340.00 and after all bills were paid the net 
amount left was $170.00. The committee-Messrs. Henry Reviere, Etienne 
Outerie, Henry Thibodeax and Chas. F. Bourgeois are to be commended 
for this mice result. 

The Thibodeax Concert Band enlivened the fair with lots of choice 
music." (August 17) 
 
The band plays at another local fair: 
 

"The newly-organized Thibodeax Band proved to be the most 
attractive feature at the fair given last Saturday and Sunday. The music 
rendered was highly appreciated by all who had the pleasure of hearing it." 
(Sept. 1) 
 
The Thibodeax Concert Band next presents a concert at the Court House: 
 

"The Thibodeax Concert Band gave another delightful concert last 
Sunday night from the portico of the Court House. A large crowd gathered 
and enjoyed the program very much. 

The attendance at the concert justifies the belief that the people of 
this town would like very much to have a park. But the way in which the 
people strive to get a park would indicate that they want it provided that 
some one is willing to hand it over to them gratis. As the philanthropists in 
this community are poor epole and as those who have means are not 
inclined to be philanthropists it does not seem reasonable to expect a park 
as a gratuity. We shall hang up our stocking at Christmas and if Santa 
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Claus places a park there-in we will be pleased to hand it over free of 
charge, to the citizens....." (Sept. 7) 
 
The plans the band for a fair and festival made for a success event and a card of 

thanks is given in the paper: 
 

"CARD OF THANKS - Hall of Thibodeax Concert Band, 
 We the undersigned committee, appointed by the 

Thibodeax Concert Band takes great pleasure in announcing that their fair 
and festival given last Saturday, Sunday and Monday was a decided 
success, thanks to the generosity of an appreciative and music loving 
people. We take this method of extending out successes thanks to the 
public in general, for liberal patronage, as well as to the ladies, matrons 
and gentlemen for presiding over the respective booths to all those who so 
liberally donated, and loaned articles, and to all those who in any way 
assisted in making the fair the success that it was. 

      Respectfully, 
      A. J. Braud 
      Chairman 
      A. J. Tetreau 
      P. J. Aucoin 
      J. Trone 
      J.L. Knobloch   

           Committee (Oct. 6) 
 
For some unknown reason the Opera House ceases using the orchestra and use 

only a pianist for its performances: 
 

"Miss Sadie Gaude furnished music for the performance at the 
Opera House last Sunday night. We understand that our splendid orchestra 
will not furnish music anymore for plays at the Opera House." (Nov. 17) 
 

1905 
 
The year begins with a dance using Prof. Christine's String Band: 
 

"The dance given by the Twelfth Night  Revelers, Christmas Eve 
and Monday night was a decided success. Sweet Music was discoursed by 
Prof. Christine's string band, aided by Mr. Ed. Cassanovis, of New 
Orleans." (Jan. 4) 
 
Progress is being made by the newly organized band and it makes plans to play at 

the Firemen's annual Parade: 
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"The new uniforms of the Thibodeax Concert Band were received 
last week and last Sunday the band had a practice drill in the grove back of 
St. Joseph Catholic Church as it is the intention of the band, we 
understand, to furnish some of the music for the Fireman's Parade." (April 
13) 
 
The new Thibodeax Band becomes active again and plays for a number of affairs: 
 

"Excursion by Young Man's Benevolent Association. The 
Thibodeax Band was aboard and its sweet music brought forth many 
charming compliments." (May 11) 

 
"26th annual Convention of Louisiana Press Association. At 7:30 

there will be an open air concert by the Thibodeax Concert Band." (May 
18th) 
 
 
The band gives a recital on the lawn of Judge Taylor and the paper lists the 

program they will present: 
 

"At night the band recital and lawn party took place across the 
Bayou in the front yard of the lovely home of Judge Taylor Beattie. On 
approaching the grounds a magnificent scene greeted the eye, as hundreds 
of Chinese lanterns around the grounds formed a picture that could not 
help eliciting admiration. In the midst of these lights a dancing platform 
had been built and from this platform the Thibodeax Concert Band 
rendered the following program of sweet music: 

 
March - On Jersey Shore - Pryor 
Overture - Poet & peasant - Von Suppe 
Concert Waltz - Wedding of the Winds - J. T. Hall 
Morceau characteristic, the Chirppers - Chan Frank 
March - A Deed of the Pen - Moret 
Overture - Crown Diamonds - Auber 
Concert Waltzes - From the Musical comedy - The Yankee 

Council   - Robin 
Medley Selection - Blue Bell - Havelin 
March - Algonquin - Seltzer 
 
During the rendition of this program a stream of compliments were 

being showed upon our superb musical organization. The editors could not 
but feel surprised to see one of our priests Rev. Father Dubourg and one of 
our bank presidents, Mr. A. J. Braud taking part in the Band. They seemed 
to regard this as showing a remarkable amount of public spirit. As for 
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Prof. L. J. Trone, the leader of the Band, the pleasure was all his from a 
standpoint of profuse compliments. 

At the conclusion of the Band's program dancing was enjoyed by 
the young element, the middle-aged element sought the Acadian Club to 
bid it good-night, and the aged element (not the editors, however, for none 
of them are old) sought their couch." (June 1) 1905 
 
In the June 1st paper we read of an excursion from Rayne, La.: 
 

"The excursion that was run to Thibodeax last Sunday from Rayne, 
La. brought a large crowd. The Rayne Band was along and afforded some 
good music." (June 1) 
 
Prof. Chol gives a program of classical music for a visiting group. His program is 

listed in the paper: 
 

"1 - Overture, Lyric, S. Schleppegrell - Home Circle Orchestra 
under the leadership of Dr. J. J. Daigle. 

2 - Welcome to the members of the Press, A March by the young 
ladies taking part in the concert. Misses: A. Clements, A. Cherault, B. 
Coulon, R. Reviere, B. Chol, C. Delas, E. Stoney, E. Clement, F. Frost, I. 
Briggs, L. Beauvais, L. Stone, L. Daigre, L. Legendre, M. Peltier, M. 
Wright, M. Guardia, M. Ronsseau, N. Gaudria, N. Foret, R. Lagarde, S. 
Singleton, W. Baber. 

Accompaniment - Bonnie Blue Flag with variations - A. Cordon, a 
Miss Bertha Reviere. 

Love Shall Guide Thee (Song) C. A. white. By the Young Ladies. 
Grand improvisation on a celebrate, on French song. Van La Hache 

- Miss Lillie Daigre. 
When You are Near - N. C. Clesi - Guy Knobloch. 
Un songe D'une nuit d'ete - Piano duet, Mendelssohn. Misses B. 

and C. Chol. 
By special request the popular ballad, You, Only You Love words 

by A. J. Reynolds, of Donaldsonville, music Ed. Petzech, Miss Lillie 
Daigre. 

Nocturne Opus 55, F. Chopin, Miss May Rousseau 
Sylphia Waltz, Ade Gitznabb - Orchestra 
Opera de Faust, 2nd Acte, Scene No. 6, Kermess, C.Gounod, by all 

the young ladies previously named and the following Gentlemen: 
Faust - Guy Knobloch 
Mephistophelis - Carhles Aucoin 
Seobe; - Med Guadia 
Citizens, Emile Aucoin, Leo Legendre 
Marguerite - Miss C. Chol 
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The foregoing program was heartily enjoyed not only by the editor, 
but by the people of Thibodeax and vicinity who managed to attend the 
performance. The visitors were amazed of the musical talent that our 
community affords and they were unheeded in praising Prof. Chol for the 
manner in which he had arranged and disposed of the program." (June 1) 

 
In need of funds, the Band sponsors a fair: 
 
"The fair given last Saturday, Sunday and Monday for the benefit 

of the Thibodeax Concert Band was a grand success. We have not 
ascertained the final result, but we know it was very satisfactory." (June 1) 

 
For a gathering of veterans the Band plays some patriotic music: 
 
"Gathering of old vets at Opera House. Marched from YMBA Hall, 

started for the Thibodeax Opera House and while the Thibodeax Concert 
Band rendered some martial airs the old soldiers marched with pride that 
had characterized their action in former days. Toward the ends the band 
gave "some Dixie' as one of the veterans called it." (June 8) 
 
The band gives a concert for the local teachers: 
 

"TEACHERS ENJOY OPEN AIR CONCERT - A band concert 
was given at the opera house grounds, last Wednesday night, 
complimentary to the teachers who are in our midst attending the Summer 
Normal School. The programme included many excellent selections which 
were executed with great ability and elicited much applause from the 
audience. During the intermission choice refreshments were served and 
were enjoyed by all. 

The following programme was rendered 
a - March - "The Beat of the Drums" 
2 - Overture - "Poet and Peasant," Von Suppe 
3 - Concert Waltzes - "Wedding of the Winds" J. T. Hall 
4 - (Morceau Characteristic) "The Chirppers" - Frank 
5 - Medley Selection 0 "Blue Bell" - Haveland 
 Introducing Come down from the big fig tree, I never  

  thought I'd miss you "Down in Mexico," I've got a feelin for 
  you, Kiss me good night dear Love, "My Honey Love," On  
 the 17th of March, etc. etc. 

   Intermission 
6 - March - On Jersey Shore: - Pryor 
7 - Overture - "Excelsior" - Round 
8 - Waltzes - "Hearts Courageous" - Blanke 
9 - "Pittsford Farm Patrol" - Wiegand 
10 - Overture - Kanawha" - Barnhouse 
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11 - March - A Deed of the Pen - Moret 
 
We read of a ceremony by the church that proceeds through the church grove in 

which no facts are given as to the purpose of the procession. We later find out it his the 
Corpus Christi Celebration. The band and over 2,500 people participate in the procession. 
Again this shows the close connection between the Catholic Church and the brass band: 

 
"A BEAUTIFUL CEREMONY - While in Thibodeax on May the 

23, it was our good fortune to witness a grand and most impressive 
ceremony, on which we are informed, many of the older citizens had never 
before witnessed. We refer to the procession made through the beautiful 
grove back of St. Joseph's Catholic Church, in which about Two 
Thousand, Five Hundred people took part. The grove had previously been 
lighted by Chinese lanterns, and at the close of the mission conducted by 
the rev. Father Reynaud, the various societies of the church, with the 
Catholic Knights, led by the Thibodeax band, formed in one grand 
procession and each with a lighted taper in hand marched through the 
grand old oaks, while sacred anthems swelled upward through the deep 
foliage, and the sweet strains of clarionet." (June 17) 
 
The close ties between the Catholic Church and local brass band and the various 

fire companies, especially in and around Thibodeax are seen in the item that has the band 
again playing for a religious ceremony: 

 
"CORPUS CHRISTI, PROCESSION - As is usual, the feast of 

Corpus Christi, which fell on Thursday, will be celebrated tomorrow at St. 
Joseph's Catholic Church. The annual procession will take place 
immediately after High Mass, the weather permitting, and the Reverend 
Pastor Father Dubourg invites the local branch of the Catholic Knights, the 
Thibodeax Band, the various fire companies and the several church 
societies to participate therein as in proceeding festivals." (June 17) 
 
The Louisiana Press Association met in Thibodeax and was rewarded with a 

concert on the lawn of Judge Beattie: 
 

"The lawn party in the beautiful grounds of Judge Beattie presented 
a fairy-like scene. There the editors and hundreds of people listened to soft 
strains of the Thibodeax band. Too much praise cannot do justice to the 
enjoyable recital which was rendered by this band under the leadership of 
Prof. Trone. That Thibodeax possesses such a band never entered the 
minds of the editors and they sat there charmed with it all." (June 17) 
 
Another concert was given by Prof. Chol and we read: 
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"Perennial smile were pertetuily insisting upon "just one more," 
until the time came to repair to the Opera House for the concert prepared 
in their honor under the direction of Prof. E. Chol, who, for the past fifty 
years, has stood in the same relation to the people of Thibodeax that the 
lamented Prof. Mayer so long occupied towards the people of Opelousas, 
and who, like him, has contributed most powerfully to the cultivation and 
development of the musical and esthetic taste of his community. That 
concert would have done honor to a metropolitan state, but its most unique 
and captivating feature was a group of 25 or 30 smiling girls, who, at a 
given signal, swarmed down among guests and with charming grace 
decorated them with fragrant boutonnieres. As if anything were lacking to 
fill the measure of their boundless hospitality, the citizens had prepared a 
sumptuous banquet in honor of their guests, and they were soon seated at 
the elaborately decorated festal board, flanked on every side by the beauty 
and the talent of the town and neighborhood. It was an inspiring scene, one 
that will never be erased from the memory of the participants. Even when 
the Glamour of its mystic spell was cast over us, we could not do it justice; 
we shall not attempt to do it justice now. For that "feast of reason and flow 
of soul," the peculiarly happy remarks of Judge Conlon, the toastmaster, as 
he introduced each speaker....." (June 17) 
 
The paper writes an editorial entitled "Let Us Have a Park. This is important as 

the local band needs such a park to have a place to give concerts: 
 

"It is the General Opinion that the Town needs a resort of this kind. 
If there is any one in our midst who was of the opinion that a park in this 
town would not be a popular resort he had it demonstrated to him last 
Sunday night that he was thoroughly wrong, that is, if he happened to be 
one of those who gathered around the Court House Square to hear the 
entertaining program rendered by our splendid Thibodeax Concert Band. 

Year ago we advocated a park for this town and even went so far as 
to have a company organized to lay out a park, but like some other things 
that have "gone to the wall" here there were some persons in the company 
whose idea - amusement were more extravagant than the means at hand 
allowed. Thus the project was crippled and had to be dropped. The editor 
of the Comet at that time that the laying out of a park, sufficiently large to 
have a dancing pavilion and a skating rink, a lawn tennis and rocquet 
grounds, swings tetters, refreshment stand 

There were others who thought a rack track should also be 
included. An attempt was made to have this.....etc....A session of this place 
could be secured immediately and then fairs could be given to clear off the 
debt. Of course, it would take a number of fairs, but what difference would 
this make it the public were willing to patronize and make successes of the 
fairs. 
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Let us have the park before the sit is taken for some other purpose. 
Now that the clerks are released from duty at 7:00 o'clock in the evening 
they would find it a pleasure to get either their sweetheart or wives and 
assemble at the park the time before bed-time. Mothers and their children 
could use the park at all hours of the day and on Sunday evening 
everybody could turn out and inhale the oxygen and health-giving 
properties that nature bestows upon parks and other open places. Let's 
have the park." (June 22) 
 
The band gives a concert on the court house piazza: 
 

"THE BAND CONCERT - The open air concert given by the band 
boys on the court house piazza, last Sunday evening drew upon an 
audience of representative music-loving people. The programme rendered 
was select and the appreciation of the audience was apparent. The recital 
began promptly at 7:30 and it was well nigh on to 10 o'clock before the 
concluding number was rendered. 

Standing room only was to be had and during the intermissions the 
public square proposition received its share of consideration, for the value 
of a public square was never more apparent to some. 

The band should be proud of the encouragement given it, even as 
the community is proud of possessing such an organization. We believe 
that it is Prof. Trone's intention to give an open air concert, such as Sunday 
evening's every second week, and we heartily approve of the plan." (July 
1) 
 
A fair given by the Protector Fire Co. #1 is deemed a success: 
 

"The fair given Sunday by the Protector Fire Co. #2 was a 
creditable success. The concert given by the Thibodeax Concert Band was 
one of the great drawing cards of the fair." (July 4) 
 

"The Thibodeax Concert Band gave another enjoyable open air 
concert last Sunday night from the portico of the Court House. A large 
crowd gathered to hear the music. If the band keeps up these concerts the 
necessity for a public square will be emphasized to such a degree that we 
believe the project will materialize. Let us have a place where we can hear 
the music but at the same time have a seat. Standing is out of date." (July 
6) 
 
The Band next play for the Fourth of July celebration: 1905 
 

"THE GLORIOUS FOURTH - The Fourth of July was celebrated 
in Thibodeax by the booming of cannon during the day and amusements at 
night at the Thibodeax Opera House under the auspices of Protector Fire 
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Co. No. 2. The Thibodeax Concert Band dispensed some very pretty 
patriotic selections and at 9:30 magnificent display of fireworks was had, 
the fire works taking place on the Odd Fellow's lot, which with the 
Fleetwood property, is destined to become a public park. 

In the ball room at the Thibodeax Opera House a number of young 
couples had a joy time dancing." (July 6) 
 
We have the programme played by the band at one of their Sunday concerts: 
 

"A large crowd gathered about the Court House Square, last 
Sunday evening and enjoyed the splendid programme rendered by the 
Thibodeax Concert Band. The following was the programme rendered: 

 
"STAR SPANGLED BANNER" - Key 
March - "With trumpet and Drum" - Weldon 
Overture - "Light Calvary" - Von Suppe 
Celebrated Waltzes - "Amour et Printemps" - (Love and Spring), - 

 Waldteufel 
 a - Caprice - "The Birds and Brook - Stultz 
 b - Afro-Celtic Intermezzo, "Cleopatra Finegann" - Neil 

 Moret 
March - "Loraine" - Louis Ganne 
Overture - "Memeralda" - Herman 
Spanish Waltzes - "La Serenata' - Darcy Jaxone 
Characteristic - First Heart Trobes' - Eilenberg 
(Finale) Lewis and Clark Exposition - "The Bugler" - F. A. 

Young.” 
(July 8) 

 
 
The Thibodeax Band continues its series of Sunday night concerts: 
 

"The Thibodeax Concert Band, led by Prof. L. J. Trone, delighted a 
large crowd last Sunday night with an enjoyable program of music. The 
music was rendered from the portico of the Court House where it would 
have been more enjoyed had the Police Jury erected a bench inside the 
fence around the entire square. This little item would not cost the parish 
much, yet would be much appreciated by the many people who gathered at 
the court house to hear the music." (July 11) 
 
Brass Bands of the era always needed a place to rehearse. Usually a band would 

align themselves to an organization that possessed a large hall. Churches and social 
organizations usually had such a hall. In Thibodeax it was the organization of volunteer 
fireman who had a hall large enough for a brass band to rehearse. The Thibodeax Concert 
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Band rehearsed in the Protector Fire Co. #2. We read that the hall is being renovated and 
repainted which was welcomed by the band: 

 
"At the last meeting of Protector Fire Company #2, it was decided 

that the hall of this company should be repainted and renovated and that 
the windows should be screened. It was also provided that the place should 
be supplied with electric fans. All those improvements will be a source of 
enjoyment to the members of the company, to the members of the Concert 
Band, who meet in the same hall, and to the ladies and gentlemen who 
gather to enjoy the euchre's of this substantial fire company." (July 18) 
 
The paper is still pushing for benches for the square and the audience for the 

Sunday band concerts. We read: 
 

"The concert given last Sunday night from the portico of the Court 
House was another of those enjoyable treats that the Thibodeax Concert 
Band is so well prepared to give. The band should invite the Police Jury to 
come and hear one of the concerts, so that those gentlemen could see how 
nice it would be to have a bench placed all around the courthouse square, 
just inside the fence. We'll bet that then they would readily vote an 
appropriation for the bench." (July 25) 
 
We read of three short items in the July 29th paper: 
 

"A large number of teachers enjoyed the band concert, last Sunday 
evening. The doors of the Y. M. B. A. Hall had been thrown open to them 
and they heard the music from the balcony." 
 

"A dance was given complimentary to the teachers last Wednesday 
night at the opera house." 

 
"The open air concert, given by the Thibodeax Concert Band at the 

Court House Square last Sunday, was largely attended. A pleasing 
programme was rendered." (July 29) 
 

"Summer Normal concludes - Thanks to the Thibodeax Concert 
Band for its delightful music." (August 3) 
 
The band next plays for the Firemen's Convention: 
 

"Program for Firemen Convention -8:00 pm Friday the 16th. 
Reception by the people of Thibodeax and band concert by the Thibodeax 
Concert Band at the Mt. Carmel Convent lawn." (August 8) 
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The band continues its Sunday concerts and plays for the annual Fireman’s Parade 
and gives a concert for the convention at Protector's Hall: 

 
"Program at Protector Hall, the march was taken up to the 

Thibodeax Opera House where after some choice music of the Thibodeax 
Concert Band, State President W. J. White called the convention to order." 
(August 22) 
 

"The Thibodeax Concert Band, under the able leadership of Prof. 
L. J. Trone, favored the citizens of this town with another delightful 
concert last Sunday night from the Portico of the Court House. If we may 
judge by the amount of applause accorded the different selections we may 
say that the program was thoroughly enjoyed." (Oct. 19) 
 
The band continues its Sunday concerts; 
 

"SUNDAY'S CONCERT - Our music-loving populace was again 
treated to an excellent concert, last Sunday night, by the Thibodeax 
Concert Band, at the Court House Square. 

Every number of the programme elicited applause from the 
audience, but by far the star rendition of the evening was "Sweet Sixteen" 
a cornet solo executed by Mr. Albert J. Trone, a continuous applause was 
given and Mr. Trone answered with "The Palms" which in turn brought 
forth rounds of applause." (Oct. 21) 
 
The Dandy Dixie Minstrels come to town on Sept. 13th with the Cotton Pickers 

Band. The paper calls this minstrel troupe "the best real negro minstrel show in the world, 
bar none." 

No other entries are found until Nov. 28. The Billy Kersand's Minstrels give a 
performance in Thibodeax with the James H. Lacey Challenge Band and Orchestra 
composed of all Negroes. Billy Kerand was a very famous Negro minstrel and was from 
Donaldsonville. (Nov. 28) 

 
There is an interesting article in the local paper about the opera season in New 

Orleans in 1905 and other entertainment activities: 
 

"The New Orleans' Season - The winter in New Orleans will be an 
unusually brilliant one. The French Opera company is one of the best ever 
brought to America. There was no French Opera last season, and society 
turned out in immense numbers to welcome its return. The subscriptions 
are the largest in the history of the opera. Manager Charles Fonnton, of the 
Grand Opera House, has strengthened his stock company and with 
legitimate drama is playing to packed houses. The St. Charles Orpheum, 
modern vaudeville, has a long list of excellent attractions for the season. 
Instead of one will be open for one hundred days, while Mardi Gras and 
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the carnival balls, it is announced, include some especially attractive 
features, including a new organization which will give a pageant. Thus 
New Orleans has thrown off all thought of quarantine and all other 
unpleasant memories and again opens her hospitable doors to her 
neighbors." (Dec. 2) 
 

1906 
 

We find the first mentioning of the Assumption Brass Band. The band plays for a 
fair and of a trip to Brulie landing in which they perform various tasks: 

 
"A grand fair will take place at Pierre Part on the 3rd and 4th of 

February, Rev. Father Crosier has made arrangement with Captain's 
Labarre and Escofire to run them boats on Saturday and Sunday. The 
Assumption Brass Band will furnish music, and a general good time is 
anticipated. A boat will leave Sunday at 7 a.m. to take the people to mass 
at Pierre Part. Special accommodation for ladies on board. 

The famous Assumption Brass Band on a trying trip to Brulie 
Landing, notwithstanding the rain they managed to reach their destination 
at 3 p.m. and made quite a hit, and furnished music from the time they 
arrived until day break Monday, a concert took place Sunday night and 
after the program Prof. Sam LeBlanc was called upon to sing a few songs 
and then Dr. Landry was also called to conclude the concert with a stump 
speech, the band returned Monday and all enjoyed the trip." (Jan. 27) 
 
The Thibodeax Concert Band is becoming increasingly active and is mentioned 

playing for a Health Mass Meeting: 
 

"Health Mass Meeting. The meeting held Tuesday night at the 
Thibodeax Opera House in the interest of the public sanitation was a grand 
success. The Thibodeax Concert Band under the leadership of Prof. L J. 
Trone, rendered a sweet selection and the meeting was called to order." 
(March 16) 
 
The band gives a fair on May 19, 20 and 21st: 
 

"The Thibodeax Concert Band will give a fair on May 19th, 20th 
and 21st next. The members propose to make the festival a memorable one 
and to that end will secure novel attractions for the amusement of the 
people 

This organization furnished the public many delightful evenings 
last summer and the people should show their appreciation by liberally 
patronizing the fair and by making donations of such articles as are 
requisite for such festivals." (April 4) 
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There is a follow up article on the fair in the May 19th paper: 
 

"FAIR FOR BENEFIT OF BAND OPENS TODAY - The grand 
fair given by the Thibodeax Concert Band will open this evening at the 
Opera House fair grounds. Vast preparations have been made for the 
entertainment of the public; in fact nothing has been spared to insure both 
the financial and social success of the festival. 

The musical programme that will be rendered by the band will be a 
rare treat, for weeks the members of the organization have been devoting 
their evenings to the practice of new music, secured especially for the 
occasion. 

The fair will be opened for three days, Saturday, Sunday and 
Monday. It will no doubt receive liberal support from the citizens of 
Thibodeax and vicinity, for the Thibodeax Concert Band is, without 
question, one of the popular organizations of our city. We take great pride 
in pointing to it as "our band" and justly so, for there are few towns in this 
country which can boast of so splendid an organization. While admiring 
the splendid work of the band we should remember that such proficiency 
is acquired only through hard and incessant labor, that many a time 
members of the organization would much rather spend an evening quietly 
at home instead of attending a rehearsal; these fact we should all 
remember, and also that it requires funds to maintain the organization.  

Let all then visit the fair and contribute their mite towards the 
maintenance of Thibodaux’s Concert Band." (May 19) 
 
The Thibodeax Concert Band's fair is covered with more publicity. There are two 

more articles on the fair: 
 

"BAND FAIR That splendid organization known as the Thibodeax 
Concert Band, which under the leadership of Prof. L. J. Trone, never fails 
to delight, will give a grand fair on the 19th, 20th and 21st of this month 
for the purpose of promoting the welfare of the organization. This signets 
that all who wish to see our town graced with a band of the ability of the 
one above mentioned should make it a point to see that the forth coming 
fair is a financial success. It is well to say that we should have a band; that 
a band is a necessity, etc. but maternal help must be given, so that the 
maintenance of a band can be assured. Give this help by attending the fair 
and patronizing the attractions that will be offered." (May 10) 

 
"Three days of pleasure will be afforded next Saturday, Sunday and 

Monday; this being the time that the grand fair for the benefit of the 
Thibodeax Concert Band will take place. The fair takes place upon the 
grounds of the Thibodeax Opera House, where everybody may assemble 
and while having a good time assist with an undertaking that is deserving 
of help. It is needless for us to tell you that Thibodeax should maintain a 
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good band, as this is a fact that is self evident, but it is necessary to 
impress upon you that unless the band is accorded material aid and to 
existence will not be possible. Then what you should do is to attend the 
fair and the financial results thoroughly satisfactory." (May 17) 
 
The fair is held and we read of an incentive to draw at least the ladies to the fair: 
 

"The continued fair of the Thibodeax Concert Band which took 
place last Sunday evening was well-attended and as a result the financial 
returns were satisfactory. Free tickets were given to the ladies with the 
understanding that the one holding the lucky number would be given a 
pretty book-case and desk. This acted as a stimulus to draw the ladies to 
the fair, each lady hoping to be the fortunate one." (May 24) 
 
The St. Joseph Commercial Institute had its exercises with music by an orchestra 

composed of "George Pons, director, and Chas. Rice, first violin; Leon Fortier and Miss 
Elma Dehon, second violins;' Albert Pons, flute; Maurice Pons, cornet; Miss Odile Cook, 
piano; Dl Ohlmeyer, bass viol; Felix Fortier, drums and cymbals." (June 27) 

There are two articles on the re-organizing of what is called the Lockport Silver 
Band but one mentioned it to be done in Raceland: 

 
"The Lockport Silver Band is speaking of coming into 

reorganization. We hope they will success for we need a band of music at 
Raceland." (June 7) 
 

"The Lockport Silver Band has organized with 18 members. Prof. 
Edgar Barrios deserves praise for his able management." (June 21) 
 
We read of another concert by the Thibodeax Band and there is also included the 

programme: 
 

"The people of Thibodeax and vicinity were treated to a splendid 
open air concert by the Thibodeax Band last Sunday evening. The 
programme rendered follows: 

 
March - "The Magnet" - F. H. Losoly 
Selection from Sullivan's Comic Opera "Mikado" - Boettger 
Concert Waltz - "The Silvery Brook" - E. Brahan 
(Flower Song) "A Bunch of Violets" - C. W. Bennet 
Selection from the Opera "Faust" - Gounod 
Concert Waltz - "Loveland" - Aolaman 
Morceau Characteristic "The Chirppers" - Frank 
Selections from  Jakkobowski's Comic Opera, "Erminiie - 

Meyrelles 
ENCORES - The following encore numbers were introduced: 
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"My Yankee Girl" 
"On You' Way" 
"Hen Mose with his hand leads the Band" 
"Dixie Rules" 
"Deep on the Sunny Side" 
"Why don't you try" 
"Cheyenne" 
 etc. etc. 
 
The concert was given at the Court House square, where a large 

gathering of people enjoyed the sweet stratus. It is on such occasions that 
the crying need of a park or an open square is evidenced. The concerts 
given by our band would no doubt be enjoyed in a much higher degree by 
the people were seats provided for them. We are reliably informed that the 
project of tiling the canal from the Bayou to Market Street is gaining in 
favor with the owners of contiguous properties and the public in general, 
and already several hundred dollars have been subscribed. The town 
council at a public meeting held during the week subscribed three hundred 
dollars to the fund. 

The estimated cost of tiling and filling the section of the canal in 
question as twelve hundred dollars, of which amount about eight hundred 
dollars are assured. The band stand and seats, we are told, are guaranteed 
by the band. 

It is to be hoped that, no trouble will be experienced in securing the 
required amount to carry out the project, which will give Thibodeax at 
least an open square; of course we would prefer a large park but it seems 
that the space for such is not available. 

The promoters of the project have worked earnestly and have 
matters now in tangible shape (not all citizens lend what assistance has to 
their power to the cause and let the project materialize at once." (June 30) 
 
The Thibodeax. Concert Band plays for a Firemen's Fair on the 19th of August: 
 

"Fireman's Fair - A fair will be given on the 19th of August for the 
benefit of Home, Hook and Ladder Co #1. It will take place on the 
Thibodeax Opera House grounds, where there will be various amusements 
and an abundance of refreshments. One of the features of the fair will be a 
concert during the evening and at night by the Thibodeax Concert Band. 
Get ready to spend a pleasant day and at the same time, help the firemen." 
(July 26) 
 
The work and dedication of the band's leader, Prof. Trone is rewarded with the 

presentation of a Baton: 
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"LEADER'S BATON PRESENTED TO MR. TRONE - The band 
boys were determined to out-wit the weather last Wednesday; for several 
consecutive Sundays they were prevented from giving concerts. Last 
Sunday a splendid programme had been prepared and just about the hour 
set for the concert it "began to pour down so that the entertainment had to 
be again deferred. This time it was postponed not to the following Sunday 
but to Wednesday, and lo and behold it did not rain and a large crowd of 
the music-loving people of Thibodeax and vicinity assembled and listened 
with pleasure to the delightful strains of our concert band. The concert 
took place at the opera house grounds. 

A memorable happening of Wednesday's entertainment was the 
presentation of a leader's baton to Prof. Beb Trone by the people of 
Thibodeax and vicinity in token of their appreciation of his ability, and 
services in organizing and directing the concert band which is now the 
pride of Thibodeax. 

The presentation was made by Mr. Guy Knobloch, who in well 
chosen words expressed the appreciation of the people. Mr. Trone was 
taken by surprise and was so overcome with emotion that he would not 
attempt to make a speech but heartily thanked the people and give 
assurance that he would always have a warm spot in his heart for them. 

The baton is an exquisite piece of workmanship of ivory trimmed 
with gold bands, and is highly prized by Mr. Trone, not so much for its 
intrinsic value as for the fact that it is a token of the appreciation of his 
people." (June 30) 
 
We are fortunate to have printed, in the paper, the program presented by the band: 
 

"The Thibodeax Concert Band delighted its many friends, last 
Sunday night with a program of excellent music which it executed with 
great proficiency. The programme follows: 

 
March - Cheyenne" - Introducing "La Sorrela" and "Vau Alsyene"  

  and Borrel  Clerc. 
March - "Selection from the Huguenots" - Meyerbeer 
Concert Waltz "Wedding of the Wind" - Jno. T. Hall 
Characteristic Reverie "Sliding Jim" - Losey 
Selection from Pexley and Luders Musical Comedy, "King Dodo,"  

  - Mackie 
Intermezzo, Two step - "Iola - Johnson 
Overture - "Light Cavalry" - Von Suppe 
Waltz - "Calantha" - Holzman 
Finale, "I don't know where I'm goin,' but I'm on my way" - Joe 

 Bren 
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The Thibodeax Concert Band plays for a fair for the Home, Hook and Ladder Co. 
No 1: 

 
"Anything but favorable weather held sway last Sunday evening, 

the time that the fair for the benefit of Home, Hook and Ladder Co. No 1 
was to take place. The committee strove hard to proceed with the fair and 
the Thibodeax Concert Band, with excellent music, made a heroic effort to 
arouse enthusiasm to a sufficient point to make the public forget that it 
was raining, but all efforts failed, and finally it was found necessary to 
postpone the fair until next Sunday, which it is hoped the elements will 
look more kindly upon the undertaking. If you missed your day of pleasure 
last Sunday and the music from the band just be on hand next Sunday and 
you will get all that coming to you. This applies to old folks, who formerly 
were sweet-hearts, as well as those whose location now consists of playing 
the role lovey-dovey." (August 23) 
 
Mr. Maurice Heymann gives a house party and secures an unnamed string band 

for the occasion. (August 16) and we read of the Bowie Brass Band giving a fair for the 
Breaux School and making $35.00. (August 23) 

A Mr. Bergeron comes to Thibodeax from Lockport and hears the Thibodeax 
Brass Band and gives some information about the erection of an opera house in Lockport: 

 
"Mr. S. LeBergeron, the assistant cashier of the Bank of Lockport 

was in Thibodeax last Sunday, having come to attend a meeting of the 
Knights of Columbus and to enjoy the music of the Thibodeax Concert 
Band. He says that Lockport contemplates the erection of an opera house, 
the Woodman of the World being the projectors of the enterprise." 
(August 23) 
 
The Thibodeax Concert Band plays a concert on Sunday night: 
 

"The concert last Sunday by the Thibodeax Concert Band which is 
growing famous for its music was an enjoyable affair. Prof. Trone is 
justified in wearing a smile, and if he wants he can wear a boutonniere, as 
Col. Blakely did during last year's quarantine." (Sept. 30) 
 
The Thibodeax Band is reorganized and holds a fair for their benefit: 
 

"CONCERT BAND FAIR The Thibodeax Concert Band's fair to 
be held today, tomorrow and Monday, promises to be a grand success, as it 
should, for the object of the fair is a worthy one. 

Various novel attractions are promised by the committee in charge 
and we can assure those attending, that a pleasant time is in store for them. 
All lovers of good music should do all in their power to be on hand, not 
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only to hear the various renditions, but to help materially towards placing 
the band upon a permanent basis. 

We have wished for a band these many days, we have it now, but 
the question is: How long will we be able to boast of its possession. 
Answer this query, in the right way by patronizing the fair." (Oct. 1) 
 
The band was to play for a fair but had to cancel its appearance. No reason is 

given and the fair was deemed not successful. (Sept. 27) They are able to make the fair 
for the Protector Co. 32 as we read that "The Thibodeax Concert Band delighted the 
people during the evening." (Oct. 11) 

 
We read of additional members re-joining the band: 
 

"We understand that the Thibodeax Concert Band has been 
reinforced by the enrollment of several new members and the addition of 
several new instruments. The new members are former members of the old 
Thibodeax Band; hence they are musicians ready to fill their respective 
parts with but little practice. The new instruments are something altogether 
new for band music in this town; therefore it will take a few months to 
master these instruments. It is expected that by February the Band will be 
ready to dispense some of the sweetest music ever heard in this town." 
(Nov. 17) 
 
One of the popular entertainments or activities was a hayride which always 

seemed to have a band along. We read of a hayride given in "lower Ariel. A string band 
was taken along to make the affair a decided success." (Oct. 18) 

 
We also read of two minstrel shows that appear in Thibodeax: the Dandy Dixie 

Minstrels and the famous Billy Kersands Minstrels." (Nov. 25 and Dec. 22) 
 

1907 
 

The year begins with the appearance of the Barlow and Wilson Minstrels (Jan. 31) 
and the White-Gorton Minstrel at the Opera House. (Feb. 21) 

We read of a Brass Band doing what bands of the era do as they form a procession 
for a visiting group of people: 

 
"Magnolia Camp installation of Officers banquet - procession 

marched to the Florida Hotel First the Captain, and second the brass band, 
etc. then march to hall of camp where a string band was awaiting and 
where several hours were spent in the enjoyment of the dance." (Feb. 14) 
 
It is the time for another fair for the benefit of the band: 
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"Prof. L. E. Trone informs us that the Thibodeax Concert Band 
will give its annual fair on the 19 and 20th of May. Usually the fairs given 
by this organization are big financial successes and we hope to see the one 
in May will be as brilliant as others that have taken place." (April 11) 
 
A follow up story on the band's fair appears in the May 9th paper: 
 

"The grand three day fair for the benefit of the Thibodeax Concert 
Band begins on the 18th of this month. Posters will be out in a few days 
making formal announcements. All should prepare to make the fair a 
grand success." (May 9) 
 
There are other stories in the paper promoting the band fair. We read the May 16th 

paper: 
 

"Don't forget to attend the band fair next Saturday, Sunday and 
Monday. This means three days of pleasure for those who attend the fair, 
as the band will enliven the occasion with some of its choice music. This 
fair should be liberally patronized in order that it may be the success that 
the organization anticipates. We all enjoy the music of a superb band and 
hence it is our duty, for our own sake, to see that enough funds are 
provided for the maintenance of the band in present an excellent condition. 
Go to the fair and spend what ever you can." (May 16) 
 
We are given information about the activities of the band: 
 

"THE BAND BOYS - The Thibodeax Concert Band gives its 
annual fair at the Opera House grounds tonight, tomorrow and Monday 
and our people, appreciating the worth of such an organization, with 
assuredly turn out in force to help the boys. 

The band made the trip to Abbeville last Sunday and gave a fine 
concert in that town for the benefit of the Catholic Church building fund, it 
being the intention of the congregation to replace the temple of worship 
lately burned by a costlier and larger edifice. The boys were heartily 
applauded at every effort and were called upon repeatedly for encores, and 
many were the praises that Prof. Trone received upon his leadership of the 
band. Home people undoubtedly appreciated the efforts of the band boys 
and we predict that the fair will prove a success. We believe that everyone 
realizes that the town could not very well afford to be without our band, 
one of the very best in the State." (May 18) 
 
The band gives a benefit fair to raise money for their expenses: 
 

"'The fair that will take place next Saturday. Sunday and Monday 
will be one of the grandest fairs that have taken place in our midst for a 
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long time. In the first place, it will be given for the benefit of the 
Thibodeax Concert Band, which makes it for a cause worthy of the most 
liberal support. Then, among other attractions the Band will render some 
very choice music, which in itself should be enough to make you attend. 
Our Band, though organized less than a year ago, ranks as one of the 
leading musical organization in the State. The forthcoming fair is given to 
raise funds to further increase the efficiency of the Band by the addition of 
several other desirable instruments hence those who appreciate good 
music should help the project along." (May 25) 
 
The Comet publishes an account of the fair on May 24 and because of the weather 

the fair was held two week-ends: 
 

"The fair given last Saturday, Sunday and Monday for the benefit 
of the Thibodeax Concert Band was an enjoyable event. On Sunday 
excursions were run from Crowley and Rayne and a large crowd came, 
which added materially to the attendance at the fair and which, also, 
helped the financial feature of the undertaking. On Monday, the weather 
was decidedly against the Band boys, as a hailstorm during the evening 
kept people from attending. Altogether, however, the fair was a financial 
success. 

The concert furnished each evening by the band, under the able 
leadership of Prof. L .J. Trone, was a feature that was enjoyed by all. 
Compliments upon the numbers rendered were as numerous as the leaves 
in autumn. Undoubtedly, every one who heard the Band was delighted. 

While the financial results were good, in view of several 
drawbacks, the Band determined to continue the fair next Sunday. Be sure 
to attend and give the Band members all the help you can." 
 
There is a fair for the benefit of Benevolent Knights of America in which the 

music is furnished by the Bowie Band." (May 31) 
 
The band seems to be on a concert tour and we read in the New Iberia Enterprise 

had the following to say about the band and the pride that both towns have in their 
concert band: 

 
"The Thibodeax Concert Band is considering the advisability of 

giving concerts in the several town of the State to demonstrate the fact that 
it is the best band in the State. This may be the opinion of the 
Thibodeaxians but they have no acquaintance with New Iberia's East Side 
Concert Band which we all know is at the top of the heap. There is no 
question but Thibodeax has a good band but it doesn't come within a mile 
of our band. And there are other bands in the State which do pretty well. 
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It might not be a bad idea to arrange a contest this summer to see 
which really has the best band in the State. Let New Iberia be the place and 
the crowds will be here. 

New Iberia has a good band, we grant that, but our boys have one 
of the best, if not the best country band in the State. The Enterprise's 
suggestion that a band contest be held is a good one as such contest would 
tend to bring the different bands in closer touch with each other and would 
produce a healthy rivalry that would inure to their benefit. We understand 
that the local band has already taken steps toward formulating 
arrangements for such a contest and we hope to see its realization." (June 
1) 
 
Another fair is given on June 30th with the Thibodeax Band performing: 
 

"A fair will be given on Sunday, June 30th for the benefit of 
Protector Fire Co. #2. The fair will take place at the Thibodeax Opera 
House, the Thibodeax Concert Band being on hand to enliven the 
occasion." (June 30) 

 
"The fair for the benefit of Protector Fire Co. No. 2 will take place 

on the 30th. Sunday after next, when the members of this sterling company 
will endeavor to present an occasion that will be enjoyable to all. Besides 
the concert by our unexcelled band, an excursion will be run from New 
Orleans and altogether the day should be one full of enjoyment. There will 
be a dance in the Opera House in conjunction with the fair for those whose 
feet like to move to the alluring strains of an orchestra." (June 30) 
 
The band gives another concert on Sunday evening: 
 

"The Thibodeax Concert Band, which organization Prof. L. J. 
Trone leads with the utmost grace and ability, rendered a delightful concert 
last Sunday night from the portico of the Court House. While people enjoy 
these concerts on the hoof (that is standing up), they would much prefer if 
our liberal-hearted Police Jury would appropriate a few dollars and have a 
bench erected inside of the fence all around the Court House yard. The 
bench would not look ugly, it would be a nice lounging place on any 
evening and it would not cost much. Will our parish fathers seize this 
opportunity to oblige some of their constituency?" (June 30) 
 
We read of a band named the "Reuben Band” that will perform on a Sunday. No 

other details are given. (June 6) 
On May 19 another affair is written about: 
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"Closing exercises of the Beaudoin Foret School, May 19th. The 
piano was presided over by Miss Stella Troxler our talented musician, 
accompanied by the Falgout String Band." (June 6) 

 
The annual Fireman's Parade is held and we read that: "The Thibodeax Band, 

under the direction of Beb Trone furnished music during the entire day." (August 24) 
 

1908 
 

The talent of Thibodeax begins rehearsing their own minstrel show for the benefit 
of the band. We read: 

 
"A minstrel performance will be given at the Thibodeax Opera 

House during the latter part of this month for the benefit of the Thibodeax 
Concert Band. Local talent will furnish the programme." (Jan. 2) 
 
Minstrel shows were very popular and most every city presented their own talent 

in a minstrel show: 
 

"THIBODEAX MINSTRELS - Next Sunday night the Thibodeax 
Minstrels will hold the boards at the local opera house. As the name 
indicates the aggregation is purely local in its talent. It is under the 
direction of Prof. L. J. Trone, who has the singing in hand and who was 
the instructor. He is a professional in this work and coupled with his love 
for music and his ability in the musical and theatrical line, we can well 
imagine what the results will be, knowing the ability of our local people. 
There will be good singing, the kind that cheers, good buck and wing 
dancing, good clog dancing and other novel European dancing. Comedy 
will be plentiful. In the gymnastic line there will be turns that will be 
marvelous and surprising, that will startle you, something you would think 
beyond the power of amateurs. This attraction is guaranteed in every 
respect and is bound to please. Comparison with any professional minstrel 
in challenged, and there is no doubt that the Thibodeax Minstrels will be 
all to the good. Full band and orchestra. At the Opera House Sunday, 
February 3rd, 1908, for the benefit and under the auspices of the 
Thibodeax Concert Band." (Feb. 1) 
 
Two professional minstrel troupes appear in town: "J. A. Coburn Minstrels (a 

white minstrel troupe) Feb. 6th and Maraha's Minstrels (colored minstrel troupe) Feb. 13. 
The paper states that the Maraha's Minstrels carry their own band and orchestra and will 
give a novel street parade on the day of the show." (Feb. 13) 

Other activities include a masquerade ball at the Odd Fellows Hall on March 2nd 
and a concert by the Kilties Canada's great concert band. (Feb. 20th. 

The Democratic rally is held in Thibodeax and "the occasion will be enlivened by 
music from the celebrated Thibodeax Concert Band." (Feb. 26) 
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The Thibodeax Band is in difficulty again, the problem being the difficulty it is to 

keep members. A number of members leave town and this causes a lack of 
instrumentation in the band and they vote to suspend their activities: 

 
"The sweet harmonious music of the Thibodeax Concert Band will 

not be heard for sometime. At the last meeting of this splendid 
organization, it was decided that, in view of the number of members who 
have left Thibodeax that it might be best to suspend for awhile. It is 
certainly a pity that circumstances forced the taking of this step. We trust 
that more musicians may decide to locate in Thibodeax and thus enable the 
band to resume its rehearsals and concerts which have bee so ably 
conducted by Prof. L. E. Trone." (April 9) 
 
The band does play for a Woodmen of the World fair on the 23 and 24th of May, 

which also included a band from New Orleans. (May 14)  
In what is called an inaugural ceremony we read of a number of bands that 

participate. They include: the Eunice Band, Willie Platte band, St. Militia and Band, and 
the Navy Reserve Band. A concert is held with the Vearey's Concert Band." (May 16) 

 
In the Sept. 10th paper we read of a fair in Brusly, La that uses a band from 

Paincourtville: 
 

"At Mr. Evareste Morvant's Park - Benefit - Brusly Guillot School. 
A string band furnished music for dancing and the Paincourtville Brass 
Band will enliven the fair grounds Sunday evening with some of its best 
strains." (Sept. 10) 
 
The "Ridge Band," a new name not previously mentioned play for a dance in 

Cleveland Hall 'up the bayou.' (Sept. 17) We also read that Thibodeax College is 
establishing a brass band. (Nov. 12) The Dixie Minstrels make an appearance in 
Thibodeax (Nov. 19)  

The newly organized Thibodeax College Band holds a fair to help their financial 
situation: 

 
"The Thibodeax College Band will hold a street fair next week and 

for this purpose they have secured the Lachman Co. Hippodrome shows to 
furnish the attraction." (Nov. 29) 
 
The Lachman State Fair Company makes an appearance in Thibodeax with their 

band, and the paper writes that "the company band discoursed better music than the 
average State Fair band." (Dec. 3) 

 
1909 
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In the July 8th paper we read that the band again is on the scene: 
 

"MUSIC AGAIN - The people of Thibodeax and vicinity are again 
to enjoy the delightful strains of the Thibodeax Concert Band, which was 
formerly the pride of the town. A few of our musically-inclined citizens 
felt around last week and discovered that there was sufficient interest still 
in existence to justify the re-organization of the Band and thus a meeting 
was held last Thursday night. At the meeting the following officers were 
elected: President, F. J. Celestin: vice-president, A. J. Tetreau; treasurer, P. 
J. Aucoin; and secretary Paul Delaune. Prof. L. J. Trone, than whom there 
is no better instructor, was unanimously selected as leader of the Band. It 
is the intention, we understand, to make the Band much stronger than it 
was last year as there is now more available material, as the Thibodeax 
College Band has some boys that are pretty adapt with the instruments that 
they have and it is figured that they can be secured for the Concert Band. 
The membership just at present is composed of twenty members. 

It is indeed gratifying to see that we are again to be supplied with 
choice music. It is to be hoped that ways and means will be provided, so 
that the permanency of the Band may be assured. 

The Band, however, must have funds upon which to subsist, 
otherwise, it has not sufficient animation to keep in motion. We do not 
know just what are the plans of the projectors to secure the necessary 
funds, but they doubtless have some practical scheme in view. Depending 
on the merchants for periodical contributions is not a very safe plan, for if 
there is anything disagreeable to merchants it is to see a soliciting list 
coming in every now and then. They do not mind contributing a specified 
amount so much as they dislike to put their names down at random, each 
being afraid or ashamed that his neighbor may give more and thus afford 
an ugly comparison. The best way, we think, would be for merchants and 
business men to buy a park for the Band with the understanding that the 
cost of the park would be the only contribution expected now or later. 
After the Band had the park it could give concerts every Sunday and equip 
the place with such attractions as to make it the rendez-vous for nine-
tenths of our citizens. By charging a nominal admission of 10 or 15 cents 
the Band would get all the money that it would require. 

The merchant and business men, all of them, should get together, 
appoint a committee to secure a site and ascertain the cost of same. Then 
let each merchant or business man pay a prorate of the entire cost. The 
amount subscribed as each individual's share could be paid monthly, 
quarterly or in semi-annual payments, thus making the liability." (July 8) 
 
A controversy seems to have awaked by an article by the paper's Labadieville 

correspondent about the leader of the town band: 
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"And now to beat the band, they say we are going to have a band of 
genuine musicians. Mr. Valcour Bernard is making his home at Labadie 
and will be the professor, with a salary of $25 a month. Lord of mercy! 

"He'd yourself tight, Mr. Wawaron! Your days are counted! You 
had better go to a more hospitable shore!" 

I feel that the above remarks are an injustice to me, as I was 
personally mentioned, and I also feel that they are an injustice to and a 
knock at the band. 

In taking up the defense of the band and myself I will say that our 
famous Labadieville correspondent took more privileges and gave out 
more information than he was furnished with. Of course, I shall not 
mention his name in print, for I will show more consideration than he did 
toward me, but I am ready to furnish his name to any one wishing to know 
it. 

I did not think for a moment that I had to come to Labadieville to 
get criticized by so intelligent a man as the above mentioned 
correspondent. If any criticism were due I expected it to be furnished by 
some ignorant person, are to be found in every locality, but a person with 
the education and the supposed intelligence of your correspondent would 
not be expected to be guilty of the criticism that he has furnished to the 
world. 

I did promise my services to the Labadieville band, which is 
composed of gentlemen, and not children, of whom you can make fun I 
did not offer myself in the capacity of a Prof. I am just as I represent 
myself to be - an amateur band leader and instructor, of which I can justly 
say, my past record speaks for itself. I have had six years of daily study 
and experience and I have played with professors who rank the highest in 
the musical profession. I will further say that I did not come to 
Labadieville to organize a grafting game of chance in any way, shape or 
form. My salary from the band is only a side line, I having other 
occupations to depend upon. Therefore I can easily spare the band salary, 
if necessary, to those whom it seems to worry so much. There are other 
men in Labadieville living without the aid of a brass band. Why could I 
not be one of them? I have always made an honest living for myself 
wherever I went and if the small amount which the Labadieville band is 
paying its teacher concerns and worries our good correspondent I would 
advise him to do as he suggested to the Wawarons - to 23 to a more  
hospitable home. I am not making this defense for revenge, but simply to 
do the band justice and to place myself right with the binking public. 
Therefore I ask the good people of Labadieville not to improperly judge 
me by reason of what has been said by the correspondent aforementioned. 
I would also ask the correspondent in the future not to make his so-called 
jokes quite so personal, or if he must, let him kindly give out the laughing 
point, as it seems that no one has yet caught on. Our people, especially the 
band boys, are anxious to have a good hearty laugh. 
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Now, my dear and kind correspondent, just give me a little time 
and you may want to join the band wagon yourself. 

Valcour Bernard., Leader & instructor of the Labadieville Brass 
Band." 
 

1910 
 

We read in the Feb. 4th paper that the Mahara and Coburn Minstrels will make an 
appearance in Thibodeax. The town of Labadieville, small town below Thibodeax has a 
brass band and the Comet newspaper was the location of a visit by its leader, Mr. V. J. 
Bernard. (April 22) This visit was in the line of letting the paper know that their will be a 
fair/benefit in that small town for the St. Philmonea Catholic Church. (April 29) This 
band is taking up the slack also as they play for the Brule Guillot Public School Fair. 
(May 13) 

The Thibodeax Concert Band is still not re-organized and the slack is taken up by 
the forming of the Thibodeax College Band. We read that the Thibodeax Concert Band 
leader has taken charge of the college band: 

 
"Thibodeax is going to have another brass band, and one that may 

be permanent. The new band will be known as the Thibodeax College 
Band. The instruments for some having arrived last Saturday. Prof. L. J. 
Trone will be the instructor, which is assurance that the boys who are 
members of the organization will receive excellent musical training. For 
the time-being you can, if you happen to be the parents of the boys, 
prepare your nerves for a good dose of "toot, toot" as this about all the 
music the youngsters will be able to dispense, at least for a few weeks." 
(Jan. 21) 
 
A new string band is organized in Thibodeax: 
 

"The Thibodeax L. C. Clements String Band was recently 
organized and it is now prepared to furnish music for dances and other 
occasions. The members of the band are: Newell Clement, Valery C., 
Arthur Benoit and Benj. Clements." (Feb. 3) 
 
There was a funeral that used an unnamed band, probably a group of musicians 

from the Thibodeax area: 
 

"Funeral of Mrs. V. O. Prudhomme of Lockport. The ladies funeral 
was very largely attended, the Catholic Church being not large enough to 
accommodate the concourse. A brass band escorted the remains to the 
grave." (March 24) 
 
The Labadieville Band again is in the news as they are scheduled to play for a fair. 

Unfortunately they had to cancel their appearance: 
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"Fair - Labadieville Catholic Church - The Labadieville Brass 

Band will give an open air concert from 2 to 4. (Some members couldn't 
make it because of initiated of Red Man, the band was disabled and 
therefore the fair had to dispense with music.) (April 21) 
 
We read of an excursion given by the Bowie Band is successful that extra boats 

had to be gotten: 
 

"BOWIE BAND - The excursion given from Lockport here last 
Sunday was delayed due to the fact that the crowd was larger than 
anticipated and arrangements had to be made for extra boats. The delay put 
these excursionists here late, after two o'clock in the afternoon. There was 
a large and orderly crowd. The Hiawatha Concert Band, under whose 
auspices the excursion was given, can indeed flatter itself on the success. 
We did not get a chance to hear the band, although we were very anxious, 
but understand that the class of music they put up was a revelation to all 
who heard its several selections were played at the Steamer's Hotel and 
much appreciated by all who heard them. This band is a young band barely 
two months out, and the music handed out, we understand is worthy of an 
organization of trained musicians several years old. We congratulate 
Bowie, and congratulate Bro. F. H. Lyman whom we did not have the 
opportunity to congratulate in person. When our people give fairs, picnics, 
mass outings, and whenever music is needed, they should remember the 
Bowie Band and address Mr. Lyman at Bowie, who is an enthusiastic 
Redman, as well as the majority of the members of the band who are also 
Indians. There was music and dancing on board going and coming." (April 
24) 
 
The Labadieville Band plays for the Woodmen as we read: 
 

"Woodman's Day - The Labadieville Brass Band furnished music 
for the occasion and it proved to be a valuable part of the program." (May 
12) 

 
The Labadieville Brass Band continues to be mentioned as it plays for the fair 

held at Angello's School. (May 20) 
 
The college band next votes in officers for their organization: 
 

"At the regular meeting of the Thibodeax College Band the 
election of officers was had as follows: Robt. C. Legendre-Pres., John J. 
Mire-Vice Pres., C. J. Bourg-Sec., Bernard J. Capella-Treas. The boys are 
doing nicely and promise to do some good work before the season is 
ended. There is some very good musical talent in the band, who are 
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promising young musicians and who will be able with the remaining 
concerts to bring Thibodeax back to the front in the way of a good strong 
band." (May 20) 

 
The Labadieville Brass Band continues to be mentioned as it plays for the fair 

held at Angello's School. (May 20) 
Another small town near Thibodeax, Vacherie, has a band and this band plays for 

the fair at Bayou Boeu for the benefit of Red Cypress Camp #468 of the Woodmen of the 
World. (June 3) 

Reading about all the other bands receiving the jobs that might have gone to the 
Thibodeax Concert Band, there is a movement to re-organize the band. We read in the 
June 3 paper that "We understand that the re-organizing of the Thibodeax Concert Band 
is in contemplation." 

The newly formed college band plays for their commencement: 
 

"College commencement - Opera House - The program was 
opened with a selection by the Thibodeax College Band, which was loudly 
applauded for the excellent progress that has been made. The band, though 
organized only a few months ago, can already play quite a repertoire, thus 
testifying to the ability of Prof. L. J. Trone as a musical instructor." (July 
1) 

 
The college band plays again, giving a concert at Danten's park: 
 

"Danten's Park - Baseball game at 4:00. In the evening there will be 
a musical concert by the Thibodeax College Band and this alone should 
attract a large number of people." (August 5) 
 
 
The earlier mentioned Bowie band had only been organized for three months and 

we read of their development: 
 

"Bowie Band played for fair. The band has been in existence for 
only three months. The instruments used Sunday were received only 60 
days ago. We believe every one will agree that the band programs 
remarkable well." (August 25) 
 
Another brass band is formed in Houma: 
 

"Houma Courrier - Houma will have a brass band. One was 
organized on the 19th with Prof. Trone as instructor. The members are 
giving a good deal of their time to study and practice and by next summer 
will give the music lovers of Houma many a treat. It will give free concerts 
in the court square and will furnish free music on all occasions for the 
public benefit." (Sept. 1) 
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The band is also instructed in private lessons by Prof. Argence who "visits Houma 

twice a week to give music lessons." (Sept. 1) 
We read that the Hiawatha Band, while not having dance music in their repertoire 

is to play for a dance of the Redman. We also read of criticism of the results of this dance. 
I believe this discrepancy is one due to the increasing popularity of the new sound of the 
jazz band: 

 
"A large number of invitations have been issued than heretofore 

and a big crowd is expected. There will be a regular Indian dance, the real 
thing, besides some artistic marching never before men here and the 
Redman will be costumed appropriately. 

The fair is scheduled for Odd Fellows Hall on the night of the 20th 
inst. and preparations are now going on. The Hiawatha Concert Band of 
Bowie, a white band, composed entirely of Redman will furnish the music 
for the occasion. This band is coming down to furnish dancing music and 
this in itself will be a treat for those who have never had the good fortune 
to hear this band furnish the real music for dance. The first and only time 
the band was here they did not have dancing music, but only concert 
music. Every member in the band is a Redman and the dance is given 
jointly by the local tribe and the band." (Sept. 21) 
 
It is interesting that we read of a criticism of the music of a brass band vs. a string 

band: 
 

"DANCE - The Redman, local tribe, Chec Be No. 31, gave a dance 
in conjunction with the Hiawatha Concert Band last Thursday evening. 
While there was a large crowd, the dance was by no means the financial 
success that the previous dance was. There were more invitations issued 
and while the Hiawatha Band rendered good music, it was a bit loud for 
inside dancing, and the dancers here prefer string music. The social end 
was a decided success and the committees in charge deserve special 
mention; but the financial end was not very pleasing to the committee. The 
band rendered some street music while here, playing several selections at 
the "Marvel." (Oct. 5) 
 
Tragedy struck when the President of the college band, Robert Legendre dies of 

acute indigestion. (Sept. 22) We also read in the Oct. 13 paper of a "dance in Bowie for 
the benefit of the Hiawatha Band of Bowie." This band furnished music for a "Halloween 
party at Mr. & Mrs. W. L. Walters." (Oct. 13) The band announces to the public that 
"there will be a grand dance given at their hall Saturday, Nov. 2nd. and a dance on 
Thanksgiving, Nov. 24th" (Nov. 10) 

 
The final entry musically are announcements of two dances to be given: 
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"Benevolent Knights Hall dance - the music was furnished by the 
Guichetaville String Band, who acquitted themselves wonderfully well." 
(Nov. 25) 

 
"Dance at Bowie - at Hebert's Amusement Hall." (Nov. 25) 

 
We have mostly read of dances given by local organizations and public dances. 

There were commercial dance halls and in these halls there was an element of criminal 
practices. This problem is addressed by the Police Jury: 

 
"LICENSE ON PUBLIC BALL ROOMS - At the regular monthly 

meeting of the Police Jury, held at Crowley Tuesday a license of $250.00 
per annum, effective January 1, 1912, was assessed against the public ball 
rooms scattered over the parish, which places have been the hot beds of 
much crime in the past and the rendezvous of "thoughts" and the 
criminally inclined for years. 

This action of the jury is in line with recommendations of grand 
jurors, past and present, as a result of their semi annual investigations 
which traced to these places a majority of the outing, shouting and murder 
cases coming before them and the present parish officials decided on this 
plan of suppressing or better regulating them. In the future those who 
dance at public ball will pay the fiddler instead of harassing the court and 
"doing this" for the State. - Rayne Tribune. (Dec.) 
 

1911 
 
An advertisement is found in the April 22nd paper that tells of an excursion with 

music by the Royal String Band. 
There are three other entries found in the year 1911: 
 

"Fair for St. Philomena Catholic Church. The Labadieville Brass 
Band will enliven the occasion with music." (May 4 

 
"Fireman's Day - Five bands at opera House grounds - May 20 

21st." (May 4) 
 
"Fireman's Parade - Five bands: Redman's Band of Houma, The 

Bowie, Napoleonville and Labadieville Bands, and the Thibodeax College 
Band." (May 25) 

 
A new orchestra, the Belle Rose Orchestra plays for a picnic: 

 
"Miss Lillian Kessler of Voiron plantation gave a picnic in the 

honor of her cousin, Ethel Lob, of New Orleans. The young folks had a 
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great time; after dinner dancing was indulged in. Music was furnished by 
the Belle Rose Orchestra." (July 1) 
 

1912 
 

The Redman celebrate the American Indian with their band furnishing music: 
 

"The American Indian which was postponed on account of rain 
until Sunday night, Jan. 21st. The music for the celebration was furnished 
by Prof. Fabregas Redman Band and Orchestra, who are entitled to a great 
deal of credit to helping make the affair a grand success. Here's to a full 
house Sunday night." (Jan. 20) 
 
The Bowie Band had been previously mentioned but the paper writes that they 

neglected to speak of the newly organized Bowie Band. We read: 
 

"We were so busy talking as well, and slighting "all & Michel that 
we omitted in our last issue to mention the fact that Bowie has a brass 
band, that is indeed very creditable,. The band came to Thibodeax for the 
Aswell meeting, it came to Thibodeax for the Michel meeting and still the 
members went home and voted for Hall. Notwithstanding this we must 
bow as gracefully as we can and say that the Bowie Band is tip top." (Feb. 
1) 
 
The Home Circle Orchestra a group wee have not heard from for years, is still 

organized and lead by Prof. E .N. Roth Jr. (Feb. 22) We do not read about their 
engagements but this mention gives us the information that they are still organized and 
we can assume that they are still playing dance jobs.  

The firemen continue to hold their annual parade and we are given a little more 
information about their parade in our next article: 

 
"Fireman's Parade - Music furnished by two bands from New 

Orleans and the Bowie and Houma Band. Both of the latter organizations 
supplied such variety of choice selections as to charm and gratify our 
entire population, who are profuse in their compliments for the boys from 
Bowie and who appeared in "Old Ireland's favorite color and who played 
everything except "The Wearing of the Green." The Houma Band, clad in 
immaculate white, drove away "dull cares" with the latest selections 
including "Everybody's Doin' It Now." (April 18) 
 
There are two articles about the Houma Band Prof. DeNardo and Prof. L. J. 

Trone: 
 

"TRONE AGAIN IN CHARGE - The Houma Concert Band has 
recently been going through some bad experiences. Prof. DeNardo took 
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advantage of some of the business transactions of the band and in 
consonance with his feet, determined to sever himself from the 
organization. This left the band, in a sense, to be tossed about and kicked 
about just like Champ Clark's ....dogs. But some of the members of the 
band have decided to show the world that they are not yet all in, down and 
out and to accomplish this they have engaged Prof. L. J. Trone, of 
Thibodeax, to be their leader during the future. 

Following a rehearsal held by the Houma Concert Band, at which a 
general business session of that organization was also held, it was 
announced by officials of the band that the services of l. J. Trone had been 
secured as instructor. Mr. Trone, it is announced, will assume his new 
duties with the concert band on June 1. He succeeds Mr. Frank Barraanco 
who temporarily took the leadership of the band incident to the resignation 
of Prof. Joe DeNardo on May 7. 

Members of the concert band are highly elated over securing the 
services of Mr. Trone as their leader and it is thought that the general 
public will approve of this move. Mr. Trone comes from Thibodeax and is 
well known in this city, having been identified with musical organizations 
in Houma before. As a musician he is classed among the best in the state 
and is widely known in musical circles of Louisiana." (May 30) 
 
It is interesting that we read of the song "Everybody's Doin' It Now." This song is 

the unofficial song of the new age evolving which becomes the "Jazz Age." New dances 
and new rhythms are beginning to creep into the repertoire of the dance orchestras and 
even the marching brass bands. Ragtime has been popular for about 10 to 12 years and 
the new rhythms of jazz have gotten a foothold into the music scene and we know that 
this is the beginning of a new age in popular music. During 1912 we first read of their 
influence in Thibodeax and the Louisiana country side. In the latter part of this history we 
will read of this change as we quote and introduce new dance bands playing the more 
modern dance rhythms of the era. 

We find this evolution as we read of the Joe Gabriel Band who play for the 
Thibodeax High School Commencement: 

 
"Thibodeax High School Commencement at Thibodeax Opera 

House, to the delight and strains of the Gabriel String Band, the guests 
enjoyed the delicious repast which was as follows: The dining room was 
cleared and all joined in the dancing which lasted until the early hours of 
morning." (June 20) 
 
There is a dance given in the colored Odd Fellows Hall by the Terpsichorean 

Club. The new jazz age is emphasized again as we read of the new jazz dances that we 
find are frequently barred at dances using jazz bands. These jazz dances are included in 
the repertoire of the Gabriel Band but are not played at the dance given below: 
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"Dance by Terpsichorean Club at Odd Fellows Hall. The "Turkey 
Bear," and the "Grizzly Trot," were strictly barred Tuesday night." (August 
8) 
 
The Gabriel Band had been playing for mostly colored dances in and around 

Thibodeax for a number of years. They are known in New Orleans as a very good country 
dance band and the sons of its leader would make their mark in early jazz in New 
Orleans. In the book "Jazz, New Orleans 1885-1963" by Charters we find a bio of Joe 
Gabriel that mentions his activity in Thibodeax. We give this short bio: 

 
"GABRIEL, JOE - Violin and mandolin; born about 1880 in Thibodeax, La. 

Thibodaux is a small town about 35 miles southwest of New Orleans. John Robichaux, 
the James brothers, and the Jiles family, musicians that played in New Orleans, were 
raised in Thibodeax. Joe Gabriel is a grocer who led an orchestra in the town for many 
years. About 1910 Willie James was playing cornet with the orchestra; Lewis James, 
clarinet; Neddy James, guitar; Albert Jiles Sr., trap drum; and a bass player named Alfred. 
Adam Dunbar replaced Neddy James about 1912, and in 1913 Jiles died and was replaced 
by his son. 

Most of the men played in Thibodaux’s brass band, the Youka Brass Band, and 
the orchestra played for dancing at the fair grounds or at the hall of the "Woodmen of the 
World." Dancing was from 8 to 12, and featured waltzes, and the older dances, with an 
occasional trot or glide. Like most towns in these years, there were Sunday excursions. 
From Thibodeax the excursion boat left for Donaldsonville at 8 AM, and paddled slowly 
through the narrow waters of Bayou Lafourche through the moss-covered trees in the 
morning sunlight. About noon the boat arrived at the picnic grounds at Donaldsonville, 
and Joe Gabriel's orchestra played for dancing all afternoon. The boat returned as 
leisurely in the evening. 

Gabriel led his orchestra until about 1920, and has been a grocer since then." 
 
The Youka Brass Band was a brass band with about 10 musicians. The band was 

active in Thibodeax around 1904. It included: Lewis Farrel, cornet, Joe Banks and Willie 
Young-Bb cornets; Bud Green-clarinet; Lawrence Jiles, Henry's brother-valve trombone; 
Albert Jiles Sr.-snare drum; and Clay Jiles-bass drum. (Sic: Actually the band's name was 
the Eureka Brass Band and the discrepancy was due to the way that the Negro 
pronounced the name) 

 
We also find a bio on Clay Jiles in the Charter's book which also mentions 

activities in Thibodeax: 
 
"JILES, CLAY - Bass Drum; born about 1880, Thibodeax, La; died 1928. Clay 

Jiles was one of the many Thibodeax musicians that came into the city. His father, Olivier 
Jiles, had been a Civil War drummer boy, and both Clay and his brother, Albert Sr., were 
drummers. Clay played bass drum with the Youka (Eureka) Brass Band in Thibodeax; 
Albert Sr. played snares, and both taught Albert's son, Albert Jr., who has played drums 
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in New Orleans since 1921. In 1905 or 1906, Clay came to New Orleans and replaced 
another Thibodeax drummer, John Robichaux, in the Excelsior Brass Band....." 

 
John Robichaux, the adopted son of a white family, the Philip La Gardes, became 

one of the most important and popular musicians in the New Orleans music scene. (Sic: 
See "Trinity of Jazz Leaders" published by Basin Street Press, 1996) 

 
The fourth of the quartet from Thibodeax was Lewis James. His bio is given 

below from the Charter's book: 
 
"JAMES, LEWIS - Clarinet, saxophone, and string bass. Born April 9, 1890 in 

Thibodeax, Louisiana. 
Thibodeax, a small bayou city west of New Orleans, was the home of a lot of fine 

musicians. The James family played with Thibodeax orchestras for many years. Lewis 
James' father played and Lewis' four brothers were all musicians. He used to pay his sister 
10 cents to get water for the house so he could practice on a violin that the leader of his 
father's orchestra, Joe Gabriel, sometimes left at the house. One evening Lewis surprised 
Gabriel by playing HOME SWEET HOME for him and the family was so impressed they 
bought him a violin. When he was fifteen he began playing saxophone and clarinet. In 
1917 he came into New Orleans, and jobbed around with Jack Carey, Amos Riley and 
Frankie Dusen. He got a steady job at Villa's Cabaret with Joe Howard, cornet; and 
Manuel Manetta, piano, working across the street from Sidney Bechet. He kept Bechet 
away from the place by playing the toughest music he could find whenever Bechet came 
into the place. 

When the district closed James took a job as a porter at the Whitney Bank and 
played occasional jobs until 1920. He went back to Thibodeax until 1925......" 

 
Houma's City Band reorganizing with the same Prof. DeNardo as leader. This 

band is unique as it contains some women musicians: 
 

"HOUMA CITY BAND HAS REORGANIZED - Band Has Been 
Reorganized and Prof. DeNardo was Reelected Director - He writes: 

A set of new rules and by laws were assumed by which every 
member promises to stick by and do their utmost to reach that goal to 
which they have been aspiring: that of success. 

As every one knows the success of this band means a lot to our 
city: it is one of the few bands of the country with lady members. It is one 
of the few bands that has that stamina to confront problems and battle 
through them as if they were play things and only in the way to try 
themselves as to the ability of instinctiveness, many have been their 
problems but each one has been solved with such a coolness and 
possessiveness that marks them as some of the few in philanthropic spirit. 

The winter question was a hard one, the expiration of the 
professors contract another one: two questions; two problems to be solved. 
A meeting was necessary, things had to be revised and rejuvenated, new 
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things to be introduced, new works to be done-Did they shirk? I guess not, 
not these boys and girls from Houma, they just thought they had better 
work and go forward than stop and go backward. So there they are once 
more, blowing their instruments to their hearts content, determined to gain 
recognition among the music lovers. 

An organization with such vitality commands admiration from the 
general public and the boys and girls ought to be complimented in their 
efforts to continue music education in Houma. 

In an interview Professor DeNardo said that concerts would be 
played all through the winter when the weather was favorable, but the 
public must no expect too much from a new band in music henceforth get 
together and prepare themselves for the conquest of the spring, and much 
of our time will be taken up in unison exercise. To continue concerts once 
a week would compel me to lower the standard of music in Houma that I 
never expect to do. I would rather raise the band to the standard of music 
and continue from where we left off and I believe I have the right kind of 
members to make such things possible. 

The members of the Houma City Band are as follows, names not 
mentioned in the list will please send their application in writing to the 
president... 

Dr. O. J. Toujan, ,president, Miss May Zeringer, sec. and treasurer; 
Mr. F. X. Zeringer; Miss Agnes Peplor, Mr. Benny Chestnut; Miss Daisy 
Whiteney, Mr. Morris Lecompte, Miss Annie David; Mr. Ferinand Babin, 
Miss Beatrice Joleet, Mr. Albert Lcompte; Miss Lydie Dupont; Mr. Frank 
Cavatalo; Mr. Harold Zeringer; Mr. Ellis George, P. J. Dupont; Eph 
Funguay; Ernest Dupont Jr. 

Mr. Ernest Dupont Sr. honorary member and manager." (Oct. 19) 
 
The Houma Orchestra is mentioned playing for the Daughters of Isabella 

entertainment: 
 

"The Daughters of Isabella gave an entertainment at the Bijou 
Theatre Thursday night and a larger crowd than expected was present, 
considering the inclement weather that prevailed during the evening. 

The entertainment proved a success in every respect, and if the 
weather had permitted every show would have crowded the house to 
capacity. The three young ladies who sang the illustrated song deserve 
credit for the manner in which this beautiful song was rendered on the 
occasion. Special mention is made for the bright and splendid musical 
program, furnished during the evening by the Houma Concert Orchestra. 
..." (Oct. 19) 
 
The new jazz dances are being barred at some dances and condemned by the 

church. We read: 
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"Archbishop Blenk has severely condemned new-fangled dances, 
which bear the odd names of "Turkey Trot," "Bunny Hug," "Gaby Glide," 
etc. he says that they are immodest dances that have originated among the 
people of the underworld. He might have also added that some of the 
songs that are heard now-a-days, which are rather suggestive, must have 
been taken from the underworld citizenry and therefore should also be 
tabooed. His Grace will doubtless get the unanimous approval of people 
who believe that their boys and girls should be kept from pastimes that 
lead to degradation." (Dec. 12) 
 
We will read further activities of this group in further articles in our history as we 

find their names mentioned in the paper. 
The year ends with the mentioning that Mr. Oscar J. Trone died-a member of the 

Hiawatha Band (the manager), and two minstrel shows performed in Thibodeax: J. A. 
Coburn’s' all white minstrels (Nov. 28) and Moredock and Watson's Minstrels with 
Ellison's famous Concert Band. (Dec. 19) 

 
1913 

 
The year begins with an attempt at re-organizing the Thibodeax Concert Band - 

for the up-teenth time. This time we find the attempt proving successful, but for how 
long?: 

 
"Lets have a band. Judge Charles Reviere is seeking the assistance 

of the citizens of this town toward the re-organization of a brass band 
within our midst. He will issue circulars this evening calling for a meeting 
tomorrow night at Protector Hall. If he gets the right kind of help he will 
soon have a band here, as there is a gentleman here by the name of Prof. J. 
B. Lacomba who is a cornetist and who is willing to assume the leadership 
of the Band. Let’s have a band." (Jan. 23) 
 
We read of the organizing of a brass band: 
 

"BRASS BAND ORGANIZED - Thibodeax is again to enjoy the 
open air concerts, such as we had in 1910, when the Thibodeax Concert 
Band was having them. 

A meeting to re-organize the band was held last Friday night in 
Protector Hall. Owing to the unfavorable weather that prevailed that night 
there were not many business men present but the music-lovers of the 
younger element were well represented and therefore it was decided to 
proceed with the formality of re-organization. Judge Chas. Reviere, who 
took the initiative toward the re-establishment of the Band, was chosen 
president and managed, with Mr. Leonce Bendreaux as secretary and 
treasurer. Prof. J. B. Lacomba was present and his proposition to act as 
leader of the Band was unanimously accepted. It was decided to have 
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rehearsals twice a week - every Tuesday and Friday and probably on 
Sunday afternoon. A committee, composed of Judge Reviere, R. J. Munch 
and Mr. F. H. Gaude, was appointed to solicit honorary members of the 
Band. 

Those who have signified a willingness to join the Band are very 
enthusiastic and they promise to abide by such rules as will tend to make 
the organization permanent. 

Prof. Lacomba assures us that, with the proper material, he will 
soon have a splendid Band here. 

If you have a son whom you wish to have taught music here is your 
chance, for there are no dues or fees and Prof. Lacomba is willing to give 
special attention to beginners. 

The business people of Thibodeax should give their assistance to 
the Band in order that it may develop and become the pride of the town, as 
in former years. It is to be conducted along business and reasonable lines, 
hence when you contribute to its support you need not feel that you are 
pending money for an unportly object. 

Judge Reviere tells us that Town Marshall R. J. Naquin has 
promised to have the market square cleared of all debris." (Jan. 30.) 
 
Mardi Gras is celebrated in Thibodeax at the Odd Fellows hall with the Houma 

Concert Band playing for dancing. (Feb. 6) 
The efforts of Judge Reviere seems to have been successful as we read of the 

Thibodeax Concert Band holding rehearsals: 
 

"The Thibodeax Concert Band we understand is making rapid 
progress. Old time interest is being revived and it will not be long if the 
present enthusiasm is maintained, before we shall have a band that will be 
a pride to our town. Keep it up boys, and while enjoying your harmony 
also afford treats for your friends and fellow citizens." (Feb., 6) 
 
The brass band movement might be on its last legs but still is a force in popular 

music. We read that "The leader of the Lockport's band suggest that the brass bands of 
Lockport, Theriot's Bowie, Lafourche Crossing and Thibodeax practice up and later on 
give a band contest. This would not be so bad." (Feb. 13) 

We continue to read about the re-organized Thibodeax Band: 
 

"Thibodeax is getting back on the map of activity - It was but a few 
weeks ago that the Thibodeax Concert Band was re-organized and it is 
now forging ahead splendidly." (Feb. 13) 
 
The newly organized Thibodeax. Band plays for an automobile parade: 
 

"Automobile parade - The Thibodeax Concert Band will make its 
debut this evening at the head of the procession." (Feb. 27) 
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Another write-up is given on the Auto parade in the March 6th paper: 
 

"Auto Parade - The Thibodeax Concert band for the first time 
before the public since its re-organizing, came next and it enlivened the 
line of march with sweet music, acquitting itself so well as to draw forth 
many compliments for Judge Reviere, who revived the organization and 
Prof. J. B. Lacomba, who is the leader. (March 6) 
 
We also read another article speaking about the band: 
 

"The members of the Thibodeax Concert Band are certainly 
blowers. Their blowing, however, was much enjoyed Tuesday evening 
when they blew forth some very sweet music." (March 6) 
 
The paper continues to mention the activities of the new band and we read of their 

need for money to continue and to raise the money the tradition fair is given for their 
benefit: 

 
"The Thibodeax Concert Band we are informed by its President 

Judge Reviere will give an impromptu fair on Easter Sunday for the 
purpose of adding to the band's fund. This fair will offer the first 
opportunity of the season for a day of amusement. Be ready to attend. A 
program of music is being prepared for the occasion." (March 13) 
 
The Red Men organization of Houma sponsor a band under the leadership of Prof. 

F. Fabregas, and are mentioned in the April 17th paper, but no details are given. .The 
Thibodeax. Concert Band plays for a bicycle parade. (April 17)  

We later read that the Redmen Band participates in the Thibodeax Firemen's 
Parade: 

 
"The Red Men Band under the leadership of Prof. F. Fabregas will 

leave here Sunday morning, April 13th, to participate in the Firemen's 
Parade to take place in Thibodeax. 

The Red Men Band is, and always has been a great favorite among 
the people of Thibodeax. The band has given such general satisfaction that 
it has always been chosen to lead the parades on all occasions. All know 
that the band will distinguish itself on this occasion as it always has done 
in the past. (Houma Courier) 

It certainly did. Prof. Febregas has a fine band of musicians. They 
look fine; they march with fine bearing; they are quiet and well-demeaned, 
even down to their mascot, the manly little son of Mr. August Robichaux, 
one of our former citizens. The little fellow plays the snare drum as 
skillfully as many men, almost as well as his father "blows" the bass 
drum." (April 17) 
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The Gabriel Band is mentioned again as they play for the Lafourche Parish 

Medical Society banquet. (May 1) An orchestra called the Thibodeax Orchestra play at a 
dance on Saturday night at the A. S. Dolese Hall, in Labadieville. (June 19)  

The Thibodeax Concert Band next plays for the commencement at Thibodeax 
College: 

 
"Commencement Thibodeax College. Music was furnished by the 

Thibodeax Concert Band under the leadership of Prof. J. B. Lacomba, and 
the sweet strains contributed in no small degree to the pleasures of the 
occasions." (June 26) 
 
The Thibodeax Concert Band has a juvenile or training band for the future. This 

band plays at the Opera House On July 10th: 
 

"Persons who go to the Opera House tonight will have the pleasure 
of hearing the first public music of the Juvenile members of the Thibodeax 
Concert Band. The 'little band' as the players refer to this aggregation. If 
the harmony is in any way discordant just close your ears to the false note. 
They'll do better when they shall have practiced more." (July 10) 
 
The band next gives a picnic. It does not say it is a benefit but there probably was 

some charge to participate: 
 

"The Thibodeax Concert Band has decided to give a picnic next 
Sunday upon Mr. Alcide Tovy's large grounds, in the Bourgeois 
Settlement." (July 17) 

 
For some reason Prof. J. B. Lacomba resigned as leader of the Thibodeax. Concert 

Band and Prof. Amedee assumes leadership: 
 

"Prof. J. B. Lacomba having resigned as the leader of the 
Thibodeax Concert Band, Mr. Jos. Amedee, who is a musician of much 
ability, has been chosen the new leader of the band. We hope to see Prof. 
Amedee make a first class band out of the members that he has to teach. 
The concert band, we understand is going to make an effort to organize a 
ladies auxiliary to assist in securing the funds necessary to make the band 
a permanent organization." (August 14) 
 
The band gives its first concert with Prof. Amedee as conductor: 
 

"The Thibodeax Concert Band gave its first open air concert last 
Sunday night when a very entertaining program was rendered on the 
market square. Prof. Jos. Amedee wielded the baton and he deserves to be 
complimented upon his first public appearance as the leader of the band. 
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The indications are that under his guidance the band will return to its 
former prestige and popularity." (August 28) 
 
The Clement Orchestra plays for two dances for the Mutt & Jeff social Club: 
 

"The Mutt & Jeff Social Club gave a dance in Home, Hook & 
Ladder Hall on Tuesday night. A large crowd was present. Music was 
furnished by Clement Orchestra." (Sept.) 
 
The Thibodeax College Band play for the flag-raising: 
 

"The raising and blessing of a flag in honor of the new Thibodeax 
College, to mark the first anniversary of the new structure, proved to be a 
very interesting event last Thursday - thanksgiving. Quite a large crowd 
was present to witness the rendition of the following program: 

Overture - Brass Band 
America - College Students 
(Next a recitative, blessing and raising of the flag) 
Star Spangled Banner - Brass Band 
(Another recitative) 
Stars and Stripes Forever - Glee Club 
(Address) 
Hail Columbia - Brass Band 
Holy God - Hymn - College Students 
Finale, Dixie - Brass Band." 
(Dec. 4) 
 
The Clement Orchestra plays again for the 'Mutt & Jeff' dance: 

 
"Another Mutt & Jeff dance - music by Clement Orchestra.' (Oct. 

16) 
 
Finally, in the Dec. 17 there is a street fair and the "Italian Band" 

furnished charming music. (Dec. 17) 
 

1914 
 

Each year there seems to be a new band that we read about. In 1914 we read the 
name of the "Fraternal Concert Band." We also read that the Thibodeax band is now 
called the Thibodeax City Band. During the year we also read that the St. Joseph Brass 
Band and the Clement String Band are still active, although very seldom do they play; 

The year begins with a note that the Murphy Minstrels are to appear in Thibodeax. 
(Jan. 8) The Fraternal Band, of Lafourche Crossing, plays for a euchre at Scott Hall, 
probably a hall in a nearby town: 
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"A progressive uechre and dance will be given at the Scott Hall, 
down the Bayou, next Sunday, Jan. 25th. Music by the Fraternal Concert 
Band." (Jan. 22) 
 
We read that the St. Joseph Brass Band plays for a birthday party and we find a 

list of their members: 
 

"Birthday Party - Mr. Leo Borne - Many of his friends, 
accompanied by the St. Joseph Brass Band, gathered gave him (pleasantly 
surprised) The members of the band: Messrs. Alexandre Poche, Paul 
Borne, Valerie Bourgeois, Leon Bourgeois, Ernest Bourgeois, Jack and 
Oscar Bourgeois and Richard Borne." (Feb. 19) 
 
There is a Mardi Gras Parade and we find a list of the bands that play for the 

parade: 
 

"Mardi Gras Parade - Bands of music was furnished for the 
occasion by the Houma Concert Band, The Fraternal Concert Band, of 
Lafourche Crossing, and the Bowie Concert Band." (Feb. 26) 
 
The Thibodeax Band plays for the WOW: 
 

"Woodmen of the World installation - At about 3pm the 
Woodmen, proceeded by the Thibodeax City Band, fell in line and paraded 
through different streets." (Feb. 26) 
 
We do find an article saying that the band has changed its name to the Thibodeax 

City Band: 
 

"The Thibodeax Concert Band has changed its title to the City 
Band. Let's see if the music is any sweeter or whether Pres. Judge Chas. 
Reviere will be able to sport a more conscious smile." (April 16) 
 
There is a concert at the Thibodeax College. It consists of music and dramatic 

readings. The music included:  
 

"Overture - A son of the Desert Am I -College Orchestra 
Song - Morning Invitation - College Glee club 
Way Down South - College Orchestra 
Garden of Beauty - College Orchestra 
Floating Down the River - College Orchestra 
Sing Me the Rosary - College Orchestra 
Waiting for the Robert E. Lee - College Orchestra." 
June 18) 
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We next hear of an engagement played by the previously mentioned Clement 
String Band: 

 
"A dance was given on Wednesday night of last week by St. Joseph 

Fire Co. #3 in Protector Hall. An enjoyable time was had by all present. 
Music was furnished by the Clement String Band." (June 25) 
 
The City Band begins the regular concerts on Sunday. They play in July (July 30) 

and in August (August 10): 
 

"The Thibodeax City Band under the leadership of Prof. Jos. 
Amedee gave its first concert at the Market Square on last Thursday night. 
The program was highly appreciated by a good audience. The following 
program was rendered: 

 
1 - March - "Under the Big Tent, by Ned Brill 
2 - Two Step, "Mac's Winner" by R. G. McFall 
3 - Waltz, "She Kissed Rose" by Nat Johnson 
4 - Song, "Making Lil Forget You Then" by R. Shannon 
5 - March, "The Whip" by Abe Holzmann 
6 - March, "The Trail of the Lonesome Pine" by Maurice Smith 
7 - Rag, The "Crazy Bone" by Chas. L. Johnson 
8 - Selection, "Symphin Waiting" by Abe Holtzmann 
9 - Song, "I'll be with you in honeysuckle time," by Newton & 

Coxsey 
10 - March, "On the Veranda," by Ponce & Keithieve 
 
The next concert takes place Sunday, August 10th, at 6:30 p.m. 

refreshments will be served for the benefit of the band." (August 6) 
 
"A concert will be given tonight at the court house square, under 

the auspices of Violet Grove Woodmen Circle. The ladies of the circle will 
be glad to have all their friends attend this concert and also patronize the 
refreshments that will be offered on this occasion. The concert takes place 
on the Market Square." (August 20) 
 
We read that the City Band plays for a fair for the benefit of Fire Protector #2. 

(Sept. 10) The Bowie Concert Band plays for a "Progressive meeting next Sunday held in 
the Red Men's Hall at Raceland. (Oct. 15), and the Clement String Band plays for a 
surprise party. (Oct. 15) 

The Thibodeax City Band plays for one of the Fire companies: 
 

"Cup Presentation - St. Joseph Fire Co. #3 at Protector's Hall. The 
firemen were regaled by some choice music from the Thibodeax City 
Band with Prof. Jos. Amedee wielding the baton." (Oct. 22) 
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The next article does not mention the name of the colored band playing but states 

a "darky Band": 
 

"Sugar house party - They had a fine time dancing to the music of a 
darkey band, composed of a guitar and violin, the latest airs and fantastic 
dancing music hereby hummed to the musicians while they praised the 
tunes and dished them out in Mendelssohn style." (Nov. 5) 
 
Finally we read of the mass presented by Prof. Chol: 
 

"Midnight Mass - music by Prof. E. Chol's choir and the orchestra 
from Thibodeax College, led by Brother Derotheus." (Dec. 31) 
 

1915 
 

There is a changing of the popular taste in music. This year is called the dance 
year and the town of Thibodeax builds a pavilion, called a 'jitney' for bands to play dance 
music for the public in the park. New bands are read about and Negro Bands like the 
Gabriel Band begin to be heard from in the public scene of Thibodeax. 

We begin the year with the WOW installation that uses two bands: 
 

"Bowie Camp #230 WOW installation. Music was furnished for 
the occasion by the celebrated Hiawatha Brass Band and Gautreux's 
Orchestra." (Jan. 28) 
 
The Thibodeax Band is still active as we read: 
 

"Kind Dodo will crown his Queen at the Woodmen's Hall at a 
dance that well be given Tuesday afternoon by the Thibodeax Concert 
Band." (Feb. 11) 
 
On of the local musician, Prof. Argence is said to be forming a band, I presume it 

is a dance band, not a brass band. (Feb. 18) The City Band is mentioned again on Feb. 18: 
 

"The Thibodeax City Band acquitted itself admirably last Tuesday 
in the parades. Judge Chas. Reviere Pres. of the band, and Prof. Amedee 
the leader, can well feel proud of the part the organization took in the 
carnival festivities." (Feb. 18) 
 
Mr. Auguste Robichaux is spoken about in a small article. He is the bass drummer 

in the Houma Band: 
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"Mr. Auguste Robichaux, of the Houma Times staff, was a visitor 
to Thibodeax last Tuesday, he being here with the Houma Concert Band in 
which organization he beats the big drum." (Feb. 18) 
 
We have a list of some of the songs played by the Thibodeax College Orchestra: 
 

"Program - Thibodaux College Orchestra: Overture-"The Golden 
Sceptre" by R. Schlepegrell, "Glenwood March," by R. E. Hall, "Angel's 
Waltz," by Andre Herman, and "The Crises march," by R. B. Hall." (April 
15) 
 
The close connected between the Catholic Church and the town band is seen when 

the Thibodeax City Band plays for the ending of the mission: 
 

"The two week successful mission held at St. Joseph Catholic 
Church closed last Sunday night in a most spectacular and solemn manner. 
The congregation that evening, consisting of from two thousand to three 
thousand people, with lighted candles, walked to the Calvary back of 
church and with right hands up lifted renewed their baptismal vows and 
their allegiance to the Catholic Church and God. The scene was a most 
pleasing and impressing one. Music was furnished by the Thibodeax City 
Band." (June 15) 
 
We read of another concert in Market Square: 
 

"The second entertainment given the Market Square under the 
auspices of the Protector Fire Department was a greater success than the 
first. This pleasing result was due, no doubt, to the fact that better 
arrangements had been made. During the evening the Thibodeax Concert 
Band rendered an interesting program. A flag raising also proved quite an 
attractive, the honor of raising the flag being accord to Miss Velma 
Legendre, a daughter of Mr. and Mrs. P. F. Legendre. At night, the boys 
got their .instruments and planked 'em down for dances. With Judge Chas. 
Reviere as master of ceremonies and Prof. Jas. Amedee wielding the baton 
over the Thibodeax City Band there is no doubt but that Thursday and 
Sunday even might each week should be spent in a very agreeable 
manner." (April 15) 
 
The College Orchestra gives an entertainment and we are given the program: 
 

"The entertainment that we mentioned several weeks ago as being 
prepared by the Thibodeax College to be offered after Easter, took place 
last Sunday night in the auditorium of the Thibodeax High School and 
drew a splendid crowd. The program was very much enjoyed and as an 
evidence that the Brothers were well satisfied with the result. Very Rev. 
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Father Barbier, from the stage of the High School Auditorium, expressed 
his hearty thanks to all. The program as rendered was as follows: 

 
PROGRAM: 
Overture - "Annetta," Intermezzo - C.S. Morrison - College 

 Orchestra 
Songs, "Moon, Moon, Moon - College Orchestra 
 "Stars and Stripes forever" - College Orchestra 
Violin Solo - Piano accp.: Miss E. Simmoneaud - Sen. J. A. O. 

 Coignet 
Song - Come Back to me," Piano accp.: Miss F. Simoneaud - Mrs. 

 Jos. Wink 
"Sounds From Erin" - College Orchestra 
Song, "It's A Long, Long War From Home - Piano accp. L. L 
Meyer - Chas. Delas 
Piano Duet, "At Full Speed" - Misses F. and E. Simoneaud 
Golden Sceptre Overture - College Orchestra 
Quartet: Chas. Delas, Norbie Roth, Phil Naquin, Geo. Lambert - 

 Piano accp: Dr. Jas. Fortier 
   INTERMISSION 
Sweet Brier Overture, L. P. Laurendeau - College Orchestra 
Vaudeville - Black Face Comedians-Guy Knobloch, Phil Naquin, 

 Chas. Delas 
Song, "Carrissima" - Mrs. T. Reviere - Piano accp.: Miss E. 

 Simoneaud 
Piano Selection, "The Last Hope" - Lloyd Mever 
Song "Winter Nights" - Russel Badeaux - Piano accp.: F. Braud 
Flute Solo, "Sweetly Dreaming," K. Silbersack - Norbie Roth - 

 Orchestra accp. 
Trombone Solo, Corsonian Polka, John N. Klohr - Marcel Reviere 
Piano accp.: L. Meyer 
Cornet & Trombone Duet - N. Roth & M. Reviere - Orchestra 

 accompaniment 
Dixie-Maryland (Medley) - College Orchestra 
"When The Grown Up Ladies Act Like Babies" - Phil Naquin 
Alabama Jamboree" - Piano accp.: F. Braud 
"Silence and Fun" - F. Braud, N. Roth, F. Torres 
"It's Long, Long Way to Tipperary" - Orchestra 
(April 27) 

 
The changing scene of social entertainment and the popularity of the new jazz 

dances probably influence the next few actions that we read about: 
 

"Thibodeax to get park. Judge Chas. Reviere decided to experiment 
with open air jitneys upon a portion of the Market Square." (August 5) 
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"We understand that the platform of the Donaldsonville dancing 

jitney is large enough to accommodate 96 couples, and it is said that one 
night last week the management cleared $240.00 from the enterprise. This 
shows that Donaldsonville is in social way is far from being a dead town." 
(August 12) 
 
A band named the "Simon Band of St. John" plays for a birthday party for Master 

Alfred Naquin. (August 12)  
The Gabriel Band is heard from again as they play for a reception for Mr. & Mrs. 

Lepine. (August 19) They play next for a grand picnic: 
 

"Grand Picnic - Upon reaching the Grove all proceeded to have a 
"good time," which was insured in a large measure by music from 
Gabriel's Orchestra, dancing prevailed throughout the day." (August 19) 
 
I believe that the Gabriel Band, a Negro band that is playing the new dance music, 

the jazz sound, is beginning to be popular with the general public and new jazz dances are 
being danced. A trend I believe is beginning to be present as we read about more small 
jazz orchestras playing dances than the pervious brass band repertoire: 

 
"1915 is dance year. Dancing is the predominating form of 

amusement at every function. Man, woman, and children all have the 
craze. Little tots cannot control their feet whenever the tune of "Tipperary" 
or "Dancing the Blues Away" is struck up." (August 26) 
 
The Simon Band plays for a birthday party for Mr. & Mrs. Guillot, (August 26) 

and for a house party for Mrs. Pierre Himel. (Sept. 9) 
The Thibodeax City Band gives a 'festival' for their benefit: 
 

"Everybody, go to Lafourche Crossing next Sunday and help make 
a success of the musical festival that will be given for the benefit of the 
Thibodeax City Band. We all need the band; the band needs money. Have 
you ever heard of any organization living, thriving and prospering without 
money? Nix. Then give your mite and keep our band in good shape." 
(Sept. 9) 
 
The weather was bad but the festival for the Thibodeax City Band was held. We 

read: 
 

"The rain tried to make a fiasco of the fair that was given last 
Sunday Lafourche Crossing for the benefit of the Thibodeax City Band 
and the Lafourche Crossing Band, but in spite of the weather shabby 
treatment the gross receipts accounted to $192. The band members are 
satisfied, you should be." (Sept. 16) 
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We read about the success of the jitney dances held in Thibodeax: 
 

"The last jitney dances of the season, under the auspices of the 
Thibodeax Fire Department, were held last Sunday night at the Market 
Square. A large crowd gathered to testify by their presence that the open 
air jitney dances had been a pronounced social success. Aside from the 
dances, there were free moving pictures and the evening's pleasures 
terminated with a display of fireworks. 

There is no doubt but that the jitney dance idea, as inaugurated here 
by Chief Charles Reviere, proved itself to be a most acceptable treat to the 
people of this town and adjacent parts of the parish. It was so popular, 
indeed, as to make it strikingly evident that a park here would be the centre 
of attraction for our people, and a move along this line was made. It is to 
be hoped that the committee in charge of the park project will busy 
themselves so successfully during the approaching winter as to assure the 
public of this community a suitable park, or agreeable place of rendezvous, 
for next Spring and Summer. It matters not whether the market building is 
moved, let the park idea develop and become a realization."  (Sept. 30) 
 
The town celebrates Columbus Day: 
 

"COLUMBUS DAY CELEBRATION - Notwithstanding a deluge 
of rain that held away last Tuesday, October 12th, "Columbus Day" was 
celebrated by the Knights of Columbus of this town and parish. The 
celebration consisted of a palatable luncheon served at night in the 
basement of the Thibodeax College. Every effort had been previously 
made to have all of the membership of Lafourche Council (which is nearly 
200 strong) to be present, each Knight being supposed to be accompanied 
by his wife, his best girl or some other fellow's girl. 

The committee in charge felt rather discouraged over the inclement 
weather that prevailed, but when the hour of arrival came it was seen that 
the Knights of the present day posses some of the courage of the great 
explorer who discovered America, for a large number of them and their 
lady companions appeared with smiling countenances, just as though the 
flood gates of the heavens were not gushing forth in ceaseless flow. 
Gabriel's orchestra was also present and with its "St. Louis Blues" and 
other popular airs a spirit of good cheer was developed amongst all 
present. 

..........After the conclusion of the speeches, which were enjoyed by 
all, the younger people (and some of the old ones became young) enjoyed 
themselves dancing until the hour of 12, when the committee in charge 
rang down the curtain upon a very successful event....." (Oct. 14) 
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The jitney dance held at the square in Thibodeax was not very successful in 
October and the reasons are contemplated: 

 
"Another open air jitney dance was given on the Market Square last 

Sunday night, but either from insufficient advertising or because people 
had lost interest, the crowd of dancers was not as large as they had been all 
summer, hence the evening’s pleasures wound up an early hour." (Nov. 4) 
 
Dances continue to be held are we read that "Thibodeax dances are popular with 

young men of Houma." (Nov. 11) and that “Jitney dance next Sunday at the Market 
Square. If bad weather indoors in the Woodman Hall." (Nov. 11) 

We read that the Liberty Bell, on the way from San Francisco, stopped in 
Thibodeax for five minutes on its way home. In the same article we read that the 
Thibodeax City Band is playing in Schriever, La. (Nov. 18)  

Judge Reviere is running for Justice of the Peace and we read of his earlier 
endeavor is bring the Paoletti Band to Thibodeax: 

 
"Judge Reviere running of Justice of the Peace. It has been 20 years 

ago who succeeded in getting Mayor Guilloit, of New Orleans to allow the 
Paoletti Band to miss a Sunday night performance at West End and came 
and honor Thibodeax a visit and a performance." (Nov. 25) 
 
We finally read of the yearly sugar house party with the Jiles Orchestra (Sic: I 

believe it is the Jiles Orchestra of whom we have given a short bio on that plays) (Dec. 9) 
 

1916 
 

Besides the Jiles and Gabriel Bands the James Band is another local Negro band 
that plays for dances in the new style: 

 
"Grand Wedding Dance at Vedros Hall two and a half miles above 

Labadieville church. Music will be furnished by the James Band of 
Schriever." 

 
The James Band of Schriever plays at Vedros Hall (204 Philip St.) two and 

a half miles above Labadieville. (Feb. 24) 
 
We are remained that during lent, many social activities cease and do not occur 

until Easter: 
 

"There are all over now - We mean dances, parties, picnics, 
soirees, etc. until after lent." (March 9) 

 
The Thibodeax City Band under Prof. Jos. Amedee furnished fine music for a 

parade. (March 16) 
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The Thibodeax City Band is still active playing for the carnival held in March 

(March 16) The Gabriel band is read about again as they play for what is called a concert: 
 

"Musical concert at the Elite Confectionery next Sunday from 6 to 
9. Music will be furnished by the famous Gabriel Orchestra, all of the band 
being on hand. Located at 5th and Philip Streets one block from Post 
Office." (April 6) 

 
This dance is spoken of in the April 13th paper: 
 

"The musical concert last Sunday evening at the Elite was 
something novel in this town for a business establishment and it drew 
quite a number of people." (April 13) 
 
The Thibodeax Band plays for a Confederate Day Celebration: 
 

"Confederate Day's Celebration - Thibodeax City Band was in 
attendance and under the guidance of its leader, Mr. Jos. Amedee and its 
president Judge Chas. Reviere it furnished an abundance of music among 
the selections "Dixie," "The Union Forever," coming in for much 
enthusiasm." (May 4) 
 
The Gabriel band plays again, this time for a picnic: 
 

"Picnic at Grove of Palmer Brothers - Gabriel's Band was on hand 
and furnished music for dancing on the lawn." (May 18) 
 
One of the most popular bands in the southwest, the Claiborne Williams Band, 

appear in Thibodeax and as usual a visiting band, once heard, is again hired for other 
functions in the city: 

 
"Cliquot Club - Grand Dance - Woodman Hall. The Claiborne 

(Williams) Band of Donaldsonville has been engaged to furnish the 
Music." (May 25) 
 

"Cliquot Club-Woodman Hall- The Donaldsonville Band has been 
engaged to furnish music." (Sept. 7) 

 
"Third dance given by the Cliquot Club - Claiborne's Band 

furnished exceptionally sweet music and entranced the participants." (Sept. 
14) 
 
A new business opens in the form of a new soda fountain and have the Thibodeax. 

City Band: 
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"New soda fountain at Roth's Drug Store - 5 to 8 free treat and the 

Thibodeax City Band" (May 25) 
 

Claiborne Williams' Band plays for another dance in Thibodeax: 
 
"Grand Dance - Claiborne's famous Band of Donaldsonville dispensed soft sweet 

music thus contributing largely to the pleasure and diversion amongst the happy crowd." 
(June 15) 

 
The firemen hold their annual parade and this year the Thibodeax. City Band 

plays. The Comet and Sentinel both give write-ups on the parade: 
 

"Fireman's Day Parade - Music was furnished by three brass bands. 
The Thibodeax City Band, St. Joseph Band and the Fraternal Band of 
Lafourche Crossing. While all dispensed sweet music, the Lafourche 
Crossing Band deserves to be specially thanked for its members kindly 
decided to play for the occasion free of charge. They headed the parade 
and looked fine." (August 17) 
 

"Fireman's Parade - Music was furnished by three brass bands: The 
Thibodeax City Band, St. Joseph's Band and the Fraternal Band of 
Lafourche Crossing." (August 17) 

 
The Williams' Band travel from Donaldsonville to play again at the Clicquiot 

Club dance. (Sept. 7) 
 
Prof. Emmanuel Chol dies, a big loss to the musical scene to Thibodeax and 

vicinity: 
 

"A BELOVED ONE GONE - In the death of Prof. Em. Chol, who 
expired last Sunday forenoon at 11:00 o'clock, the town of Thibodeax 
suffered a loss of s distinguished and beloved man, a type of citizen whose 
place it seem impossible to fill. The venerable and talented musician had 
reached the ripe age of 82 years, but up to the recent past he was as 
vigorous and active, intellectually and physically, as many men of younger 
years. Up to a few years ago, when his hearing became somewhat 
impaired, he was remarkably energetic, his love for music appearing to 
inspire him and give him the requisite courage to press forward and 
continue to impart to others the charms and refinement that spring from a 
full conception of music. 

Prof. Chol was not a native of this country, his birth having taken 
place across the waters, in La Belle, France. At the age of eight years he 
was placed in a conservatory of music and from that time until his death he 
worshipped at the shrine of his calling. At 20 he was in Paris, the organist 
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at Notre Dame, which is regarded as the finest cathedral in the world. Like 
others, however, he heard of the new world, "L'Amerique," as his 
............he ventured over to cast his lot amongst strangers in a strange land. 
About the year 1854, he arrived in New Orleans. Hearing about him, the 
....Rev. Father Menard extended him an invitation to come to Thibodeax. 
He accepted the invitation and it is said that he traveled from New Orleans 
to this town in a river boat, and when he left the river and entered the 
Bayou he was so disappointed that he inquired about the possibility of 
securing a train back to New Orleans. Father Menard, however, prevailed 
upon him to remain here and teach music. In 1855 of 1856, he became the 
instructor of music at Mount Carmel Convent and this position he held for 
50 years. In 1857 he was appointed the organist in St. Joseph Church and 
he presided at the organ for over 50 years. Aside from the duties of 
organist and his duties at the Convent he gave lessons to private pupils and 
thus he spread his talent throughout this and other parishes. 

The deceased was possessed of that culture, dignity and refinement 
for which French gentlemen are for. He was of an extremely nervous 
disposition, but he would never allow his nerves to come into ...of all 
times polished, courteous, and obliging and thoroughly appreciative of 
people's feelings. Indeed he was no .....esteem that he would allow himself 
to be the loser in business rather than give offense that might be avoided. 

It was but natural that a man possesses so uncommon a disposition 
should be devoted to his wife and children, for whom he felt the warmest 
love, affection and gratitude for whatever they did for him, his gratefulness 
being manifested to the last, as just before the end came he called his 
children to him and told them that he wanted them to feel assured of his 
appreciation for what they had done for him during his illness. His spirit 
then passed away leaving a avoid that cannot be filled within the hearts of 
his dear wife, who was a Miss Coulon in her maidenhood, and the 
following named children; Mrs. Raoul Delas, of Morgan City; Misses 
Pauline Bettie and Clothlide Chol and Messrs. Alfred, Henry and Emile 
Chol. 

Funeral services over the remains were held Tuesday at 10:30 
o'clock at the Catholic Church in the presence of a throng of sorrow 
stricken relatives and friends and then the body was tenderly laid to rest." 
(Sept. 14) 

(Sic: See Five Legendary Music Teachers, Basin Street Press, 1996 
for a complete biography on Prof. Chol as well as Father Menard's musical 
excerpts from his famous journal) 

 
Gabriel's Band plays for the Knights of Columbus: 
 
"Knights celebrate Columbus Day, with a dance - Gabriel's Band  - 

Danced until music gave out, which was past 12 P. M." (Sept. 21) 
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A new named band, the Liberty Concert Band plays in the area: 
 

"National Farm & Live Stock Show - Nov. 11-19. Liberty Concert 
Band." (Nov. 9) 
 
The James Band of Schriever, La. play for a Halloween dance for young people of 

Thibodeax. (Nov. 9) 
The final entry of the year is about a firemen's meeting: 
 

"Firemen's meeting - After meeting, headed by the Thibodeax 
Brass Band, the fire boys marched to the Protector's Hall." (Dec. 18) 
 

1917 
 

We read that a public pavilion is being erected: 
 

"The citizens of Thibodeax and those citizens of the parish who are 
more or less in close touch with the town of Thibodeax will doubtless be 
pleased to learn that the park commissioners of Thibodeax have finally 
agreed upon the pavilion that is to climax their work in connection with 
the public park and play-ground opposite the court house. All that remains 
prior to beginning the active building operations is the signing of the 
contract. 

The structure was designed by Mr. Jos. A. Robichaux, our well-
known architect and contractor, and Mr. Richmond Webre, another of our 
builders, is to be contracted with to erect the pavilion. 

The pavilion will be 40 x 80 and will be erected on piles put over 
the batture along the Bayou's edge, with a 12-foot gallery extending over 
the water and also at each end of the pavilion, giving 182 feet of gallery to 
serve as a promenade, as a place where spectators may view the dancing 
within and to otherwise while away spare moments. A feature of the 
pavilion will be a separate retiring rooms-one for ladies and one for 
gentlemen-these rooms being a kind of basement under the pavilion with 
entrances from the pavilion. 

The pavilion, when completed-painted and furnished with chairs-
will have cost about $3000. Of this amount the commissioners are short 
about $500 and they therefore request all those persons who have not 
made donations to come forward and do so. The park, the pavilion and the 
surrounding gallery will be for all of us, all of us should be willing to 
contribute to the expenditure in having the beautiful resort, which will 
surely attract people to our town." (March 15) 
 
While dances cease during Lent in Thibodeax, there is always the one exception - 

St. Joseph's Day - when a celebration and dance can be presented: 
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"The young people of Thibodeax, those who find Lenten 
restrictions too hard to bear, took advantage of St. Joseph Day, which is 
regarded as an off day in Lent, and had two dances Monday night. One of 
the dances was had by the "1917 club" in the Odd Fellows Hall and the 
other dance took place by another social set in the Woodmen Hall." 
(March 22) 
 
The pavilion is built and is a very popular center for the citizens of the town: 
 

"A POPULAR PLACE - It is seldom that anything is proposed or 
launched in Thibodeax that does not meet with opposition and more or 
less receives attention from "Knockers," but an exception seems to be the 
case with our public park, which is gradually shaping into a very attractive 
place. Every one, it seems, looks upon the park as a spot in Thibodeax 
where all of the citizens may repair, mingle and pass pleasantly some of 
the hours that hang heavily upon their hands. 

The place is already well patronized by both young and old 
children-children past the 50-year mark-but who find pleasure in 
disporting amongst the youngsters-see-sawing, shooting the chute, 
swinging, cutting gymnastic capers or in sitting down and watching other 
indulge in the healthful, outdoor pastimes. 

The children's pavilion, which has been in use for sometime, is the 
center of attraction for the real young ones. It is provided with various 
swinging devices. Dr. S. L. Drexler, one of the enthusiastic park 
commissioners, claims that this pavilion in the only one of its kind in the 
United States. And to think that its roof and supporting posts are parts of 
our old market. It was, indeed, a capital idea to have made such good use 
of the old structure. Strangers think that the pavilion is a grand thing and 
that it represents more of an outlay in cash than is really the case. 

The dancing pavilion is going to be the feature par excellences, as 
besides affording a dancing surface 40 x 80 feet it will have a 12-foot 
gallery at each end and in the rear. This gallery will prove to be a popular 
as the pavilion proper, for while the young people are within fox-trotting, 
turkey-trotting or doing some other kind of trot to the latest music from the 
Hawaiian Islands, the old folks, those with rheumatic joints and imaginary 
appendicitis will sit upon the gallery and forget their ailments by seeing 
the fun within. Or, disregarding any amusement on the inside, the gallery 
will be an ideal spot for a man who has labored all day, to sit down and 
enjoy an hour's cool breeze before retiring for his night's rest. 

Construction work on the pavilion, which had lulled for a few days 
awaiting the arrival of lumber, was resumed this week by Mr. Richmond 
Webre and his workmen and they are making rapid headway. 

These park commissioners keep their brains constantly busy 
developing ideas that may add to the park. It seems, however, that the 
ideas come faster than the cash, but still the commissioners are hopeful 
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and determined, thus making it certain that, if they are cramped at the 
present time for means and resources, they will intimately "find a way." 
(April 5) 
 
The year brings a few new names to the Thibodeax scene but not new to the music 

scene of southern Louisiana. We find the previously mentioned Claiborne Williams Band 
of Donaldsonville playing in Thibodeax. This band was one of the most popular bands in 
southern Louisiana. We also read that a band from Baton Rouge, lead by "Toots" Johnson 
playing in Thibodeax. This band also was a famous band in southern Louisiana and was 
the most engaged band in Baton Rouge in playing for the college scene. 

The early part of the year is not very active and we do not read of an item until 
April. The city band is still organized as we read: 

 
"Patriotic Meeting - About War - Thibodeax City Band - inspiring 

music was furnished throughout the meeting by the Thibodeax City Band." 
(April 12) 
 
Gabriel's Band plays for a dance at Lafourche Crossing: 
 

"Dance - Lafourche Crossing at Fraternal Hall. Benefit of the 
school. Music will be furnished by Gabriel's Orchestra." (April 17) 
 
The Claiborne Williams Band of Donaldsonville comes to town for another  

engagement: 
 

"Dance at Hall of Dailien Guillot, three miles above Thibodeax. 
Music will be furnished by Claiborne Williams Orchestra of 
Donaldsonville." (May 17) 
 
There is a huge fire and it wipes out the town of Bowie and this probably will 

affect their band. Also, the jitney dances continue at New Pavilion at the city park. The 
city band next plays for a flag raising ceremony: 

 
"Raising of flag at Mt. Carmel Convent. Throughout the evening 

music was furnished by the Thibodeax City Band, an organization that we 
should all applaud and encourage." (June 7) 
 
There is a jitney dance in Lockport for the benefit of the Red Cross using the 

"Schriever's Band #1." (June 28) 
 
The Thibodeax. City Band plays for a lawn Party: 
 

"Lawn Party Mr. & Mrs. Shaver - The Thibodeax City Band 
honored the occasion with a complimentary concert." (June 28) 
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The Fourteenth of July (Bastille Day) is celebrated in Thibodeax: 
 

"JULY 14TH CELEBRATED - Thibodeax did herself proud this 
year in observing July 14th, the great French day of rejoicing, the 
anniversary of the destruction of the "Bastille." An immense crowd 
gathered at the park, where a concert was given by the Thibodeax City 
Band and patriotic speeches were made. Mayor N. T. Bourg called the 
meeting to order and requested Judge Caillouet to preside, which he did 
splendidly, introducing Very Rev. Father A. M. Barbier, who not only 
delivered an impressive invocation, but proceeded with a French speech 
that was received with great appreciation. .." (July 18) 
 
The Gabriel Band plays for what is called an 'impromptu' dance, which probably 

means that it was a special affair and one that was not advertised. It is stated that it was 
for young men waiting for duty. With the presence of the Gabriel Band one wonders if the 
band would be engaged at the Strangers Hotel as a regular band? 

 
"Impromptu dance at Strangers Hotel in honor of young men 

awaiting orders to report for duty. Music furnished by Gabriel's 
Orchestra." (August 9) 
 
The '1917 Club' was mentioned as giving a dance in the Jan. 18th paper at Odd 

Fellows Hall. This club gives another dance and the name of the band furnishing music is 
given this time: 

 
"Dance by 1917 Club. Hall of Hoffmann Building over the 

Thibodeax Drug Store (formally Woodman Hall). Gabriel's Band will be 
on hand." (August 30) 
 
The Lafourche Band plays for a barbecue in which a number of Thibodeax 

citizens attend: 
 

"Barbecue at Matthew's - Lafourche Crossing Band - Thibodeax 
crowd filled three coaches and head by the Laforuche Crossing - for sons 
of Lafourche Parish leaving for training camp." (Sept. 6) 
 
Claiborne Williams' Band again plays in Thibodeax: 
 
"Dance - Guillot Hall - music by Claiborne's Band." (Sept. 20) 
 
We know that some of the musicians of Thibodeax are in the military service. 

Two of these visit their home town while on leave: 
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"Privates Harold Toups and Robert Celestin, members of Louisiana 
Field Artillery Band are visitors to their home tome, Tuesday and 
Wednesday." (Sept. 27) 
 
The town pavilion continues to be popular and we read of improvements made to 

make it even more inviting: 
 

"THE TOWN'S RENDEZ-VOUS - The pavilion at our park has 
been a splendid place ever since it was first established and it continues to 
grow in popularity. It seemingly being the aim of the commissioners to 
make it such an inviting place as to make it irresistible to both young and 
old. To this end improvements are made whenever it is deemed beneficial. 
It was with this idea in view that the entrance to the stairway leading to the 
ladies dressing room was changed so as to make it give upon the gallery 
instead of within the building as it was first placed. Another improvement 
has been to post the names of dances in advance, so that both the 
onlookers and the dancers may know what is "next." These signs, 
however, are rather small. If they were printed from letters 12 inches in 
height they could be easily read from every part of the pavilion. 

Another thing that would be appreciated by both the young ladies 
and the young men (especially the latter) would be to provide hat racks 
within the pavilion. As it is now, the young man place their hats upon the 
window sills and it is not long before the hats are either on the floor or 
down the stairways and thus get nicely trampled upon. The same thing 
happens to ladies fancy sweaters, which are discarded while the dance is 
going on. Hat racks, it might be argued, would not look so ornamental but 
surely they would be no more unornamented than are the hats upon the 
window sills and upon the floor." (Sept. 27) 
 
Claiborne Williams plays another dance in Guillot's Hall (above Thibodeax), on 

Sunday October 21. (Oct. 11) We find the more appearances of the "Toots" Johnson's 
Band of Baton Rouge as they play for two dances. I believe that the appearance of many 
out of town bands is a direct effect of losing some musicians of local bands, thereby 
creating a shortage of musicians in Thibodeax. We also find the first use of the word 
"Jazz" to describe a band, thereby telling the young crowd the new types of dances will be 
played: 

 
"It is said that the famous "Tout" or "Toot" Johnson Jazz Band of 

Baton Rouge will be in Thibodeax during the Christmas holidays and 
furnish music for two dances. This information is giving the young folks 
considerable pleasure in anticipation of the "swell" dance music that will 
be had." (Nov. 29) 

 
Finally the Claiborne Williams Orchestra of Donaldsonville plays for a dance in 

town: 
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"Dance at Old Woodman's Hall. Music furnished by Claiborne's 

Orchestra after show at Grand Theater." (Dec. 13) 
 

1918 
 

This is the last year of World War I and the activities during the war are not as 
plentiful as in peacetime. The city band is still playing but we read that most of the dances 
are benefit dances for the Red Cross and other organizations that help out the war effort.  

We read of the college band being organized last September: 
 

"MAKES ITS BOW THIS EVENING - The Thibodeax College 
Band, which organized last September amongst the students at the 
College, will make its initial bow to the public this evening, when it will 
appear between 4 and 5 o'clock near the post office and play its first piece 
in public. Don't forget to give the boys a hand-clap even if they fail to trill 
all the notes just to your taste. 

This evening's music will be a prelude to the entertainment that 
will be given tomorrow night in the College auditorium as a means of 
helping the Band to get "upon its feet. An interesting program has been 
prepared for the occasion as follows (I give only the orchestra numbers): 

 
Overture - "The Golden Scepter" - College Orchestra 
 Messrs. Jos. Amese, Marcel Reviere, O. Bouterie, Hon J. 

A. O. Colgnot, Roland Reviere, Lloyd Meyer and Maurice Legendre. 
Mid-night Alarm" - Galop - College Orchestra." (Jan. 24) 

 
The College Band plays for a celebration of George Washington's Birthday and 

we find a few of the songs they play listed in the paper: 
 

"College Band plays for George Washington's Birthday - "In a 
Minute Galop," "Adelaide Waltz," "Red, White & Blue," "Fine and 
Dandy," and "Tramp, Tramp, Tramp." 
 
The city band plays for a meeting of the 'war effort': 
 

"Meeting - War Effort - Thibodeax City Band with its patriotic 
airs, helped to arouse enthusiasm before and during the meeting." (March 
21) 
 
Lent is over and we read of the first dance given. (April 3) Also, the Redmen 

Convention comes to Thibodeax and the city band furnishes music for the affair: 
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"Redmen Convention. The Thibodeax City Band enlivened the 
occasion with spirited music, such as the organized Redmen never 
enjoyed." (April 11) 
 
The city band continues to play for patriotic occasions, playing for two such 

activities in May: 
 

"Drafted men leave - boys accompanied from court house by the 
Thibodeax City Band. (May 2) 
 
"Third shipment of soldiers - cheered with music by the Thibodeax City Band." 

(May 2) 
 

"Soldiers leaving - The City Band plays music for sendoff." (May 
25) 
 
The Thibodeax City Band continues to plays for local activities as they play for a 

fair: 
 

"One-day fair at Emile Gaudet's, near Gessin Ferry. The fair will be 
enlivened with music by the Thibodeax City Band." (May 9) 
 
We read of other bands around the nation in the local paper. The next article has 

to do with the famous James Reese Europe Band: 
 

"VALUE OF ENTERTAINMENT OF SOLDIERS PROVED 
WHEN BAND IS SENT FROM U. S. - A letter recently received in this 
country from Col. William Hayward, former New York public service 
commissioner, illustrating the value of entertainment for soldiers, 
describes the sensation produced in France by a negro band from the 
United States, whose membership also included musicians from Cuba and 
Porto Rico. The cost of organizing the band and sending it to France was 
$10,000, which was paid by Daniel G. Reid. 

When subscriptions were being raised Mr. Reid was the first man 
asked to contribute. He asked the total amount required, and when told 
$10.00, he is said to have remarked" "I'll pay the whole check." 

The band is headed by Lieutenant Europe, who before the war days 
conducted the orchestra of the Forty-Fourth Street Theater Roof. Colonel 
Hayward in his letter also said: 

A lot of things are no fun, and one year ago I would have thought 
them unendurable. But what heathen we will be when it is all over! I shall 
not know how to act in polite society or what to do with the ordinary 
paraphernalia of civilization, like toilets, baths, club chairs. Umbrellas are 
obsolete. Do they still have them anywhere? Rain means nothing but a 
little bit-not much-deeper mud. Still nobody has any kick to squeal about, 
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and all hands are so pleased to think they weren't left at home out of this 
beautiful party that optimism reigns supreme. Of course we know 
absolutely nothing about the war or how it's going except in our own little 
neck of the woods, and really don't care. 

"Our band is the most wonderful thing over here. I don't believe 
any money ever bought as much pleasure and pithiness for human beings 
as did Daniel G. Reid's in this instance." (May 23) 
 
The town celebrates the Fourth of July a celebration that has not been observed 

for quite a few years. The town band furnishes the music: 
 

"It has been a long time since Thibodeax observed July 4th, our 
great natal day, as was done last Thursday. The celebration was under the 
auspices of the Thibodeax City Band, which had conceived the idea of 
preparing for the occasion with a double view-to display patriotism and to 
add to the nuances of the Band, which has never had the good fortune of 
receiving much consideration in a financial was, although, in a 
complimentary manner, it had been the recipient of profuse praise. 

Precisely at 6 A. M. the cannon began to boom and convey to those 
citizens whose minds had been absorbed with other matters that we had 
reached another anniversary in "the land of the free and the home of the 
brave." At 12 o'clock, as per program, there was a polytechnical display, 
and at 6 P. M. the musical program was begun, it affording much 
gratification for those who revel in harmony. The concert was blended into 
a patriotic speak fest, when Hon. N. T. Bourg, our popular mayor, called 
upon Judge Howell, who is always gladly welcomed, to preside..... 

Then "America" was played by the Band, the audience being 
invited to join in singing the song. 

At the conclusion of Col. Wall's speech, Mr. Michel Fakier sang 
"La Marseillaise," which pleased the audience very much. Then followed 
the dance, which was continued until after midnight. 

While the whole Band is to be complimented upon the July 4th 
celebration, special mention is deserved by Prof. Jos. Amedee, the leader, 
and Judge Chas. Reviere, through whose efforts the band has been kept 
intact. Many a time for want of proper support, or through discord, was the 
organization threatened with disruption, but Judge Reviere persisted. He is 
working to make it a permanent organization and it looks like his efforts 
will yet be realized. We congratulate him." (July 12)  
 
Many seem to take offense with the new jazz dances that are appearing with the 

rise of jazz music. Religious and civic leaders of many towns in Louisiana deal with the 
problem by coming out against these new dances and many times the dances are barred 
from being danced. Such is the case with the town of Thibodeax, with a very religious, 
Catholic population: 
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"Dancing not popular with the Police Jury. All agreed that 
something had to be done to check the dancing craze that took possession 
of this parish back in 1916." (August 15) 
 
We read of one of the members of the city band having an operation in New 

Orleans: 
 

"Mr. Sidney Boudreaux, a son of Honorable L. Z. Boudreaux, is in 
New Orleans undergoing an operation upon his throat. We hope to see him 
back in a few days ready to continue his role in the Thibodeax City Band." 
(August 15) 
 
There is a letter written by a promoter who had a problem with the Park 

Commissioners: 
 

"LETTERS FROM THE PEOPLE - (The Comet is not responsible 
for the views of correspondents) 

 
Thibodeax, La, Aug. 19, 1918.  
Mr. John B. Taylor, 
Editor, Lafourche Comet. 
Dear Sir: - Will you kindly publish this letter, which speaks for 

itself: 
The Commercial Journal states that the Park Commissioners were 

not be blame, in the recent unpleasantness I had with them, in regard to the 
dance I advertised to take place at the Park Pavilion, and then called off. I 
beg to differ with the Commercial Journal. The Park Commissioners gave 
their verbal consent for the Midnight Dancing Club to have their dance at 
the Pavilion. Relying on their word I advertised the dance. Having given 
their consent they should have allowed the dance to go on. Granted that 
they thought the dance was to be free, it was their mistake, not mine. 

I challenge the Commercial Journal, or any, or all, of the Park 
Commissioners to prove that I made any representation whatever, when I 
asked for the use of the Pavilion, except that the Midnight Dancing club 
intended to give a public dance. 

Thanking you in advance and assuming all responsibility, I am. 
      Very truly yours, 
         

       G. P. Pugh. 
 
When the news that the war was over, the news was celebrated in 

both Thibodeax and St. Johns Settlement. Thibodeax had a parade. At 4:30 
a paraded was formed with the Thibodeax City Band supplying such 
enthusing airs as "There'll be a Hot Time in the Old Town To-night." In St. 
John's Settlement had a parade and some citizens gathered at the home of 
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Mr. Alfred Naquin where "they were joined by the Comeaux band, which 
played some of its best selections, among the number being "If He Can 
Fight Like He Can Love, Well Then Its Good-Night Germany." (Nov. 11) 
 

1919 
 

The war is over and the soldiers return home. They find the popular music scene 
has changed. No longer do they find the old music and the old dances. A new age, the 
jazz age, is upon us and the bands of "Toots" Johnson, Gabriel and other Negro bands 
playing the new jazz are engaged for dances. The jitney dances are very popular. The 
leader of the city band, Prof. Amedee dies during the year, an event that is sure to effect 
music in the town. His death seems to mark a changing of the guard from the old brass 
band repertoire for dances and the new dance craze sweeping the nation. 

We first read of a band with music furnished by Gabriel's Band: 
 

"Delightful Easter Party - Beautiful Grove of Palmer Brothers. 
Miss Estelle Palmer Hostess, she entertained a great number of her friends 
with dancing (to the strains of Gabriel's Band)." (April 24) 
 
The band takes part in the first solemn high mass at the local Catholic: 
 

"On last Sunday, as previously announced in these columns, Rev. 
J. Alovaius Higginbotham said his first solemn high mass at the local 
Catholic Church. The occasion was an eventful one. The young priest, 
who is a native, and who had just been ordained to the priesthood the 
Thursday previous, was met at the presbytery by a committee of gentlemen 
from the parish, and in company with a band of little girls, dressed as 
angels, and preceded by the Thibodeax College Band, which institution he 
had also attended, the procession marched to and entered the St. Joseph 
Catholic Church, which was filled to capacity, and as the party entered the 
organ pealed forth its sweetest strains, the atmosphere attained, as it were, 
all solemnity, and wending it way to the altar the sacrifice of the mass was 
celebrated by the young priest." (May 28) 
 
There was a parade given for the returning colored soldiers of Thibodeax that 

included a colored band." (May 31) 
The city band plays for the Knights of Columbus ceremony: 
 

"Knights of Columbus ceremony began at 9:30 Sunday morning 
when the line of march headed by the Thibodeax City Band started from 
the KC Council Chamber for St. Joseph Catholic Church." (May 29) 
 
We again read about the possibility of forming a band or orchestra in Thibodeax: 
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"GOOD MUSIC - The program of the local college for its 
commencement exercises, demonstrated what a splendid array of musical 
talent can be mustered in this town. All good musicians although not 
professionals, it leaves the idea that the organization of a good concert 
band or an orchestra, or a philharmonic organization is possible. 
Thibodeax has always had a good reputation for its music, and has until 
recently maintained the most excellent concert band (composed of all 
home talent) in the state. One trouble has been that although we realize 
that money is indispensable for everything, we entertained the false idea 
that a band needed no finances. This was a mistake. Everything needed for 
any occasion had to be paid for, everything except the band and the 
newspaper, both indispensable. A musical organization as any other 
organized body, has overhead, running expense, and must have the 
wherewithal on which to subsist. While the individual members did not 
exact pay, they needed money from those who benefited by the 
combination of their talents, to keep together. It is unfair to expect men to 
give their time for rehearsals, their talent, and their good will frequently 
under great difficulties, and under great difficulties, and not show 
appreciation. A musical organization is needed in every community, it is 
indispensable; but the people must maintain it. The recent college 
exhibition must have brought home to all lovers of music, to all possessors 
of civic pride to all those who have faith and confidence in the future and 
advancement of the town and parish and the welfare of both, that we can 
organize an A1 musical organization that would be the pride of the town 
and the joy of its citizenship, if we only realized that funds were essential, 
and if we worked and cooperated towards that end." (June 26) 
 
Continuing with the jazz/dance craze we read of a dance that has music again by 

"Toots" Johnson's Band: 
 

"The dance given last Friday night by the Midnight Club was an 
exceptional enjoyable event. The music by "Toot" Johnson's Band of 
Baton Rouge was considered a rare treat." (July 3)  
 
(Sic: See "Trinity of Jazz Leaders" for a complete bio of "Toots" Johnson, 

published by Basin Street Press, 1996. Included are bios on John Robichaux of 
Thibodeax and Claiborne Williams of Donaldsonville.) We read more about the dance 
craze and the dance is blamed for the death of a young girl: 

 
"A girl living near Lafayette, La. killed herself last Thursday 

because her mother forbid her to go to a dance. This shows that the dance 
craze is getting to be a very serious thing." (July 24) 
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The Midnight Club continues to give weekly dances. In the July 3rd paper is 
information is given but does not give the name of the band playing. We know that 
"Toots" had been playing for these dances and probably continues to do so. 

While the brass band had, in the past, played for the pavilion dances, now we read 
that the dance music is now furnished by the new style jazz bands: 

 
"Dancing possesses a fascination, not only for the dancers, but for 

the onlookers as well, this statement being proved by the crowd that is 
glued to the Park Pavilion every Sunday night as long as Gabriel blows his 
trumpet - not the trumpet, however, that will be heard when we are called 
for final judgment." (August 7) 
 
Another dance is held and again "Toots" furnishes the music: 
 

"Tomorrow night the young people of Thibodeax and vicinity will 
enjoy a dance in the Woodman Hall and that's not all. They'll have the 
"Toots" Johnson Orchestra which, the young folks think, is a stupendous 
(big words to go with big things) treat." (Sept. 11) 
 
The Protector Fire Company give a surprise parade for the boys leaving for the 

Tulane War School with music provided by the Thibodeax City Band." (Sept. 19) 
The Midnight Club holds another dance and it is the Gabriel Band that furnishes 

music: 
 

"The Midnight Club will give anything of its enjoyable dances 
tomorrow night in the Woodman Hall. Gabriel's Orchestra will furnish the 
music despite the rumor that it was to go to Texas." (Sept. 25) 
 
An announcement is made that a dance is planned with music to be furnished by 

"Toots": 
 

"Arrangement have already started for a small Halloween dance on 
Oct. 31st. "Toot" Johnson's Band will do the tooting and make the ghosts 
feel "like 30 cents." (Oct. 2) 
 
We read that a concert orchestra is to be formed: 
 

"CONCERT ORCHESTRA TO BE ORGANIZED - Thibodeax 
will soon boast another Concert Orchestra, along the lines of Symphony 
Orchestras organized in the larger cities, Mr. E. J. Legendre, one of our 
local merchants, representative citizen, and lower of music, and himself a 
musician, has taken steps and with the cooperation of the Brothers of the 
Sacred Heart, and the major portion of the music and of this town, propose 
organizing in the near future this musical organization, Mr. Legendre has 
had the idea under his hat for some months. The Brothers have interested 
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themselves, and we understand our local music lovers and players, have 
said "Lets go," therefore, all assurances are now towards early 
organization, possibly next week, if not this week." (Oct. 16) 
 
The orchestra is formed as we read in the Oct. 23rd paper: 
 

"MUSICAL ORGANIZATION HAS BEEN FORMED - As 
announced exclusively in these columns last week, Thibodeax now enjoys 
the distinction of having a real musical organization, which although 
without an official name, is composed of the best musicians of the 
community. The organization held its first meeting and rehearsal, although 
all were not in attendance, last Monday evening and some satisfactory and 
harmonious melodies were the result under the direction of Leader E. J. 
Legendre, formerly leader of one of Thibodeax's best concert bands. From 
the interest manifested and the enthusiasm prevailing at the meeting the 
organization is excellently well launched and has a brilliant musical future 
to look forward to, providing that measure of public encouragement 
boosting and support due be given it." (Oct. 23) 
 
An editorial appears in the paper about the need for a good orchestra in Thibodeax 

and the need for quality music to be presented: 
 

"It is more than refreshing in chronicle to report, and to support 
real musical organizations, gotten together for the love of the art, for the 
love of its appeal to the finer sense and nobler impulse of man. Music that 
elevates, that inspires that teaches, and inculcates sentiment, joy, good 
spirit. We sincerely trust the effort either launched, or about to be launched 
by the music lovers of this community and vicinity, will meet with ready 
and earnest support from all our citizens. Thibodeax has musical talent, 
and with our college making musicians to feed such an organization, it 
would seem but the proper and reasonable thing to maintain some such 
musical body, as is contemplated by some of our best and most, 
progressive citizens. Too frequently we feel that musical organizations can 
live on air, that like newspapers, they must be useful and ornamental, 
while everything else is compensated they are neglected and used for what 
can be gotten out of them. In these days, of mechanical music, 
expressionless automatic airs, good music needs more support and 
encouragement than ever needed before. Because of this and because of 
what it means to the home and to the citizens, to the community and its 
advancements to speak for the organization now being launched the whole 
hearted support of the entire community, for it will be a big community 
asset, a powerful factor for good." (Oct. 23) 
 
We read that the jitney dances are going to end of Oct. 26th (Oct. 16), but later we 

read that there will be a "jitney dance Sunday at the park pavilion." (Nov. 13) Perhaps 
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there was pressure by the young people to hold more jitney dances. This jitney dance is 
for the benefit of the baseball team: 

The Halloween Dance is promoted again in the paper: 
 

"Tomorrow night is the time for the Halloween dance. If you've 
been invited you should attend, or you will regret it. "Toot" Johnson 
Orchestra will keep the spooks from molesting you, so get yourself to the 
Woodman Hall." (Oct. 30) 
 
Tragedy hits the town as Prof. Amedee dies: 
 

"Prof. Jos. Amedee, who had been sick for sometime, died last 
Sunday evening at 7:10, age-32 years & 11 months. His funeral took place 
the following day at St. Joseph Catholic Church, the last sad rites being 
attended in a body by the members of the Thibodeax Fire Department and 
the Thibodeax City Band, of which latter organization he was the leader." 
(Nov. 20) 
 

1920 
 

The jazz age is upon us and we can see this in the names and styles of the bands 
playing for the various dances. "Toots" Johnson and his 'second' band the Stewart Band, 
Claiborne Williams, Gabriel's band and the James Brother Band - all are mentioned. We 
also begin to read of the forming of many 'dancin' clubs that give dances for their 
members. 

The year begins with a dance with music furnished by the Claiborne Williams' 
Band now described as a 'jazz' band: 

 
"The next dance to be given by the Midnight Club of Thibodeax 

will take place tomorrow night in the Woodmen Hall. Music will be 
furnished by the Claiborne Williams Jazz Band of Donaldsonville." (Jan. 
22) 
 
The Midnight Clubs schedules two more dances and uses the Gabriel and 

Williams Band: 
 

"The Midnight Club has two dances scheduled for the future - one 
to take place tomorrow night in the Woodmen Hall and one for Mardi 
Gras night. Gabriel's Band plays tomorrow night, Claiborne Tuesday." 
(Feb. 12) 
 
We read of another dance using the Gabriel Band: 
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"The dance given last Thursday night at the D. Guillot Hall above 
Thibodeax must have been enjoyable as it has been decided to have 
another dance there tonight. Music by Gabriel's Orchestra." (May 20) 
 
The propriety of some of the dances done at the pavilion is discussed in an article 

of May 22: 
 

"If the dance managers of Thibodeax do not prevent strangers-both 
young men and young ladies-from coming here to indulge in immoral or 
questionable dances it will not be long before Thibodeax has a real bad 
name. This town will be regarded by persons of loose morals as a place in 
which to have a "good time." We'll have visitors here from the four points 
of the compass and thus enjoy a lot of questionable fame. New Iberia, 
Crowley and Jennings forbid strangers to indulge in dances that border 
upon the disreputable and Thibodeax should take the same stand. It is true 
that self-respecting young ladies and gentlemen might remedy matters by 
withdrawing from dances wherein immoral dances are attempted or 
tolerated, but they do not seem to have the moral courage to take a 
decisive stand and thus the condition appears to have their approval. In 
former times when a young man tried to introduce improper dances or held 
a girl in a way that was not in accord with gentlemanly bearing he soon 
found that a majority of the self-respecting girls would not accord him 
dances and he had to give up his tactics, but this commendable style of 
snubbing impolite young men is not popular now-a-days and so it's up to 
the dance managers to act. Notify strangers that they must either behave or 
keep away. They'll behave all right if just a little firmness is shown." (May 
22) 
 
"Toots" Johnson again in engaged for a local dance: 
 

"Toot" Johnson's famous orchestra of Baton Rouge, will be here 
June 12th and play for the dance at the pavilion." (May 27) 
 
A benefit is held at Lafourche Crossing using the Gabriel band for dance music: 
 

"All the young people of Thibodeax and vicinity are invited to go 
to Lafourche (formerly Lafourche Crossing) next Tuesday night and enjoy 
the dance that will be given in Fraternal Hall for the benefit of the 
Lafourche School. Gabriel's Orchestra will supply the music, which should 
be good news to those who find dancing the best form of diversion." (May 
27) 
 
As was the usual tradition after a social activity there was a dance. After a play at 

the Raceland Theater, Gabriel's Band furnishes music for the dance that followed: 
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"If you failed last night to be at the "Girls of the Sea," which was 
presented at the Raceland Theater, and at the People Theater and at 
Labadieville Theater. After the performance at the People's Theater 
tonight, they'll be a dance, music being furnished by Gabriel's Orchestra. 
(People's Theater at St. Johns above Thibodeax) (June 3) 
 
The Firemen hold their annual parade and one of the bands playing in it is the 

Thibodeax City Band. (June 17)  
"Toots" again plays for a dance in Thibodeax: 
 

""Toot" Johnson's Jazz Band will be coming to Thibodeax next 
Tuesday, coming here to play for a dance at the Woodmen Hall, under the 
auspices of the Midnight Club." (July 1) 
 
We find a small article that states: "There'll be a DANCE TONIGHT in the D. 

Guillot Hall, 3 miles above Thibodeax. Gabriel's Orchestra will fount the music. Come 
and bring your best girl." (July 8) 

The Midnight Club is a very active dance club and hire the bands that will draw a 
crowd, thus they hire the popular jazz bands. Their next dance features the Williams' 
Orchestra: 

 
"The Midnight Club of Thibodeax will have a dance tonight in the 

Woodmen Hall, in Thibodeax, when an enjoyable time is expected by the 
young people. Claiborne Williams' Orchestra will furnish the music, which 
means something up to date." (July 15) 
 
The club gives another dance with music furnished by the Williams Band on 

Thursday, July 29th (July 22) 
In August we read of another dance by the same club, using the same Williams' 

Orchestra: 
 

"The Midnight Club will give its next dance tonight, even if the 
weather man is not giving us what we consider a square deal. Claiborne's 
Jazz Band will "drive dull cares away." 
 
Another brass band leader dies: "The citizens of Thibodeax learn of the death that 

took place in Houma...Prof. Fabregas, who as the leader of the Houma Band has many 
times furnished us with delightful music." (August 19) 

A dance is held that uses the Stewart Band of Baton Rouge. This band was the 
'second' band of "Toots" Johnson. Using a second band was the practice of the more 
popular band leaders as they received job offers that fell on the same night and formed 
two bands to fulfill these engagements. After some time, Stewart formed his own band 
and became very popular. The paper mentions that this is a white band, but all research 
shows that it was a black band from Baton Rouge: 
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"The young men of Thibodeax give a dance tonight at the 
Woodmen Hall. They will have a band that has never played here before - 
the famous Stewart Jazz Orchestra of Baton Rouge all while musicians." 
(August 19) 
 
The next article is interesting as the paper had previously stated that the Stewart 

Band of Baton Rouge was a 'white' band. The correction states that there are two colored 
bands from Baton Rouge. 

A new dance hall is opened in Raceland and for the opening they engage a band 
call the Spanish Fort Jazz Band': 

 
"The opening of the Bourgeois Pavilion in Raceland, was not as 

much of a success as had been expected, due to the bad weather that 
prevailed, hence it has been decided to have an impressive opening 
Saturday night. A splendid Spanish Fort Jazz Band has been engaged for 
the occasion." (August 26) 
 
The Stewart Jazz Band is again hired to play for a local dance: 
 

"Invitations will be issued tomorrow for a dance to be given by the 
young men of Thibodeax next Tuesday night at the WOW Hall, music 
being furnished by Stewart's Jazz Orchestra from Baton Rouge." (August 
26) 
 
"Toots" Johnson's Band plays for a Farewell dance in Houma: 
 

"One of the attractive affairs closing the Summer Social season of 
Houma will be the Farewell Dance given to the College Set and local 
teachers, on Thursday, September 4th, under the auspices of Phi Gamma, 
at the commodious hall at the Parish Fair grounds. Invitations will be sent 
out in Houma and the surrounding towns. The Committee has been able to 
secure the famous "Toots" Johnson Jazz Orchestra, of Baton Rouge and 
this will probably be their last appearance in Houma this season." (Sept. 4) 
 
We mentioned earlier that numerous dance clubs were forming in Thibodeax. 

Such is the case as we read that "A new dancing Club in Thibodeax-dance at WOW Hall 
(called "Chat Noir") which means black cat." (Sept. 9) 

The Stewart Band again appears in Thibodeax, playing for another dance: 
 

"A dance will be given next Tuesday night in the Woodmen Hall 
under the auspices of Mr. Ed. Naquin & Mr. J. Wilson Lepine Jr. Music 
will be furnished by Stewart's Jazz Band of Baton Rouge." (Sept. 16) 
 
There is again talk about having a band in Thibodeax: 
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"TALK OF A BAND - The notices issued by the secretary-
manager of the Thibodeax-Lafourche Association of Commerce, states 
that at the next meeting the subject for discussion will be a "Brass Band." 

There's room in Thibodeax for a first class band but it seems 
difficult to maintain such an organization, there seemingly being two 
drawbacks. On this, that funds are not usually contributed freely enough to 
enable a band to meet expenses and the other drawback is not having 
sufficient new material for the membership-not enough boys who take up 
the study of music while at school. In the past, the Thibodeax College was 
the mainstay of excellent bands that charmed the citizens of Thibodeax, 
the College having turned out the Legendres, the Revieres, the Trones and 
others who, encouraged by admiration and applause, developed into 
musicians that furnished music enchantingly harmonious. If the College 
would again take hold of the matter we believe that Thibodeax would not 
be long without a splendid band. Of course, there's some good material 
amongst the older boys-such as L. B. Julliet, "Doc." Aucoin, E. J. 
Legendre, E. N. Roth, Jr., Jos. A Robichaux and possibly others, but these 
"boys" have gotten to that point in life where they do not care about being 
called upon regularly once a week to attend a rehearsal. They prefer to sit 
down and listen while "George does it." There's one exception amongst 
these older boys-that exception is Judge Reviere, who is always ready to 
"beat the band." (Sept. 25) 
 
There are two articles about the Midnight Dance Club: 
 

"Originally the Midnight Club ruled that its dances should 
terminate at midnight, but the last invitations, issued for the dance Friday 
night, said the dance would be from 9:30 P. M. to 2 A. M. when the 
dancers dispersed shows how interesting the occasion must have been. 
This Club reminds us somewhat of the Elite Social Club and the Sans 
Souci Club that were the lions of Thibodeax society before some of the 
present young folks were born." (Oct. 2) 
 

"The next dance of the Thibodeax social organization known as the 
Midnight Club will take place tomorrow night. The music will be 
furnished by Claiborne Williams' Orchestra, of Donaldsonville." 

Next week, October 31st, the Midnight Club will give a Halloween 
dance, when "Toots" Johnson's Band of Baton Rouge, will make the 
welkin ring with its melodies and shouting. Thus there are two interesting 
occasions I sight for our young people." (Oct. 9) 

The next week there is another dance using the Stewart Jazz Band. 
(Sept. 30) We also read that there are only three Sundays left for the jitney 
dances at Thibodeax Park Pavilion. (Oct. 7) 
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Gabriel's Band is engaged to play for a dance at the Midnight Theater at 
Matthew's: 

 
"Dance, Saturday - Midnight Theater at Matthew's - The poster say 

Gabriel's Jazz Orchestra will furnish the music for the occasion." (Oct. 14) 
 
We read plans that the Thibodeax Concert Orchestra will give their first concert: 
 

"THIBODEAX CONCERT ORCHESTRA TO GIVE CONCERT - 
The recently organized concert orchestra will render the first concert on 
Thanksgiving night in the Convent Auditorium. The organization being 
great in need of a "starting fund" has decided to charge a small admission 
fee to this first performance. 

The program will include operatic airs interspersed with standard 
popular numbers and waltzes, and a baritone solo by Mr. Marcle Reviere. 
The vocal numbers will represent the best efforts of some of Thibodaux’s 
most talented singers. The comedy part of the program will be handled by 
Messrs. Wallace and O'Rourke. Mr. O'Rourke, be it remembered is the 
man who led the K. of C.'s Parade and who took first prize of the 
celebration on Columbus Day. 

The orchestra is composed of twenty of our best local musicians, 
and has been rehearsing twice a week for the past month under the able 
leadership of Mr. F. J. Legendre. The aim and purpose is to encourage the 
study of the "old Masters" and to give to our home town a musical 
organization that will rank with the best in the South. 

Come to the concert and you will not only "get your money's 
worth" but you will also be encouraging home talent. 

The members of the orchestra are as follows: Director - J. 
Legendre; Violins: J. W. O. Coignet, Miss Velma Legendre, Miss Marie 
Gaude, Miss F. Schnekler, Armand Daigle, Frank Billieu, Alonzo Mayer, 
Bro. Florian; 'Cello: Mrs. Alice Billiu; Bass: Bro. Oliver; Piano: Lloyd 
Meyer; Cornets: Paul P. Delaune, Guy Legendre; Clarinet: E. E. Bouterie; 
Saxophone: P. J. Aucoin; flute: E. N. Roth, Jr.; Horn: Oscar Bouterie; 
Trombone: Marcel Reviere; Drums: Joseph A. Robichaux." (Nov. 20) 
 
The new orchestra gives this first concert: 
 

"ORCHESTRA GIVES FIRST CONCERT - A very pleasing 
concert was given at the local Convent auditorium on Thanksgiving 
evening marking the first public appearance of the recently organized 
Symphony Orchestra. The program consisted principally of selections by 
the orchestra, and also a number of vocal and instrumental selections. The 
comedy part of the program was furnished by Messrs. Wallace and 
O'Rouke. The songs by the different ladies were well rendered, as also the 
instrumental selections. The program was as follows: Repasz March and 
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Two Step (Chas. C. Sweeley); The Missouri Waltz (Frederick Knight 
Logan and John Valentine Eppel); Misses Cecile and Florence Boudreaux, 
accompanied by Miss May Boudreaux, "THE TAXI," Sounds from Erin 
Waltzes (C. W. Bennett); Grand Fantasia, Tramp, Tramp, Tramp (Baritone 
solo); Marcel Reviere (T. H. Rollinson); The Moonlight Waltz (Frederick 
Knight Logan); O'Rourke and Wallace, In After the Ball; Selection, Faust 
(Gounod); The U. S. Navy March. (H. J. Crosby)" (Nov. 27)  
 
The Thibodeax City Band schedules an entertainment: 
 

"The Thibodeax Concert Band will give an entertainment in the 
convent auditorium on Nov. 25th, thanksgiving night." (Nov. 11) 
 
The "Chat Noir" Club gives another dance with the music furnished by Stewart's 

Band: 
 

"According to invitations that have been issued, the Chat Noir will 
prowl around tomorrow night in the Woodmen Hall, from 9-2. Stewart's 
Jazz Band will keep the Chat Noir's on the irresistible move." (Nov. 18) 
 
The concert orchestra makes their initial appearance: 
 

"IT WAS A THRILL - Those who failed to attend the 
entertainment given last Thursday night in the auditorium of Mount 
Carmel convent missed a real treat. It was the initial appearance in public 
of the Thibodeax Concert Orchestra, which was recently organized in 
Thibodeax with Prof. E. J. Legendre and other local talent composing the 
membership. 

The attendance was not as large as it could have been, but what 
was lacking in number or quantity was, made up in quality-an audience 
that seemed to appreciate good music and the efforts of those who tried to 
make the time pleasant. 

The selections by the orchestra proper were very much enjoyed, 
especially the selection from the Bohemian Girl, during the rendition of 
which those old familiar and ever charming strains of the song, "Then, 
You'll Remember Me" were produced so well that one could easily 
imagine the words of "when other lips and other hearts their tales of love 
shall tell, in such a moment I but ask that you'll remember me." 

Besides the orchestral features the program was enhanced with a 
dust-The Taxi-so effectively rendered by Misses Cecile and Florence 
Boudreaux (two of the pretty daughters of Postmaster Alb. Bourdreaux), 
that they had to respond to an encore and sing "My Gal,"  they being 
accompanied by Miss May Bourdreaux. The comedy part of the program 
fell to the lot of Mr. Fred C. O'Rourke (who is almost Irish) and Mr. Gus 
C. Wallace, who is more Irish than anything else. That they filled their part 
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of the bill successfully goes without saying, they being encored so often 
that they are nursing corns that grew on their foot that night....... 

Altogether, the Thibodeax Concert Orchestra, which is yet very 
young, did splendidly, so well, in fact; that we believe it will not be out of 
place to repeat the names that appeared in the Comet two weeks ago, as 
follows: Director, E. J. Legendre; Violins, J. A. O Coignet, Misses Velma 
Legendre, Maris Gaudet, F. Schneider, Messrs. Armand Daigle, Frank 
Billiu, Alonzo Meyer, Bro. Florian; Cello, Mrs. Alice Billlliu, and Bass 
Bro........." (Dec. 2) 
 
The Giersdorf Entertainers come to Thibodeax and advertise their group as 

"lovers of music: classical or jazz": 
 

"ATTENTION! ALL LOVERS OF MUSIC: CLASSICAL OR 
"JAZZ." There is going to be a rare musical treat at the High School 
Auditorium on next Sunday, Dec. 5t at 8:30 P. M. 

The Tyler (Texas) Daily Courier-Times of Nov. 19th has the 
following to say of THE GIERSDORSF MUSICAL SHOW DELUXE 
which will appear here: 

"The Giersdorf Entertainers played to pleased audiences yesterday 
afternoon and last night at the Palace and to tell the truth about the show, it 
is the best ever presented in Tyler. The music was rich and rare; 
interpreting the best there is in popular, "jazz" and classics. Each place, 
and those who have seen the show pronounce it a genuine treat. The 
dances, vaudeville, acts, vocal and instrumental music, and the clever 
work of the chief entertainer, Little Miss Rae Giersdorf, make up a novel 
and nifty program-one that you seldom have the chance to enjoy." - "A 
word to the wise is sufficient." This company is giving Thibodeax one 
night between their Morgan City and Houma engagements and it is to be 
hoped that Thibodeax folks will appreciate having an opportunity to 
witness something out of the ordinary and will turn out next Sunday night 
in large numbers to see this extraordinary attraction. WATCH FOR THE 
STREET PARADE at 4:00 P. M." (Dec. 4) 
 
Dance will take place tonight in the Woodmen Hall under the auspices of the Jolly 

Boys Club, who live up to their name and make things jolly. The committee in charge 
states that Gabriel's Jazz Orchestra will furnish the music." (Dec. 9) 

The year ends with the appearance of the Virginia Minstrels and a dance of a 
dancing club called the "Jolly Boys Club'" 

 
1921 

 
What is called the "Thibodeax Concert and Symphony Orchestra present a 

program: 
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"The local Catholic Church building fund stands excellent chance 
of being added to shortly by different amusement features scheduled for 
the near future. On the 2nd of the approaching month the Thibodeax 
Concert and Symphony Orchestra will offer a program, consisting of 
music, vocal and instrumental, and some excellent vaudeville numbers, at 
the convent auditorium. We understand also that several social events are 
scheduled, some of them previous to the Lenten season, but we have no 
definite data and therefore can give no data or location. 

Following is the program to be rendered Wednesday night: 
 
   Part I 
 
1 - The U. S. Navy March - H. J. Crosby) 
2 - Flowrets-Valse Lente - (Louis Ganne) 
3 - Vocal Selection - Mrs. Jon Wink - accompanied by Miss Velma 

Legendre. 
4 - Selection Lucia Di Lamermoor (Donizetti) 
5 - If I were a Boy - L. Badeaux; If I were a Girl - G. Coignet 
6 - Grand Fantasia, Tramp, Tramp, Tramp - by special request - 

baritone solo-Marcel Reviere 
 
   Part II 
 
7 - Echoes from the South - (John N. Klohri - selection of 

Plantation Songs) 
8 - In Pleasant Pastimes and song - Mr. F. c. O'Rourke 
9 - Meditation from Thais - Violin Solo - (Massenet) Sen. J. A. O. 

 Coignet, accompanied by Miss Velma Legendre. 
10 - O'Rourke & Wallace in "Me thing much" 
11 - Selection, Il Trovatore (Verdi) 
12 - Blue Rose Waltz (Frederick Knight Logan) 
Admission Adults, 50 cents; children 25 cents." (Jan. 29) 

 
The jazz age continues and new jazz bands are mentioned: the Comeaux Band, 

and the James Band of Thibodeax. The only brass band we read about is the Baton Rouge 
Stanacola Band.  

The first item is about dancing. At the Midnight Club dances a sign is posted 
"Positively no shimmying." (Jan. 6) The jitney dances continue and a benefit dance is 
held for the Vililant Hose Co. (Feb. 17) 

The Comeaux Band is mentioned for the first time and plays for a dance at the 
Raceland Pavilion: 

 
"They'll be a big dance next Saturday night at the Raceland 

Pavilion. Mr. Adney Bourgeois, the proprietor and manager of the 
pavilion, has engaged the Comeaux Brothers Orchestra for the occasion. 
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The Comeaux Brother's Orchestra will also supply music for the future 
dances at Raceland." (April 21) 
 
A popular dance band leader, J. E. Bayersdorffer places an advertisement in the 

local paper stating his band is available for engagements: 
 

"Those who give dances will doubtless be interested in an 
advertisement that we insert in another part of the 'Comet' from "The 
JazzLand Six," of New Orleans. The attractive letter head of this 
organization printed in two columns, says that its specialty is music and 
balls, weddings and diner and supper dances - Music for dances - 
Responsible party would like to get in touch with a party in Thibodeax or 
nearby towns for the purpose of giving dance, in Thibodeax or 
thereabouts. I am the leader of the best jazz band in New Orleans and can 
furnish best of references as to ability, character. If interested write J. E. 
Bayersdorffer, 234 Customhouse Bldg. New Orleans, La." (April 28) 
 
The Gabriel Band again plays for a local dance: 
 

"Grand dance tonight - If you are a young person (not over 75 years 
of age) you'll be interested in knowing that a dance will take place at the 
D. Guiollot Hall, above Thibodeax, tonight. Music by Jos. Gabriel's 
Orchestra." (April 28) 
 
The famous Stanacola Concert Band of Baton Rouge plays for a baseball game. 

We read: 
 

"Baseball Game - The Stanacola Band of some 40 instruments, will 
be here and enliven the park with music throughout the game. After the 
game at 6 pm the same band will give a free concert at the Thibodeax 
Park." (May 5) 
 
The Gabriel bands plays at Guillot's Hall: 
 

"A dance is advertised to take place tonight at the D. Guillot Hall, 
three miles above Thibodeax. Music by Gabriel's Orchestra." (May 12) 
 
The Stanacola Concert Band gives a concert in Thibodeax: 
 

"GOOD CONCERT LOCAL PARK - The Stanacola Concert Band 
from Baton Rouge, under the direction of Prof. J. E. Snee, who was a band 
conductor with the American Expeditionary forces, and is a White Castle 
boy, entertained with some good music. The band is composed of some 
twenty to twenty five pieces, and demonstrated the fact that they know 
something about the selections they handled. The "Selections from the 
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Sunny South," "Poet & Peasant, and "My Isle of Golden Dreams," as also 
the other numbers, brought forth encore after encore. Many were 
disappointed because the program had been announced for six o'clock, 
instead of five, as it was. The community certainly appreciated the treat the 
visiting musician offered them, and will be glad to hail them any old time 
they feel disposed to drop in. We say come again, and come often. The 
program was as follows: 

March, "Washington Grays" - Frafulla 
Selections, "Sounds from the Sunny South" - Isenman 
Popular numbers- 
 A - "Lassus Trombone," Fillmore 
 B - "I Never Knew," Marsh 
Ballad, "The Love Nest," Hirsch 
Waltz, "My Isle of Golden Dreams," Blaufuss 
Overture, "Poet & Peasant," Von Suppe 
Star Spangled Banner." (May 14) 

 
The Comeaux Brothers Band again plays in Thibodeax: 
 

"Special picture at St. Charles Theater at Lafourche. Besides the 
screen program Prof. Comeaux with his 8 piece orchestra will furnish 
music to make the occasion more interesting." (May 26) 
 
We have read earlier about dancing clubs. We find an article explaining how one 

operates: 
 

"YOU'RE INVITED TO JOIN - The undersigned is organizing a 
Dancing Club, with headquarters at Raceland, La., and he hereby invites 
all the respectable young men in the parish to join. Fees will be $2.00 per 
month, for which one dance will be given every month in the Aswad Hall, 
if 50 young men become members. If 100 join there will be two dances per 
month, or whatever surplus remains after each dance will be used for a 
free dance, the expenses to be deducted from the receipts are: ball rent, 
music, war tax, postage, etc. The more members at $2.00 per month the 
oftener will free dances be given. Every member, of course, will be 
expected to pay his monthly dues whether he misses one or all the dances 
in a month. The best music will be provided, the following bands being 
engaged at different times: Jos. Gabriel, Claiborne Williams, "Toot" 
Johnson and Stewart's. 

The first dance will take place June 3rd, music then being 
furnished by Gabriel's orchestra. Send in your fees and be ready, as 
members, to "take-in" the dance." B. ASWAD. (May 26) 
 
We find a small article, after the advertisement, about J. E. Bayersdorffer, the 

orchestra leader from New Orleans, stating that "Responsible party would like to get in 
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touch with a party in Thibodeax or nearby town for the purpose of giving dances in 
Thibodeax or thereabouts. I am the leader of the Best Jazz Band in New Orleans, and can 
furnish best of references as to ability and character. It interested write J. E. 
Bayersdorffer, 224 Customhouse Bldg., New Orleans, La." (May 26) 

The concert by the Concert Orchestra on June 17th proves a success: 
 

"CONCERT LAST EVENING - SUCCESS - The musical concert 
and minstrel given in the auditorium of the local convent, last evening, for 
the benefit of the Concert Orchestra proved a social and financial success, 
from all reports reaching us. The program was exceptionally well received, 
and was as follows: 

Belfords Carnival March - Orchestra 
Overture - Princess of India - Orchestra 
Song "Now you Stop" Miss Velma Legendre 
Selection - "Martha," - Orchestra 
Baritone Solo - Nellie Gray - Marcel Reviere 
"Moonlight on the Nile," - Orchestra 
Violin Selection, Leslie Carmichael (7 years of age) 
"Sky Pilot," - Orchestra 
Clarinet Solo, Edward Borne 
College Midget Band, with C. Landry, Leader, and composed of 

the following: E. Borne, L. Bourgeois, V. Bourgeois, H. Schexnyder, L. 
Caillouet, C. F. Daigle, E. Hebert, M. Foret, R. Leonard, D. Grass, H. 
Leonard, T. Roger, S. Beauvais, R. Daigle, P. Troupe, R. Gibbens, D. 
Gibbens, R. Toups. - "Progress of Madness," 

Minstrel 
"Finale" Orchestra, "Excelsior" 
Orchestra under leadership Mr. E. J. Legendre." (June 18) 
 

We note further engagements for the James Boys Orchestra. They play for three 
dances at Guillot's Hall. This family is among the elite families of the Negro population, 
the other two being Gabriel and Jiles: 

 
"There'll be a dance tonight at the D. Guillot Hall, three miles 

above Thibodeax. Music by the James Boys Band," (June 16) and Dance 
at Gulliot Hall (June 30), and Dance, Guillot Hall, Jazz music by the 
James Boys. (July 14) 
 
The next article I think misspells the name of the Comeaux Band as they write 

'Come' jazz band: 
 

"Patterson does not intend to let Thibodeax stand out as the only 
pebble on the beach. In so far as having a park and dancing pavilion. Next 
Saturday night it will throw open to the public its new pavilion and it 
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extends an invitation to friends far and near. It is announced that the 
"Come" Jazz Band will be on hand and furnish music." (July 28) 
 
On Sept. 8 and 15th we read that the Gabriel Band is playing at Guillot's Hall: 
 

"Jitney dance tonight at D. Guillot's Hall, three miles above 
Thibodeax. Gabriel's Band will furnish the music." (Sept. 8) 

 
"Dance at Guillot's Hall. A gallery 7 feet wide by 34 feet in length 

has been added to the D. Guillot Hall to make the dance more pleasant for 
those who look on." (Sept. 15) 
 
The Knights of Columbus have their initiation and the "Thibodeax College Band 

supplied inspiring music." (Sept. 29) 
Another jitney dance is given in Guillot's Hall with "music by Gabriel's 

Orchestra." (Oct. 27) 
Houma holds a fair Sept. 4 and 5 with the "dance at the fair taking in the most 

money." The Houma Band earned $71.00 and the Schriever Band $160. (Oct. 27) 
The jitney dances close on Oct. 31 with the Gabriel Band providing the music for 

this last dance. (Nov. 10) 
The year ends with the Schriever Band providing music for the "citizens of 

Lafourche with an entertainment and dance." (Dec. 22) 
 

1922 
 

The year begins with the Thibodeax College Band playing at the first mass of 
Father Labets. It is under the direction of Father Theodorius. (Jan. 12) 

The dance year began with the Gabriel Orchestra playing at "D. Guillot's Hall and 
"dance as long as your jitneys last." (Jan. 12)  

We read of dances given by the Woodmen and that these dances will be 
suspended during Lent: 

 
"There was a good crowd at the jitney dance at the Woodmen Hall 

last Sunday. Only two more Sundays remain after tomorrow, when another 
will be held. On the 26th the last jitney will be operated. The dances will 
be suspended on account of Lent, and on Easter dancing will be resumed 
at the local park pavilion, as of yore, under the auspices of the Park 
Commission." (Feb. 10) 
 
The orchestra continues to be the steady band at Guillots as they again are 

mentioned playing in the Feb. 26th paper: 
 

"D. Guillot's Hall dance - music by Gabriel's Orchestra. Be on hand 
and keep time with the band." (Feb. 26) 
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There are an abundance of opportunities for dancing as we read about the many 
dances available: 

 
"With all the dancing had here this week - a jitney dance in the 

Woodman Sunday night, masked dance in the same hall Monday night and 
both a jitney dance at the pavilion and private dance in the Woodmen Hall 
Tuesday night - the young people have certainly had enough dancing to 
suffice for the 40 days that Lent holds away." (March 2) 
 
Once Lent is over we begin to read about dances being scheduled. We read that 

"There's to be an Easter dance at the Bourgeois pavilion at Raceland. Choose partners and 
be ready for the jazz." (April 20) Pavilions reopen and dancing is once again a popular 
activity: 

 
"Open air jitney dancing has lost none of its fascination, if we may 

judge by the crowd and the interest manifested last Sunday, upon the re-
opening of the Thibodeax Park Pavilion. Everybody was there." (April 20) 
 
We read of a new jazz group from Texas. This group will be engaged for a 

number of dances in the Thibodeax area: 
 

"Dance at D. Guillot's Hall. There’ll be a grand dance at the d. 
Guillot Hall, three miles above Thibodeax next Wednesday night, May 24. 
Music will be furnished by the Original Jassland Six of Beaumont, Texas." 
(May 18) 
 
"It looks like Thibodeax has adopted the Jazzland 6 or the Jassland 6 have 

adopted Thibodeax, for they are still with us, having played last night for a dance at the 
D. Guillot Hall. This band has won praise for Beaumont, where it originated and Mr. 
Fernand Braud, the originator." (May 25) 

 
"The Jazzland 6 are to bid us farewell today - as they leave for their 

Texas home. You, who loved the band so dear, may shed little salty tears." 
(May 25) 
 
A group called the Jazzerino Syncopators is hired to play a surprise party: 
 

"Miss Marquette Surprised - The Jazzerino Syncopators, not sin-
potatoes, as our linotype said last week with its misspelling were on hand." 
(May 25) 
 
We read of this new name band as it plays at an American Legion dance: 
 

"The evening was then taken up with dancing, the Legion 
conducting a dance at the pavilion to which everybody was invited and 
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which lasted until a late hour. Music for the dance was furnished by the 
Jazzarina Syncopators, a band composed of local boys, who considering 
the short time they have been organized play good music, particularly for 
dancing. The band is composed of: Violin, Armand Dailge; Trombone, 
Marcelle Reviere; Cornet, Wiley Steven; Banjo, Eugene Knobloch Jr.; 
Traps, Frank Billieu; Piano, Alonzo Meyer." (July 7) 
 
A number of dances are scheduled as we read of them in the June 29 paper: 
 

"Dances: Wednesday night young men of Thibodeax gave a dance 
in Woodmen Hall. Tomorrow night dance at D. Guillot's Hall, Saturday-
Raceland and Schriever; Sunday dance at pavilion in Thibodeax. Tuesday 
dance at local pavilion, one in Raceland and Houma." (June 29) 
 
The Jazzland Six is re-organized and must have returned to Thibodeax as they 

play for two local dances: 
 

"Dance Friday, June 30 at D. Guillot's Hall, three miles above 
Thibodeax, music by the re-organized Jazzland Six." (June 29) 

"The Jazzland Six will furnish the music for a dance that will be 
given at the Bourgeois Pavilion at Raceland." (June 29) 
 
The Comeaux Orchestra and the Gabriel Orchestra continue to play for local 

dances. There are probably more dances than there are orchestras: 
 

"Dancing party, Mr. Gustave Mire - The music was given by 
Comeaux's Band." (June 29) 
 

"There'll be a jitney dance at the Bourgeois Pavilion in Raceland 
every Saturday night, the first dance taking place on the 8th. Music will be 
furnished each dance by Jos. Gabriel's Orchestra." (August 3) 
 
Most dances and parties now engage jazz bands to furnish the music. A birthday 

party at Woodmen Hall hires "a jazz band to furnish the music." (August 3) 
The Jazzland Six again play for a local dance: 
 

"The "Deltas" a dancing organization that came into existence 
about 2 months ago, gave its 2nd dance last night in the Woodman Hall, 
the couples capping to sweet music from the Jazzland Six of Beaumont." 
(August 10) 
 
Jazz bands are being formed in all the towns of southern Louisiana. Even the 

small town of Labadieville forms a jazz band: 
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"St. John's News - A musicale was given at the home of Miss Ida 
Mire. The music was given by the Labadieville Jazz Band." (August 24) 
 
A new theater opens - the Brooklyn Theater at the corner of Narrow & 10th 

Streets. We read: 
 

"New Theater opened - Brooklyn Theater, corner of Narrow & 
10th Streets. The owners also own People's Theater, where tonight, after 
the show, a dance will take place, music being furnished by James Boys 
Jazz Band." (August 31) 
 
The Labadieville Jazz Band again plays for a private party: 
 

"Home of Miss Rudolph Soignet Friday night party. Dancing 
enjoyed by their many friends. Music was furnished by the Labadieville 
Jazz Band." (Sept. 7) 
 
The Jazzerino Syncopators are being hired for a number of dances: 
 

"The Jazzerino Syncopators are spreading out. They played for a 
dance at Donor Street Saturday, But the Jazzerino could not jazz Thursday 
night at the Grand Theater, as advertised, for 4 of their 7 members were in 
bed with the disease that catching nearly everybody." (Oct. 5) 
 
The Thibodeax Park and Pavilion close until the spring and dancing moves inside 

as the "jitney dances are at Woodman hall, the crowd in attendance showed that interest 
in jitneys as strong as ever." (Nov. 9) 

There are dances at Woodman Hall in October and November and finally a dance 
at the Luke Oncal Hall, above Thibodeax: 

 
"As we are a day late this week we are enabled to say that the 

Thanksgiving dance given last night in the Woodmen hall was every much 
enjoyed by a number of young people. The "original" Jazzland Six, of 
Beaumont, furnished music."(Nov. 30) 
 
We again read about Thibodeax organizing a town band. This article just re-

emphasizes the problem of a small town maintaining a brass band during this era: 
 

"HOW ABOUT A BAND? BOYS! We actually believe the talent 
in this town capable of organizing a band simply waits the invitation to 
come on. We are not in a position to take the lead, but we will do this 
much, if it will help any. We would like to get the name of every man 
from 15 years up to 60 who is capable of blowing a wind instrument, or a 
reed instrument, who plays by music, and actually likes music, and that 
done, we would be glad to call a meeting of all the musicians, have a get 
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together, and just see what can be done. Now, who will be the first 
musician to register for the Concert Band? Come on boys, let's have a real 
brass band, something that will march down the streets, receive the 
greetings, the plaudits, and the long green for engagements. It makes no 
difference how many of you come and how many times you come just 
come on." (Dec. 23) 
 

1923 
 

The Firemen hold their parade and one of the featured bands is the Stanacola 
Band of Baton Rouge: 

 
"Firemen to have big day - We are pleased to learn that the firemen 

have given up the idea of having their annual parade early in the afternoon 
on august 5th. Of course the parade would be over earlier, but we doubt 
that it would afford near as much pleasure as it will at the new hour 
decided upon 5 P. M. 

Another interesting feature in connection with the forthcoming 
parade as contained in a letter received last week by Dr. F. G. Wirt, the 
letter came from Baton Rouge and it said that the famous Stanacola band, 
composed of some 40 instruments, would be here, at its own expense, to 
participate in the parade. This promise shows great interest in the parade. 
It also gives assurance that we are going to have plenty of nice music, for 
besides the Stanacola band each of the four local fire companies will have 
its own band for the occasion." (June 23) 
 
The entries in the paper begin late in the year (April), and we read of some new 

bands in existence: the Black Devil Orchestra, the Kentucky Melody Band and the 
Napoleonville Jazz Band. 

The Thibodeax Pavilion opens in April and begins dancing. 
The Fireman's Parade is in July and the New Orleans Fireman's Band and the 

Stanacola Band of Baton Rouge participate." (July 26) 
An interesting item tells of the Jazzland Six merging with the Kentucky Melody 

Boys to become the Jazzland 8: 
 

"According to the Morgan City Review, the Jazzland Six have 
gone out of existence, having merged with the Kentucky Melody Band, of 
Louisville, Ky. It will hereafter be known as the Jazzland 8, having 8 
players. Mr. Fernand Braud, a member of the Jazzland 8, was in 
Thibodeax last Sunday. He will doubtless arrange to bring his band here 
before going to Texas." (August 9) 
 
A new band is organized in Napoleonville and play for a dance at Guillot's Hall: 
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"There will be a dance Saturday night at the D. Guillot Hall given 
by Luke Oncale, he not using his own hall for a season that cannot be 
stated at the present moment. The Napoleonville Jazz Band will furnish 
the music." (August 16) 
 
The Jazzland 8 did come by Thibodeax and play for a local dance: 
 

"There'll be a jitney dance tomorrow night at the Thibodeax Park 
Pavilion. Music will be furnished by the Jazzland 8, which means that the 
devotees of dancing will have jazz music of a high order." (August 30) 
 
The final musical entry of the year is an appearance of the "Black Devils, of 

Plaquemines, La.: 
 

"The Black Devils are coming to furnish music at the Thibodeax 
Pavilion for the benefit of the American Legion." (Dec. 13) 
 
Finally in the Dec. 15th issue of the paper we read a brief description of the town 

of Thibodeax. It is interesting as it speaks of the Catholic Church and that the old church 
was destroyed by fire. Prof. Chol was very dismayed upon seeing the remains of the 
church: 

 
"The old St. Joseph Catholic Church, built three quarters of 

a century ago by the late and highly beloved Father Menard, was 
one of the finest and most artistically decorated temples of Catholic 
worship in the country. The church was situated on the bayou a few 
acres below the cooperate limits of Thibodeax, in a magnificent 
grove of tress. In the rear of the edifice there was a large "Way of 
the Cross" leading to a mound of which there was a very large 
crucifix, all erected during the time of Father Menard. On 
appropriate occasions there were processions, headed by brass 
band, leading from the church, around the "Way of the Cross" and 
stopping at the foot of the crucifix on the mound, where eloquent 
missionaries electrified the vast multitudes who always took part in 
the ceremonials. Adjoining the site of the old church in the west, is 
the Catholic cemetery, perhaps one of the best kept in the state, and 
there are laid to rest members of the oldest and leading families of 
the Lafourche country. 

The old church was destroyed by fire several years ago, and 
practically all of the statues, paintings and decorations, the 
accumulations of more than half a century, were consumed by the 
flames. The lose included a hand-carved pulpit, made of 
mahogany, which was constructed many years ago by a stranger 
who drifted into the city. This pulpit was the only one of its kind in 
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the country; its price was inestimable and its loss was very much 
deplored. 

After the destruction of the old church a site was acquired 
on the canal near the center of the town, and here a larger and more 
imposing edifice was erected at a cost of approximately $200,000, 
under the supervision of Canon A. M. Barbier, and it was in this 
new temple that the beautiful ceremony of the investiture of Canon 
Barbier took place. Thibodeax is one of the largest and most 
important Catholic parishes in the state. The parishers are pious 
and charitable and never fail to respond to the call from their 
church. It was due to their great munificence that the new church 
was erected so soon after the destruction of the old." (Dec. 15) 
 

1924 
 

The jazz age is under way and it is becoming the most popular music for dancing. 
We find an article explaining just "What Makes a Great Jazz Band": 

 
"What Makes A Great Jazz Band. The ingredients necessary in the 

make-up of a modern jazz band of the highest type are varied, according to 
Frank Silver, the now-famous writer of "Yes We Have No Bananas," who 
brings his great jazz orchestra and company to Plaquemine on Saturday 
March 15th, Matinee and night at the Theatre Wilbert. "First," said Mr. 
Silver in a recent interview, "you have got to have the best and most expert 
musicians in the country to build up a really great jazz orchestra. They 
have got to be men who can read music like lightning (for we often play a 
new hit number just from the publishers, or the arranger, after one day's 
rehearsal) and they have to feel instinctively every gradation of rhythm, 
and be able to follow the tempo of their leader with just a suggestion if 
needs be. In our program we jazz the classics, we slip syncopation into 
some of the greats; music ever composed, in their or any other age, and our 
boys have to be real musicians to get the proper tilt, the swing and the dash 
as necessary in playing this music. We often take a new blues number, or a 
jazz hit, and after Mr. Erdody, the New York orchestral arranger, has 
finished with it, it is ten times more difficult than when it was first written. 
We introduce bits for the saxophones, for the violin, for the trumpet, the 
piano, and all blend together in a prismatic tonal effect, weaving in and out 
of the melody and the result is a big and dazzling flood of syncopation." 
Mr. Silver has selected the finest jazz musicians in America for his band 
and the result is one of the most sensational hits in the history of 
syncopation. His players are all capable of heading an orchestra of their 
own and each of them is known individually for the particular talent, and 
the manner in which the "Bababas" boys play together is said to make the 
weariest shoulder shook in spite of itself, and the tiredest foot keep time in 
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the marvelous rhythm and the constant stream of gorgeous syncopation." 
(March 15) 
 
There are not as many entries in 1924 but we read of a few new recreation places 

opening:" 
The first entry - the opening of jitney dances at the Thibodeax Park Pavilion opens 

with a benefit for the Thibodeax Library association. (April 17) 
 Dances are very successful at the park pavilion and an expansion is considered. 

We find articles about the popularity of dancing and jazz music which have everybody 
'hypnotized': 

 
"The Thibodeax pavilion was so crowded last Sunday night that 

some people left and went to Labadieville, where the crowd was equally as 
large as the one in Thibodeax and still there was a dance at Raceland and 
one at Lockport. If people would be as enthusiastic about business as they 
are about dances any worth while enterprise could be brought into 
existence at one single meeting of citizens. Jazz music and jazz steps have 
the old and the young hypnotized." (April 24) 
 

"It looks like the Thibodeax Park Commissioners will have to do 
something to take care of the crowds that flock to the pavilion every 
Sunday night. Last Sunday night and the Sunday before the crowd was so 
dense upon the balcony that surrounds the pavilion that crowding, 
squeezing and jostling were necessary in order to get from one place to 
another. Then the dancing floor, at times, appeared to be too small to 
comfortably accommodate the number of couples thereon. When the 
pavilion and balcony were erected it looked like they were large enough to 
take care of any crowd that might gather but since people find it a pleasure 
to come here from Terrebonne, Assumption and up and down the Bayou, it 
appears as if expansion will have to be made to meet the increased demand 
for standing room upon the balconies. Such popularity speaks well for 
Thibodeax, for the park and pavilion and for the management thereof." 
(May 1) 
 
There is a fair of May 31 using the Schriever Band: 
 

"Fair, Sacred heart at Cote Blanche, 3rd May. Schriever Band #1 
has been engaged to furnish music for the occasion and make the time pass 
so pleasantly that it will be enjoyable for all." (May 15) 
 
A new name is discovered as to dance halls. It is Alcide Pertuts Hall. The hall 

plans to have dances every Wednesday and Saturday. (May 15) We also read that the 
American legion sponsoring a dance at the Parish Fair Grounds. (May 15) 

We next read about the dance at the Woodmen Hall using the Comeaux Band and 
the music provided at the Grand Theater in Donaldsonville: 
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"A dance was given last Wednesday night at the Woodmen Hall as 

a farewell to the teachers who had taught at the public schools during the 
past season. The music was furnished by the Comeaux Band and it 
received generous applause. There was a time that dancers considered the 
music of the Comeaux Band as being "punk” or not the kind to inspire the 
dancers, but that opinion has changed. However, it is not only in 
Thibodeax that the band is spoken of in a complimentary manner, as the 
following appeared in a recent issue of the Donaldsonville Chief." (June 5) 
 

"The patrons of the Grand Theater were entertained to a rare 
musical treat last Tuesday night by the Comeaux orchestra of Thibodeax 
recently organized and composed of eight young white musicians-five 
Comeaux brothers, two Adams Brothers and Wallace Stephens. The band 
replaced Claiborne Williams' orchestra which usually plays on Tuesday 
nights, but which had an engagement elsewhere on that occasion. The 
Comeaux band dispensed fine music, which was greatly appreciated by the 
audience, who repeatedly "encored." (June 5) 
 
Dancing is still the most popular of social activities as we read of the new dance 

pavilion at Lake Verret: 
 

"Everybody went to the Lake Verret, or "West End Pavilion" 
opening last Friday afternoon, and that night everybody attended the "barn 
dance" at the Pavilion, the place being jammed with dancers and 
spectators. Then everybody went to Lockport Saturday night and attended 
the dance at the pavilion given by the American Legion. Surely, local 
citizens have had enough amusement to keep the blues away." (June 10) 
 
Lake Verret Resort is becoming "the" social place to be seen. We find a large 

article on the activities when one visits Lake Verret: 
 

"LAKE VERRET THE SOCIAL MAGNET - Lake Verret has 
seemingly displaced every other consideration in the minds of 
Thibodaux’s younger set, the older set and middle set. We imagine that the 
burden of their thoughts now is: 

Lake Verret! Lake Verret! 
I love you, yes, you bet. 
You haunt my dreams, 
Like fairest streams. 
I long to frolic in thy water fair. 
All submerged but my bobbed hair. 
This impulse is doubtless what prompted (Sic. long list of names) 

leaving Thibodeax Sunday morning in several autos bound for Lake 
Verret. 
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The destination was reached at about 11 A. M., everyone being 
hoof (a good word, if you do not think of charbon) dry and 
happy........Within a few minutes a number of the pic-nickers had reached 
the crude, cramped bath-house, the enclosure on this side of the wall being 
for ladies, while the sweat-box on the other side of the dividing wall is for 
"men only,"  boys being men and men being boys on such occasions. The 
finery that had been donned before leaving Thibodeax was quickly cast 
into a heap in the 2x1 bath-room and soon the bathers appeared, decked 
out in flashy suits, etc. 

After paddling in the waves for an hour or so an appetite was 
developed for the contents of the various baskets that had been taken to the 
grounds and the good things to eat were spread out and enjoyed as well as 
if they had been served at Hotel Jeffries. Then some of the party 
discovered that they needed more scrubbing and they went back to the 
clinging and dashing waves. Others, however, who had had enough water, 
contented themselves with seats upon the dancing pavilion watching the 
couples swing and twist in accordance with modern ideas of grace. 
Presently, some one announced: 

"Ladies and gentlemen: There will be dancing at this pavilion 
every Sunday from 3 P. M., music being furnished by Claiborne Williams 
Band." Then the band played "It Ain't Gonna Rain No Mo," as to 
encourage people to attend, "rain or shine." While we were observing the 
dancers and thinking that our crowd was the only one at Lake Verret, we 
began to spy so many new faces arriving from Thibodeax we became 
convinced that the crowd was made up of only Thibodeax citizens. Just 
then, however, we saw Judge Sam LeBlanc gliding about the floor with a 
pretty girl and we realized that when it came time for roll-call 
Napoleonville would not have to reply: "Absent." (Sic: a list is given of 
more names.) 

Lake Verret is not equipped as it will be later on, but even in its 
incomplete state it constitutes a resort that is meeting with much popular 
approval. We understand that the place is owned by Mr. Gates. Without 
introducing ourselves, (as we were not seeking an interview) we casually 
remarked to him that the outfit so far established must have cost quite a 
bit. "Yes," he said, "to dig that canal and to throw up that road that runs 
along the front of the grounds alone cost $14,000." Mr. Gates seems to be 
a very pleasant gentleman. He moves about quietly and gives orders 
without advertising the fact that he is "the boss." He evidently intends to 
run the place in an orderly manner, as he has signs up declaring that no one 
will be allowed on the grounds under the influence of liquor and no one 
will be permitted on the pavilion in his or her bathing suit. That the 
pavilion is conducted with care was shown when several Thibodeax boys 
who wanted to dance. They had gone to the resorts without their coats, but 
in order to dance they had to borrow a coat from one in the crowd, who 
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had been more thoughtful. Thus each boy had to wait until the coat was 
done with a dance before he could get his turn." (July 17) 
 
The new jazz dances are looked upon as being immoral and the town of 

Shreveport bans dancing: 
 

"No more dancing on Sunday in Shreveport (Caddo Parish) is 
allowed the Police Jury adopting an ordinance forbidding Sunday dances 
and requiring week-day dances to cease at mid-night. That's the way to do 
when people cast reason to the winds. The time will yet come when other 
latter day forms of amusement will also be regulated by law. There seems 
to be lots of truth in that saying that "If you allow some people an inch 
they'll take a foot." The young people and some of the older people now-a-
days want to take several feet in their desire to over indulge in 
amusements." (July 24) 
 
 
The Black Devil Orchestra plays for a dance at Alcie Pertuit's Hall: 
 

"A dance will be given on Saturday, August 16, at the Alcide 
Pertuit Hall, 8 pm, below Thibodeax. Music will be furnished by the Black 
Devil Orchestra." (August 7) 
 
The Comeaux Orchestra plays in Morgan City, La.: 
 

"From Morgan City Review: A jolly crowd from Thibodeax 
arrived at the Morgan City Beach Monday night about half past 8, and 
after taking a swim, went to the dance hall and danced to music by the 
well-known Comeaux Orchestra." (August 14) 
 

1925 
 

The twenties is the era of dancing and of jazz. We find an article about one of the 
most popular new dances, the Charleston: 

 
"THE CHARLESTON; NEGRO DANCE. - Among the passing 

fads of 1925 is the Charleston-otherwise a dance, and a very close cousin 
to the cross word puzzle. It originated principally from the Negro quarter 
of the city of Charleston, South Carolina, many years ago, but it is very 
popular with the flappers and letter of to-day Houma Courier. 

Last Sunday's New Orleans Item gives further evidence about the 
Charleston being a Negro dance as follows the Robichaux mentioned 
below being we understand a Negro. (Sic: John Robichaux, a native of 
Thibodeax) 
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"Wow," shouts the multitude as it twists itself into unthinkable 
contortions and misshapen postures "hot stuff, the Charleston!" 

Modern - well not exactly - what is known as the Charleston - the 
feverish knocking of knees and twisting of feet that is shaking down 
buildings, morals and avoirdupois, is over a hundred years old, and these 
frenzied dance hounds are breaking ankles and bank accounts in agonizing 
attempts literally to keep step with what they believe are the latest 
movements in world of jazz. 

Such grotesque squirmings and torturous writhings went 
introduced no less than a century ago by the dusky population on the sugar 
and cotton plantations. 

Talk to any plantation owner and he will tell you that these violent 
knee-bending and ankle-twisting comprised the most popular jig of the 
Negro workers, and could be witnessed at any moment of the day or night 
when the twang of a banjo was heard coming from the Negro cabins. The 
only feature of the dance that has suffered change in its name. In the days 
before it had invaded the ball rooms of society it was known as "The 
Nigger Breakdown," a name which is certainly more fitting than the 
"Charleston," "Nervous Breakdown" would be still more to the point-
while "Delirium Tremens" would be the essence of perfect description. 

John Robichaux, orchestra leader of the Lyric Theatre, says that the 
Charleston is nothing but an elaboration of plantation dances of the past 
hundred years. He also says, "I saw the steps in the old reels and jigs 
around Thibodeax, La., when I was a boy 46 years ago." 

And now that we have been assured that this dance, which was 
thought to be ultra modern, could have been performed by our great-
grandmothers when they were in their teens, the next question naturally is 
"Who popularized the "Nigger Breakdown," and who committed the sin of 
changing its name?" 

The version most widely accepted is that in Charleston, South 
Carolina, about two years ago, a booking agent saw a small Negro 
newsboy on a street corner going through series of rhythmical twistings. 
The said booking agent being immensely pleased with the effect and with 
the thought of how ravenously the younger jazz fiends would grab at this 
opportunity to wriggle, introduced this small darkey to some dancing 
school masters. Save the steps the correct amount of publicity and let the 
daughters and sons and fathers and mothers do the rest. 

Incidentally, the two beat Charleston dancers of the country are two 
dusky natives of Columbus, South Carolina, who were chosen from among 
a group of plantation hands and put behind the footlights." (Jan. 28) 
 
A surprise party was given in honor of Mr. & Mrs. Louis Casso. We read that 

"The dance was one of the most enjoyable given recently. Music for the occasion was 
furnished by Comeaux's Jazz Band of Thibodeax." (August 15) 
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Music was present at most activities of this era. Music was present at baseball 
games and even prize fights: 

 
"AT LAROSE - Two drawing cards-a dance and a fight-which do 

you prefer? They will both take place Saturday night, September 12th, at 
the Richaux Dance Hall, at Larose, 12 miles below Lockport. The fight, 
according to posters that the Comet office has printed, will be FREE and 
will consist of three bouts, the first being six rounds, between Kid Brown 
and Young Jess Willard. Second-four rounds-Battling Cheramie vs. 
'Knockout' Cheramie. Third-four rounds-Happ Benoit, of Thibodeax vs. 
Nootsie Labruse, of New Orleans. After the referee announces that the 
fights are over, dancing will begin and last as long as the young people 
desire." (Sept. 10) 
 
The re-opening of the Bourgeois Pavilion is noted with the Black Devils 

Orchestra furnishing the music: 
 

"The re-opening last Saturday night of the improved Bourgeois 
Pavilion, at Raceland, we understand, drew a monster crowd-a real mob-
going there from far and near to view the transformation that had taken 
place in the pavilion. The onlookers, as well as the dancers, enjoyed the 
occasion, for they had comfortable seats, which is an innovation in 
pavilions. The Black Devils Orchestra furnished music that kept the young 
people in great spirits until a late hour. 

Next Saturday night, Sept. 5th, another dance takes place at the 
Bourgeois Pavilion, the music being furnished by Comeaux Jazz Band, 
supplemented with several musicians from Texas. 

Next Thursday, Sept. 10th, there'll be a grand Jitney Barn Dance at 
the Boureois Pavilion, the young ladies and young men appearing in their 
swell farm clothes. It will doubtless be occasion for much merriment." 
(Sept. 13) 

 
1926 

 
There is little said about in regard to music activities except the dances. Jazz 

bands are the rage and the Comeaux Orchestra secures a lot of jobs. The Bourgeois 
Pavilion is reopened in Raceland. The first dance of Mardi Gras season in Thibodeax at 
Woodman's Hall is the first entry with no band named. 

The next entry is a dance is in Lockport with the Comeaux Orchestra: 
 

"A grand masquerade dance will be given by the young men of 
Lockport on Monday night, Feb. 15th. The music will be furnished by the 
"old reliable" Comeaux Jazz Orchestra." (Feb. 4) 
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We again read of new dancing pavilions opening and new dance bands being 
featured. 

The year begins with the Comeaux Orchestra providing music during a play: 
 

"Lost Battallion" - The Comeaux Jazz Orchestra furnished the 
music, free of charge, during the presentation of the Lost Battallion, a 
photo play." (April 30) 
 
Jazz is king and we can see its influence as we read of the Fireman's Parade's use 

of jazz music: 
 

"Have your horse groomed and ready to prance to the jazz music 
that will fill the air on June 14 when the Thibodeax Firemen will have 
their annual parade." (June 4) 

 
The dance was a success as reported in the same issue of the paper. The firemen 

give a free dance and for the music they engage the famous Tuxedo Band of New 
Orleans: 

 
"Free dance Saturday. The Thibodeax Fire Department will 

entertain Saturday at the Thibodeax Park and Pavilion, where it will give a 
free dance, starting at 2pm and continuing until feet cannot go any more. 
Music will be furnished by the Tuxedo Band that is to accompany the 
Railroad excursionists. (June 17) 

 
A new dance hall called the “Tokio” opens and features a new dance orchestra: 
 

"The "Tokio" is the name of one of the dancing pavilions at 
Raceland, the amusement - lovers of that part of the parish, having several 
pavilions to dance life's problems away. The "Tokio" which belongs to Mr. 
Ignace Guidry, had a dancing program last Saturday and Sunday, music 
having been furnished by Clancy's Jazz Kings of New Orleans." (July 9) 

 
The Comeaux Band plays again in Lockport: 
 

"There will be a dance tomorrow night at the Community Pavilion 
of Lockport. Music will be furnished by Comeaux's Orchestra." (July 29) 

 
We read that the dance hall in Raceland, the "Bourgeois Dancing Pavilion" 

updates its facilities: 
 

"Bourgeois Dancing Pavilion at Raceland - being equipped with 
electric lights and fans. The floor will be waxed so that it will always be 
smooth and a dressing room for ladies will be provided." (July 30) 
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We have previously mentioned the advertisement found giving the name of 
Johnny Bayersdorffer's band. He is engaged for a dance at Lafourche Crossing: 

 
"A "subscription dance" was given Tuesday night at the Lafourche 

Country Club, the dancers keeping step to music furnished by Johnny 
Bayersdorffer and his Jazzola Novelty Orchestra." (August 13) 

 
In August the Comeaux Orchestra plays again in August: 
 

"There will be a dance Sunday at the Lockport Pavilion. Music by 
the Comeaux Jazz Orchestra." (August 26) 
 
The Comeaux Band also plays for a private party at White Plantation: 
 
"Party - Mrs. Leggett of New Orleans at White Plantation. We all thank the kind 

hearted Comeaux boys for their music." (August 26) 
 

A new name in dance halls is part of the dance scene found: 
 

"There will be a dance next Saturday, August 29 at the Theophile 
Lirette Hall at Bayou Cane, between Houma and Thibodeax. The posters 
that the Comet printed for the dance says the music will be furnished by 
the Black Devils of Plaquemine." (August 27) 
 
The Tokio Dance Hall continues giving dances and a new name band furnishes 

music: 
 

"The Comet has printed posters for a dance that will take place 
Saturday night at the Raceland Tokio Dance pavilion. A feature of the 
dance will be music by the Victor 9 piece Orchestra of Baton Rouge, with 
a girl at the piano." (Sept. 17) 
 
The Black Devils of Plaquemine, La. and the Charles Band, of Mississippi, play 

for a Red Men dance in the evening after a big Red Men celebration in Thibodeax: 
 

"....After the program at A-Muz-U park there will be an Indian war 
dance at the Thibodeax Park Pavilion at 7 P. M. The regular price will be 
charged dancers at the pavilion, but spectators will have to pay 10 cents to 
stand upon the balcony. Two bands - the Black Devils, of Plaquemine, and 
the "Charles" Band, of Mississippi - will furnish continuous music at the 
park and pavilion." (Sept. 18) 
 
A fair and dance is held in Lockport: 
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"There'll be a big fair Saturday and Sunday, at Lockport for the 
benefit of Lockport Park and Pavilion. 

Your presence at the fair will be appreciated. Music for dancing 
will be by "Les Chats Noir" Orchestra of Loyola University." (Sept. 23) 
 
We read of the Grand Theater presenting vaudeville which included a four-piece 

jazz orchestra; 
 

"TOMORROW NIGHT AT THE GRAND THEATER - The 
Louisiana Troubadour Entertainers will be at the Grand Theater, 
tomorrow, Friday night, in a medley of Music, Songs, Dances and 
Comedy. The attraction comes here with the highest recommendation from 
all parts of Georgia, Florida, Mississippi and Louisiana as one of the best 
attractions of its kind on the road today. Mr. Paul Walsdorf, the tenor 
soloist of the company, has an exceptionally fine tenor voice, being very 
mellow and sweet. Jimmy Dale, the ace of spades, the black-face 
comedian, formerly an end man with the O'Brien Minstrels, is one of the 
best in the business at the present time. He will positively chase away your 
worries. The four-piece orchestra will render jazz and sweet music, so 
don't miss this opportunity to see the best vaudeville acts that the Grand 
has had the pleasure of bringing to the people of Thibodeax. The 
Entertainers will appear on the stage after the 1st. and 2nd. shows. Prices 
of admission: 15, 20 and 35 cents." (Sept. 30) 

 
The Victor Orchestra was a popular orchestra in the Baton Rouge area. It was 

really not unusual for a woman to be at the piano in early dance bands. (See: "Jazz 
Lectures" Woman Pianist in Early Jazz" -Basin Street Press-1996) Women pianist were 
used in early jazz as they usually were able to read music and play the correct chords so 
that the hornsmen could hear the correct structure of a new song) 

Another dance hall, the Oncale Dance hall, has made improvements: 
 

"Dance at hall of Luke Oncale a short distance above Thibodeax. 
Mr. Oncale has had the place considerably improved and thus made more 
attractive to those who find that life is not worth living unless there is a 
jazz dance at least once a week." (Nov. 5)  
 
The Comeaux Band, again are mentioned as they play for a dance in Lockport: 
 

"There will be a special Thanksgiving dance Thursday night at the 
Lockport Pavilion given by the Civic Club. Music will be furnished by 
Comeaux's Orchestra." (Nov. 25) 
 
The Grand Theater has a 'house' orchestra named the Grand Jazz orchestra; the 

previous name of the group was the Sunny South Orchestra: 
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"GRAND JAZZ ORCHESTRA - The Sunny South Orchestra, 
which had been in existence for several years and which furnished 
appreciative music for a number of public entertainments in this town, 
decided last week to re-organize by adding new members. Mr. Hurvy 
Berfgero, banjo player, whose parents recently moved from Napoleonville 
to Thibodeax, was made leader of the new orchestra, which will bear the 
name of the "Grand Jazz Orchestra," the word "Grand" being adopted as a 
compliment to the Grand Theatre, where the orchestra will appear weekly. 
It will also play for dances or other places of amusement. Besides the 
leader the other members of the orchestra are: Marcel Reviere, trombone; 
Oscar Bourerie and Guy Legendre, saxophones; Wally Stevens, cornet; 
Lloyd L. Meyeer, piano; Sheard Ber, drums." (Nov. 25) 
 
We again read the name of the Grand Jazz Orchestra of Thibodeax: 
 

"The Grand Jazz Orchestra of Thibodeax had its first outing last 
Saturday night, having gone to Houma to play for a dance at the pavilion, 
near Bayou Cane on the Terrebonne Road. The management was so well 
pleased as to arrange for a return engagement in the near future." (Dec. 9) 

 
We read that the Raceland Theater is sold. This results in "the closing of the 

Bourgeois Dance Pavilion, thus giving the Tokio Dance Pavilion of Mr. Labat full sway." 
(Dec. 10) 

 
The Comeaux Band is engaged for a dance at Lafourche Crossing: 
 

"There will be a "script" dance Christmas night at the Lafourche 
Country Club, music being furnished by the Comeaux Orchestra. You may 
not be 'up-to-stuff" enough in a social way to know what the meaning of a 
script dance. It means subscription dance, the word script being deprived 
of its real meaning to stand for subscription." (Dec. 23) 
 
The Bourgeois Pavilion in Raceland is back in business and holds a dance: 
 

"Jitney dances at Bourgeois Pavilion, Raceland, every Saturday 
night. Each dance, 5 cents." (Dec. 30) 
 
Dancing continues to be the most popular form of social entertainment. We read a 

brief paragraph on this subject: 
 

"There's one thing that is an admitted success. It is dancing. No 
dance is ever a failure, the girls never failing to attend and the boys always 
finding the "dough" necessary to "pay the Piper," the "piper" generally 
being a jazz orchestra." (Dec. 30) 
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In relation to the above article we read of the success of the Christmas dance at 
the Tokio Pavilion: 

 
"According to posters that we have printed for the Tokio pavilion 

in Raceland, it had the greatest crowd on Christmas night that has ever 
attended a dance at that pavilion. It announces a dance for New Year's Eve 
and one for New Year's night." (Dec. 30) 
 

1927 
 

The Comeaux Orchestra continues to play dances and we read of a few new bands 
being engaged in the Thibodeax area. The Grand Jazz Orchestra of Thibodeax also begins 
to acquire notoriety and is engaged for some jobs, this group playing at Bayou Cane, at 
the Luke Oncale Hall and at the Woodmen Hall in Thibodeax: 

 
"A dance will take place tonight on the Pavilion at Bayou Cane, the 

music for the occasion being furnished by the Grand Jazz Orchestra of 
Thibodeax." (Jan. 13) 
 

"There will be a dance tonight, Jan. 20th at Luke Oncale Hall. Two 
miles above Thibodeax Music will be furnished by the Grand Jazz 
Orchestra. Admission 50 cents." (Jan. 20) 

 
"It has been a long time - not between drinks - but since a dance 

was given in the Woodmen's  Hall. The Grand Thibodeax Jazz Orchestra 
however, is going "to break the ice" by giving a dance in the Woodmen 
Hall Friday night. Feb. 4th Admission-50 cents, onlookers 10 cents. 

 
"Labadieville High School entertainment for building repairs. The 

Grand Thibodeax Jazz Orchestra furnished the music necessary to enliven 
the occasion." (Feb. 17) 
 
The Thibodeax Park Pavilion reopens and even though it has been enlarged it is 

yet too small for the crowds: 
 

"MORE POPULAR THAN EVER - last Sunday's re-opening of 
the Thibodeax Park and Pavilion demonstrated that as a social resort it is 
more popular than ever, there being visitors here from different parts of the 
State to take part in the dancing and view of the general good-will that 
prevailed. 

While the pavilion had been considerably enlarged, it, at times 
Sunday night, seemed to be yet too small for the crowd of people who 
sought space upon the balconies and upon the dance floor. 
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A notable feature of the pavilion and grounds was the restoration 
of the string of vari-colored electric lights that surrounded the park before 
the storm of last August came along and wrought so much havoc. 

The continued success and the improved appearance of the park 
and pavilion reflect creditably upon the judgment and good taste of the 
park commissioners, who are led by Supt. W. S. Lafargue; upon Mayor C. 
N. Folse and trustees P. L. Braud and O. J. Toups, who give the park both 
financial and moral support, and upon Mr. Eugene Knobloch, the manager, 
who with his assistants, keeps excellent order, a fact that makes visitors 
feel that when they are at the park or upon the pavilion they are as free 
from insult or injury by the hoodlum class as they are within their homes." 
(April 21) 
 
"College Commencement - Grand Thibodeax Jazz Orchestra plays." (June 9)) 
 
At the Golden Jubilee of Mt. Carmel Convent the Knights of Columbus Band of 

New Orleans furnished the music." (Feb. 17) 
The Thibodeax Pavilion is ready to open on Easter and we read of its preparation: 
 

"ALL READY FOR SUNDAY - The Thibodeax Park and Pavilion 
are ready for the Easter re-opening next Sunday. Besides having an 
attractive and durable asbestos new roof over the glistening, polished floor 
of the pavilion, the surrounding balconies have been enlarged and 
improved so that the young old folks, who prefer to look-on while the 
young folks jazz-on, will find it more agreeable to spend several hours as 
spectators. The balcony facing the East has been enlarged by the addition 
of a semi-circle or horse-shoe similar to the one that faces the court house 
side of the pavilion. The balcony on the Bayou side has been extended 
further over the batture, thus giving the place, from that side, a Venice-like 
appearance. 

Bring the whole family to Thibodeax Sunday afternoon so that 
everybody will be on the pavilion when the band strikes up an overture 
that will make you-Ma, Pa, Grandma and Grandpa-realize that the "good 
old summer time" is again with us." (April 14) 

 
Dances continue at Oncale's Dance Hall Thursday and Saturday nights. (June 16) 

A dance now is not only for the dancers but the on-lookers usually placed in the balcony, 
if available: 

 
"Crowded pavilion Sunday night show the addition of balcony, 

none too much. If crowds continue to grow balcony will doubtlessly have 
to spread out to accommodate all." (June 16) 
 
We have read of jitney dances. We find an article that explains where the term 

originated: 
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"TERM "JITNEY" TRACED TO LOUISIANA NEGROES - The 

word "jitney" which has been used intermittently and in various section of 
the United States for many years, and which suddenly sprang into general 
use at the time the 5-cent .....and flivvers were striving to ......  the local 
traffic problems of many cities, had a curious origin. 

A minstrel troupe was playing in Baton Rouge, La., in a theater 
where the highest gallery was reserved for Negroes. No gallery tickets 
were sold, a member of the troupe being placed at the door to take cash. 
The door was in a poorly lighted space; and later the collector discovered 
two-score of plain metal disks the size of a 5-cent piece, that had been 
passed as nickels. 

One of the minstrels showed the disks to a Negro, who explained: 
"Dem's jitneys." 

They were jettons-the metal disks used as markers in a gambling 
house. A Negro attendant had stolen the jettons and was passing them as 
money. The minstrel troupe seized upon the word and thereafter a 5-cent 
piece was a jitney, and the word spread until it came into common use." 
(July 16) 
 
The Comeaux Orchestra plays for a dance at a new (to us) named Richoux Hall: 
 

"Another barn dance at Richoux Hall, Lockport, half a mile below 
Lockport. Music will be furnished by Comeaux Orchestra." (July 21) 
 
The Oncale hall continues to hold dances: 
 

"Hand bills that the Comet printed this week for Mr. Luke Oncale 
say that at his regular dance every Saturday night music will be furnished 
by the famous Shell Beach Jazz Orchestra; and at the dance every 
Thursday night, starting tonight, Joe Gabriel's orchestra will supply the 
music, so, dance-lovers, arrange to attend each of the dances at the Luke 
Oncale Hall, just above Thibodeax." (July 21) 
 
There is competition between jazz orchestras and we read that there will be a 

contest between the Harmony Six and the Night Hawks Jazz Bands: 
 

"JAZZ CONTEST - There will be a musical contest in 
Donaldsonville on Friday night of next week, the Harmony Six Orchestra 
of Donaldsonville, having challenged the Night Hawks for a contest. The 
Night Hawks, who furnish music every Sunday night at the Thibodeax 
Pavilion have two Thibodeax citizens as members-Mr. Lloyd L. Meyer, 
pianist, and Mr. Hurvy Berferon, banjoist. We do not know just how the 
decision is going to be rendered, but we guess the public-that is, the 
dancers-will vote upon the music furnished by the two orchestras, the one 
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getting the most votes being considered the champions-or champion jazz 
hounds, as musicians (in the best circles) are now sometimes styled." (July 
21) 
 
The contest is held and the winners were the Night Hawks. The second of these 

contests is held on August 12th: 
 

"MUSICAL CONTEST - It is tomorrow night, August 12th, that 
the second musical contest between the Harmony Six, of Donaldsonville 
and the Louisiana Night Hawks, of Napoleonville, will take place, at the 
Thibodeax Pavilion. The dancers are going to be the judges of the music 
and will decide their preference by ballot. In the first contest, held in 
Donaldsonville, Friday before last, the Night Hawks won. Let's see 
tomorrow night which one of the orchestras will get the majority vote." 
(August 11) 
 
The contest is held and we read of the results in the August 11th paper: 
 

"A Grand Musical Contest was given in Donaldsonville last Friday 
night for the benefit of the Elks. The original "Louisiana Night Hawks" of 
Houma, and the "Harmony Seven" of Donaldsonville, furnished the music. 
Their program was well rendered and they were honored with much 
applause. Hurrah "Three cheers for the Home Boys." Houma Times. 

From the above it appears that the Comet was wrong last week in 
making the Night Hawks a Napoleonville aggregation. As we were told 
that they were of Napoleonville and as only two of the members were 
Houma boys we felt that they really belonged to Bayou Lafourche. 
However, since Terrebonne, Lafourche and Assumption produce forty per 
cent of the sugar raised in this State this section is given the name of the 
Louisiana "Sugar Bowl" and as music and sugar are both sweet we 
suppose it will be reasonable to say that the Night Hawks orchestra belong 
to the three." (August 11) 
 

"HARMONY SEVEN WIN CONTEST WITH NIGHT HAWKS 
 At a big dance given in Thibodeax last night, at which a musical 
contest between the Harmony Seven Orchestra of this city and the Night 
Hawks of Napoleonville was featured, the former having received the 
greatest number of votes, were declared winners. The Night Hawks having 
won by a small margin over the Harmony Seven in the contest at a grand 
dance given at the Elks' home two weeks ago, the race between the two is 
now a tie and it is planned to stage another contest between them in the 
early future, which will decide the winner of this musical contest. 

A large number of friends and admirers of the Harmony Seven 
accompanied them to the Lafourche city last night to cheer and vote for 
their favorite. 
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On the strength of the splendid showing made by them in last 
night's contest the Harmony Seven have secured two engagements, which 
is quite a credit to them. - Donaldsonville  

We do not know where the Chief got its facts about the contest in 
Thibodeax last Friday night, but the "facts" are not quite straight. There 
was no decision at all rendered Friday night, this being done, so we are 
told, upon the request of the Harmony Seven, of Donaldsonville, they 
suggesting that it would be better to take no notice and make no 
announcement until the two orchestras had another opportunity to meet. 
The Harmony Seven, however, made a mistake in making this request, for 
during the greater part of the evening the Donaldsonville dancers 
outnumbered those from Thibodeax. Had the vote been taken then it is 
highly probably that the Donaldsonville Orchestra would have gotten a 
majority of the vote, but later on at night, when the dance at the Lafourche 
Country Club wound up, the Thibodeax dancers at the pavilion could have 
carried the vote. It does not matter so much, however, about who won 
Friday's contest or whether there was a decision, because both the 
Harmony Seven and the Night Hawks play just the kind of music that 
dancers crave, but we make the above comments to show that some one 
gave the Chief an erroneous report regarding the contest held here." 
(August 18) 
 
We read of another contest between the two bands: 
 

"There was another contest last Friday night between the Harmony 
Seven Orchestra, of Donaldsonville, and the Night Hawks of 
Napoleonville. The Donaldsonville Orchestra won, just as we had 
expected, thus making the record two out of three in favor of 
Donaldsonville, but, as we said before, there was no vote taken at the 
contest held in Thibodeax. However, the Night Hawks are not shedding 
tears over the count, so why should anyone else worry? All music, we 
presume, is good, some being just like whiskey, a little better than other 
kinds." (Sept. 8) 
 
For the contest we read that "Everybody admits that Thibodeax had a monster 

crowd Sunday at its popular park and pavilion. Although it was necessary to pay 10 cents 
to stand on the balcony and view the dancers the balcony was jammed, the charge of 10 
cents for use of the balcony being collected only when the Firemen give a fair." (Sept. 8) 

Other contests are held between the two bands and a controversy appears about 
the outcome of a contest: 

 
"THE MUSICAL CONTEST, SEPT. 3rd. - To the Comet - Please 

be kind enough to print the following in your paper this week: 
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There have been some rumors that the musical contests were not 
fair at the Knights of Columbus Hall, in Donaldsonville, Friday, 
September 3. 

Those that have the least doubt can check the votes and will find 
that one vote was issued for each paid admission. 

Here are the facts: 175 paid admission 86 couples dancing. The 
Harmony Seven received 129 votes, the Night Hawks 45 votes. Total votes 
cast 174. Total votes given out 175. The above facts will be substantiated 
by C. J. LeBlanc, grand knight of the Knights of Columbus, and I have the 
votes that were cast with the name of each vote on the vote. 

O. D. Denson, Donaldsonville, La. (Sept. 15) 
 
We are still hearing controversy about the promiscuousness of the modern dance: 
 

"COMPLAINT ABOUT DANCES - Considerable comment is 
going the rounds about the promiscuous dancing halls bobbing up all over 
the parish, and the conduct obtaining in some of them. Unless these places 
are well, or properly regulated, and made safe and decent places they 
should be suppressed altogether.-Thibodeax Commercial Journal. 

It is not astonishing that there should be "considerable comment" 
as the Journal remarks above, about some of the dances that are given 
now-a-days. We do not know anything about the conduct that prevails at 
the country dance halls, but from what we have observed regarding some 
of the private dances in Thibodeax we think that the town authorities 
should take a hand, just as the town officials did some years ago when they 
put a step to some of the wild dances (patterned after some of the 
disgraceful dances that are presented upon the screen) that were then given 
here. Then the town made it necessary to get a permit to give a dance. 
Now, the mayor should be authorized when a committee calls upon him 
for a permit, to require that the committee pay for a special policeman, 
whose duty it shall be to see that dances are conducted in an orderly 
manner and not so as to disturb the peace for blocks around. The town 
should define what is "an orderly manner" and see that the special 
policeman maintains that order. The "orderly manner" should include not 
putting out lights during the dance and yelling like Indians. 

No sound argument can be advanced in behalf of dances that are 
not properly conducted. At least, it cannot be said that disorder is 
necessary for pleasure, because hundreds of dancers are given pleasure 
every Sunday night at the Thibodeax Pavilion, there being no putting out 
of lights and yelling and boisterousness are not tolerated." (Sept. 1) 
 
The Black Devils play for two dances: at Oncale Hall and at Tokio Hall: 
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"The tackey dance at the Luke Oncale Hall takes place tonight, July 
28th Admission 50 cents. The Louisiana Black Devils will furnish the 
music." (July 28) 

"Posters that the Comet has printed stated that there will be a grand 
dance Saturday night at the Tokio Pavilion at Raceland, music being 
furnished by the Black Devils." (August 11) 
 
A dance given on Friday night at the Tokio Pavilion is talked about as to the on-

lookers at the dance: 
 

"Friday night's dance was an unusual event at the Thibodeax 
Pavilion as people are accustomed to flock to the pavilion on Sunday, yet 
the sum of $80.00 was collected from persons who occupied the balcony, 
the charge for this privilege being 10 cents per person." (August 18) 
 
An orchestra the Silver Leaf Orchestra of Luling play for a dance in Lockport: 
 

"A dance will be given at the Community Pavilion in Lockport 
tomorrow night, August 26th. Music will be furnished by the Silver Leaf 
Orchestra of Luling." (August 25) 
 
The Moonlight Serenaders of New Orleans play at the Tokio Pavilion: 
 

"There'll be a dance Saturday at the Tokio Pavilion at Raceland. 
Posters that we have printed show that the Moonlight Serenaders 
Orchestra of New Orleans will furnish the music." (August 25) 
 
The Comeaux Orchestra plays for two dances in September: 
 

"There'll be a shirtwaist dance tomorrow night Sept. 9 at the 
Lockport Pavilion. Music by the Comeaux Jazz Orchestra." (Sept. 8) 

 
"Another dance at Lockport Pavilion tomorrow night, music being 

supplied by the Comeaux Orchestra." (Sept. 29) 
 

The final entry tells us that the Strout's famous Military Hussar Band will play for 
the South Louisiana Fair - Oct. 16-23." (Sept. 29) 

 
1928 

 
Some new and some old names appear during the year playing for dances The 

Lockport Pavilion is holding the first dance we read about: 
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"Comet has printed posters for a dance that will take place next 
Sunday night at the Lockport Pavilion. Music being furnished by the 
Darcy String Band." (Feb. 9) 
 
An unfamiliar hall named "Chicken Paw" is introduced and is in Cut Off, La. We 

read of a dance given there in the Feb. 9th paper: 
 

"DANCES AT CHICKEN PAW HALL - We did not know until 
this week that Lafourche had a hall by the name of "Chicken Paw" not 
"Chicken Pox. But such a hall, however, exists, it being owned by Guidry 
and Pitre, of Cut Off, La., and tonight and Saturday night it will be the 
scene of two lively dances. The dance tonight will be what some people 
call "Ball de Noce"-a wedding dance, the honorees being Mr. Meerville 
Doucet and Miss Clonise Roussi, who are to be married today. The music 
tonight will be by the Comeaux Jazz Orchestra, of Thibodeax. 

The other dance will take place Saturday in honor of Mr. Elphege 
Chouest and Miss Natalie Doucet, who will wed that day. Music will be 
furnished by the Harmony Seven, of Donaldsonville. "Swing your 
partner." (Feb. 9) 
 
The next article shows the popularity of dancing as it lists a number of dances 

being held within a few days: 
 

"ON WITH THE DANCE - There are going to be dances galore in 
the next few days. 

Tonight, Feb. 16th, there will be a dance at Luke Oncale's Hall 5 
miles above Thibodeax, in or of the wedding of Miss Emelie Lesage and 
Eddie Panvel. Saturday night, there will be another wedding dance at Luke 
Oncale Hall in Honor of Miss Marie Allemand and Mr. Frank Roth. The 
Five Merry-Makers will furnish music for both dances. 

Friday and Saturday night there will be a barn dance at the Chicken 
Paw Hall, at Cut Off. Music tonight by Comeaux's Orchestra, and music 
Saturday night by King's Orchestra. There will also be a dance tonight at 
the Lake Charpentier Hall, below Lockport. Music by Gabriel's Orchestra. 

Tomorrow night there will be a dance at the Lockport Pavilion and 
in a masquerade dance there again Friday night. 

Tomorrow night there will be a masquerade dance at the Woodmen 
Hall in Thibodeax. 

Tomorrow night and next Tuesday night there will be a dance at 
the Lafourche Pavilion, music being furnished by the Merry-Makers 
Orchestra. 

 
"Next Tuesday night, King P. O. J.'s ....will take place at the 

Woodmen Hall and there will also be a dance at Thibodeax Pavilion." 
(Feb. 16) 
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A band called the "Birds of Paradise Orchestra " plays at the Pitre & Guidry's 

Hall: 
 

"There will be a fair and dance all day Easter Sunday at Pitre & 
Guidry's Hall below Lockport. Music will be furnished by the Birds of 
Paradise Orchestra of New Orleans." (April 5) 
 
A band that will be playing in the Thibodeax Pavilion is called the Nighthawks 

and orchestra that is featured in a number of dances in 1928: 
 

"Each member of the Nighthawks Orchestra will appear Sunday 
night at the Thibodeax Park and Pavilion attired in white trousers, a white 
shirt, a black neck tie and a large black sash around the waist. They will 
not wait, however, until Sunday to make their first after lent appearance, as 
they are scheduled to go to Morgan City Saturday night and play for a 
dance." (April 5) 
 
Many times, the paper re-prints interesting articles from other sources. There is an 

article on the origins of jazz that is very interesting: 
 

"Where did it start and where is it going? Ask these two questions 
in any gathering of jazz enthusiasts, and the resultant discussion will be as 
intense and combative as that aroused over the right or wrong of the 
Marines in Nicaragua, or the fair and foul of the Dempsey-Sharkey fight. 

Frances Arms, a singer of vaudeville headline fame, as a hobby, 
has made a collection of articles on the sources of jazz. Miss Arms, who in 
her tours, has traveled from coast to coast and abroad, has gathered her 
material from magazines, newspapers and books. The collection will 
eventually be presented to the musical library of a leading university. 

"I believe that the material will be valuable to research students, 
but it will by no means settle the question of the origin of jazz," declares 
the singer. "So far, I have found competent authorities completely at odds 
over the original source of modern music, with the collection presenting 
almost three thousand different versions. 

"Here are a few of the many opinions of the beginnings of jazz. 
One authority believes that the Negro slaves of the first American settlers 
in and Philadelphia and Boston, hearing their masters sing English ballads, 
translated the songs into their own African rhythm, and this was the 
foundation of our present jazz. 

"Another writer holds that jazz is easily traceable to native African 
war songs. Directly opposing this version is that of a musician who has 
spent several years in the intriguing study of the disputed question and 
supports his theory that jazz rhythm is identical with that found in ancient 
Hebrew chants, with seemingly indisputable evidence of similarity. 
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"There are many leaders of jazz orchestras and composers who 
believe that jazz was originally brought to America by the sea captains and 
sailors with their interpretation of the weird tom-tom music of the South 
Sea Islands. 

"Each song gives credence to a different version. 
"Take 'At Sundown,' the popular fox-trot of the day-it might well 

be descended from an English ballad or it might have come from 
Mediterranean shores freely translated into our American rhythm-as a 
matter of fact it did neither really. It is as original as any musical 
composition can be. By what its haunting strains were inspired the author 
declares ignorance. Analysis gets us nowhere. 

"And there you are-none the wiser on the original source of this 
modern rhythm," laughs Miss Arms, commenting on her remarkable 
collection. "Jazz is the one American word that is the same in all 
languages-other people take it as it stands and have made no attempt to 
translate it. There is agreement here, that the name 'Jazz' is an excellent 
nomenclature, but I doubt that there will ever be agreement on its 
genealogy." (April 5)  
 
The Comeaux Orchestra plays in Lockport: 
 

"There will be a dance next Sunday night at the Lockport Pavilion, 
music being furnished by the Comeaux Orchestra of Thibodeax." (April 
12) 
 
The Thibodeax Pavilion opens for the season which is of course, after Lent: 
 

"The population of Thibodeax and surrounding territory 
demonstrated last Sunday night that it appreciated the re-opening of the 
Thibodeax Park and Pavilion after being closed down for 40 days during 
the Lenten season, a great crowd, in spite of the slow rain that came up 
after dark, gathering on the pavilion to see the dancers enjoy themselves." 
(April 12) 
 
Gabriel's Orchestra plays for a postponed dance for a wedding: 
 

"A wedding dance was supposed to take place last Saturday at the 
Luke Chapentier Hall, below Lockport, but the down pour of rain and 
unfavorable weather that held sway Saturday made it necessary to 
postpone the dance to Tuesday night of this week. Gabriel's Orchestra of 
Thibodeax furnished music for the occasions." (April 19) 
 
We next read of what is called an "electric dance" at Woodmen's Hall, with music 

furnished by an electric orchestra." (April 26)  
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The Firemen still are holding their annual parade, this year the bands are: the LSU 
Band, the Loyola Band of New Orleans, the Donaldsonville Band, the Houma Band and 
the Morgan City Band." (May 17) 

The Comeaux Band continues to play at Morgan City's Beach dances (June 7) The 
Nighthawks make a trip to Cut-Off, La. for a dance: 

 
"The Nighthawks Orchestra, which plays every Sunday night at the 

Thibodeax Pavilion, went to Cut-Off last night and played for a dance at 
the Lake Carpentier Hall, it being the first time that the Nighthawks had 
ever played below Thibodeax, some of them last night making their first 
trip to Cut-Off." (June 21) 
 
There appears a series of one sentence announcements of dances in June and July 

in the Paper: 
 

"Wedding dance - Paw Hall, below Cut-Off - Comeaux Orchestra."  
(June 27) 
"Fair - St. Bridget Catholic Church - Nighthawks Orchestra."  
(June 27) 
"Dance Morgan City Beach - July 1 Comeaux's Orchestra."  
(June 27) 
"Dance, Morgan City Beach - July 12 Gabriel's Orchestra."  
(July 5) 
"Morgan City Beach - July 19 - Frank Mutz's Orchestra." July 19) 
"Morgan City Beach - July 29 - Dance by Comeaux's Orchestra."  
(July 19) 

 
There is a celebration of July Fourth in Morgan City and there are three orchestras 

that play for the dance that follows: 
 

"Thibodeax was well represented in Morgan City on July 4th 
(Wednesday of last week), our citizen being attracted by the patriotic 
program offered for the day. The program was not quite as much varied 
and as impressive as some of our local people had expected, judged by the 
advaice advertising, but still there was enjoyment for all. At the city hall, 
which is also the court house, in Morgan City there was dancing from 3 
o'clock in the afternoon until midnight. Three orchestras were engaged for 
the occasion-the Jack Tanner Orchestra, of Lafayette; the Teche Players, of 
Morgan City and the Night Hawks Orchestra, of Thibodeax and 
surrounding territory. A prize was offered to the orchestra considered the 
best, the applause of the audience being the guide in reaching a decision. 
The prize went to the Teche Players." (July 12) 
 
We had previously read about Chicken Paw Hall in Cut Off. We again read of this 

hall where there is a shooting: 
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"SHOOTING AT CHICKEN PAW - The dance at Chicken Paw 

Hall, below Cut Off, last Saturday night, was more exciting than usual. It 
seems it was reported to the owner of the hall, Mr. Jean Pitre, that a man 
by the name of Octave Terrebonne, who was among the dancers, was 
really a Negro. Mr. Pitre then, we are told ordered or requested Terrebonne 
to leave the hall, an altercation ensuing with the result that Terrebonne, it 
is alleged, shot Pitre through the side. By-standers, so we are informed, 
then grabbed Terrebonne, took him outside and beat him into insensibility. 
Sheriff Stark was then notified and he ordered that both Pitre and 
Terrebonne be taken to New Orleans for treatment. When Terrebonne is 
well enough to be brought back he will be lodged in jail here to answer to 
a charge that has been lodged against charge of shooting at with intent to 
kill. 

Since writing the above, we learn that Terrebonne was a Federal 
officer, being a Coast Guardsman, which may tend to complicate matters, 
although he must have been off duty since he was at a dance." (July 12) 
 
We seldom have a good description of the buildings and dance halls that are used 

for holding dances. One of the most popular such places was the Bienville Roof Garden 
in New Orleans. We find a column about this popular dancing location: 

 
"HOTEL ROOF GARDEN - New Orleans, La, July 14, 1928 

Editor of the Comet: 
Besides the fact that we are one of your advertisers, we believe that 

the following information would be pleasing to your readers: 
The new Bienville Hotel Roof Garden recently opened is very 

popular with New Orleans smart social set and out of town visitors. 
High atop the hotel the cool breezes, the flickering lights from 

boats on the river, the perfect music by one of New Orleans best orchestras 
make it one of the most delightful and cool places to spend the summer 
evenings, dancing and dining. 

The large spacious floor, which is of highly polished hard-wood, 
extends nearly the whole width of the hotel roof. The Roof is also enclosed 
so that inclement weather will in no way hinder social activities. 

Now, for the first time, New Orleans has a really adequate dancing 
rendez-vous-the new roof being large enough to accommodate from 230 to 
300 guests, without the slightest congestion. The efficiency kitchen 
prepares cooling drinks, ices, salads and a regular table d'hote dinner every 
evening. 

The Roof will continue to be the center of social activities this 
summer, both for dancing and dinning at night and afternoon bridge 
luncheons. For bridge in the afternoon, the Bienville offers a special 
service-a cleverly prepared luncheon and then bridge games that continue 
all afternoon. 
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One could not find a more delightful place to entertain friends. 
There's always a breeze on the roof and the service and catering are 
faultless. 

Besides the construction of the new Roof Garden the Bienville has 
been entirely renovated, redecorated and the lobby enlarged at a cost of 
approximately $75,000. With these improvements and the rapidly 
increasing popularity the Bienville is looking forward to an active summer 
and fall season. 

The Bienville is located on exclusive St. Charles Avenue, away 
from the noise and bustle of the business district, but convenient to all 
point of interest. New low summer rates are now in effect at the 
Bienville." (July 19) 
 
The dances continue at the Thibodeax Pavilion with music by the Night Hawks: 
 

"The music furnished last Sunday night at the Thibodeax Park and 
Pavilion, by the Night Hawks Orchestra, was better than usual, due to the 
fact that several members of the orchestra have treated themselves to new 
instruments. Mr. Savoie Gilbert, of Napoleonville having bought himself a 
new saxophone; Mr. Avery Hebert, of Houma, having purchased a new 
cornet, and Mr. Hurvey Bergeron, of Thibodeax, having a new banjo. 
Now, the orchestra members say, if the park commission were to buy a 
new baby grand piano, in place of the piano the commission now owns, 
the music would be still further improved." (July 26) 
 
In August and September, the dances continue: 
 

"Dance tomorrow night at Lockport Pavilion, music being  
   furnished by the Comeaux Orchestra of Thibodeax." (August 9) 
"Morgan City Beach - The Harmony 8 - August 9." (August 16) 
"Morgan City Beach - Tuesday night, Gabriel's Orchestra."  
   (August 23) 
"Morgan City Beach - Frank Mutz and his Orchestra, Sept. 2."  
   (August 30) 
"Morgan City Beach - Sept. 9 - Comeaux Orchestra (the orchestra  
   with lots of pep)" (Sept. 6) 
"Dance tomorrow at Woodman Hall, under the auspices of Odd  
   Fellows. Music by Comeaux Orchestra." (Sept. 13) 

 
St. Lukes hold their annual fair with "music furnished by the famous Gabriel 

Band." (Oct. 4) 
The Nighthawks play for a dance at WOW Hall: 
 

"Dance - WOW Hall - 9-1, music will be furnished by the popular 
77 piece Original Louisian Night Hawks Orchestra." (Oct. 4) 
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The season comes to a close as the Morgan City Beach announced they will close 

on Sunday, Oct. 7." (Oct. 4) 
 

1929 
 

The Night Hawks play for a New Year's Eve dance and we read that it lasted until 
3am: 

 
"The Night Hawks Orchestra played in Houma on New Year's Eve 

night, they being kept "on the job" until 3am, which shows that our Houma 
friends stay with pleasure as long as pleasure stays with them, they 
evidently belonging to the old school, it being customary in old-times, 
"When You and I were young Maggie" to remain at some dances until 5 A. 
M." (Jan. 3) 
 
We are remained that there are only two Sundays left before Lent to dance at the 

Thibodeax. Pavilion: 
 

"Dancers and pleasure seekers have two more Sundays and Mardi Gras 
night to attend dances at the Thibodeax Park & Pavilion. After that comes Lent 
and abstinence from pleasure for 40 days." (Jan. 31) 
 
Dances are held at Tokio and New Fern Hall: 
 

"Dance at Tokio and at New Fern Hall at Bayou Cane not far from 
Houma. (Feb. 1) 
 
The Comeaux Orchestra plays for a "Wedding dance” at Red, White & Blue Hall 

just Above Thibodeax, music being furnished by the Comeaux Orchestra.' (Feb. 1) 
The Thibodeax Pavilion closes and the management says that it will re-open 

Easter Sunday with music by the Night Hawks: 
 

"The Thibodeax Park and Pavilion closed last Tuesday night until 
Easter Sunday. At the conclusion of Tuesday night's program, manage 
Gene Knobloch expressed thanks to the extremely large crowd that was 
present and voiced the hope that he would have a large attendance for the 
re-opening of the park at Easter Sunday. He said he would do his best then 
to make the program pleasant for all and to this end the Original Louisiana 
Night Hawks Orchestra would continue to furnish the music." (Feb. 14) 
 
After Lent the Labadieville Pavilion re-opens with the Comeaux Orchestra: 
 

"The opening dance at the Labadieville Pavilion according to 
posters printed at the Comet office will take place next Tuesday night 
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when the Comeaux Orchestra will furnish music. There will be a jitney 
dance every Tuesday night at the Labadieville Pavilion, the price of 
dancing being" Badges, good for the evening 75 cents, jitney dances, 3 for 
25 cents." (March 28) 
 
An article that is assumed that the concert and dance will be at the Thibodeax 

Pavilion: 
 

"MUSICAL CONCERT SOON - The following came in the 
Comet's mail Tuesday, it being from Mr. Ernest A. Gueymard, publicity 
agent. We assume that by "city" below the writer means Thibodeax and we 
presume that the concert is to take place at the Thibodeax Park Pavilion 
but, lest we may give the wrong impression we insert the news item just as 
it came to us, as follows: 

"The Louisiana State University Cadet Band, under the direction of 
Professor Frank T. Guilbeau, will render a concert in this city, Sunday 
April 7. The unit will present a well-balanced musical program, including 
quartet singing, instrumental solos, march and waltz numbers and stunt 
features. A jazz orchestra, the "Purple and Gold Collegians," will also 
accompany the band to play for the dance which is to follow the concert. 

"The cadet band's visit to this city will be the second town visited 
on its third annual concert tour. The unit will be in Donaldsonville on 
April 6. From here it has a tentative schedule, which will probably include 
Crowley and Breaux Bridge. 

"The musical organization, a voluntary one, has now reached a 
membership of fifty, the largest in the history of the unit. It is a branch of 
the military department and is present at all military functions at the 
university, besides at the athletic and social events on the campus, for 
which it is always available. So far this session, the band has made public 
appearances in Franklinton, Crowley, Shreveport, New Orleans, Baton 
Rouge and Jackson, Miss." (March 28) 
 
The Fireman's annual parade is canceled, the reason given - the LSU Band cannot 

be present. (May 16) 
The La. Night Hawks are playing at the Thibodeax Pavilion on Sunday nights and 

travel to Houma for a dance: 
 

"The La. Night Hawks Orchestra, which plays every Sunday night 
at the Thibodeax Pavilion, went to Houma Monday night to play for a 
dance given by the graduation of the Lorton High School., dancing taking 
place after the exercises and holding sway after 3 AM." (June 13) 
 
The Comeaux Orchestra plays for a dance at the "Ace High Restaurant: 
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"Messrs. Emile F. Toups and Sidney J. Delaune formally threw 
open the doors of their new "Ace High Restaurant" last Friday, they having 
the pleasure of entertaining over 200 guests who assembled to join in the 
free dance afforded by the proprietors, music being furnished by 
Comeaux's Orchestra, of Thibodeax. The "Ace" restaurant is equipped in a 
manner that makes it a credit to the town of Lockport." (June 20) 
 
The Comeaux Orchestra plays for a dance at the Red, White & Blue Hall: 
 

"Lucky dance, Saturday night at Red, White & Blue Hall. The best 
waltzer (if the young people have not forgotten how to waltz, there being 
so much stepping now-a-days.) will get a prize. Comeaux's Orchestra will 
furnish the music."(Oct. 3) 
 
There is a church fair for St. Joseph Church in Thibodeax with music being 

furnished by the Houma Brass Band. (Oct. 3) 
On Oct. 4th the band plays for a WOW dance: 
 

"Dance-WOW 9 to 1. Music will be furnished by the popular 7 
piece original Louisiana Night Hawks Orchestra." 
 
The year ends with a dance at the Lafourche Country Club using a new band: 
 

"A dance is to be given Saturday night at the Lafourche Country 
Club the guests will have the pleasure of dancing to music by Dick Mackie 
and Bats, a popular orchestra from New Orleans." (Nov. 28) 

 
1929 

 
The Nigh Hawks play in Houma for New Year’s Eve: 
 

"The Night Hawks Orchestra played in Houma on New Year's Eve 
night, they being kept 'on the job' until 3 am, which shows that our Houma 
friends a stay with pleasure as long as pleasure stay with them, they 
evidently belonging to the old school, it being customary in old-times 
'When you and I were young Maggie' to remain at some dances until 5am." 
(Jan 3) 
 
The Thibodaux Pavilion closes for lent and re-opens on Easter Sunday with the 

Night Hawks playing the music: 
 

"The Thibodaux Pavilion closed last Tuesday night until Easter 
Sunday. At the conclusion of Tuesday night's program, manager G. N. 
Knobloch expressed thanks to the extremely large crowd that was present 
and voiced the hope that he would have a large attendance for the re-
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opening of the park on Easter Sunday. He said he would do his best then to 
make the program pleasant for all and to this end the Original Louisiana 
Night Hawks Orchestra would continue to furnish the music." (Feb. 14) 
 
The Night Hawks continue to play at the pavilion and we read that the band again 

goes to Houma to furnish dance music: 
 
"The Louisiana Night Hawks Orchestra, which plays every Sunday night at the 

Thibodaux Pavilion, went to Houma Monday night to play for a dance given by the 
graduates of the Lorton High School, dancing taking place after the exercises and holding 
sway until after 3 am." (June 13) 

 
 
 

THIBODAUX AREA BRASS BANDS 

and ORCHESTRAS 

 

1855 - Band lead by Prof. Clement 

1858 - Fourier Brass Band 

1863 - Lyrique Brass Band - Prof. Chol 

1865 - Philharmonic Band 

1870 - St. Joseph Brass Band 

1871 - Thibodaux Brass Band - lead by E. J. Legendre 

1872 - Schwarlenburgh Brass & String Band 

1875 - Lafourche Brass Band (colored) 

1876 - Napoleonville Silver Cornet Brass Band 

1878 - Thibodaux College Brass Band 

1878 - Centennial String Band 

1879 - Lockport Brass Band 

1880 - Markville Brass Band 

1882 - Eureka Brass Band (called Yorka in some jazz books) 

1885 - Protector Brass Band  

1887 - Excelsior Brass Band - Thibodaux 

1890 - Robert E. Lee Brass Band - P. S. Lauve 

1890 - Napoleonville Silver Cornet Band - P. S. Lauve 

1892 - St. Lawrence Brass Band  

1892 - Pelican Brass Band - Napoleonville 

1895 - Beatie Brass Band - R. S. Lauve 

1895 - St. Charles Brass Band (St. Charles Chapel) 

1896 - Union & St. Savior (Sauveur) Brass Bands combine. 

1896 - Billie Brooklyn Band 
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1902 - Cut Off Brass Band 

1904 - Thibodaux concert Band - L. J. Trone 

1906 - Assumption Brass Band - S. LeBlanc 

1906 - Bowie Brass Band 

1907 - Rueben Band 

1908 - Thibodaux College Band 

1909 - Labadieville Brass Band - V. Bernard 

1910 - Hiawatha Concert Band (WOW) Bowie 

1910 - Vacherie Brass Band 

1910 - Houma Brass Band - Trone 

1911 - Thibodaux Minstrel Brass Band - 1911 

1913 - Thibodaux Concert Band - River 

1913 - Redmen Band - Fabregas 

1914 - Fraternal Brass Band (Lafourche Crossing) 

1916 - Liberty Brass Band 

 

LOCKPORT 

1884 - Lockport Brass Band - Laportoire 

1896 - Union Brass Band (Holy Savior) 

1896 - Matthew Brass Band 

 

OTHER AREA BANDS IN NEARBY TOWNS 

1874 - Houma Brass Band - Dr. Blanchard 

1877 - St. Marys Brass Band 

1877 - Plottonville Brass Band 

1877 - Bayou Dulage Brass Band 

1877 - Darells Brass Band 

1879 - St. Bridget (Terrebonne) 

1885 - Plaincourtville Brass Band 

1890 - Raceland Brass Band 

1892 - St. Lawrence Brass Band - Paul Badeaux (Chacahoula) 

1894 - Hellier Brass Band - Houma 

 

STRING BANDS 

1874 - Harmony Club String Band 

1883 - String Band - O'Sullivan/Hingle 

1892 - Home Circle Orchestra - Dr. J. J. Daigre 

1894 - Gibson String Band    

1894 - Bayou Black String Band 
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1895 - Pat's String Band 

1895 - Lafourche String Band 

1897 - St. Joseph String Band 

1898 - Lafourche Crossing String Band 

1898 - Bayou L'ours String Band. 

1898 - Lafourche String. Band 

1901 - Legendre Quartet Band 

1904 - Prof. Christine's String Band 

1910 - L. C. Clements String Band 

1910 - Quichelaville String Band 

1911 - Belle Rose Orchestra 

 

JAZZ BANDS 

1912 - J. Gabriel Band 

1918 - Comeaux Band 

1922 - Jazzarina syncopators 

1922 - Jazzland Six 

1922 - Labadieville Jazz Band 

1922 - Black Devils Band - Plaquemine, La. 

1922 - Napoleonville Jazz Band 

1927 - Harmony Six 

1928 - Night Hawks - Napoleonville 
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THIBODAUX SILVER CORNET BAND 

(THE THIBODEAX BRASS BAND) 

 
The Brass Band movement came to Thibodeax around 1871. Since that time the 

town band has disbanded, re-organized. Throughout the years this was the practice - 
forming new bands after the old won disbanded. The town band was called the Thibodeax 
Brass Band, The Thibodeax Silver Cornet Band, the Thibodeax City Band, and The 
Thibodeax Concert Band. The following chart is a time line on the town bands reforming. 
There are no dates as to when a band disbands, usually only when it forms again: 

 
1871 - In existence 
1872 - re-organized 
1884 - re-organized - 1890 - Legendre 
1893 - re-organized 
1887 - disbanded 
1894 - organized - 1895 -  new instruments - Trone, Louis 
1899 - disbanded 
1901 - re-organized 
1902 - disbanded 
1904 - re-organized 
1908 - re-organized - 1910 - Reviere -  
1913 - re-organized - 1914-17 - Amedee 
1917 - disbanded 
1871-1890 - organized and active 
1893 -1897   "     "    "    "     "    " 
1901 -  reorganized 
1908 reorganized 
1913  attempt at reorganizing - fails 
 
The band had a number of leaders: Legendre, E. J. Trone, L. Trone, J. B. 

Lacomba, Jas. Amedee. They got a new set of instruments in 1894. 
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The first mentioning of the Thibodaux Silver Cornet Brass Band is on April 29, 

1871. This band, along with the St. Joseph Silver Cornet Brass Band will become the two 
most popular and active bands in Thibodaux and will have a long glorious history of band 
music. 

 
"Fireman's parade 20th anniversary - The Thibodaux Brass Band 

and the St. Joseph Brass Band serenades along the parade route." (April 
29, 1871) 
 
Thibodaux has three bands and they all entertain at a Fete Champetre: 
 

"The lovers of good music will be entertained with a rich treat at 
the concerts to be given at the Fete Champetre. Both brass bands 
(Thibodaux and St. Joseph) and Schwartenbergh's String Band have kindly 
volunteered their services and are preparing to win additional laurels to 
those already obtained in the past." (March 3, 1872) 
 
The Thibodaux band travels to New Orleans for a Fireman's parade: 
 

"The Thibodaux Brass Band left for New Orleans to play for the 
Algiers Firemen on the occasion of their annual parade on the 4th of 
March." (March 6, 1873) 
 
We do not know at this time what the "Memphis and Shreveport" names mean but 

the band plays a "benefit entertainment of Memphis and Shreveport. The Thibodaux 
Brass Band kindly volunteered to furnish music for the event." (Oct. 25, 1873) 

The Catholic Church celebrates St. Valerie's Day with a procession and service: 
 

"St. Valerie's Day - St. Joseph procession - Thibodaux and St. 
Joseph Brass Bands. Mass - Spath in D and was well rendered by the choir 
of the church. During the whole procession (inside the church) the two 
bands played alternately, and hymns and psalms were also chanted by the 
different societies and by the clergy." (May 9, 1874) 
 
The town brass band often played for political rallies and meetings. They play for 

two such occasions: 
 

"Political meeting. The Thibodaux Brass Band furnished music." 
(Oct. 31, 18774 

"Great Jubilee political rally. The Thibodaux Brass Band 
illuminated by 50 torch lights procession was 1 and a half hours on the 
march. The Thibodaux Brass Band played many excellent pieces." (Nov. 
14, 1874) 
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"A committee of three were appointed to prepare a vote of thanks 
to the members of the Thibodaux Brass Band for their numerous and 
volunteer services during the campaign." (Nov. 14, 1874) 
 
There was given another Fete Champetre on April 2, 3, and 4th. Both the St. 

Joseph and Thibodaux Brass Bands play for the occasion. (April 10, 1875) 
The yearly Fireman's Parade is held on the 28th of April (the 15th such parade) 

and as usual, the St. Joseph and Thibodaux Bands furnish marching music for the 
parade." (May 1, 1875) 

St. Valerie's Day is again celebrated with both the bands in the procession to the 
church. The church choir is under the direction of Prof. Chol. (May 1, 1875) 

The UMBA 8th anniversary is celebrated and the Thibodaux Band furnished 
music for the occasion. (May 8, 1875) 

We find a small editorial about bands in the town in the Nov. 20, 1875 paper: 
 

"Thibodeax is well off in the music line. First is "Le Cercle of 
Harmonie," an excellent string band, then we have the Thibodaux and St. 
Joseph Brass Bands, both of which may be reckoned second to few bands 
in New Orleans and finally the colored people have organized a brass 
band. (Sic: This band will be called the Lafourche Brass Band,) We are 
glad of that because during the next campaign the colored folks will give 
us music and not stun us, as was their custom in the past, with the harsh 
sounds of bass drum and fife." (Nov. 20, 1875) 
 
We find another expression of pride as the paper mention the two brass bands: 
 

"The Thibodaux Cornet Band and St. Joseph Band added no little 
to the pleasure of the day, and our town has reason to rejoice in the 
possession of two such excellent bands. (April 29, 1876) 
 
In the annual Fireman's Parade we first have mention of a band from Houma and 

Plattonville" 
 

"Fireman's Day in Thibodaux. Bands: Houma, St. Joseph, 
Thibodaux Silver Cornet Band and Plattonville Brass Band." (April 221, 
1877) 
 
There is a large article about the Fireman's Day celebration that lists the fire 

company and the band accompanying them in the parade. The firemen of the town hold 
an honored place in the town and are closely connected to the Catholic Church. The 
parade is hampered by the bad weather and the engines cannot participate because of the 
conditions of the streets: 

 
"Fireman's Day in Thibodaux, April 23rd. For the first time the 

organizations of Thibodaux have the fireman been compelled to abandon 
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their annual parade and procession through the town, but the rain that 
began falling at an early hour, put the streets in such condition as to render 
the execution of the proposed programs in practicable. About 7am the fine 
brass band from Plattonville arrived, for the use of Home, Hook & Ladder 
Company #1, and was taken charge of by the members of that Company in 
their usual hospitable manner. At 11:00 the members of Houma Fire Co. 
#1 accompanied by the Houma Band arrived as the invited guests of the 
Fire Department. The delegation numbered 25 or 30 persons. At 2:00 pm 
the rain having ceased, the various companies formed on Market St., in 
front of the Courthouse without the engines.  
1) the Thibodaux Fire Dept. preceded by W. C. Regan - Grand Marshall 
2) Houma Fire Co. #1, preceded by the Houma Brass Band. 
3) Thibodaux Fire Co. #1, preceded by the St. Joseph Brass Band. 
4) Protector Fire Co. #2, preceded by the Thibodaux Silver Cornet Brass Band. 
5) Home, Hook & Ladder #1, preceded by the Plattonville Brass Band. 

The line thus formed, all on foot marched down to the fair grounds, 
where the invited guests and the fireman partook of a scrupulous dinner in 
the restaurant." (May 5, 1877) 
 
As all town bands need fund raisers to raise money for their operation there is 

what is called a panoramic, perhaps a photo exhibition for the band's benefit: 
 

"Lovers of the beautiful and of music have a rich treat awaiting 
them tonight in Waverly Hall. Frost's views are represented to be a very 
fine and draw big houses whenever exhibited. As the exhibition in 
Waverly Hall is for the benefit of the two bands in Thibodaux, every lover 
of music and friend to the bands should visit the beautiful panoramic 
tonight and tomorrow night." (August 4, 1877) 
 
The Protector Fire Company have a new fire house and the Thibodaux Band plays 

for the procession to the new house: 
 

"New home for Protector Fire Company #2. Preceded by the 
Thibodaux Silver Cornet Brass Band, the company, with their engine 
neatly polished, marched through some of the principle streets returning to 
their new hall." (August 25, 1877) 
 
Finally in 1877 the ladies of St. John's Episcopal Church give a grand 

entertainment: 
 

"Grand entertainment by ladies of St. John Episcopal Church. The 
Thibodaux Silver Cornet Brass Band furnished excellent music between 
the acts, whilst the excellent and obliging Prof. Chol, who is ever ready to 
assist in any benevolent enterprise, presided at the piano during the 
exhibition of the pantomime." (Dec. 29, 1877) 
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1877 

 
The year begins with the band playing for the Guion Academy: 
 

"Guion Academy Entertainment. The Thibodaux Silver Cornet 
Brass Band furnished music during the interludes in their usual excellent 
manner." (May 9,) 
 
The two bands play in church for a Mass for Pope Pius the 9th: 
 

"Mass for Pope Pius 9th at St. Joseph. The choir of the church 
reinforced by nearly all the singing talent of the parish executed the 
Gregorian Chant in fine effect, while the two bands awakened the echoes 
with the plaintive strains of mournful music." (May 9) 
 
A number of Thibodaux's citizens, as well as the two bands make a trip to the 

Mardi Gras in New Orleans: 
 

"Mardi Gras - From the "Henry Tate" with 100 flags flying from 
her masts and her big cannon booming, with the Thibodaux Silver Cornet 
Brass Band on board the St. Mary, with the St. Joseph Brass Band, went 
both reaching New Orleans crowded to their utmost capacity with 
passengers." (May 9) 
 
The town is hoping to get a railroad through the town and there appears an article 

telling of the benefits of the town of Thibodaux: 
 

"Thibodaux trying to get Railroad. Best sidewalks, hotels, etc. The 
town has a fire engine and Hook & Ladder Company and three brass 
bands. It is a healthy place, has never had but one yellow fever epidemic, 
is given to public entertainment, balls, brass band music and lively things 
generally." (April 13) 
 
It is the time of the year for the annual Fireman's Parade and we find an article 

giving the names of the bands that will march in the parade: 
 

"Fireman's Day Parade - The Silver Cornet Brass Band, from 
Plattonville, the St. Joseph Silver Cornet Brass Band, and the Thibodaux 
Silver Cornet Brass Band. The procession being formed moved along the 
proposed streets with banners and flags moving in the air, enlivened by the 
excellent music of the various bands." (April 27) 
 
The two bands furnish music for the St. Joseph Fair: 
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"Fair-St. Joseph, Sunday afternoon was devoted to promenade 
concerts, the music supplied by the Thibodaux Silver Cornet Band and the 
St. Joseph Band. The music was of a very entertaining character and was 
not the least pleasant feature of the occasion." (May 18) 
 

1879 
 
The Thibodaux Brass Band accompanies a group on an excursion to Lockport: 
 

"Excursion from Thibodaux to Lockport for Fire Company #1. The 
Thibodaux Silver Cornet Band also accompanied their friends and 
furnished music as the boat moved proudly and gaily up and down the 
bayou." (March 22) 
 
We read of the first appearance of a juvenile band under Robert Hingle: 
 

"Fireman's Day Parade bands: St. Joseph, and a juvenile band 
under Prof. Hingle of Thibodaux College, The Thibodaux Silver Cornet 
Band, St. Bridget’s Brass Band of Terrebonne." (April 26) 
 
Sponsoring an excursion was one way that the bands of the period made money. 

The Thibodaux bands sponsors such an excursion to Morgan City: 
 

"The excursion given by the Thibodaux Silver Cornet Band placed 
$275.00 in the treasury of the band on the railroad, this being the first 
excursion since the branch road has been built." (April 26) 
 
Rain halted the celebration of St. Valerie's Day (the outdoor procession) still 

celebrated with a mass at St. Joseph's: 
 

"Rain halted procession, St. Joseph's St. Valerie's Day. In church 
the choir rendered the mass selected in a very creditable manner. The band 
played a very lively offertory piece which we hope to hear again in the 
open air. Their 2nd selection was more appropriate to the place and the 
occasion." (May 3) 
 
The dedication of 8 statues is celebrated at St. Joseph's with band playing 

appropriate music: 
 

"Dedication of 8 statues in St. Joseph's. The blessing of the statues 
then occurred and to the strains of St. Joseph Silver Cornet Brass Band, 
the vast concourse made their way to the grove in the rear of the church 
where lunch and refreshments of all kinds could be had at moderate 
prices." (May 10) 
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"Thanks from Rev. C. M. Menard of St. Joseph's to the Thibodaux 
Silver Cornet Brass Band, Bridget’s Brass Band of Terrebonne, St. 
Joseph's Brass Band and to the College Band for their very entertaining 
musical selections which formed one of the main attractions of the 
occasions." (May 10) 
 
The band gives a ball for their benefit and two articles appear about the ball: 
 

"Members of the Thibodaux Brass Band give a fine hall tonight in 
their hall corner of St. Louis and Main." (Dec. 27) 
 

1880 
 

"We are indebted to the member for a complimentary ticket to a 
'soiree dansante' of the Thibodaux Band at Music Hall. This will be one of 
the finest and gayest of the season and will be fully equal to any heretofore 
given by this well known band. Everybody should attend." (March 2) 
 
The Firemen hold their annual parade and the Thibodaux Band is in the first 

division of the parade. (April 10) 
The Thibodaux Silver Cornet Brass Band was not only a marching band. All 

bands of the era also played for dancing. We read that the band plays for such an activity: 
 

"Ball of the Young Men's Benevolent Association in Music Hall. 
Dance to the fine music given by the Thibodaux Silver Cornet Band." 
(June 5) 
 

1882 
 

The only entry in 1882 is about the Fireman's Day Parade: 
 

"Fireman's Day Parade bands: St. Joseph, Thibodaux Silver Cornet 
Band. The bands played excellently well." (May 6) 
 

1889 
 

The Thibodaux Brass Band has been reorganized and parades the streets in a trail 
appearance around Thibodaux: 

 
"The Thibodaux Brass Band were out for a trial on last Sunday and 

discoursed delicious music. They made a splendid appearance even 
without their new uniforms Wonder Mac Bourg donated - uniforms his old 
charivari band." (April 4) 
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After the Fireman's Parade the Thibodaux Brass Band "paraded the principle 
streets at night and poured forth delicious strains of music until the memorable day 
expired." (April 4) 

An excursion for the benefit of the LPA used the Thibodaux Brass Band for their 
entertainment. (May 23), and the band plays for the 5th anniversary of the St. Charles 
Branch of the CK of A.: "Upon arriving at and "the Thibodaux Brass Band at the head, 
the knights and their guests (after dinner) proceeded to the Presbytery of St. Joseph." 
(May 23) 

The band plays for the La. Newspaper People as they give a concert with E. 
Legendre as director. (May 23) They also play for another excursion for the YMBA 
Association: 

 
"YMBA Association excursion. Drinking in the last notes of a 

sweet tune by our splendid Thibodaux Brass Band, at 8:30 last Sunday 
morning, we bounded onto the long train of cars ready to go west 
(Lafayette) Our brass band made a very favorable impression on the 
people of Lafayette. They were fairly enraptured by the entrancing music 
dispersed by our boys for one steady hour in the evening at the fair 
grounds." (May 30) 
 
The band plays for the annual Fireman's Parade. After the parade the band 

"preceded to Mr. McBride's house to honor him. The fireman's Parade was a great day for 
the people of Thibodaux, La." (June 20)  

The band accompanies the Hook and Ladders Fireman to the Lafayette Fireman's 
Day: 

 
"On April 23rd the Home Hook and Ladder boys were headed by 

the Thibodaux Brass Band of which the Lafayette Comet says: 'This 
Company had the good fortune to secure the services of the crack band, for 
it was conceded on all sides that the Thibodaux Brass Band took the whole 
bakery." (June 20) 
 
The band is scheduled to play on two excursions - To St. Mary's and 

Donaldsonville. They play for one but cannot play for the other: 
 

"Excursion to the fair - St. Mary. Remember that the famous 
Thibodaux Brass Band will be in the excursion and will furnish music for 
the fair." (June 27) 
 

"There will be no excursion to Donaldsonville on the steamer 
Delgrade tomorrow as Capt. Schneider announced the Thibodaux Brass 
Band, owing to another engagement cannot attend and hence the excursion 
had to be postponed." (June 27) 
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The band plays for four more excursions. An excursion without a band for 
entertainment was considered rather boring, thus the inclusion of a band on most every 
excursion: 

 
"As the rain poured in flooding torrents our gayly uniformed 

Thibodaux Brass Band played a favorite melodious air and Capt. 
Constantin's steamer pushed off from the wharf." (July 4 
 
"Excursion Sunday to Donaldsonville. The Thibodaux Brass Band will go along 

and make the excursion happy with their music (Belgrade Steamer)." (July 18 
 

"Excursion a success - the boat left here immediately after low tide 
with a fair crowd; including the indispensable Thibodaux Brass Band." 
(July 25) 
 
We find a card of thanks to the band in the August 1st paper for their services on 

the excursion. 
 

"Excursion of Fireman to New Iberia - Thibodaux Brass Band and 
the Iberia Brass Band." (August 1) 
 
The Band plays for a Democratic meeting in Lockport (August 1), and for a 

"Grand demonstration for congressmen Andrew Price. The Thibodaux Brass Band 
parades and plays for a dance." (August 10 

An excursion comes to Thibodaux from New Orleans and brings a band to 
Thibodaux: 

 
"Excursion YMBA Association of New Orleans (700) arrived in 

Thibodaux at depot. The Thibodaux Brass Band met the train. Through the 
evening the band that accompanied the excursion dispensed music in a 
style that elicited the praise of our connoisseurs. The band and the 
excursion committee paraded around and tendered serenades at several 
places in town. We acknowledge, appreciatively the serenades that were 
given the Comet office." (Oct. 3) 
 
One of the members of the band gets married (Judge Theo. P. Bergeron, and 

"members of the Thibodaux Brass Band serenades." (Dec. 12) 
 

1890 
 

The Fireman's Parade is held and we read about the bands in the April 17th paper: 
 

"Fireman's Parade - The Thibodaux Bucket Brigade preceded by 
our sweet tonal unexcelled Thibodaux Brass Band, (4th), the Houma Hook 
and Ladder Co. #1 having the Washington Artillery Band ahead of it (5) 
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Thibodaux Fire Co., another Washington Artillery Band, (6) Protector #2, 
music for this Company was furnished by Falrega's Band of New Orleans." 
(April 17) 
 
A follow-up story complimented the band on their Fireman's Parade performance: 
 

"The Thibodaux Brass Band gave excellent music, notwithstanding 
two of its regular members, Albert & Louis Trone, cornet & slide 
trombone players were absent. They were replaced by Profs. L. Fortune 
and V. Einhorn of New Orleans." (April 24) 
 
The band played a number of engagements at Tetreau's Park in April and July: 
 

"Tetreau's Park. The Thibodaux Brass Band was also on hand and 
with its soft, sweet, flowing airs helped materially to make the time more 
enjoyable (for races, all kinds, buggy and human)." (April 17) 
 

"Tetreau Park - Thibodaux Brass Band did much to make the time 
pass agreeably." (May 15) 
 

"Tetreau Park - Race-horses. The Thibodaux Brass Band strove, 
with its animated tones to give life to the surroundings." (June 26) 
 
Tetreau Park - The Thibodaux Brass Band was on hand and filled the air with 

exquisite music." (July 24) 
 

The band plays for another excursion, the destination - 
Washington, La. we read that: "the Thibodaux Brass Band greatly relieved 
the monotony and animated the passengers along the way (Excursion by 
train)" (Sept. 18)  

 
The band accompanies a delegation of Thibodaux people to a political convention 

in Lake Charles: 
 

"Headed by the unsurpassed musical organization the Thibodaux 
Brass Band, the Lafourche and Assumption delegations to the 3rd 
Congressional District Convention at Lake Charles left here last Monday 
morning. Price was the nominated by acclamation and the band played 
Dixie. After a vote of thanks to the convention and a special vote of the 
thanks for the excellent music of the Thibodaux Brass Band, the 
convention adjourned." (Sept. 18) 
 
There is an interesting item in the Oct. 16th paper. If seems like "one of the music 

books of the Thibodaux Brass Band was lost last Sunday night either going to or coming 
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from the fair. The person returning this book to this office will be rewarded." Finally, the 
band plays for a fair: 

 
"Fair . . . the music of the Thibodaux Brass Band acted like a 

magnet in bringing both old and young to the scene...some of the pieces 
played were enrapturing." (Oct. 16) 
 

1891 
 

The year begins with a benefit in the form of a drama to earn money for the band: 
 

"Play (drama) The Thibodaux Band furnished music each night 
(Play title: "All Alone in London) as the last named play was given as a 
benefit for that excellent musical organization." (Jan. 22) 
 
Another of the band members gets married and receives a serenade from the band: 
 

"Marriage of Mr. Albert Trone - On his return home with his wife, 
the Thibodaux Band, of which he is a member, called at his residence and 
favored the new couple with a delightful serenade." (Feb. 5) 
 
The band continues to play for various excursions; 
 

"If you wish to spend a pleasant evening wait until Saturday, April 
26, 1891, on that day the Thibodaux Band, one of the finest musical 
organizations in the State will give its third annual excursion to Lockport." 
(April 9) 
 

"Next Sunday is the day on which the excursion under the auspices 
of the Thibodaux Band will take place, all young folks and the old ones 
too should not miss this trip." (April 23) 
 

"Accompanied by that excellent and delightful organization, the 
Thibodaux Brass Band, the members of the St. Charles Branch 336, 
Catholic Knights of America and their guests, left Thibodaux on board the 
popular steamer St. John. The trip home was enlivened with songs and 
comical speeches from Mr. Jos. A. Trone, president of the band and songs 
by Mr. E. J. Legendre, Leader of the band." (May 14) 

 
"The steamer Louisiana took the Thibodaux Brass Band and a 

goodly number of excursionists down to the Lockport Fair last Sunday. 
The trip proved an enjoyable one." (May 28) 
 
The band plays for three different Fireman's Parades: Thibodaux, Napoleonville 

and Lockport: 
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"Parade - Fireman's Day. The Thibodaux Brass Band, with a 

splendid membership furnished music for the buckets. The Red Shirts had 
Wolfe's Band of New Orleans. The Hooks had the Washington Artillery 
Band, and the Protectors had music from the Louisiana Field Artillery 
Band." (April 15) 

 
"Thibodaux was well represented at the Fireman's Parade in 

Napoleonville. The Thibodaux Brass Band furnished the music for one of 
the fire companies during the parade." (May 21) 

 
"Lockport Fireman's Parade and school fair - Milneburg Fire Dept., 

New Orleans had the benefit of music from an excellent brass band from 
the Crescent City as well as the Thibodaux Brass Band, than which, we 
believe none in the State is superior." (June 11) 
 
The band plays for an excursion and also for the fair that is the destination of the 

excursion: 
 

"There will be a fair next Sunday at Harang's Canal, and an 
excursion on the steamer Alexander will be given from Thibodaux to take 
part. The Thibodaux Brass Band will be on hand and, as the band leaves 
here between 6 & 7 AM. Mass will be deferred at Harang's Canal until the 
excursionists arrive." (June 11) 

 
There is a follow-up story about the fair: 
 

"We do not know the exact results of the fair last Sunday at 
Harang's Canal. The Thibodaux Brass Band and a few others, from here 
attended by means of the Steamer Alexander. They returned home at 4 am 
on Monday." (June 18) 
 
The band plays for a Democratic Rally (Sept. 3) and for an excursion to New 

Iberia (Sept. 17) 
Father Menard celebrates his patron Saint, St. Charles in a ceremony. The 

Thibodaux Brass Band at night, with choice music, also paid its respects to the worthy 
pastor. (Nov. 5) 

1892 
 

The celebration of Father Menard's Golden Jubilee is celebrated and the band 
plays an active part in the celebration: 

 
"Rev. Father Menard's Golden Jubilee's 10th of next month...and 

marched in a body to the church the Thibodaux Band will no doubt 
accompany them." (Jan. 28) 
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"The procession formed at St. Bridget and Green at 8:00 the 

procession moved into line preceded by the Thibodaux Brass Band Hon. 
H. N. Coulon, after music by the band addressed Father Menard." (Feb. 4) 

 
"Music for Father Menard-The Catholic Knights in a body took 

part and so did the Thibodaux Brass Band." (Feb. 11) 
 
"Golden Jubilee - a few minutes before 9:30 the Thibodaux Brass 

Band which organization grace and infuses life into every public event 
came marching toward the church followed by the members ....(Sic: 
various societies)" (Feb. 18) 
 
We again find an item about the drama sponsored by the Thibodaux Brass Band: 
 

"We are informed by Mr. J. A. Trone that the beautiful drama 
"Marriam's Crime" will be performed about the 18th of Feb. for the benefit 
of the Thibodaux Brass Band." (Jan. 28) 
 

"Remember that "MC" under the supervision of Mr. J. A. Trone 
will be performed in fireman's Hall on the 18th inst. for the benefit of the 
Thibodaux Brass Band. It is a splendid day." (Feb. 4) 

 
"Marriam's Crime presented in Houma...also will be presented in 

Napoleonville and Donaldsonville." (March 3) 
 
The band, while not taking a side politically plays for another political meeting: 
 

"Mass meeting of Democrats of Lafourche - meeting of visiting 
politicians...and for this purpose the Thibodaux Brass Band, filling the air 
with joyful music and accompaniment, marched to the depot to receive the 
distinguished gentlemen upon his disembarkment from the train. A line of 
march was formed from the depot with the band at the head, followed by 
the footmen...The march terminated at the Stranger's Hotel. At night the 
band played for the start of convention." (March 3) 
 

"Lockport - Meeting for Governor S. O. McEnery. The occasion 
will be enlivened by the Thibodaux Brass Band which will discourse 
sweet music to the assembly." (March 3) 

 
"The Thibodaux Band will play next Sunday for the McEneryrites. 

They were to go to Houma, but the chairman of the McEnery committee of 
the parish secured a discharge for the from their Houma engagement, 
consequently they will be in Lockport." (March 3) 
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"Just before the meeting (Sic: assemblage of Democrats of 
Lafourche for McEnery) took place in the Opera House a torch light 
procession with the Thibodaux Brass Band at its head, marched through 
the principle streets of the town and thence back to the Opera House." 
(March 10) 
 
The band participates in another excursion: 
 

"Excursion to New Orleans. A large number of notes - but they 
were made up of 8th quarters and halves, The Thibodaux Band got hold of 
them and blew them 'out of sight' Southern Railroad. 1300 to 1400 
people." (May 12) 
 
Again we see the close association of the band to the Catholic Church as they play 

for the Catholic Knights: 
 

"Knights Anniversary celebration - prior to dinner, in Catholic 
Knights Hall, where the indispensable Thibodaux Brass Band delighted 
them until about 8:30 pm." (July 14) 
 
From time to time we read of band contests. The paper does not always follow-up 

and give us details about the outcome but at least we can read that they did hold these 
band contests and each town took pride in their band. In the Baton Rouge paper we read 
of a contest taking place where the results was contested and was called unfair. The 
upcoming contest is being held in Napoleonville: 

 
"The Thibodaux Brass Band has been practicing arduously this 

week to take part in the musical festival next Sunday in Napoleonville." 
(Sept. 22) 

 
"Mr. Albert Trone, spending some time in Jeannerette, arrived in 

Thibodaux last Sunday. As Albert is a member of the Thibodaux Band 
being a fine cornet player, he will assist the organization in their contest 
next Sunday." (Sept. 22) 
 
This contest will be highly contested and the bands playing do call in more 

musicians to be a part of their band to increase their chance of winning. Another alumni 
comes back to Thibodaux to take part in the contest: 

 
"Mr. Amilcar Legendre, formerly a resident of this parish, arrived 

in Thibodaux last Friday, coming on a visit to his relatives and friends. 
”Buck" will take part with the Thibodaux Band next Sunday at the 
Napoleonville contest. He is a member of this organization and it was with 
this band that he began his career that has earned him the distinction of 
being classed with the best cornet players of the South." (Sept. 22) 
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Columbus Day was celebrated during this era and the band takes part in the 

celebration: 
 

"21st. of October Columbus Day. The Thibodaux Brass Band and 
the Home Circle Orchestra have combined for this purpose and the 
celebration will be under their supervisors." (Sept. 22) 
 

1893 
 

Our first entry in 1893 begins with the Thibodaux Brass Band plays for the St. 
Valerie School Columbus Day celebration (Oct. 27) 

The Fireman's Parade is held and the Thibodaux Band plays for the Home, Hook 
& Ladder Company. (May 27) 

The annual fireman's Parade and Fair in Lockport is celebrated and "employ the 
Lockport Brass Band and the Thibodaux Band for the occasion." (May 18) 

During the year the band plays for a number of benefit fairs: 
 

"Fair at St.  Joseph Church - On Monday night, the Thibodaux 
Brass Band being on hand to enliven the attendance which was also quite 
large." (June 1)  
 

1894 
 
The band plays for an excursion to Canenero on June 24th. "Join the crowd that 

will be led by the Thibodaux Brass Band." (June 21) The band plays for a 'Grand Fair' 
(July 19) 

Another reason for the additional need for alumni to participate in the band 
contest held was that the band was having difficulty keeping a full band intact. We know 
that the band had to re-organize a number of times and many times had to disband 
because of lack of musicians. We read that the band is again having trouble keeping their 
group going: 

 
"We regret to learn that the Thibodaux Band has since the 1st of 

July fallen into a state of disorganization. We trust that this condition will 
soon terminate and that we shall have the pleasure of being entertained 
very soon as we have been in the past by the sweet strains of that group. A 
musical organization is needed in Thibodaux and cannot very well do 
without one, and it is to be hoped that the members of the old Thibodaux 
Band, which has been so useful an institution in our town, for so many 
years will be induced to reconsider their determination to disband." (July 
13) 
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The band is still organized so the above article must have done some good. A fair 
is held for the benefit of the band and the Home Circle Orchestra, two groups which 
shared a number of members: 

 
"The Thibodaux Brass Band and the Home Circle Orchestra will, 

on the 15th & 16th of Sept. give a grand fair at the Thibodaux Opera 
House. This fair is given for the purpose of purchasing musical 
instruments which the two organizations are very much in need. The 
people of Lafourche are indebted to these two organizations for many 
favors shown in the past and the opportunity is now given to show their 
appreciation by attending this fair and making it the success it deserves to 
be." (July 26) 

 
"Bands from other portions of the state will be in attendance and 

our people will have an opportunity to enjoy a rare musical treat. A cornet 
soloist of reputation will come up from New Orleans and offer several 
selections on his cornet." (August 9) 
 
The band plays for another fair: 
 

"A grand fair - at residence of Mrs. Gustave Morvant - benefit of 
school. The Thibodaux Brass Band will furnish music." (August 9) 
 
The fair of the band and the HCO is again mentioned: "that several cornet solos 

will be played by home talent." (August 23) 
 

1895 
 

There are only a few entries in 1895. It is not until May 23rd that we find an entry 
when the band plays at Tetreau Park: 

 
"Tetreau Park - Horse races, one bicycle race - music will be 

furnished by the Thibodaux Brass Band." (May 23) 
 
The band sponsors a fair for their benefit: 
 

"The Thibodaux Brass Band, one of the most indispensable 
organization in Thibodaux decided at its meeting held last Tuesday nights, 
to give a grand fair on the 3rd and 4th of next month (August)." (July 11) 
 
The weather again creates a problem for the fair as the paper writes: "Why does it 

rain? The Thibodaux Band is endeavoring to have an excursion run from Houma to 
Thibodaux for the fair." (July 25) 

Baseball was very popular during this era and the band accompanies the baseball 
team to Donaldsonville for a game as we read: "Excursion to Donaldsonville and baseball 
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game. The Thibodaux Brass Band regaled the excursionists with splendid music." 
(August 22) 

 
The band seems to have a firm base as the new instruments ordered for the band 

arrive: 
 

"The new instruments of the Thibodaux Band have arrived. The 
band is equipped now with a complete set of triple plate silver instruments 
of the Conn Company. It was to get these instruments that the band 
recently gave a fair. Sometime in October the band will favor their friends 
in Thibodaux with some music from these new instruments." (Sept. 12) 
 

1896 
 

Also, in 1896 the band is not as active as in past years. The band plays for the 
opening of a new hotel in Thibodaux: 

 
"Formal opening of Empire Hotel. The occasion was enlivened and 

made pleasant by sweet, regaling airs from the Thibodaux Band." (Feb. 
13) 
 
The local Fire Department hold a fair and we read that: "The superb Thibodaux 

Band dispensed choice music." (April 23)  
The band plays for two political affairs: 
 

"Political Rally. Democrats at Opera House. Besides the splendid 
speeches that these gentlemen will deliver, the Thibodaux Band will be on 
hand and enliven the meeting y sweet music." (Oct. 8) 

 
"Mass meeting Democrats. The Thibodaux Band was in fine trim." 

(Oct. 15) 
 
Finally we read that: "The leader of the Thibodaux Band, Prof. E. J. Legendre, has 

had a new member added to his family - a boy." (Oct. 22) 
 

1897 
 

In our first entry we read of a change in leadership of the band: 
 

"Prof. Emile J. Legendre having retired from the leadership of the 
Thibodaux Band, has been replaced by Mr. Louis Trone alias 'Beb' the 
joker - Beb's said to be a 1st class musician. Mr. Legendre will remain a 
member of the band." (Feb. 2) 
 
As was the usual tradition the Band meets a visiting excursion at the train depot: 
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"Excursion from Opelousas - The Thibodaux Firemen with them 

the Thibodaux Band, turned out and met the excursionists at the depot and 
escorted them to the Opera House, after having enjoyed themselves in 
various ways, in hearing our band discoursed sweet music." (May 13) 
 
The band begins a series of concerts for the town: 
 

"The concert given last Sunday by the Thibodaux Band near St. 
Joseph's Hall was much enjoyed by all who were present. The visiting 
excursionists found the music especially entrancing. There is no mistake 
about the Thibodaux Band being a grand musical organization and the 
citizens of Thibodaux are justly proud of it." (May 13) 

 
"The Thibodaux Band gave a very interesting concert at the 

Thibodaux Opera House last Sunday evening, which event drew quite a 
large and appreciative audience." (June 24) 

 
"The Thibodaux Band, under the leadership of Prof. E. J. Trone, 

will give another of its charmingly interesting concerts next Sunday 
evening. Commencing at 5 o'clock. The concert will be given at St. 
Joseph's Fair Grounds, where lovers of music, moonlight and flowers (and 
also lovers of girls & lovers of wives) can enjoy themselves to their full 
satisfaction." (July 8) 
 

"The concert given last Sunday evening by the Thibodaux Band at 
St. Joseph' Fair Grounds drew a large crowd and bid fair to be a successful 
financial undertaking, but the storm and rain that came up at sundown 
made a number of those present flee homeward, and others were kept from 
attending. Notwithstanding the rain, however, the band rendered the 
program (within the hall) as promised and managed to realize enough to 
clear expenses. 

We trust that next time the band will be favored with better 
weather a large crowd and make a financial as well as a social success. 

Since writing the above we are informed that the band will repeat 
the same program next Sunday. Do not fail to attend and help the band 
financially. Remember that a part of the proceeds will be given to the 
poor." (July 15) 

 
"The Thibodaux Band has come to the conclusion that the 

maximum of 'try and try again' is worth considering. The band tried again 
last Sunday to give the musical program that had been arranged for the 
Sunday previous and they succeeded remarkably well. They were greeted 
with a large crowd, who not only appreciated the unexcelled music, but 
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indulged liberally in the refreshments and thus contributed to the financial 
success of the undertaking." (July 22) 

 
The close relationship between the band and the Catholic Church is again shown 

as the play for a benefit for the church: 
 

"Fair for erecting 'Way of the Cross" the unexcelled Thibodaux 
Band as well as other bands of this community will furnish music for the 
occasion." (April 14) 
 
The band again plays for the arrival of excursionists: 
 

"Excursion day in Thibodaux. They came from the North, South, 
East & West. Excursions from Abbeville and New Iberia - met at the depot 
by different fire companies and the Thibodaux Band. From the depot the 
crowd was marched to the fair grounds." (May 5) 
 

There are no entries in 1898 
 

1899 
 
The next item is interesting as it mentions the monument to Father Menard and 

the way that the item speaks of the band: 
 

"Monument to Father Menard - music furnished by the Thibodaux 
Band or former members thereof, helped materially to enliven the 
occasion." (May 11 1899) 
 
The band plays for a fair sponsored by the firemen as we find "a card of thanks to 

Thibodaux Band for splendid music." (Sept. 14) 
 

1900 
 

From reading the next item it seems as if the band is going through trouble in 
assembling enough musicians for a band as 'an aggregation' play for a Democratic rally: 

 
"Democratic rally - Thibodaux Band, or an aggregation of our best 

musicians was also on hand to dispense sweet music." (May 22) 
 
This assumption that the band is having trouble assembling members is reinforced 

as we read the next item: 
 

"Fair, Thibodaux #1 (fire company) Card of thanks - to the 
gentlemen composing the Thibodaux Brass Band who by the enlivening 
strains of good music was a great attraction." (April 5) 
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The band plays for an excursion to Lockport: 
 

"The Thibodaux Band will furnish the music on the Chickasaw for 
tomorrow's excursion to Lockport." (April 7) 
 
The band plays for a gathering of Civil War veterans: 
 

"Re-union of Civil War Veterans - Before the meeting the Veterans 
and their guests formed in line, headed by the Thibodaux Band and 
marched from the Opera House to the Planters Hall, where Gen. E. T. 
Cickollos was met and escorted to Thibodaux Opera House." (May 24) 
 
The band next furnishes music for the Fireman's Fair: 
 

"Music for the fair - some of the members of the old Thibodaux 
Band have been practicing and will furnish music for the Fireman's Fair 
tomorrow. This is good news for the lovers of music and will greatly 
enliven the events of the day." (Sept. 8) 
 
The level of musicianship of the members of the Thibodaux Band is seen as Louis 

Trone, leaves town to join a 'first class band': 
 

"Louis Trone (Beb) one of the finest musicians in the old 
Thibodaux Brass Band left on Monday to join a 1st class band of music 
with which will make a tour through Mexico, Cuba and other places." 
(Sept. 15) 
 

1901 
 

Our assumption about the band being disorganized is realized in the next articles 
we read that they are re-organizing: 

 
"About the band. Thibodaux is soon to have another band. Mr. 

Legendre, the former manager of the old Independent Band has been going 
around during the week consulting the musicians concerning the 
organization of the old Thibodaux Band and we learn that he has met with 
considerable encouragement. Rehearsals will soon commence and our 
town will once more be able to boast of its celebrated band. Thanks are 
due to Mr. Legendre for taking the initial step and we trust the movement 
will be kept up." (June 1) 
 
The band schedule rehearsals: 
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"The Thibodaux Band will soon begin rehearsals through the 
energy of its old leader Prof. E. J. Legendre, the boys have all been seen 
and are all eager to fall back in line." (June 8) 
 
All these mentioning of the band must have been in the planning stage as we read 

that a meeting is held about the re-organizing of the band: 
 

"A meeting was held last Tuesday night with a view of re-
organizing the Thibodaux Brass Band. While organization was not 
effected the prospects are very good for re-organizing." (July 11) 
 
The re-organization of the band was not taken as serious by some of the town's 

citizens and the next item lets us know, indirectly that there was a colored brass band in 
Thibodaux but they evidently made jokes about a white band forming: 

 
"Rest assured that Thibodaux has a white band now. There is no 

joke about it, as some of our people seem to take it." (July 15) 
 
The band evidently is reorganized as they play for a fair: 
 

"Fair-Home, Hook & Ladder Company. The Thibodaux Band 
rendering the entrancing music that made it famous years ago was a 
charming feature of the fair." (August 8) 
 
The band plays for two excursions to New Roads and Baton Rouge: 
 

"The Pelican Excursion Club's excursion to New Roads last 
Tuesday left here with a large crowd on board. The Thibodaux Band 
furnished the music for the occasion and the gang enlivened the excursion 
with their harmonies strains both going and coming." (August 10) 

 
"Excursion to Baton Rouge by Thibodaux Fire Co. #1. The 

Thibodaux Band furnished their usual excellent music for the occasion." 
(Sept. 7) 

 
1902 

 
The band is still not stable and a group of musicians play for another fair: 
 

"Mount Carmel Convent Fair - Thibodaux Band or some of the 
skilled musicians who at one time formed the Thibodaux Band furnished 
sweet and popular music." (April 10) 
 
This is the last entry of the band named the Thibodaux Brass Band. Louis Trone 

becomes the leader of a new Thibodaux Concert Band as we will see in 1904 
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1903 

 
The new brass band is named the "Thibodaux Concert Band” and becomes an 

active part of the cultural scene in Thibodaux: 
 

"Prof. Louis J. Trone leader of our local concert Band  and a 
musician of talent and of note, has been presented with a $105.00 Besson 
French imported horn, as a token of high appreciation from our leading 
citizens. Too much credit cannot be lavished upon the worthy professor, 
for having kept up these young and extremely capable musicians together. 
This public appreciation of his talents as an organizer as well as a teacher 
is well merited, and we feel it our duty to 'honor him to whom honor is 
due.' “(March 17) 
 
This new edition of the band begins its first rehearsals: 
 

"'Music in the Air' The first music from the Thibodaux Concert 
Band (TCB) was heard last Tuesday night when the recently formed 
organization met in the Protector's Hall and rehearsed. The first effort was 
creditable and bespeaks a brilliant future for the organization. The band's 
officers, who were selected last Friday night, are as follows: Pres.-A. J. 
Braud, V.P.-F. J. Celestin, Sec/Treas.- P. J. Aucion, Leader - L. J. Trone." 
(August 4) 
 
The band plays its first performance for a fair: 
 

"The newly organized Thibodaux Band proved to be the most 
attractive feature at the fair given last Saturday and Sunday. The music 
rendered was highly appreciated by all who had the pleasure of hearing it." 
(Sept. 1) 
 

1904 
 

The year opens with an entry about the band playing for a fair: 
 

"Grand Fair - Opera House Grounds, April 23rd and 24th The 
Thibodaux and Union Band of Baton Rouge furnish the music." (March 
16) 
 
The band receives new band uniforms (Sic: only one was received): 
 

"The new uniforms of the Thibodaux Concert Band were received 
last week and last Sunday the band had a practice drill in the grove back of 
St. Joseph's Catholic Church, as it is the intention of the band, we 
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understand, to furnish some of the music for the Fireman's Parade. 
(Correction - only one uniform)."(April 13) 
 
We find an advertisement for a grand fair that both the Thibodaux Brass Band and 

the Progression Union Band of Rayne, La. furnishes the music. (April 22) The also 
furnishes the music for a Bid Auction for buildings lots on April 25th. (April 22) 

The new band plays for an excursion: 
 

"Excursion by Young Men's Benevolent Association. The 
Thibodaux Band was aboard and its sweet music brought forth many 
charming compliments (train)." May 11) 
 
The Louisiana Press Association holds a convention with music by the new band: 
 

"26th annual convention - Louisiana Press Association. At 7:30 
there will be an open air concert by the Thibodaux Concert Band." (May 
18) 
 
The band gives a fair for their benefit and the fair is deemed a success: 
 

"The fair given last Saturday, Sunday and Monday for the benefit 
of the Thibodaux Concert Band was a grand success. We have not 
ascertained the financial result, but we know it was very satisfactory." 
(June 1) 
 
The old veterans have another reunion with the band furnishing the music: 
 

"Gathering of old veterans at Opera House, marched from YMBA 
Hall, started for the Thibodaux Opera House and while the Thibodaux 
Concert Band rendered some martial airs the old soldiers marched with 
pride that had characterized their actions in former days. Toward the ends 
the band gave 'some Dixie' as one of the veterans called it." (June 8) 
 
The band gives a series of concerts and we read of one of these concerts: 
 

"The Thibodaux Concert Band gave another enjoyable open air 
concert last Sunday night from the portico of the Court House, a large 
crowd gathered to hear the music. If the band keeps up these concerts the 
necessity for a public square will be emphasized to such a degree that we 
believe the project will materialize. Let us have a place where we can hear 
the music, but at the same time have a seat. Standings are out of date." 
(July 6) 
 
There is a puzzling article in the July 30th paper. The band is actively playing but 

the article seems to point to the question of the perfection and arrangements (Sic: the item 
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doesn't say what arrangements) made to have a good band. Was the leadership 
inconsistent or were the performances not up to musical standards with some of the 
members? Perhaps a little of both: 

 
"A meeting of the members of the Thibodaux Concert Band was 

held at the Opera House Monday. Matters pertaining to the perfection of 
the band were discussed and arrangements are now almost complete so 
that the day when Thibodaux can boast of as good a band as any in the 
State is not far distant." (July 30) 

 
The band plays for the 'Summer Normal' as we read: "Thanks to the Thibodaux 

Concert Band for its delightful music." (August 3) 
Another article seems to point to the fact that the band was disbanded and formed 

again. Whether it is a new band or the old one, it plays for a fair and does a good job: 
 

"Thibodaux has once more a band of which it may well feel proud, 
if one may judge from the fine music heard at the #1's fair. Now that we 
have the band it behooves everyone possessing civic pride, to do all in his 
power toward maintaining it." (Sept. 3) 
 
The band, needing money, again give a fair to raise the needed revenue: 
 

"Concert Band Fair - The Thibodaux Concert Band's Fair to be 
held today, tomorrow and Monday promise to be a grand success." (Oct. 1) 
 
In Nov. they play for a political rally: 
 

"Democratic Rally - The Thibodaux Brass Band furnished the 
music for the occasion and gave evidence of great proficiency for the brief 
time that it has been organized." (Nov. 12) 
 
The La. Press Association hold their convention in Thibodaux with "an open air 

concert by the Thibodaux Concert Band." (May 20) 
 

1905 
 

The year begins with the paper reminding the citizens that: "The festival for the 
Thibodaux Concert Band at the fair grounds, on May 27, 28, and 29. This fair is for a 
good cause and all should find a helping hand. (May 20) and a reunion of the Civil War 
veterans: 

 
"United Confederation of Veterans - reunion. Thibodaux Concert 

Band play 'Dixie,' 'For the Blue Flag,' Maryland, My Maryland,' and other 
war time airs. Forming into lines they marched headed by the Thibodaux 
Band from the hall on Green to Main, to the Opera House." (June 10) 
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The band continues their concert series and again play at the Court House: 
 

"The Thibodaux Concert Band will give an open air concert on the 
court House plaza, tomorrow evening. The program prepared is excellent 
and there should be a good audience on hand to encourage the band boys." 
(June 17) 

 
"The Thibodaux Concert Band will give another of its delightful 

open air concerts at the Court House Square tomorrow evening." (July 15) 
 
While the next entry is somewhat amusing, the band plays for different 

organizations when they have a meeting: 
 

"Sanitary meeting board of health. The Thibodaux Concert Band 
will furnish music for the occasion." (March 10) 
 
The band, being very active, is constantly in need of money to finance band 

activities. To meet these ends, the band sponsors a fair to raise money. In a follow-up 
article we read two articles about the success of this fair: 

 
"The fair given for the benefit of the Thibodaux Concert Band was 

well patronized last Sunday, but inclement weather prevented a large 
attendance on Monday night. The managers have decided to combine the 
festival tomorrow and for the occasion an interesting program has been 
prepared." (May 26) 

 
"The fair held at the Opera House Grounds last Sunday for the 

benefit of the Thibodaux Concert Band was well patronized and the 
members are well satisfied with the result. The band rendered an 
interesting program and its music was greatly enjoyed by all." (June 2) 
 
The band continues presenting concerts: 
 

"Band concert tomorrow - Sunday, July 15th) The Thibodaux 
Concert Band will give another open air concert next Sunday, but it will 
take place on the Opera House Grounds instead of at the Court House 
Square. Don't miss it; an excellent program has been prepared." (July 14) 
 
The band plays for two more fairs to end the year: 
 

"Fair for benefit of Home, Hook & Ladder Fire Co. #1 will take 
place tomorrow at the Opera House Fair Grounds. A very attractive 
program of choice music has been prepared and will be rendered by the 
Thibodaux Concert Band lover's of music should not miss it." (August 16) 
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"Fair for Mount Carmel Concert. On both days the Thibodaux 

Concert Band rendered programmes of select music which contributed 
much to the spirit of good follow up and to the merriment and jollity that 
prevailed." (Oct. 27) 
 

1906 
 

The first entry is on March 16th as the band plays for a 'Health Mass Meeting': 
 

"Health Mass Meeting - The meeting held Tuesday night at the 
Thibodaux Opera House in the interest of the public sanitation was a grand 
success. The Thibodaux Concert Band under the leadership of Prof. L. J. 
Trone, rendered a sweet selection and the meeting was called to order." 
(March 16) 
 
The other articles in 1906 are about the band playing for various fairs and the 

concerts given by the band: 
 
The Fairs: 
 

"Three days of pleasure will be afforded next Saturday, Sunday and 
Monday; this being the time that the grand fair for the benefit of the 
Thibodaux Concert Band will take place. The fair takes place upon the 
grounds of the Top Highway where everybody may assemble and while 
having a good time assist with an undertaking that a deserving of help. It is 
needless for us to tell you that Thibodaux should maintain a good band, as 
this is a fact that is self-evident, but it is necessary to impress upon you 
that unless the band is accorded material aid to existence will not e 
possible. Then what you should do is to attend the fair and the financial 
results thoroughly satisfactory." (May 17) 

 
"The continued fair of the Thibodaux Concert Band, which took 

place last Sunday evening, was well-attended and as a result the financial 
returns were satisfactory. Free tickets were given to the ladies with the 
understanding that the one holding the lucky number would be given a 
pretty book-case and desk. This acted as a stimulus to draw the ladies to 
the fair, each lady hoping to be that fortunate one." (May 24) 
 

"Fireman's Fair - A fair will be given on the 19th of August for the 
benefit of Home, Hook and Ladder Co. #1. It will take place on the 
Thibodaux Opera House Grounds where there will be various amusements 
and an abundance of refreshments. One of the features of the fair will be a 
concert during the evening and at night by the Thibodaux Concert Band. 
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Get ready to spend a pleasant day and at the same time help the firemen." 
(July 26) 
 

"Fair - Brooklyn Hose co. #3 - not successful. It was necessary for 
the Thibodaux Concert Band to cancel its engagement thus detracting from 
the fair's program." (Sept. 27) 

 
"Fair- Protector Co. #2. The Thibodaux Concert Band delighted the 

people during the evening." (Oct. 11) 
 

The concerts: 
 

"The Thibodaux Concert Band was to give an open air concert 
Sunday night but the weather interfered, making it necessary to postpone 
the delightful program that had been prepared." (August 2) 

 
"Mr. S. L. Bergeron, the assistant cashier of the Bank of Lockport 

was in Thibodaux last Sunday, having come to attend a meeting of the 
Knights of Catholic and to enjoy the music of the Thibodaux Concert 
Band. He says that Lockport contemplates the erection of an opera house, 
the Woodmen of the World being the projectors of the enterprise." 
(August 23) 

 
"The concert last Sunday night by the Thibodaux Concert Band 

which is growing famous for its music was an enjoyable affair. Prof. Trone 
is justified in wearing a smile, and if he wants he can wear a boutonniere, 
as Col. Blakely did during last year's quarantine." (Sept. 20) 

 
1907 

 
The band continues playing for the many fairs scheduled and continues to give 

concerts. The other two entries are for the annual fireman's Parade and a program at 
Protector's Hall. "The Thibodaux concert Band gave its 1st concert last Sunday at the 
Opera House Grounds." (April 6) 

 
The Fair for the band gets good coverage in the paper with a number of 

mentioning: 
 

"Prof. L. J. Trone informs us that the Thibodaux Concert Band will 
give its annual fair on the 19-20 of May. Usually, the fairs given by this 
organization are big financial successes and we hope to see the one in May 
will be as brilliant as other have taken place." (April 11) 
 
The band gives another fair for their benefit: 
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"May 19th and 20th are the days selected by the Thibodaux Band 
for the annual fair." (April 13) 

 
"The 19th and 20th of May are the dates for the fair that will be 

given for the benefit of the Thibodaux Concert Band." (April 18) 
"The Thibodaux Concert Band will give its fair on May 19th and 

20th. The boys are deserving of success and no doubt the public 
appreciating the worth of a local band, will turn out in force on the two 
days." (April 20) 

 
"The grand three day fair for the benefit of the Thibodaux Concert 

Band begins on the 18th of this month. Posters will be out in a few days 
making formal announcements. All should prepare to make the fair a 
grand success." (May 9) 

 
"Don't forget to attend the band fair next Saturday, Sunday and 

Monday." (May 16) 
 

"The fair means three days of pleasure for those who attend the fair 
as the band will enliven the occasion with some of its choice music. This 
fair should be literally patronized in order that it may be the success the 
organization anticipates. We all enjoy the music of a superb band and 
hence it is our duty, for our own sake, to see that enough funds are 
provided for the maintenance of the band in present time for an excellent 
condition. Go to the fair and spend what ever you can." (May 16) 

"The band fair given last Saturday and Sunday to raise funds for 
the maintenance of the Thibodaux Band during the coming year did not 
prove the success anticipated; the gross receipts, we understand, were 
something over $700. There were many counter attractions and this 
militated considerably against its complete success. The crowd on Sunday 
was large, as compared with the attendance on Saturday and Monday." 
(May 25) 

 
"The grand fair for the benefit of the Thibodaux Concert Band 

begins next Saturday and will last for three days." (May 30) 
 
The Protector Fire Co. #2 gives a fair: 
 

"Fair, given Sunday by Protector Fire Co. #2 was a creditable 
success. - the concert given by the Thibodaux Concert Band was one of 
the great drawing cards of the fair." (July 4) 

 
"The band fair given last Saturday and Sunday to raise funds for 

the maintenance of the Thibodaux Band during the coming year did not 
prove the success anticipated; the gross receipts, we understand, were 
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something over $700. There were many counter attractions and this 
militated considerably against its complete success. The crowd on Sunday 
was large, as compared with the attendance on Saturday and Monday." 
(May 25) 
There is scheduled another band contest that the band is preparing for: 
 

"The Thibodaux Band is busy rehearsing selections in preparation 
for the proposed band contest to be held in New Iberia at some future 
date." (July 6) 
 
The band schedules a series of band concerts: 
 
The Concerts: 
 

"The Thibodaux Concert Band, led by Prof. L. J. Trone, delighted a 
large crowd last Sunday night was an enjoyable program of music. The 
music was rendered from the Portico of the Court House where it would 
have been more enjoyed had the Police Jury erected a bench inside the 
fence around the entire square. This little item would not cost the parish 
much, yet would be much appreciated by the many people who gather at 
the Court House to hear the music." (July 11) 

 
"The concert given last Sunday night from the Portico of the Court 

House was another of those enjoyable treats that the Thibodaux Concert 
Band is so well prepared to give. The band should invite the police jury to 
come and hear one of the concerts, so that those gentlemen could see how 
nice it would be to have a bench placed all around the Court House 
Square, just inside the fence. We'll bet that then they would readily vote an 
appropriation for the bench." (July 25) 
 

"Reception by the people of Thibodaux and band concert by the 
Thibodaux Concert Band at the Mt. Carmel Convent lawn." (August 8) 

 
The band plays for a convention and is named with another band 

taking part, whose name is not given." (August 17) 
 
Two more concerts are given in July: 
 

"The band gave one of its open air concerts last Sunday at the 
Court House and there was a good crowd in attendance." (July 13) 

 
"The band gave one of its enjoyable concerts last Sunday night. 

The program was a good one and pleased the audience in attendance." 
(July 27) 
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The hall of Protector Fire Co. #2 needs repairs and the Company renovates their 
popular hall: 

 
"At the last meeting of the Protector Fire Co. #2 it was decided that 

the hall of this company should be repainted and renovated and that the 
windows should be screened. It was also provided that the place should be 
supplied with electric fans. All those improvements will be a source of 
enjoyment to the members of the company to the members of the concert 
band, who meet in the same hall and to the ladies and gentlemen who 
gather to enjoy the euchre's of this substantial fire company." (July 18) 
 
The band plays for the annual Fireman's Parade (August 15). We read, as the final 

entry of the year that a convention has the band play for them: 
 

"Program at Protector hall, the march was taken up to the Top Hall 
where after some choice music of the Thibodaux Concert Band, State 
president W. J. White called the convention to order." (August 22) 

 
Finally in 1907 plays for a political rally: 
 
"Supt. J. S. Aswell delivers address at Opera House on Morclay 

night. The Thibodaux Concert Band will also render a fine program at the 
Opera House on that same night." (Sept. 7) 
 

1908 
 

There is only one entry found in 1908 and it explains why there are few entries in 
1908: 

 
"At a meeting of the Thibodaux Concert Band held on last Friday. 

It was decided to disband, due to the fact that several members of this 
popular organization have left town." (April 11) 
 

1909 
 

We find a re-organization of the town band and it becomes active again. It is late 
in the summer when we read that the band plays for a "Grand festival-auspices of 
Thibodaux Fire Dept. and the Thibodaux Concert Band." (July 24) Another article talks 
of this festival: "Grand festival and two concerts, afternoon and evening by the re-
organized band." (July 31) 

 
An article states that the Thibodaux Band is "composed of 35 musicians." (July 

31) This band presents another of their concerts: 
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"The Thibodaux Concert Band under the able leadership of Prof. L. 
J. Trone, favored the citizens of this town with another delightful concert 
last Sunday night from the Portico of the Court House. If we may judge by 
the amount of applause accorded the different selections we may say that 
the program was thoroughly enjoyed." (Oct. 19)  
 
There are entries from 1909 to 1913 of a brass band in Thibodaux 

 

1913 
 
The year begins with the paper proposing that the town organize a new brass 

band. It has been since October of 1909 that the town was without a brass band. The 
entry: 

 
"Let's have a band. Judge Charles Reviere is seeking the assistance 

of the citizens of this town toward the re-organizing of a band in our 
midst. He will issue circulars this evening calling for a meeting tomorrow 
night at Protector's Hall. If he gets the right kind of help he will soon have 
a band here, as there is a gentleman here by the name of Prof. J. B. 
Lacomba who is a cornetist and who is will to assume the leadership of the 
band. Let’s have a band." (Jan. 23) 
 
The proposal is successful and a new band is formed and begins rehearsals: 
 

"The Thibodaux Concert Band we understand is making rapid 
progress. Old time interest is being revived and it will not be long if the 
present enthusiasm is maintain, before we shall have a band that will be a 
pride to our town. Keep it up boys, and while enjoying your harmony also 
afford treats for your friends and fellow citizens." (Feb. 6) 
 
Another entry is given telling of the band becoming active: 
 

"The getting back on the map of activity-it was but a few weeks 
ago that the Thibodaux Concert Band was re-organized and it is now 
forging ahead splendidly. Now comes the Thibodaux Carnival Club." 
(Feb. 13) 
 
The band becomes active and play makes plans to play for a parade: 
 

"Automobile Parade - The Thibodaux Concert Band will make its 
debut this evening at the head of the procession." (Feb. 27) 
 
The paper continues to print articles on the band: 
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"The members of the Thibodaux Concert Band are certainly 
blowers. Their blowing, however was much enjoyed when they blew forth 
some very sweet music:" (March 6) 
 
The band does play for the auto parade: 
 

"The Auto Parade - The Thibodaux Concert Band for the first time 
before the public since its re-organizing came next and it enlivened the 
line of march with sweet music, acquitting itself so well as to draw forth 
many compliments for Judge Reviere, who revived the organization and 
Prof. J. B. Lacomba, who is the leader." (March 6) 
 
The band plays for a bicycle parade April 17th, and for the commencement at 

Thibodaux College: 
 

"Commencement Thibodaux - Music was furnished by the 
Thibodaux Concert Band, under the leadership of Prof. J. B. Lacomba, and 
the sweet strains contributed in no small degree to the pleasures of the 
occasion." (June 26) 
 
To insure that there will be players in the future to play in the town band there is 

formed, a feeder band, a 'juvenile band’: 
 

"Persons who go to the Opera House tonight will have the pleasure 
of hearing the first public music of the juvenile members of the Thibodaux 
Concert Band. The 'Little Band' as the players refer to their aggregation. If 
the harmony is in any why discordant just close your ears to the false note. 
They'll do better when they have practiced more." (July 10) 
 
The band remains active and gives a picnic: 
 

"The Thibodaux Concert Band has decided to give a picnic next 
Sunday upon Mr. Alcide Tovy's large grounds, in the Bourgeois 
Settlement." (July 17) 
 
For some unknown reason Prof. Lacomba resigns as the leader of the band and 

Prof. Amedee takes over: 
 

"Prof. J. B Lacomba, having resigned as the leader of the 
Thibodaux Concert Band, Mr. Jos. Amedee, who is a musician of much 
ability, has been chosen as the new leader of the band. We hope to see 
Prof. Amedee make a first class band out of the members that he has to 
train. The concert band, we understand is going to make an effort to 
organize a ladies auxiliary to assist in securing the funds necessary to 
make the band's a [permanent organization." (August 14) 
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It is about a week later that the band gives its first concert under the leadership of 

Prof. Amedee: 
 

"The Thibodaux Concert Band gave its first formal open air 
concert last Sunday night, when a very entertaining program was rendered 
on the Market Square. Prof. Jos. Amedee wielded the baton and he 
deserves to be complimented upon his first public appearance as the leader 
of the band. The indications are that under his guidance the band will 
return to its former prestige and popularity." (August 26) 
 
The band continues to play for various town functions and we find them taking 

part in a "Vaudeville performance Friday, Opera House auspices of Terpsichorean Club. 
The Thibodaux Concert Band and others." (Oct. 9) 

 
1914 

 
We begin the 1914 entries with the band playing for the Woodmen of the World: 
 

"WOW installation - at about 3 pm the Woodmen, preceded by the 
Thibodaux Concert Band, fell in line and paraded through different 
streets." (Feb. 26) 
 
Perhaps to distance the new band or to distinguish the new band, they change their 

name to the 'City Band': 
 

"The Thibodaux Concert Band has changed its title to the City 
Band. Let's see if the music is any sweeter or whether President Judge 
Chas. Reviere will be able to sport a more conspicuous smile." (April 16) 
 
The band continues the practice of previous bands and gives a Sunday concert: 
 

"A concert will be given next Sunday by the City Concert Band 
under the auspices of Violet Grove, Woodmen Circle. The ladies of the 
circle will be glad to have all their friends attend this concert and also 
patronize the refreshments that will be offered on this occasion. The 
concert takes place on the Market Square." (August 20) 
 
The band, also like its predecessors, play for a fair: 
 

"Fair - Benefit of Fire Protector #2 - Music by Thibodaux City 
Band." (Sept. 10) 
 
Finally, in 1914 the band plays for the St. Joseph Fire Co. 33: 
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"Cut Presentation - St. Joseph Fire Co. 33 - Protector Hall. The 
firemen were regaled by some choice music from Thibodaux City Band 
with Prof. Jos. Amedee wielding the baton." (Oct. 22) 
 

1915 
 

The band continues to be organized and active in 1915. In our first entry the paper 
calls the band the Thibodaux Concert Band: 

 
"Kind Dodo will crown his Queen at the Woodmen's Hall, at a 

dance that will be given Tuesday afternoon by the Thibodaux Concert 
Band." (Feb. 11) 
 
The organization seems to be stable and wins praise from the paper after its 

performance in a local parade: 
 

"The Thibodaux City Band acquitted itself admirably last Tuesday 
in the parades. Judge Chas. Reviere President of the Thibodaux Band, and 
Prof. Jos. Amedee, the leader, can well feel proud of the part their 
organization took in the carnival festivities." (Feb. 18) 
 
The band gives a performance for their benefit at Lafourche Crossing: 
 

"Everybody go to Lafourche Crossing next Sunday and help make 
a success of the musical festival that will be given for the benefit of the 
Thibodaux City Band. We all need the band, the band needs money. Have 
you ever heard of any organization living, thriving and prospering without 
money? Nix. Then give your mite and keep our band in good shape." 
(Sept. 2) 
 
Rain hampers the success of the above quoted festival but still it is profitable: 
 

"The rain tried to make a fiasco of the fair that was given last 
Sunday at Lafourche Crossing for the benefit of the Thibodaux City Band 
and the Lafourche Crossing Band, but in spite of the weather shabby 
treatment the gross receipts amounted to $192.00. The band members are 
satisfied, you should be." (Sept. 16) 
 
In an article mentioning that the Liberty Bell, on the way from San Francisco, 

stops in Thibodaux for five minutes. In the same story we read that "The Thibodaux City 
Band will go to Schreiver." (Nov. 16) 

 
1916 
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During the Mardi Gras festivities, we read that the band had taken part in the 
parades around Thibodaux: 

 
"In write ups last week of the receptions, pageant and dance of 

King Dodo we inadvertently omitted to say that the Thibodaux City Band 
led by Prof. Jos. Amedee, furnished fine music for each of the parades." 
(March 16) 
 
The band plays for an opening of a commercial business in town: 
 

"New soda fountain at Roth Drug Store - 5 to 8. Free treats and the 
Thibodaux City Band." (May 25) 
 
The band again plays for the annual Fireman's Day Parade, a parade that they have 

not played for during certain periods of time: 
 

"Fireman's Parade - Music was furnished by three bands: the 
Thibodaux City Band, St. Joseph Band and the Fraternal Band of 
Lafourche Crossing." (August 17) 
 

1917 
 

We are in era of the First World War and there is concern in Thibodaux about the 
war. We read: 

 
"Patriotic meeting - about war - Thibodaux City Band - inspiring 

music was furnished throughout the meeting by the Thibodaux City Band." 
(April 12) 
 
This patriotic feeling continues as we read of a flag raising at Mt. Carmel 

Convent: 
 

"Raising of flag at Mt. Carmel Convent - Throughout the evening 
music was furnished by the Thibodaux City Band, an organization that we 
should all applaud and encourage." (June 7) 
 
Local activity slackens during war time but the band plays for a lawn party: 
 

"Lawn party - Mr. & Mrs. Shaver - The Thibodaux City Band 
honored the occasion with a complimentary concert." (June 28) 
 

1918 
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During war time one of the biggest boasting of national pride was the brass band 
playing patriotic music. Music plays an important part in the war efforts, keeping up 
moral and patriotic feelings: 

 
"Meeting - war effort - Thibodaux City Band with its patriotic airs, 

helped to arouse enthusiasm before and during the meeting." (March 21) 
 
For the Redmen Convention the band furnishes music: 
 

"Redmen Convention - The Thibodaux City Band enlivened the 
occasion with spirited music, such as the organized Redmen never 
enjoyed." (April 11) 
 
During the war, local men enlisted and were given a heroes sendoff with the band 

playing for them: 
 

"Droffled men leave - Boys accompanied from Court House by the 
Thibodaux City Band. (May 2) 

 
"Third shipment of soldiers - cheered with music by Thibodaux 

City Band." (May 2) 
 
Occasionally there is an item about a member of the band. We read about one 

member, Mr. Bourdeaux: 
 

"Mr. Sidney Bourdeaux, a son of Hon. L. Z. Bourdeaux is in New 
Orleans undergoing an operation upon his throat. We hope to see him back 
in a few days, ready to continue his rule in the Thibodaux City Band." 
(August 15) 
 

1919 
 

The band plays for the Knights of Columbus to begin our entries of 1919: 
 

"K of C ceremony began at 9:30 Sunday morning when the line of 
march headed by the Thibodaux City Band started from the KC Council 
Chambers for St. Joseph Catholic Church." (May 29) 
 
The band looses it leader, Prof. Amedee who dies, having been sick for some 

time: 
 

"Prof. Jos. Amedee, who had been sick for some time, died last 
Sunday evening at 7:30 aged 32 years and 11 months. His funeral took 
place the following day at St. Joseph Catholic Church, the last sad rites 
being attended the body by the members of the Thibodaux Fire Dept. and 
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the Thibodaux City Band, of which later organization, he was the leader." 
(Nov. 20) 
 
The finally entry of a brass band in Thibodaux was on June 17th. It states that the 

band plays for the annual Fireman's Parade. (June 17) 
 

ROBERT E. LEE SILVER CORNET BRASS BAND 

JULY 4, 1890 

 
Five to six miles north of Thibodeax lay the Post Office of Pugh, Louisiana. It is 

in this small settlement of Pugh. It is the birthplace of a most colorful brass band. The 
idea of having a band in this small settlement is first mentioned in the Thibodeax paper 
called the Lafourche Comet, which served the entire parish. There is an announcement of 
a fair to raise money to acquire instruments for a newly formed band: 

 
"There will be a fair at Pugh, Louisiana, on the 6th and 7th for the 

purpose of raising funds to purchase instruments and organize a brass 
band. Let there be music in the air. (Aug. 21, 1890) 
 
In the latter part of the 19th century brass bands were 'the' popular type of musical 

ensemble. Most every town and hamlet in America harbored a brass band. The brass band 
movement reached its zenith between 1880 and 1899. The Robert E. Lee Brass Band was 
founded on July 4, 1890 in Pugh, Louisiana. This endeavor was encouraged by the Comet 
and this encouragement took the form of a very positive endorsement in their next issue: 

 
"The active and creditably go-ahead young men of Pugh, Louisiana 

are bestirring themselves in the interest of a grand fair which they propose 
to give on Saturday and Sunday, September 6th and 7th. Their object in 
giving the coming fair is to secure money to purchase instruments and 
organize a brass band. Those young men should be commended and 
assisted in their good purpose. They can do nothing more refined, 
entertaining and delightful than acquiring a perfect knowledge of music." 
(Aug. 28, 1890) 
 
As with other parish fairs, the paper, in the issue after the fair, always gives the 

results and describes the activities. Fairs were a most popular social activity in this era in 
Louisiana history. I give the complete article from the Comet: 

 
"Saturday and Sunday last, as advertised by the posters so 

artistically executed at the Comet office, were the days assigned for the 
grand fair given by the famed Robert E. Lee baseball club. The weather 
was rather unpropitious on the first day, but on Sunday, old Sol came out 
in all his effulgence, and welcomed throngs of visitors of both sexes, and 
of all ages in Mr. Odressy Naquin's front lot. The wide spreading oaks of 
the large park, and the tasty palmetto-thatched tents, festooned with gray 
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Spanish moss, made the scene most attractive. The Napoleonville Pelican 
Silver Cornet Band, Mr. David Kahn leader, heralded its triumphant entry 
by the sweetest strains of music, and was greeted by the bewitching smiles 
of hundreds of Eve’s fairest daughters. Before leaving, the gentlemanly 
members of the Band serenaded each tent kept by the ladies, and received 
from their divine lips the most cheering words of parting. 

A tripping of the light fantastic' was occasionally improvised on 
the green sward, with as much ease and gracefulness as thought it were on 
the smooth floors of Protector Hall. Do you think, Mr. Editor that the 
refined ladies of your corporate limits, could indulge in the mazes of the 
dance under Phoebus's silver rays, with as much security and elegance as 
our country belles, and not tilt from their cavalier's arm? The object of the 
fair is to raise funds to purchase a complete set of musical instruments for 
the Robert E Lee Brass Band, organized Sept. 4th and composed of the 
following members. 

 
Myrtile Naquin-president Thomas Elfert  AchilleBordeaux  
Albert Aucoin 
Sebastian Hydel-secretary Emile Naquin  AnatoleNaquin
 Alick  Aucoin 
Oscar Angelloz-treasurer Leon Naquin  Arthur Adams 
 Numa Naquin 
 

This band is yet in embryo, but prompted by its native musical 
talent, will not be long in serenading the office of the Lafourche Comet 
and its obliging editor." (Sept. 11, 1890) 
 
In the next six months the band rehearses. On April 2, 1891, there is an 

announcement in the paper of a dance to be given by the band: 
 

"The Robert E. Lee Brass Band of Pugh, Louisiana will give a 
dance next Saturday at the residence of Prof. John Dolese. This will be the 
first dance since the doleful, solemn and reverential days of Lent have 
gone and consequently will very likely attract a large number of pleasure-
loving persons. The members of this country band should be congratulated 
upon their success thus far and urged with the mental and financial support 
of their fellow citizens to persistently continue in the course they have 
chosen." (April 2, 1891) 
 
As usual, the next issue of the paper contains the write-ups of that first dance: 
 

"I followed the wholesome advice you gave in the last issue of the 
Comet, regarding the moral and substantial support that should be 
accorded the organizers of the Robert E. Lee Silver Cornet Club. 
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I attended with much pleasure the grand ball given in their behalf 
in Prof. J. Dolese's spacious hall, on Saturday, 4th inst. It is unanimously 
admitted to have been the grandest and most stylish soiree dansante over 
witnessed this side of Assumption line. The utmost order and decorum 
prevailed as most of the members composing the band were pupils of our 
esteemed professor. A large number of the blooming lilies who graced the 
hall and enlivened the scene with their bewitching smiles also attended 
this curriculum. 

Our sister parish, lying from us where the king of day dips his 
dying rays in a golden.......was also fully represented by chivalrous knights 
and refined maidens. This large and unusual attendance was due partly to 
the well-earned fame of the Napoleonville Silver Cornet Band, whose 
soul-inspiring strains awaken the sweetest echoes on both banks of 
Assumption. That band under the leadership of Messrs. E. P Gilbert, 
president and P. Lauve, director, came gratuitous and in a fraternal spirit at 
the invitation of present Myrtile Naquin of the Robert E. Lee Club, and 
added unspeakable charms to the festivities of the occasion." (April 15, 
1891) 
 
The Robert E. Lee Band began its active life, doing the things that a band of the 

late 19th century was enveloped in: parades, dances, different types of socials and 
entertainments: 

 
"This prelude brings us to notice and apprise you of the ice cream 

party given Sunday 21st, in Mr. l. B. Aucoin's shady lawn by the 
gentlemen members of the Robert E. Lee Brass Band. Only about 2 
months ago, did this incipient band begin tooting and drumming with last 
Sunday ventured to make a public debut. Musical director P. S. Lauve, 
accompanied by Mr. Sylvester Dabaunne of the Bertie Silver Cornet Band 
very generously concluded to extend them a helping hand. The utmost 
satisfaction was given the large attendance on the grounds and every one, 
young and old, felt in the inmost recess of his heart, a just cause of pride 
and glorification. A bright future awaits the Robert E. Lee Band and it 
must undoubtedly be composed of extra musical Creole stock to have 
scored so high on the first test. The Bertie Silver Cornet Band has quite an 
enviable reputation. It is engaged to play shortly at three fairs in 
Assumption." June 25, 1891) 
 
We read of the progress of the Robert E. lee Band: 
 

"Joyful news to you, Mr. Editor - will be the rebanding of the 
Robert E. Lee Brass Band under the tutorship of Prof. P. S. Lauve of 
Assumption. It has made remarkable progress of late and buls fair to rival 
the musical bands which enrapturing strains have kindled the patriotism of 
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the supporters alike of the undaunted "Man from St. Mary," and the 
venerable champion of white supremacy. 

The personnel of the Robert E. Lee Band are as follows: Oscar 
Angelloz-Treas., A. Aucion-Sec., Achille Boudreau, Anatole Naquin, 
Andrew Dolese, Albert Medus, Alexander Dolese, Albert Naquin, Charles 
Elfert, Arthur Melancon, Joseph Molaison, Numan Naquin and Arthur 
Aucoin. At a grand ball given under its auspices and for its benefit....the 
variety of airs with which it regaled our neighborhood argues well for the 
future. On the 30th a April, 30 years ago, the booming of cannon from the 
federal fleet under Commodore Farragut struck terror in the metropolis of 
the South, On the 30th of April, 5 days ago, the mellifluous cornets and 
altos of the Robert E. Lee Brass Band wafted sweet music on the midnight 
air and drove the surging billows of .......Lafourche to seek exit 6 miles 
below Lockport. 
La patrie es a peu pres saunee donnons tranquiles. adieu. (May 12, 1892) 
 
The band gives a dance: 
 

"Robert E. Lee Brass Band - a dance - 4th of June. Residence of 
Mr. O. Angelloz of Pugh, Louisiana." (May 19, 1892) 
 
The members of the Robert E. Lee Band, from the articles in the paper, must have 

been very dedicated and persevering young men. Just a few months later they propose to 
erect their own dance hall: 

 
"The Robert E. Lee Brass band, of Pugh, Louisiana, like the 

distinguished person whose name it has adopted, is determined to become 
efficient and famous. Since it was first organized, which was not a great 
while ago; it has been going steadily on the up grade - both musically and 
financially. Its first great effort was to buy a set of pretty and useful 
instruments. Now it is working to secure funds for the purpose of erecting 
a hall. It has given balls at various times in the past and now it has been 
decided to give a fair to assist the enterprise it has embraced. 

Mr. O. Angelloz, who besides being a reliable and successful 
merchant at Pugh, Louisiana, is also a leading member of the band, called 
at our office last Monday to get large, flaring and attractive posters made 
to announce the proposed fair. We have made the posters and they are now 
to be seen in all public places. Read them and you will see that on the 27th 
and 28th of this month a grand fair will take place in Mrs. Marcellin 
Borne's Park, and that refreshments and divers amusements have been 
prepared to delight should you wish to have a good time." (Aug. 11, 1892) 
 
While the weather did not always cooperate with the organizers of outdoor fairs, 

this particular fair did have its problems but it was declared a success: 
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"We are glad to learn that the fair, which was given on the 27th and 
28th of last month for the benefit of the Robert E. Lee Brass Band, turned 
out to be a success, notwithstanding the prolonged rainy and bad weather 
we have been subjected to this year. The net proceeds of the fair was 
$190.00 The sum of more realized will not suffice to build the hall for 
which the fair was gotten up, but then it is enough to enable a start to be 
made and therefore work will soon begin on the proposed hall.  The band, 
in order to raise the funds that will be necessary to complete the hall, from 
time to time, in the future, will give balls, fairs, etc. to assist in finishing 
the work." )Sept. 8, 1892) 
 
During the winter months there is very little activity for brass bands. As we see in 

other Parishes, during the winter months there is little mentioning of the band. There is 
little activity during this time and during the season of Lent. It is in the spring of each 
year that brass bands again become active. Our next mentioning of the Robert E. Lee 
Brass Band is in the early spring: 

 
"The Robert E. Lee Band of Pugh, Louisiana, since its first 

organization has shown a very progressive spirit. The members of the band 
not only advanced rapidly and creditably in their musical endeavor but 
they likewise succeeded in building a very nice hall to which they gave the 
very appropriate title of "Cleveland Hall." Thus they have the names of 
two great men, linked with the band - the names of Robert E. Lee and 
Grover Cleveland." (April 6, 1893) 
 
The band begins to use their new hall and announce a grand ball to be given at this 

hall: 
 

"The Comet has received a special invitation to attend a grand ball 
given by the Robert E. Lee Silver Cornet Band at the Cleveland Hall, 
Pugh, Louisiana, on Saturday, June 3, 1893) (June 1, 1893) 
 
The band gives a series of dances that are well attended and successful financially: 
 

"The Robert E. Lee Silver Cornet Band will give another dance in 
their Cleveland Hall next Saturday, July 1, 1893." (June 29, 1893) 
 
The brass bands of the later 1900's were mostly amateur groups and generously 

gave of their time and talent for worthy purposes. One such time was for the benefit of a 
school: 

 
"Grand fair, benefit of Enterprise School. Music will be furnished 

by the Robert E. Lee Silver Cornet Band." (July 20, 1893) 
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The coming of fall and winter brought on the band's last dance of the season. It is 
noted that this dance will be the last of the season and the long winter will be void of 
mentioning of the Band: 

 
"The Robert E. Lee Band of Pugh, Louisiana gave a dance in their 

hall last Saturday night. Being the last dance of the season it must have 
been well attended." (Oct. 11, 1894) 
 
We must assume that the papers do not print every activity that the band 

participates in. The history of the band, beginning in 1890. We can theorize that the paper 
would carry the more important activities of the band and especially those that are for 
public support and benefit. So a lack of articles about the band does not mean they no 
longer exist but just do not have the activity of interest to the paper and its readers. Every 
band, upon scheduling an activity would naturally notify the paper and have their activity 
mentioned in the paper. The paper also printed posters for the band and in return for the 
business the paper would mention the band's activity. A band serenade to an editor was 
another way of getting the band's name in the paper.  

The band is still active in 1895 and we read of a benefit dance at Cleveland Hall: 
 

"On Wednesday, June 20th, there will be a grand ball given at 
Cleveland Hall by the Robert E. Lee Silver Cornet Brass Band. The dance 
will be given for the benefit of Mrs. A. Chavanal, who is a widow that is 
deserving of assistance. Besides the worthy object for which the dance will 
be given the Robert E. Lee Band is an organization that merits aid and 
encouragement in anything it may undertake." (June 20, 1895) 
 
As we have previously mentioned, bands did many undertakings for the benefit of 

others. The band did have expenses - travel, lodging, etc. and acquiring new music and 
instruments. Every so often they would have to sponsor a fund raising activity for their 
own benefit. As we have seen, the most popular of these band activities was the fair. 
People supported the many fairs that were held during the summer months, thus the 
Robert E. Lee announced they would be holding a band fair: 

 
"Robert E. Lee is dead but the Robert E. Lee Brass Band is not 

dead, unless one would want to say that it is 'dead in it.' To prolong its life 
of usefulness and build up and invigorate its financial constitution it has 
decided to give a grand fair on the 14th and 15th of Sept. This fair will 
take place at Mrs. Marcellin Bornes near Pugh Post Office. If you want to 
aid in keeping up a good organization contribute to the success of the fair." 
(August 15, 1895) 

 
The fair is mentioned in the paper on August 22 and twice on Sept. 5th. For 

unknown reasons the place of the fair is moved to Mr. Angelloz's Park. The fair is 
mentioned one more time in the paper just before the fair begins: 
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"Next Saturday and Sunday will be the days on which the fair for 
the Robert E. Lee Band of Pugh, Post Office will take place in Mr. 
Angelloz's Park. There will be baseball, papgeai (shooting), flying horses 
and other amusements. On Sunday night the Thibodeax Band, under the 
direction of Mr. E. J. Legendre will play a special program." (Sept. 12, 
1895) 
 
The weather affected the total revenue of the fair but it was called a success, 

having made $100.00. We read of the results in the Sept. 19th paper: 
 

"The managers of the fair given last Sunday by the Robert E. Lee 
Silver Cornet Band, at the Angelloz Park, had their anticipations and 
plants somewhat defeated by rain last Sunday evening. Of course, rain and 
mud detract considerably from the gayety and cheer that usually prevail at 
a fair. However, the Band netted something like one hundred dollars, and 
the committee - composed of Messrs. O. Angelloz, N. Aucoin, J. E. 
Poimbocuf, Valcour Bernard and Raoul Gautreaux, feel that the result is 
good when the weather and other drawbacks are considered. 

The Robert E. Lee Band is an ornament to its neighborhood and we 
hope to see it continue on the road to prosperity." (Sept. 19, 1895 
 
The band is not heard from again until about a year later. This does not mean that 

the band was not active, but that the newspaper did not write an article about them. They 
are still organized and were to give a banquet for their members but it was canceled as we 
read below: 

 
"The Robert E. Lee Silver Cornet Band of Pugh, Louisiana, was to 

have enjoyed a grand annual banquet last Sunday, but owing to the death 
of Mrs. Ambroise Naquin, who was related to several members of the 
band; it was considered proper to postpone the feast." (Sept. 10, 1896) 
 
The yearly fair is planned for the month of October in 1896: 
 

"On October 10th & 11th, there will be a grand fair given in the 
shady grove of Mr. Oscar Angelloz, at Pugh, Louisiana. The fair will be 
given for the benefit of the Robert E. Lee Silver Cornet Band, and this 
rising and popular young musical organization is deserving of public 
support. The band will make every preparation that will be considered best 
the interest and please all who are present." (Sept. 10, 1896) 
 
The fair is a moderate success, the paper having mentioned it in the issues of Sept. 

17, 24, and Oct. 1st. In the Oct. 8th paper we read: "Sweet music and pretty girls and 
other attractions will be at the Robert E. Lee Band fair, next Saturday and Sunday." In the 
same issue of the paper we read: "Help the Robert E. Lee Band next Saturday and Sunday 
by your presence and your cash." Due to weather and a scheduling conflict between the 
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fair and the big democratic meeting in Thibodeax it was decided that they would continue 
the fair and again hold it the next Sunday: 

 
"Robert E. Lee fair held also on the following Sunday. Many 

people must have stayed in Thibodeax for the Democratic mass meeting." 
(Oct. 15, 1896) 
 
The results of the two weekends of the fair netted the band $200.00, which was a 

satisfactory amount according to the paper: 
 

"The two fairs given for the benefit of the Robert E. Lee Band of 
Pugh, Louisiana resulted satisfactory to the managers the net receipts 
being $200.00." (Oct. 22, 1896) 
 
The band continues to have weekly socials at their hall, the Cleveland Hall: 
 

"The Robert E. Lee Silver Cornet Band of Pugh, Louisiana will 
give a grand dance next Saturday night at Cleveland Hall." (June 3, 1897) 
 
All bands during this era, usually participated in similar activities. The excursion, 

one of the most popular social activities, is also one of the activities of the band: 
 

"Young Men's Benevolent Association excursion to New Iberia. 
The Robert E. Lee Band dispensed sweet music for the occasion." (April 
21, 1898) 
 
The band, from the above quote is in its 8th year of service. Most every year 

bands would give fairs to help expenses for their various community activities and 
services. While these fairs are similar in function and activities, the mentioning of them 
in the paper is proving that a certain organization is still active: 

 
"On Sept. 3rd and 4th a grand fair will be given for the benefit of 

the Robert E. Lee Band of Pugh, Post Office. The fair will take place at the 
Angelloz Park. Watch for posters during the early part of next month." 
(July 21, 1898) 
 
Unfortunately, the weather prevents the fair being held: 
 

"Robert E. Lee fair canceled until the 17th and 18th due to recent 
heavy rain and the almost impassable conditions of the public roads." 
(Sept. 8, 1898) 
 
The Robert E. Lee Band was also active playing for political rallies and meetings. 

The band seemed to lean toward the Democratic Party as did the bands of other parishes: 
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"Meeting, Democrats - 3rd Congressional District nominated R. F. 
Broussard during the proceedings the Robert E. Lee Band furnished choice 
music." (Sept. 22, 1898) 
 
Finally the fair was held and it turned out to be one of the most successful fairs for 

the Robert E. Lee Band: 
 

"According to announcements the fair for the benefit of the Robert 
E. Lee Band took place last Sunday. The managers had the good fortune of 
having good weather on both days, and thus they were enabled to have 
their gross receipts amount to nearly $400.00 This is not as good as the 
managers had expected but considering the bad weather that prevailed 
previous to the fair and the fact that postponement was necessary they are 
very well satisfied with the outcome. As this band very kindly furnishes 
music for fairs and charitable undertakings without charge and 
consequently has but little revenue from which to pay its current expenses, 
it deserves all the assistance that the public can give. We hope that it will 
continue to develop into a leading musical organization. Mr. O. Angelloz, 
the president, and Mr. Nic Aucoin the sec. & treas. and Prof. E. J. 
Legendre, the leader, deserve complimenting on the progress thus far 
made." (Sept. 22, 1898) 
 
The band is still active in the summer of 1899 as they give a fair for the benefit of 

a local school: 
 

"Fair for Angelloz School - the Robert E. Lee Silver Cornet Band 
will enliven the occasion with sweet music." (June 15, 1899) 
 
This is the last entry of the band. Nothing is heard from them again. This is 

usually the case as so many bands, for no apparent reason disbands. It could be financial, 
it could be loss of members, and of course the trend of using jazz bands for dances and 
affairs does affect the use of larger, more expensive brass bands. 
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HELLIER BRASS BAND 

 

The Hellier Brass Band was organized in Houma and the first entry is in 1895: 
 

"There will be a fair in Houma, next Sunday, given for the benefit 
of the Hellier Brass Band. An excursion will go from Thibodaux to 
Houma and the Thibodaux Band will attend the fair." (August 8) 
 
There is a follow up entry in the next week's paper: 
 

"There was quite a large crowd of citizens who accompanied the 
Thibodaux Brass Band last Sunday to Houma to attend the fair given by 
the Hellier Brass Band. The Thibodaux Brass Band last Sunday to Houma 
to attend the fair given by the Hellier Brass Band. The Thibodaux Brass 
Band was the recipient of many nice compliments from the Houma people 
for the splendid music dispensed." (August 15) 
 
The band gives an excursion to New Orleans: 
 

"The Hellier Brass Band an organization that seems to be the pride 
of Houma will give a grand excursion from Houma to New Orleans on 
Sunday, July 26, 1896. The fare for the round trip has been placed at the 
moderate price of $1.50 but if a person buys his ticket before July 15th he 
can get it from $1.25. This is quite an inducement and should prove to be a 
good drawing card. The Comet returns thanks to the band for a 
complimentary ticket." (July 9) 
 
The band plays for an excursion to Thibodaux: 
 

"On Wednesday night an excursion came from Houma bringing 
about 125 people and the Hellier Brass Band of that town. The band, 
which is under the able direction of Prof. Adolph Heichelheim proved to 
be an entertaining and valuable adjunct to the fair, for it dispensed in a 
superb manner, a program of 12 beautiful selections and drew forth from 
the crowd the unanimous conclusion that the Hellier Band of our sister city 
is rapidly forging to the front and will, ere long, be ranked among the best 
country bands of the state. Before concluding, we must not omit to note 
that the Thibodaux Band, under the leadership of Prof. H. J. Legendre, was 
present each night and furnished abundance of entrancing music." (Sept. 
24) 
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LOCKPORT UNION BAND 

1892-1897 

 

The Lockport Band is mentioned in the Dec. 8, 1892. We read: 
 

"Lockport - The recently (and as yet only partially) organized 
Lockport Brass Band discoursed music that night that transcends by far 
anything the Mexican Band is capable of performing. The boys are expert 
musicians and with a little practice will make excellent music. By the way, 
their instructor Mr. Laportoire has arrived and will begin giving lessons 
soon. Some people are hard to please; the very person that was as jubilant 
over the organizing of this band is the lst to complain about having their 
sleep disturbed by 'such noise.' They don't know good music when they 
hear it. Don't listen to talk boys, go right ahead, and we are sure your 
undertaking will be a success." (Dec. 8, 1892) 
 
The director, Mr. Laportoire moves to Lockport from New Orleans: 
 

"Mr. Laportoire of New Orleans who has been engaged as music 
teacher by the Lockport Band has moved into the house on 10th St. 
formerly occupied by Mr. Paul Meyer." (Dec. 22, 1892) 
 
The local Firemen of Lockport hold a fair and parade and "employed both the 

Lockport Brass Band and Thibodaux Band for the occasion." (May 18, 1893) 
 
One of the band members marries and is given a present from the band: 
 

"Marriage - Mr. & Mrs. Barker were recipients of a number of 
beautiful and costly presents, one is particular, a silver castor, presented by 
the Union Brass Band, of which Mr. Barber is a member." (June 1, 1893) 
 
The band next plays for a local school fair: 
 

"Fair - public school fair - there were three bands in attendance: the 
Lockport Union Brass Band, the Thibodaux Band and a colored string 
band from Napoleonville." (June 8, 1893) 
 
Another band in Lockport, the Savoir Band combines with the Union Band. This 

happens about three years since our last entry: 
 

"The Union and St. Savior Bands have formed a union. There are 
now, about 30 of them in membership. Listen to their melodious music 
and cast the shadows of sorrow from you." (July 23, 1896) 
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It is difficult for a small town to continue to have a band, with not enough 
members locally and some of their members leaving town. We read that Lockport is 
blessed with three bands: 

 
"A few years ago Lockport was without a band, but now it has 

three. We understand that another one is on the wing." (June 25, 1896) 
 
One of the brass Bands that is located near Lockport is the St. Charles Band. They 

and the Lockport Band play for a baseball game: 
 

"Baseball Game - The Lockport and St. Charles Brass Bands 
jointedly counted 35 pieces and contributed in a large measure to the 
enjoyment and success of the day." (Sept. 17, 1896) 
 
There is an excursion to New Orleans and "two members of the Union/Savior 

Band join the St. Charles Band while on the excursion." (Sept. 24, 1896) 
 
The Lockport Band plays for the arrival of a politician: 
 

"Candidate Broussard (Congressman) on his arrival the Lockport 
Union Silver Band struck up the tune of "Dixie" the melodious music of 
the band filled the air for awhile." (Nov. 5, 1896) 
 
The band plays for a 'grand Fete Champetre: 
 

"A grand Fete Champetre will take place on the 28th from the 
benefit of the chapel of the Vacherie Livaudais, which is now in the 
process of construction. The Lockport Band will be on hand and render 
some of its sweetest music and thus make the occasion very attractive." 
(Feb. 18, 1896) 
 
Our last entry is on July 15, 1897: 
 

"The Union Silver Band will give a grand dramatic performance 
next Sunday - An interesting program has been prepared for the occasion." 
(July 15, 1897) 
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THE LAFOURCHE BRASS BAND 

(COLORED) 

1875-1886 

 

The most noted colored brass band is the Laforuche Brass Band of Thibodaux. 
We find the first entry on Nov. 20, 1875: 

 
"...and finally the colored people have organized a brass band. We 

are glad of that because during next campaign the colored folks will give 
us music and not stun us, as was their custom in the past, with the harsh 
sound of bass drum and fife." (Nov. 20, 1875) 
 
This group of fife and drums had been around since the Civil War and at times 

comes forth to play for smaller parades. We read of this ensemble still playing in 1868: 
 

"Fourth of July - a procession of 10 freedman (colored) and half a 
dozen boys preceded by a band of one fife and two drums, under the 
control of a Grand Marshall and 6 or 8 assistants, all mounted, paraded 
around the principle streets for an hour or so." (July 11, 1868) 
 
Again on July 11, 1868 we read: 
 

"On Sunday last, a fife and drum kept up a harmonious discord 
about the streets of Thibodaux." (July 11, 1868) 
 
There is a political rally for the colored in which a colored band plays. It is not 

named but there is only one colored brass band in Thibodaux at this time, the Lafourche 
Brass Band: 

 
"Republican Mass Meeting - Political Rally - At the appointed 

hour for the meeting, the air was rent by the jarring sounds of a colored 
brass band, especially engaged for the occasion, which proclaimed to the 
assembled multitude that the speakers were about to take their places on 
the stand." (Sept. 16, 1876) 

 
Again there is an item that does not name the colored band that is engaged: 
 

"Excursion to Morgan City - colored - benefit of M. E. Church on 
Green Street and the band of colored musicians. Handsome profit for 
church and band, $175.00" (May 17, 1879) 
 
A colored excursion comes to Thibodaux and the band takes part in the 

procession: 
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"Excursion from New Orleans to Thibodaux by colored lodge meet 
at the depot by their brethren of Pride of Thibodaux lodge and being 
formed into a procession paraded through the principle streets of the town 
- preceded by a fine band of music in full uniform from New Orleans also 
by the colored band of Thibodaux at night a grand ball was held at 
Waverly hall. (June 7) 
 
The band plays for an Odd Fellows activity: 
 

"Odd Fellows - The pride of Thibodaux lodge #1951 of the GUO 
of Odd Fellows, had an anniversary parade last Saturday evening. The 
procession was preceded by the Lafourche Brass Band and after parading 
the principle streets of the town, had an oration delivered at the AME 
church by P. N.F. J. H. Bailey." (June 11, 1881) 
 
The band needs funds at operate and give a benefit in the form of an 

entertainment: 
 

"On next Saturday the colored band will give an entertainment at 
Waverly Hall for their benefit. This band has improved greatly but to be 
efficient money is required and can only be had by their friends lending a 
helpful hand occasionally which they can do on Saturday next." (Dec. 17, 
1881) 
 
The band plays for the colored school: 
 

"Entertainment by teachers and patrons of Corporate colored 
school. The Lafourche Band furnished the music on said occasion free of 
charge. Profit - $52.30." (Dec. 31, 1881) 
 
The band plays for the Fireman's Parade: 
 

"Fireman's Day Parade - bands: St. Joseph, Thibodaux Brass Band, 
Lafourche. The bands played excellently well." (May 6, 1882) 
 
The band plays for the "Third anniversary of the Odd Fellows. The Lafourche 

Band preceded the procession." (Jan. 24, 1882) 
 
A colored band is mentioned that I believe was the Lafourche Brass Band: 
 

"On last Saturday an excursion party came to Thibodaux from New 
Orleans under the auspices of the Crescent City Lodge, colored Odd 
Fellows. They were met at the depot by the members of the Pride of 
Thibodaux accompanied by a band of musicians and paraded through the 
town to their Headquarters returned on Sunday evening." (August 8, 1885) 
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Finally, the band plays for an incoming excursion from Morgan City: 
 

"Colored Odd Fellows from Morgan City help celebrate 
anniversary, procession made a neat parade the members being in full 
regalia, preceded by a band of musicians." (June 28) 
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ST JOSEPH SILVER CORNET BAND 

1871-1877 

 

The St. Joseph Brass Band was sponsored by St. Joseph's Catholic Church and 
played at most religious ceremonies as well as for town activities. 

We first read of the band on April 28, 1871: "Fireman's Parade - 20th.  ...first 
parade with more than one company." The St. Joseph Band serenaded patrons along the 
route. (April 29, 1871) 

There is a Fete Champetre held and both brass bands (St. Joseph & Thibodaux) 
along with the Schwartenbergh's String Band participate: 

 
"The levees of good music will be entertained with a rich treat at 

the concerts to be given at the Fete Champetre. Both brass bands and Prof. 
Schwartenbergh's String Band have kindly volunteered their services and 
are preparing to win additional laurels to those already obtained in the 
past." (Nov. 23, 1872) 
 
There is a large write up about the Fete Champetre. We quote only the part that 

gives the names of bands participating: 
 

"Procession from #1 hall preceded by the find band of amateurs - 
composing St. Joseph's Brass Band, preceded to the pavilion - after music 
by the band, (13 years old) $1250.00." (April 20, 1872) 
 
If the band was 13 years old - this would be 1859, there is no mentioned by name 

of the St. Joseph Brass Band. We find the Philharmonic Band in 1865 and the Lyrique 
Band in 1867. I am sure that once the Thibodaux Band was formed in 1871 there were 
musicians that played in both bands and many times it was a combined band and which 
ever name the paper gave or who they talked to called the band playing by recalling some 
of the musicians played in a certain band. 

The band plays for the annual Fireman's Parade: 
 

"Fireman's Parade April 24th. St. Joseph's Brass Band and Prof. 
Schwartenbergh's Band furnished music during the march." (May 4, 1872) 
 
The band next plays for a funeral of a fireman: 
 

"Funeral of Alfred St. Martin - fireman. The hearse, preceded by 
the St. Joseph Band, playing appropriate music preceded to St. Joseph 
Church followed by the members of his family. The mayor and members 
of council, Thibodaux Fire Company #1 and #2." (Oct. 26, 1872) 
We do not find an entry until the Fireman's Parade of 1873: 
 

"Bands in fireman's Parade-St. Joseph, five bands of amateurs." 
(April 26, 1873) 
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The band plays for the closing exercises of Thibodaux College: 
 

"Closing exercises of Thibodaux College in grove of St. Joseph's 
Church. St. Joseph Band furnished music during the intervals enhancing 
thereby the pleasures of these exercises." (August 2, 1873) 
 
The Fireman of most cities of Louisiana hold parades and take an active part in 

the community. The band travels to Houma for a Fireman's Parade: 
 

"Parade - Houma Fireman. #1 and #2 accompanied by the St. 
Joseph Band is all about 60, preceded by rail to Houma. St. Joseph won 
golden honors with their excellent music during the line of march-stopped 
at church." (March 7, 1894) 
 
The band plays for an entertainment by Fire Co. #1: 
 

"Entertainment by Fire Co. #1 St. Joseph Brass Band the 
entertainment was commenced by St. Joseph Brass Band, who played 
several pieces in their usual felicitous style during the interlude the string 
band gave the audience special pieces of music. Which brought back to the 
mind the memory of the gratification which this band of amateurs had 
afforded to the people of Thibodaux." (April 18, 1874) 
 
The Catholic Church of Thibodaux celebrates St. Valerie's Day and the band takes 

part: 
 

"St. Valerie's Day at St. Joseph's. Procession - The Thibodaux 
Brass Band and the St. Joseph. Mass-Spath in D and was well rendered by 
the choir of the church during the whole procession (inside the church). 
The two bands played alternately, and hymns and psalms were also 
chanted by the different societies and by the clergy." (May 9, 1874) 
 
The band plays for a Fete Champetre on April 2, 3 and 4th of April and again 

participate in the Fireman's Day Parade on April 28th (April 10, 1875) and at the annual 
celebration of St. Valerie Day. (May 1, 1875) 

The St. Joseph Band also needs funds and gives an entertainment: 
 

"St. Joseph Brass Band entertainment and drama, will be given at 
St. Joseph Hall on Sept. 11th and 12th, under the auspices of the St. 
Joseph Brass Band for the benefit of the band. The object of these 
entertainments, if we have been correctly informed, is to raise funds to 
purchase new and improved instruments. So well does this band deserve 
the good will and the good opinion of the public, and so high is the 
popularity which it enjoys that we are sure that every seat in the large hall 
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will be occupied and that even standing room will be at a premium." 
(August 28, 1875) 
 
The paper gives a good write-up about the band scene in Thibodaux: 
 

"Thibodaux is well off in the music line. First is "Le Cercle of 
L'Harmonie, an excellent string band, then we have the Thibodaux Brass 
Band, and the St. Joseph Band, both of which may be reacknowledged 
second to few bands in New Orleans and finally the colored people have 
organized a brass band. We are glad of that because during next campaign 
the colored folks will give us music and not stun us, as was their custom in 
the past, with the harsh sound of bass drum and fife." (Nov. 20, 1875) 
 
The band plays for the funeral of Sylvere Navarre: 
 

"Funeral of Sylvere Navarre - The fire Dept. were out in full 
uniform and preceded by the St. Joseph Brass Band playing solemn music, 
his remains were followed to St. Joseph Cemetery by almost the entire 
population of the town." (Feb. 12, 1876) 
 
There was an activity that both the St. Joseph and Thibodaux Band play for: 
 

"The Thibodaux cornet Band and St. Joseph Band added no little to 
the pleasure of the day, and our town has reason to rejoice in the 
possession of two such excellent bands." (April 29, 1876) 
 
One of the local schools has their exhibition (graduation) and the band 

participates: 
 

"Exhibition - the melodious strains of the St. Joseph Band under 
the leadership of Mr. E. O'Sullivan contributed largely to the enjoyment of 
the occasion." (July 29, 1876) 
 
The band plays for a local fair: 
 

"Grand Fair - St. Joseph and instrumental music everyday-April 21, 
22 and 23rd." (April 7, 1877) 
 
The final entry has the Band playing for "Fireman's Day in Houma, The 

Thibodaux fireman accompanied by the St. Joseph Band." (April 7, 1877) 
 
The band plays for a local fair: 
 

"Fair - St. Joseph Sunday afternoon was devoted to promenade 
concerts, the music supplied by the Thibodaux Silver Cornet Band and the 
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St. Joseph Band. The music was of a very entertaining character and was 
not the least pleasant feature of the occasion." (May 18, 1878) 
 
The next entry tells us that Robert Hingle is now in charge of the band: 
 

"Prof. Hingle has now charge of the St. Joseph Band as well as the 
college band. The former have recently received a set of new and 
improved instruments." (1879) 
 
The fireman's Parade is held and uses local bands: 
 

"Parade - The Thibodaux Silver Cornet Band  furnished music for 
Protector #2, the college band supplied the Home, Hook and Ladder 
Company and the St. Joseph Band did the same for Thibodaux #1. These 
bands did remarkable, winning new honors all along the line of the 
procession." (May 1, 1880) 
 
The band plays for an excursion: 
 

"Excursion - fireman - Train. The St. Joseph Band accompanied 
the excursion and played several pieces in the park grounds which secured 
the admiration of the people who were delightful with the performance of 
that band." (August 28, 1880) 
 
We do not hear about the band until June 28th, 1894: 
 

"The music on the excursion to Carencro last Sunday was 
furnished by the St. Joseph Band, composed of the young musicians of 
Thibodaux." (June 28, 1894 
 
A number of years pass before we read about a St. Joseph Band (22 years): 
 

"Fireman's Parade. Music was furnished by three bands: The 
Thibodaux City Band, the St. Joseph Band and the Fraternal Band of 
Lafourche Crossing." (August 17, 1916) 
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HOME CIRCLE ORCHESTRA 

(1892-1912) 

 

The Home Circle Orchestra was a local orchestra that was capable of playing 
dance music and giving classical concerts. It contained many of the best musicians in 
Thibodaux including Dr. J. J. Daigre, Emile Reviere, J. A Trone and E. Chol. The 
personal changed from time to time but the high standard of music performed was 
retained. They also played for a number of local functions: music for dramas, concerts, 
parties, dances, etc. 

The first mentioning of the orchestra is on Jan. 30, 1879. This first group was 
formed to play for a Knights of Columbus installation. A later article states that the group 
was organized around Dec. of 1891. The first entry: 

 
"Knights of Columbus Installation of Officers. Much of the 

entertainment of the occasion was due to the delightful music of the Home 
Circle Orchestra. The execution of the orchestra was so good that it called 
for the highly eulogistic remarks from the installing officer, who is an 
excellent judge of the orchestra art." (Jan. 30, 1879) 
 
Perhaps this early performance of the group was an ad hoc gathering, formed to 

furnish music for this one occasion. I theorize this as we do not hear of the group until the 
article stating that this group was organized around December of 1891. When a dramatic 
company comes to town the group provides the music: 

 
"The play was materially improved by the assistance of the Home 

Circle Orchestra (HCO). It was the first time that our orchestra, which has 
been organized but a few months, appeared in public and they acquitted 
themselves with much credit." (Dec. 17, 1891) 
 
If we take the statement of 'a few months' it probably was organized in October of 

1891. In the same issue of the paper the group is noted for playing for the Thibodaux 
Minstrels: 

 
"The Thibodaux Minstrels are steadily rehearsing and progressing 

nicely with the entertainment that they propose to give in the near future, 
for the benefit of the HCO." ((Dec. 17, 1891) 
 
The play, "Marrisim's Crime" is presented with the assistance again of the HCO. 

The review of the plays states: 
 

1892 
 

"We must not forget to state that the HCO contributed very much 
toward the success of the undertaking." (Feb. 25, 1892) 
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The HCO holds an entertainment and this is mentioned in the paper. The paper 
also mentions that the leader of the HCO is Dr. J. J. Daigre." (May 12, 1892) 

The HCO also plays for an entertainment at Thibodaux College. (May 19, 1892) 
The group's next performance is for the Literary Reunion: 

 
"Third Literary Reunion - The HCO, which never fails to delight 

with its sweet music, played a prelude and the program before the evening 
was begun." (July 7, 1892) 
 
They next play a benefit to secure funds for their operation: 
 

"The HCO holds a benefit (a fair and entertainment) at the Opera 
House. Included in this orchestra are Judge Adolph Munch and Mrs. Louis 
Juilliat." (July 14, 1892) 
 
The town celebrates Columbus Day and the HCO participates: 
 

"21st. of October - Columbus Day - The Thibodaux Brass Band 
and the HCO have combined for this purpose and the celebration will be 
under their supervision." (Sept. 22, 1892) 

 
The Mount Carmel Convent furnishes music for a school activity and the paper 

states that: "The HCO an invaluable organization, furnished music." (Oct. 17, 1892) 
The orchestra next plays for what is called the 'last reunion of an organization: 
 

"Last reunion by the St. Charles Branch, #226. Had music by the 
HCO." (Dec. 15, 1892) 
 
There is a follow-up article on this celebration which gives the names of the 

members of the HCO: 
 

"Columbus Day - The music, the instrumental part which was 
entrancing was furnished by the HCO, which organization is composed of 
the following named gentlemen: U. V. Daigle, 1st. violin, L. J. Meyer, Ben 
Walters, Emile Reviere, I. J. Trone,-2nd violin, Edward Roberts, viola, A. 
Munch-cello, E. J. Legendre-double bass, Franklin Thibodaux-flute, J. A. 
Trone-clarionet, Louis Juilliat-cornet, Alex. Perrin-trombone, B. T. Blake-
pianist, Prof. Chol at piano for vocalists." (Oct. 27, 1892) 
 
The HCO again furnishes music for a drama presentation - the Cold Day 

Company Drama Company. (Dec. 17, 1892) 
 

1893 
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The New Year begins with the HCO having a benefit in the form of a play entitled 
"Strife." (Jan. 12) The paper gives a follow-up to this activity: 

 
"The HCO, as usual, enlivened the occasion with choice music. 

Aside from performance of the play the audience was treated with the 
entrancing strains of two musical compositions prepared expressly for the 
occasion by Prof. Chol and executed on the violin by Mr. G. E. Von Hofe 
who represents Grunall and Co., New Orleans (Sic: Grunewald's - a music 
store in New Orleans) The piano accompaniment for these two pieces was 
by Prof. Chol." (Feb. 2, 1893) 

 
In the same issue of the paper another article about the play appears - giving the 

correct name of Grunewald's: 
 

"The performance of "Strife" last Wednesday night week, by the 
"Men of Mirth," for the benefit of the HCO, may be and to have been a fair 
success. The playing was good and the weather favorable, but the 
attendance could have been larger. 

Aside from the performance the audience was treated with the 
entrancing strains of two musical compositions prepared expressly for the 
occasion by Prof. Emmanuel Chol and executed on the violin by Mr. G. E. 
Von Hofe, who represents Grunewald & Co. of New Orleans. The piano 
accompaniment for these two pieces was by M. Chol." (Feb. 2, 1893) 
 
The paper gives some P. R. to a planned benefit for the HCO: 
 

"We are informed that the HCO contemplates giving an 
entertainment during the month of May. Let everyone who wishes to see 
the excellent organization prosper be prepared to give their assistance 
when the proper time comes." (April 6, 1893) 
 
Finally there is a grand fair for the benefit of a local school: 
 

"Grand Fair - Benefit of Enterprise School. Music will be furnished 
by the Robert E. Lee Band and the HCO." (July 20, 1893) 
 

1894 
 

The HCO furnish music - a grand vocal & instrumental concert, at the Catholic 
Knights Hall Tuesday, April 10th." (April 5, 1894) 

The group next plays for the Chacbay church. "The HCO with its varied 
programme of music, held the fort." (April 26, 1894) 

 
An entertainment is held by the HCO and the program is given: 
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"The HCO will give a refined and pleasing entertainment tonight in 
the Catholic Knights Hall. As the admission fee is placed at the small sum 
of 25 cents, no one can remain away on the excuse that the admission price 
is too high. A perusal of the programme that will be observed tonight may 
prove interesting, hence we give it: 
 

PROGRAMME 
 

Part First 

Fanchon, Overture (Isenman) Orchestra 
Recitation 
Piano duet 
 Flute & piano duet - Messrs. F. Thibodaux and B. T. Blake 
Sounds from Erin Waltz - (Arr. by C. W. Bennet) Orchestra 

Part Two 

Il Trovatore, selection (Verdi) Orchestra 
Song 
Recitation 
Selections on piano 
Visions d'Amour Waltz (g. & A. Delbruk) Orchestra 

Part Three 

Tonight We Say Farewell-potpourri - Orchestra 
Recitation 
Selections - violins 
 Flute, piano & violin trio - Messrs. Thibodaux, Blake &  

  Daigre 
Maude Galop (D. A. Godfrey) Orchestra" (May 11, 1894) 
 

The orchestra next plays for St. Valerie's School: 
 

"St. Valerie's School - Exercises - Prof. E. Chol is preparing an 
interesting program with the assistance of the HCO." (June 21, 1894) 
 
A banquet is given for the Thibodaux Brass Band and the HCO assist with the 

music: 
 

"The Banquet - In honor of the reorganization of the far famed 
Thibodaux Brass Band, a sumptuous repast was given at the Union Hall on 
last Tuesday night at half past eight. The members of the above named 
organization and the HCO, accompanied by their friends, sat down to as 
fine a dinner as has never been served in our city..." (June 28, 1894) 
 
We next read of the opening of the Teacher's Institute: 
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"Opening of Teacher's Institute - Monday evening music program 
under Prof. Chol and the HCO. The HCO supplied the music for Monday 
night and will continue to play every night for the remainder of the week." 
(July 5, 1894) 

 
We read that a member of the HCO gets married and were entertained by the 

HCO: 
 

"Married Judge Blake - The HCO, of which Judge Blake is a 
prominent mentor, paid their respects to the groom on Tuesday night and 
were royally entertained by Mr. & Mrs. Blake." (July 5, 1894) 
 
We find another item about the opening: 
 

"As usual, Prof. E. Chol exerted himself to make his part of the 
program a success, while the HCO held to their already well established 
reputation." (July 12, 1894) 
 
Both the Thibodaux Brass Band and the HCO have a function to raise funds for 

some new instruments: 
 

"The Thibodaux Brass Band and the HCO will, on the 15 & 16th 
of September give a grand fair at the Thibodaux Opera House. This fair is 
given for the purpose of purchasing musical instruments which the two 
organizations are very much in need. The people of Lafourche are indebted 
to these two organizations for many favors shown in the past, and the 
opportunity is now given to show their appreciation by attending this fair 
and making it the success it deserves to be." (July 26, 1894) 
 
Another article appears about the fair for the benefit of the Hoc and Thibodaux 

Brass Band: 
 

"Fair to be given by the Thibodaux Brass Band and the HCO. 
Bands from other portions of the state will be in attendance and our people 
will have an opportunity to enjoy a rare musical treat. A cornet soloist of 
reputation will come up from New Orleans and render several selections 
on his cornet." (August 9, 1894) 
 
There is a concert by 'ladies of the New Hope social Club: 
 

"Concert by ladies of the New Hope Social Club. The HCO 
sustaining the enviable reputation dispensed sweet and entrancing music." 
(Oct. 18, 1894) 
 
The final entry is a large article on the Home Circle Orchestra: 
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"If there is any organization in Thibodaux that our citizens should 

be proud of more than another we are certain that that organization is the 
Home Circle Orchestra. Usually, it is difficult to get a number of people to 
agree as well as the members of this organization do. Jealousy or 
ambitious for leadership generally springs up and thus causes discord, but 
as the members of the HCO enjoy harmony among themselves. It is 
evident that not only their musical abilities are refined but their judgment 
and modesty are also. 

For several years this orchestra has been a valuable adjunct to most 
everything that takes place in our Opera House, and we know that 
everyone whose ears have been delighted by the sweet music dispensed by 
the orchestra has been impelled to make complimentary remarks. 

This being the case every one of the citizens of Thibodaux should 
make it a point to assist in making a financial success of the musical and 
dramatic entertainment that the Home Circle Orchestra will give at the 
Thibodaux Opera House on the 27th instant. 

Mr. Mellon, in charge of the stage performance, is doing all he can 
to present a programme that will please you. 

We have not yet a full list of the ladies and gentlemen who will 
assist in the entertainment but as far as we know it embraces Misses Olive 
Cointment; Josephine Phillippeau, Alive and Frances Malboit, Edna 
Webre, Mary and Nettie Reviere, Celeste Bonvillain, Lilly and Agnes 
Smith, Etta Boell, Carrie Curtis, Lone Burton, Anastasie Braud, Maggie 
and Annie Hogan, Emma Flash, Laura Webvre, Clara Bunnings, Daisy 
Frost, Gulty Walers, "Pete" Alberti, Louise Naquin, Lillie Daigre, Lola and 
Aunnie Cherault, Messrs. P. J. Aucoin, Chas. Thibodaux, Omer Patureau, 
Dr. Burton, Eurle Knobloch and J. N. Thibodaux." (Dec. 20, 1894) 
 

1895 
 
Some of the HCO assist at a concert by Prof. F. Sontag: 
 

"Concert - Thibodaux Fire Co. #1 and Home, Hook & Ladder - 
under the management of Prof. F. Sontag, late of New Orleans, assisted by 
Dr. J. J. Daigre of the HCO and other skilled musical talent both vocal and 
instrumental." (June 6, 1895) 
 
The paper reports on the Fireman's Fair and gives the program played by the 

HCO: 
 

"The Fair Fared Well - It is indeed gratifying to be able to state that 
the Fireman's Fair, which came off last Saturday and Sunday, was a 
success both financially and socially. Beforehand there was little doubt 
that the fair would prove other than a success socially, for the concerts on 
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both days (with a complete change of program) were under the supervision 
of that talented musician, Prof. F. Sontag, ably assisted by Dr. J. J. Daigre 
and the HCO. Added to these assurances the Firemen had arranged that no 
admission fee be charged. 

But the most momentous questions and the one hardest of solution 
was: Would the financial receipts be adequate to the time, worry, and 
expense that the firemen had to undergo? The answer to this question was 
very satisfactory and the committee in charge of the fair-composed of 
Messrs. The gross receipts were $783.42, but it is not possible yet to give 
the exact net receipts. 

Saturday Entertainment: 

Overture - Lyric - HCO 
Manhattan Beach March - Sousa - Mandolin & Guitar Club 
Angels' Serenade - Soprano & violin obligato 
Whistling Minstrel (Herman) - HCO 
  Intermission (20 minutes) 
Overture - Eagle Nest - HCO 
Piano solo 
Flute solo 
Maude Galop - HCO 
  Intermission (20 minutes) 
Overture - Home Circle - HCO 
Ballad 
Selection - Il Trovatore - violin solo 
Snowflake Schottische - Mandolin & Guitar club 
Helen Galop - HCO 
 

Sunday 

Overture - Leona (Schoenhalt) HCO 
Directorate March (Sousa) Euterpe Mandolin & Guitar Club 
flute solo 
Sunny Day Schottische - HCO 
  Intermission (20 Minutes) 
Overture - Lilaca Waltz -HCO 
Vocal Solo 
Violin Solo 
Duet 
IN Dulci Jubilo - HCO 
  Intermission (20 Minutes) 
Overture - Tonight We Say Farewell - HCO 
piano solo 
Crash and Dash Galop - Euterpe Mandolin & Guitar Club 
Sweet Kisses Schottische - HCO" June 27, 19895) 
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The orchestra also gives a concert for the Mt. Carmel Convent and 
gave the following program: 

 
"The Golden Sceptre - Schiepegrel 
Opening Chorus - Les Vacances - Prof. Chol 
Gems of Stephen Foster 
Mananav  - Chilian Dance - Missaud - orchestra 
(June 27, 1895) 
 
A local composer, Miss Alice Malhoit dedicates a composition to 

the HCO: 
 
"With the compliments of the composer, the editor of the COMET 

has received a new piece of music entitled, "Ruth Cleveland." It is a 
mazurka, and Miss Alice Malhoit has the honor of being the one who 
composed it. She dedicated the piece to the HCO, of Thibodaux, the L. 
Grunewald Co. of New Orleans, are the publishers." (Sept. 19, 1895) 

 
1896 

 
The band assists at a concert by a blind musician: 
 

"Prof. Argence, the blind musician, will give a grand concert on the 
20th last. The HCO will graciously lend him its assistance for the occasion 
and a rare musical treat is in store for our people." (Feb. 5) 
 
One of the members of the HCO, Louis Joe Meyer dies. He was the organist at the 

church before Prof. E. Chol (August 7) 
The orchestra plays for a fair for Mt. Carmel Convent. On the program the 

orchestra plays "Gems of Stephen Foster, Flora Waltz, an overture and other pieces." 
(Sept. 24) 

Between Sept. and Nov. the orchestra is not active and we read that there is a 
reorganizing of the group in November: 

 
"The HCO has been re-organized with the following officers: J. A. 

Trone-Pres., A. B. Walters-Vice Pres., E. J. Legendre-Sec. & Treas., Dr. J. 
J. Daigre-Leader, Emile Reviere-Sgt. at Arms. There are 14 musicians 
who compose the orchestra. At one time the HCO was a leading musical 
organization of this town and we feel confident that as it is now re-
organization of this town and we feel confident that as it is now re-
organizing, it will not be long in regaining its former prestige." (Nov. 12) 
 

1899 
 

The HCO becomes the 'house orchestra' of the new Thibodaux Opera House: 
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"The Thibodaux Opera House is now in charge of a committee of 

gentlemen who have leased it from the fireman for one year, dating from 
Dec. 1, 1896. The gentlemen who have assumed the lease are Messrs. E. J. 
Legendre, A. J. Trone, K. J. Braud, P. J. Aucoin and A. J. Braud. We 
understand that their aim will be to have performances at the Opera House 
two nights in each week by troupes that are known to be 1st class. They 
have made arrangements with the HCO and that splendid musical 
organization will always be prepared to furnish music for the overtures and 
intermission of the performances. The gentlemen who have taken charge 
of the Opera House are all musicians." (Dec. 3) 
 

1899 
 

Since the last item on Dec. 3, 1896 we do not hear of the orchestra. On March 4, 
1899 we read that the group has re-organized: 

 
"The HCO, under Dr. J. J. Daigre as leader reorganize." (March 4) 
 
The new organization play for a fair and there is printed in the paper a card of 

thanks: 
 

"Card of Thanks for music to the HCO for fair. To the HCO who 
so generously furnished their choice music for the occasion." (June 8, 
1899) 
 
The orchestra is not heard from for a number of years (from 1899 to 1903) and 

plays a concert at the Opera House for the St. Charles Library fund." (July 16, 1903) 
 
The orchestra is not very active except for the above appearance in 1903. It is not 

heard from again until March 17, 1904: We read of the HCO playing for a drama at the 
Thibodaux Opera House: 

 
"Right After Lent - We have been requested to state that right after 

Lent a drama will be presented at the Thibodaux Opera House to the 
benefit of the HCO. The play, which will be interpreted by some of our 
popular talent, is now being rehearsed. Those who have attended some of 
the rehearsals are of the opinion that the play will be sure to please. 

The HCO is one of the best organizations in this town and is 
deserving of all the support that can be given. Remember the drama and 
reserve some of your change." (March 17, 1904) 

 
We do not hear about the orchestra until June 1, 1905: 
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"Prof. Chol gives a program of classical music for a visiting group. 
His program is listed in the paper: 

Overture, Lyric, S. Schleppegrell - HCO under the leadership of 
Dr. J. J. Daigre; Sylphia Waltz - Ade Gitznabb - orchestra.' (June 1, 1905) 
 
The mentioning of the HCO since 1896 has been sporadic. The HCO has not been 

heard of for a number of years is still organized and is now lead by Prof. E. N. Roth Jr. 
(Feb. 22, 1912) 

The ragtime era has evolved into the jazz era. With it came the more modern 
dance orchestras playing the latest popular hits. No longer is the repertoire of an orchestra 
such as the HCO popular, especially among the younger generation, who are the ones 
now going to the dances. It is an orchestra that has probably outlived its time. Just as 
'rock' has taken over from its predecessors, jazz takes over from the more classical 
oriented dance ensembles. Thus ends an honorable history of the HCO. 
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PAINCOURTVILLE INDEPENDENT BRASS BAND 

(Assumption Brass Band - 1905) 

 

Paincourtville is a small town located about halfway between Napoleonville and 
Donaldsonville. The first mention of the Paincourtville (PIBB) is in the Sept. 25, 1880 
issue of the Comet: 

 
"There will be a splendid dramatic and musical entertainment 

presented to our citizens at Paincourtville, tomorrow night, for the benefit 
of the Paincourtville Independent Brass Band. The Napoleonville Fire 
Company will attend in full dress, to aid in the enterprise. An abundance 
of eatables and drinkables will be served to the guests on the occasion. 
Success to the laudable efforts of this magnificent band of musicians and 
gentlemen." (Sept. 25, 1880) 
 
The Napoleonville Fire Company presented their annual parade and 'gala day.' It is 

first mentioned as 'Fireman's Gala day-Napoleonville company...was escorted by the 
superb Paincourtville Independent Brass Band under the leadership of J. M. Hubert." 
(Oct. 16, 1880) As is custom there was a Card of Thanks in the paper for all those that 
helped with their day. Included in the thanks was the PIBB: 

 
"CARD OF THANKS - Resolved - That last, though not least, the 

life long gratitude of Napoleonville Fire Company is for evermore 
vouchsafed to the members of the Paincourtville Independent Brass Band, 
individually and collectively, for the exquisite pleasure afforded by the 
melodious concourse of delicious music; that the accomplished and 
obliging gentlemen composing said band merit and do hereby receive our 
profound sentiments of esteem and thankful recognition." (Oct. 16, 1880) 
 
In 1881 the PIBB is a very active band in the latter part of 1881: 
 

Sept. 3rd - "Concert - Sept. 4th by juvenile amateurs of 
Donaldsonville. After the overture by the Paincourtville Brass Band there 
will be vocal and instrumental music by some talented young artists - 
Messrs. Tobias, Terrio, Swarez and Keating." 

 
Oct. 15th - "Firemen's 4th Anniversary of Napoleonville Fire 

Company #1 - accompanied by the PIBB." 
 
Nov. 11th - "Mass meeting (Sic: political) for Nov. 5th. 

Paincourtville. The fine brass band of Paincourtville enlivened the 
audience with some delightful music." 
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There are no mentions in 1882 or 1883. In 1884 we see their name mentioned 
again as they play for another political meeting: 

 
"Democratic mass meeting - At Paincourtville. The PIBB furnished 

choice music and contributed greatly to delight the audience during the 
interval between the speeches." (Oct. 18, 1884) 
 
The band, like most bands of the era, seem to have trouble keeping a complete 

band together. I believe this is why we do not hear from them again until 1886 as they 
play for a Fireman's Parade: 

 
"Fireman's Parade, Thursday, May 13th, Bands: Paincourtville 

Band, Thibodaux colored brass band - discoursing marshal strains, proved 
themselves well worthy of their reputation as they composed headed by the 
Blue Buckets... Ball after." (May 15, 1886) 
 
The band plays next for a Fete Champetre: 
 

"A grand festival will be given on Sunday, the 4th prox., at Capt. 
Jim Dalferres place, Assumption Parish, as a compliment to that well 
known and universally esteemed citizen, whose poor health and other 
adverse circumstances have severely crippled him, physically and 
financially. The affair has been devised by his friends, and its object 
should be sufficient to make it a grand success. The fete will embrace 
more than the usual number of attractions, including a mule race, cow 
race, croquet playing, a base ball match, etc. concluding with a concert by 
the juvenile amateurs of Donaldsonville under the direction of Mrs. O. 
Terrio. The concert, which will be one of the most interesting features of 
the occasion, will begin at 7 o'clock p.m. Admission, 50 cents, children, 25 
cents. Music will be furnished by the Paincourtville Brass Band." (August 
27, 1886 
 
We do not read about the PIBB until July 6, 1889 when they play for the "musical 

and dramatic entertainment, while the Paincourtville Brass Band will enliven the occasion 
with its melodious notes." (July 6, 1889) 

In the June 28, 1890 paper we read: 
 

"The Morvant String Band of Lafourche will make music for 
Poverty Point ball Saturday night next, and the Paincourtville Brass Band 
will entertain things on Sunday with strains of sweet music." (June 28, 
1890) 
 
There is no documented activity from 1890 to 1905. We read again in the Jan. 21, 

1905 issue of the paper of a new FIBB: 
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"Jefferson College Dramatic Club....a brass band of 40 members 
under the leadership of Prof. Staiert will give an entertainment at the old 
Catholic Church. Purpose - to raise funds to purchase instruments for the 
Paincourtville Brass Band." (Jan. 21, 1905) 
 
We read that the band written about on Jan. 21st is a reforming of a brass band in 

Paincourtville. We are not told if it is a reorganizing of the old band or the forming of a 
new one using the old name. We read in the Jan. 21st paper: 

 
"It is glad news to us, the fact that the town of Paincourtville will 

soon boast of a first-class and up-to-date brass band. The band will be 
composed of experienced material and will be under the able leadership of 
Dr. A. A. Landry. Mr. Sidney Rodrigue will be the manager. With these 
wide awake young gentlemen at the head of the movement we predict in 
advance that the band will soon make a reputation in the State. On the 12th 
of Feb. an entertainment will be given at Paincourtville to raise funds to 
purchase instruments." (Jan. 21, 1905) 
 
We read that there is a new name for the band. It is the Assumption Brass Band. 

The band is in the process of organizing and we see a number of items in the paper about 
their early activities: 

 
"A large meeting was held last Sunday by the citizens of 

Paincourtville to take action on the Fair and Concert that will take place on 
Feb. 12th. Dr. A. A. Landry was made chairman; U. P. Lafite-Sec., I. F. 
Bourdreaux, F. S. Gianelloni and Dr. Henry LeBlanc finance committee. 
The object of the Fair will be to raise funds to organize a first class brass 
band. The instruments will belong to the community, and in case of 
disbanding at any time, said instruments must be placed in charge of the 
trustees of the church for the community." (Jan. 281905) 

 
We read more about the plans for the fair in the Jan. 28th paper: 
 

"Sunday, February the 12th, 1905, will be a big day for 
Paincourtville. The Jefferson College Dramatic Club under the direction of 
H. J. Deadle and a brass band of 40 members under the leadership of Prof. 
Staiert, will give an entertainment at the old Catholic Church. The musical 
program will be more than a treat to the music-loving element of this 
parish. Prof. Staiert who will play violin solos is said to be a star 
performer. The Dramatic Club, of Jefferson College is well-known to our 
people and on this occasion they will present "The Virginia Mummy," a 
farce that overflows with pure, wholesome fun and also the popular French 
comedy in two acts "Le Billet de Jocrisse." The entertainment is under the 
management of the people of Paincourtville and the purpose is to raise 
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funds to purchase instruments for the Paincourtville Brass Band." (Jan. 28, 
1905) 
 
The Fair, or as it was called above, the entertainment is reported as being a 

success: 
 

"The Fair which took place here last Sunday, was a success socially 
and financially, notwithstanding the bad weather which started early in the 
evening and lasted all night. The band will now organize, and the talent 
which will compose the band, bids fair to make it the strongest musical 
organization on the Bayou." (Feb. 18, 1905) 

 
Another article appears in the paper and discusses the band fair: 
 

"Last Sunday the citizens of this community held a very important 
meeting after hearing that the net proceeds of the fair was $596.00. The 
brass went into permanent organization with Dr. A. A. Landry, president, 
Peve Casgrain-honorary Pres, Chas. Dugas, Vice Pres., Hy C. Barbier-Sec. 
The instruments were ordered and Paincourtville will soon have a first 
class band. (March 4, 19905) 
 
In the item that tells of the band receiving these instruments the band is called the 

Assumption Brass Band, named after the home parish: 
 

"The Assumption Brass Band of this place received their new 
instruments this week. The members will hold rehearsals every Sunday." 
(April 1, 1905) 
 
We find a lengthy article about the Assumption Band, playing concerts and 

serenades: 
 

"The Assumption Brass Band:  
 A most enjoyable musical treat was given the citizens of 

Napoleonville last Thursday night when the Assumption Brass Band of 
Paincourtville entered our doors and began wafting soul stirring music 
upon the still night air. Those who were not apprised of the band's coming 
thought that it was a demonstration planned by supernatural beings as a 
rejoicing at the disappearance of the yellow fever. But soon everyone 
learned that the musicians were not ethereal beings but members of the 
Assumption Band of our little neighboring town of Paincourtville. 

 The band was met at the outskirts of the town by Messrs. 
Clay J. Dugas, Louis Corde and Dr. O. J. Thibodaux. With these 
gentlemen at its head the band marched opposite the residence of 
Honorable John Marks, and gave that gentleman a serenade. The doors of 
the hospitable Marks home were thrown open and the members were 
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invited to partake of delicious champagne punch. Mr. Marks in his usual 
happy manner thanked the band most cordially for their visit and wished 
them many good things. Dr. Henry LeBlanc, in behalf of the band, thanked 
Mr. Marks in appropriate language for his reception and for his good 
wishes. 

After leaving the Mark's home the band marched to the local opera 
house, and there taking possession of the front gallery of the building, gave 
a concert which was greatly appreciated by a large crowd of our people. 

The Assumption Brass Band is hardly six months old but the 
article of music it produces, would do credit to any country band in the 
State. We are glad the band visited Napoleonville and we trust that they 
will come again and at no distant day. 

The members of the band who came to Napoleonville were: C. J. 
Jones, Paul Landry, J. M. Hubert, Dr. H. A. LeBlanc, Jos. Berniard, H. A. 
Degas, P. E. Landry, Hy C. Barbier, Sid Rodrigue, J. J. Dugas, A. Guedry, 
Pierre Charlet, Oscar Trahan, L. F. Bourdreaux, Dr. A. A. Landry, leader. 
The following gentlemen from Paincourtville accompanied the band: 
Messrs. Geo. Comeaux, Ed. Landry, L. A. Dailge, E. J. Dugas and John 
Newchurch." (Sept. 16, 1905) 
 
The band becomes active and does the things that brass bands did in the early 20th 

century: 
 

"Last Sunday the famous Assumption Brass Band visited the home 
of Mr. Henry Dugas and furnished music to a late hour." (Sept. 23, 1905) 
 
And in the next week's issue of the paper we read: 
 

"We are glad to announce to our readers that the Assumption Brass 
Band of Paincourtville, will give a musical concert at the Courthouse lawn 
in Napoleonville on Sunday, Oct. 8th. This will be a treat and we feel sure 
a large crowd will be present." (Sept. 30., 1905) 
 
The Assumption Brass Band continues playing for the community and serenading 

its leading citizens: 
 

"Paincourtville notes - Last Sunday, amid the illumination of 
fireworks, the famous Assumption Brass Band, filled the air with choice 
music. After playing a while in the open, the band serenaded the most 
prominent families of this community. First on the list was the home of 
Mr. & Mrs. Sidney Rodrigue, then to the home of Mr. & Mrs. Felix 
Dugas; from there to the home of Hon. Jos. U. Folse, and last to the home 
of Hon. Honore Dugas. The manner in which the band was received in 
each place will not soon be forgotten, and it is a source of much pride to 
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the members that they have the good will of this community." (Dec. 30n 
1905) 
 

1906 
 

In 1906 the paper refers to the band again by the name of the Paincourtville Brass 
Band: 

 
"A very creditable invitation was received by the Paincourtville 

Brass Band from the community of Brulie Landing, to play for the fair 
which is taking place tomorrow. The band will board the morning train, 20 
strong seeking a good time." (Jan. 20 1906) 
 
This use of both name (Paincourtville Brass Band and the Assumption Brass Band 

can be seen in the next article when it calls the band that goes to Burlie to play the fair as 
the Assumption Brass Band: 

 
"The marriage of Mr. Hy Boudreaux of Klotzville to Miss Lucille 

Landry, the charming daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Luc Landry of Belle Rose, 
is announced to take place on the 8th of Feb. 

A grand fair will take place at Pierre Part on the 3rd and 4th of 
February, Rev. Father Crosier have made arrangement with Captain's 
Labarre and Escofire to run them boats on Saturday and Sunday. The 
Assumption Brass Band will furnish music, and a general good time is 
anticipated. A boat will leave Sunday at 7 a.m. to take the people to mass 
at Pierre Part. Special accommodation for ladies on board. 

The famous Assumption Brass Band on a trying trip to Brulie 
Landing, notwithstanding the rain they managed to reach their destination, 
at 3 p.m. and made quite a hit, and furnished music from the time they 
arrived until day break Monday, a concert took place Sunday night and 
after the program Prof. Sam LeBlanc was called upon to sing a few songs 
and then Dr. Landry was also called to conclude the concert with a stump 
speech, the band returned Monday and all enjoyed the trip." (Jan. 27, 
1906) 
 
In the February 10th issue there was an additional mention of the trip: 
 

"Last Sunday a more beautiful day was never seen in all the history 
of Pierre Part, when about 800 people gathered there, to attend the grand 
fair which was given for the benefit of the Catholic Church of that place. 
Among the 800 there were about 500 strangers that came from all parts to 
give a lifting hand to this worthy cause. The famous Assumption Brass 
Band was on the grounds and gave music until a late hour, which helped to 
make the fair a grand success, socially and financially." (Feb. 10, 1906) 
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The band is mentioned again and is highly praised. A list of the band members 
again appears in the paper. The names underlined are additional members: 

 
"The Assumption Brass Band of this place is fast gaining a 

reputation all over the parish. The band has been called to play for a 
number of fairs and each time it scored a decided hit. The members are 
among our leading citizens and are all 'hale fellows well met: 

Sidney Rodrigue, Eddie Landry, Henry Barbier, Pierre Landry, J. 
R. Hubert, Leonce LeBlanc, Jos. F. Berniard, Henry Aucoin, Henry Dugas, 
Raoul Landry, Jos. Guedry, Sam Landry, Dr. Hy LeBlanc, T. Boudreaux, 
Clem J. Jones, Albert Buedry, Dr. A. Landry, Charley Givoir  Oscar 
Trahan, I. F. Bourdreaux." (Feb. 24, 1906) 
 
In June the band plays for another fair at Pierre Part: 
 

"A grand fair will take place next Sunday at Pierre Part. The 
Assumption Brass Band will furnish music for the occasion." (June 25, 
1906) 
 

1907 
 
We do not read of the band until a full year - June 29 of 1907, when the band is 

again called the Paincourtville Brass Band: 
 

"Posters are out announcing a three day's fair at Brulee St. Martin, 
for the benefit of the Chapel of that place to be held on Saturday, Sunday 
and Monday, June 29, 30 and July 1st. The celebrated Paincourtville Brass 
Band will furnish music for the occasion and an enjoyable time is 
promised everyone who attends." (June 29, 1907) 
 
The band plays again for the Pierre Part Fair: 
 

"Fair at Pierre Part, July 27, 28 (Saturday and Sunday) benefit of 
the Catholic church. The famous Paincourtville Brass Band will furnish 
music for the occasion." (July 20, 1907) 
 

1908 
 

The band continues to rehearse and hold meeting to elect new officers in 1908. It 
appears as if this is a re-organization of the band: 

 
"Last Sunday the Assumption Brass Band held a meeting and 

elected the following officers: Leader-Sidney Rodrigue, Pres-H. C. 
Barbier, Vice Pres-Paul Landry, Sec. & Treas.-O. J. Trehan. Quite a 
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number of young boys gave their names Sunday and it promises to be a 
success." (March 14, 1908) 
 
The band is again being called the Paincourtville Brass Band. They give a concert: 
 

"Concert at Paincourtville - On tomorrow, Sunday, August 30th, a 
grand concert will be given at the WOW Hall at Paincourtville Camp 
WOW. Refreshments will be served during the evening and music will be 
furnished by the Paincourtville Brass Band." (August 29, 1908) 
 
The paper reviews the above concert in the next issue: 
 

"The concert given at Paincourtville Sunday night for the benefit of 
the WOW of that place was a success in every way. The play presented by 
the Paincourtville Dramatic Club was cleverly rendered, and each player 
got liberal applause. Music was furnished by the Paincourtville Brass Band 
during the evening." (Sept. 5, 1908) 
 
The paper runs a report about the hit the band made at the fair. This band seems to 

be a slightly different one then a few years back: 
 

"Paincourtville Band makes a hit. At last Sunday's fair the 
Paincourtville Brass Band under the able leadership of Mr. Sidney 
Rodigue, scored a distinct success. The band has only been lately 
organized but the members have taken the proper interest and they produce 
music that is worthy of the efforts of more experienced musicians. Credit 
is due to director Sidney Rodrigue for the rapid progress made by the 
Paincourtville Band as well as for the thorough manner each member is 
rendered. Paincourtville is to be congratulated on its band, and we hope 
that the boys will make their visit to Napoleonville many and often." (Sept. 
12, 1908) 
 
In the autumn, the season of fairs, the band plays for one at Grand Bayou: 
 

"Fair at Grand Bayou. Benefit of Grand Bayou School. Music was 
furnished by Paincourtville Band." (Oct. 17, 1908) 
 
The last mentioning in 1908 has the band playing for a political rally: 
 

"Republican meeting at courthouse - Music during the meeting was 
furnished by the Paincourtville Band." (Oct. 17, 1908) 
 

1909 
 

For the third straight year the band plays for the fair at Pierre Part: 
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"Fair at Pierre Part for benefit of Catholic Church on Feb. 13th & 

14th. The Paincourtville Brass Band, under the leadership of Mr. Sidney 
Rodrigue, will furnish music for the occasion." (Jan. 16, 1909) 
 
The band, like the 19th/20th century tradition, plays for a baseball game: 
 

"On Sunday, April 11th, the Napoleonville will play their first 
game at Foley Park against the Labadies. This promises to be a big affair 
and a boat excursion will be run from Klotzville to this town. The 
Paincourtville Brass Band will furnish music during the game." (April 3, 
1909) 
 

1910 
 

The band is engaged to play at the fair in Valenzuela Plantation on Sunday, May 
28th and is not heard from again until they play at the races on Sept. 10th: 

 
"Grand races at Belle Rose....The Paincourtville Brass Band under 

the leadership of Sidney Rodrigue, has been engaged to keep the crowd 
jolly during the races." (Sept. 10, 1910) 
 
We again read of the band playing for Redman Day: 
 

"Redman Day! Grand rejoicing at Paincourtville, Sunday, Sept. 19, 
1910. Speeches at 10 a.m. At 3:00 p.m., the Labor Day Parade of 
Napoleonville will be given over with a few extra floats, automobiles and 
traps, a prize will be given outside of the ______. Music by the 
Paincourtville Brass Band." (Sept. 17, 1910) 
 
The band plays in Labadieville: 
 

"Woodmen unveiling at Labadieville, dedicate two Woodmen 
monuments. The Paincourtville and Labadieville Brass Bands played for 
the occasion." (Oct. 1, 1910) 
 
Finally, there appears a big article in the paper of Sept. 24, 1910: 
 

"REDMEN PARADE AT PAINCOURTVILLE, 
 HUNDREDS OF PEOPLE WITNESS THE PAGEANT 

AND ATTEND THE CHURCH FAIR AT THE CONVENT GROUNDS. 
Chickasaw Tribe at Paincourtville assisted by Attakapas Tribe of 

Napoleonville score big success. 
What was the grandest parade ever held in the town of 

Paincourtville, was successfully carried out last Sunday afternoon, 
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September 18th. The affair was planned by Chickasaw Tribe of 
Paincourtville, and will go down as the most brilliant ever held. 'Neath 
smiling blue skies and balmy breezes,' it was a day just suited for out-door 
display. Hundreds of visitors, coming from every part of the parish and 
adjoining towns lined the streets, and all showed their appreciation as the 
pageant passed them. 

At 3 o'clock promptly the parade was formed at the W.O.W. Hall, 
and the march began through the streets of Paincourtville. P. H. Gilbert, 
grand marshal, with S. A. LeBlanc and J. F. Mauffray as aides, the 
Paincourtville Brass Band came next, followed by the Attakapas Tribe of 
Napoleonville, with float and mounted Red Men; next came four 
decorated traps, belonging to Henry Delaune, Dr. Henry LeBlanc, Charles 
Dugas and Messrs. laws and Mauffray, respectively; then the white float of 
Chickasaw Tribe, on which were twelve pretty young women, all dressed 
in costly white costumes, and last came the haymakers' float which was 
cleverly designed with artistic decoration of hay." (Sept. 24, 1910) 

 
1911 

 
The band in 1911 continues to play for community affairs such as the fair again at 

Pierre Part: 
 

"A fair for the benefit of the Catholic Church will be given at 
Pierre Park, on Saturday and Sunday, June 10th & 11th. The steamer 
Hustler will take the crowd from Grand Bayou to the fair. An excursion 
will also be run from Little Grand Bayou. Both excursions are free. The 
Paincourtville Brass Band will furnish music for the occasion." (May 27, 
1911) 
 
The band next gives their won fair and festival: 
 

"On Sunday, August 6th, the members of the Paincourtville Brass 
Band will give a fair and festival at Paincourtville, in the WOW Hall for 
the benefit of that celebrated brass band. Those in charge of the affair are 
making grand preparations to make this a grand success." (July 29, 1911) 
 
Another article appears about the fair: 
 

"Posters are out announcing a fair Sunday, August 6th, for the 
benefit of the brass band and side-walks" (July 29, 1911) 
 
This fair and all its preparations had to be canceled because of a crevasse in the 

river or the yellow fever or some thing: 
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"The fair, which was to take place at Paincourtville tomorrow, 
August 6th, for the benefit of the PBB, has been postponed indefinitely," 
(August 5, 1911) 
 
The band does play for a fair in Sept. of 1911: 
 

"The fair, which was to take place at Paincourtville tomorrow, 
August 6th, for the benefit of the PBB, has been postponed indefinitely." 
(August 5, 1911) 
 
The band does play for a fair in Sept. of 1911: 
 

"Grand fair at Grand Bayou. Music for the occasion will be 
furnished by the celebrated Paincourtville Band." (Sept. 23, 1911) 
 
Thus ends the record of the Paincourtville/Assumption Brass Band. 
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KLOTZVILLE BRASS BAND 

 

We first read about the small town of Klotzville in the April 2, 1904 paper: 
 

"The Klotzville Brass Band - Democratic Meeting Tuesday - The 
Klotzville Brass Band furnished music for the occasion." (April 2, 1904) 
 
In the same issue of the paper we also read two articles about the band: 
 

"Anatole Gros and Eddie Landry, two of the leading members of 
the Klotzville Brass Band, were in town yesterday morning. They came to 
Napoleonville to make arrangements for a grand fair which will be given 
at Klotzville, April 16th & 17th for the purpose of erecting a building at 
Klotzville to be used by the WOW and the public school house." (April 2, 
1904) 
 
We find the repeated mention of the Democratic meeting in the same issue: 
 

"Klotzville meeting - Democratic meeting - music was furnished 
by the Klotzville Band." (April 2, 1904) 
 
The band furnishes music for a fair to benefit the school system: 
 

"Fair - On today and tomorrow, August 27th & 28th, 1904, a grand 
fair will be given at Klotzville under the auspices of Magnolia Camp #232, 
WOW. The proceeds of the fair will go toward continuing the Klotzville 
public school. Music for the occasion will be furnished by the popular 
Klotzville Brass Band." (August 27, 1904) 
 
There appears a card of thanks to the band for their performance at the fair: 
 

"Card of Thanks. To the Klotzville Brass Band for their delightful 
music. Social Committee of Fair." (Sept. 17, 1904) 
 
In 1905 we have only one item about the band: 
 

"A large number of young people from upper Assumption spent 
Sunday at Bayou Corne. The Klotzville String and Brass Bands furnished 
music for the occasion and an enjoyable time was had by all present.' 
(Sept. 23, 1905) 
 
The only other mentioning of a musical group is on August 31, 1907 and it is 

called an orchestra: 
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"Dedication of Belle Rose new school building. The Klotzville 
Orchestra furnished the music for the occasion." (August 31, 1907) 
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NAPOLEONVILLE 

 
 
Napoleonville is a town halfway between Thibodaux and Donaldsonville on 

Bayou Lafourche. It was smaller than Thibodaux during the early years and but there is an 
active cultural scene with brass bands and a newspaper. 

 
Our earliest item about music in Napoleonville is on June 13, 1874 in the 

Donaldsonville paper the 'Chief': 
 

"Concert at Napoleonville. Last Tuesday night a concert was given 
at the court-house in Napoleonville for the benefit of Christ's church in 
that place, and was a most elegant and recherché affair. The concert room 
was so crowded that there were scarcely sufficient seats for the ladies, and 
all the gentlemen were compelled to stand. The frequent applause of the 
gentlemen, and the sparkling eyes and expressive features of the numerous 
lovely ladies present, revealed the interest taken by them in the 
performance. Both the vocal and instrumental music presented on this 
occasion was really excellent, and the choice, of the pieces evidenced a 
delicate and refined taste in those who took part. Several of those who 
sang had well cultivated and beautiful voices, and some of the performers 
upon the piano and violin deserve to be ranked amongst artists. The farce 
of Boc and Cox, was splendidly acted and elicited a continuous roar of 
laughter and applause from the audience. The Napoleonville Cornet Band 
was in attendance, and their playing equaled that of any amateur musical 
organization in the State. After the performances the benches were 
removed, and the young folks present amused themselves by tripping the 
light fantastic until near daylight. The whole performance was very 
pleasing; such a one as can only be gotten up by ladies and gentlemen and 
the atmosphere of which, so to speak, is filled with an intangible 
something which evidences refinement and thorough good breeding in the 
managers and performers, and which, though not so grand, is far more 
entertaining than the opera." (June 13, 1874) 
 
We continue our history with an item that appears in the local paper on July 14, 

1877: 
 

"Visit of Gov. Nicholls to parish-On the eve of his departure he 
was serenaded by the Nicholls & Wiltz Brass Band of Plattenville, 
consisting of twenty musicians, under the leadership of Mr. Dedrick 
Ohlmeyer. It was a grand compliment to his Excellency and one he highly 
appreciated as the members composing the band rode 16 miles to 
accomplish their object. They favored the Governor and the ladies present, 
with many beautiful airs, (among others Gov. Henrick's quickstep) all of 
which were executed in a masterly manner." (July 14, 1877) 
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We have next an article on the Firemen's Ball: 
 

"Firemen's Ball Sept. 8, 1877. The ball given at the Firemen's Hall 
on Tuesday last, although slimly attended, was in many respects of a 
pleasant and agreeable character. The music discoursed by the talented 
members of the Amateur string Band (Sic: the Napoleonville String Band), 
lately organized here under the leadership of Judge Tete and who kindly 
volunteered their services for occasion, was unexceptionally good. The 
young ladies were handsomely attired and all pretty-as were their gallant 
beaux. To those admirable characteristics of a thin gathering, it must be 
remembered that bountiful and appropriate refreshments were added by 
the gentlemen and ladies friendly to the noble band of the Napoleonville 
Fire Company #1. The perfect good order and respectful conduct of the 
spectators are worthy of special mention, as no word or act occurred to 
mar this harmony or ruffle the feeling of the most fastidious so far."  
 
There is a similar social scene in Napoleonville that parallels that of Thibodaux 

and other southern Louisiana towns. We read about a ball held in Napoleonville: 
 

"The magnificent ball given by the young men's social club at 
Firemen's Hall, was largely attended and proved a complete success in 
every respect." (Sept. 29, 1877) 
 
We read of a string band organized in Napoleonville: 
 

"Our most accomplished musicians, under the lead of Judge Alfred 
Tete, have organized a string band in the village. We were invited to a 
rehearsal last week, at which quite a number of ladies were present, and 
we were highly entertained with the performance of these delightful 
musicians. Such reunions are at all times agreeable, but when interspersed 
with the merry encouraging plaudits of pretty young ladies, they are 
exhilarating to those who have music in the soul, to the highest degree." 
(Oct. 20. 1877) 
 

1878 
 

Fairs are popular in the spring, summer and fall in the south. The paper reminds 
the musicians of the town to tune up their instruments: 

 
"The time for church fairs is approaching. Young men, get your 

music instruments ready." (April 13, 1878) 
 
The Napoleonville Silver Cornet Band play for a dramatic entertainment: 
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"Dramatic performance at court-house Napoleonville, benefit of 
Episcopal Church. Overture by Napoleonville Silver Cornet Band, May 
25th and 26th, King Richard III, music and dancing followed the play." 
(May 22) 
 
Sure enough, the Catholic Church in town holds a fair with participation by a 

brass band, a necessity for a successful fair: 
 

"The Fair. St. Napoleonville Church. At intervals the splendid 
Nicholls and Wiltz Silver Cornet Band from Plattenville, discoursed its 
most enchanting strains." ( June 8, 1878) 
 

1879 
 
The political scene is an active one in the southern towns of Louisiana and a local 

citizen attends a convention and is given a send-off: 
 

"Send off for President August Hulow by Napoleonville Fire 
Company #1, for constitutional convention. The handsome pump, drawn 
by the firemen in 'bran' new accompanied by Hebert's splendid Brass 
Band, will escort the President to the steamboat Landry." (April 15, 1879) 
 
There appears to be a colored brass band in town. I am not sure if is the same 

band, the Lafourche Brass Band, of Thibodaux. There are a number of articles on the 
'colored' band, not mentioning in two articles by name, but called the Colored Band of 
Thibodaux in another: 

 
"Our acceptance of a polite invitation to attend a rehearsal of the 

colored brass band by their able instructor during the week was amply 
repaid. This band has after a brief tuition made much a rapid progress, that 
one is naturally surprised at their present proficiency in music. The melody 
and harmonious blending of the instruments in several beautiful airs, 
convinced us of the natural musical gifts of the colored people over the 
pale faced races, and if the members of this band will unite the persistency 
and adhesivness of the whites with the splendid endowments of nature, 
they will, ere long, have a band that will reflect signal credit upon 
themselves and the patrons of the art Divine." (May 3) 
 
and: 
 

"We are reliably informed that the depredations reported to us as 
having been committed in the Firemen's Hall, at the ball and concert given 
by the colored band of Thibodaux, were unjustly ascribed to the band, and 
we take pleasure in correcting an error in which we were inadvertently led 
by an imaginative quid nunc." (May 3) 
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and: 
 

"The concert on Sunday evening given at the colored public school 
house was for the benefit of the colored brass band, but was likewise made 
available by some of our young men for the acquisition of an extra supply 
of brass and check. God knows they possessed enough already to satisfy 
the most ambitious dealer in brass. What a country!" (June 14) 
 

1880 
 

The Fire Company hires a New Orleans band to play their ball as well as the 
Paincourtville Brass Band. 

 
"Ball and concert benefit of Napoleonville Fire Company #1. The 

services of the renowned Italian String Band of New Orleans have been 
secured for the occasion, as have also those of the Paincourtville Silver 
Cornet Band." (April 17) 
 
The Napoleonville String Band plays for a "concert in Napoleonville for Fire 

Company by the Napoleonville String Band- Overture." (May 22) 
A colored excursion arrives in town from Donaldsonville and holds a ball at the 

Napoleonville colored town hall: 
 

"The Blue Bucket Fire Company of Donaldsonville made an 
excursion here on the 4th of July. The members of this company belong to 
the very best classes of the young colored men of that prosper little town, 
and have distinguished themselves as prompt, ....and efficient firemen to 
several serious emergencies. The company was accompanied by its 
excellent brass band. It formed in procession and moved, wile well-drilled 
soldiers, along our principle streets, eliciting much attention by their 
martial bearing and brilliant scarlet uniforms. At night the company 
terminated the celebration with a ball and supper at the Napoleonville 
colored town hall. It is due to the Blue Buckets to add that they preserved 
the most admirable order, discipline and decorum throughout their whole 
visit." (July 10) 
 
The Napoleonville String Band plays for a ball: 
 

"The anniversary closed with a brilliant ball at night, for which the 
meritorious and famous Napoleonville String Band furnished music most 
divinely sweet." (Oct. 9) 
 

1883 
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There is an opening in nearby Plaquemine, La. and the Brusle Brass Band 
furnishes the music: 

 
"The opening of the Central House, Plaquemine. On Saturday, 

Sept. 11th, the new Central House, situated at Plaquemine and owned by 
our ex-fellow citizen M. G. Henri Cretin, has thrown open its doors for the 
reception of the traveling public. 

At 4 o'clock the invited guests were seated to the sumptuous dinner 
spread in the most selected style, to which the honor was done and 
pronounced the finest ever gotten up in Plaquemine. The Brusle Brass 
Band put in an appearance, and after performing several popular airs the 
members were seated and partook of an iced Champagne punch, after 
which toasts and music followed, the guests highly complimenting the 
host and his amiable wife for the pleasant treatment they enjoyed at the 
Central House." (Sept. 11, 1886) 
 
Only one entry is found in 1883, that of a ball of the "Napoleonville Fire 

Company." It is remarked that the dances "went through the waltz, polka, etc." (Sept. 22) 
 
It is not until 1886 that we read of music in the paper. There are two items about 

the Napoleonville Brass Band: 1) at the opening of Assumption West End Resort and, 2) 
a performance of a colored brass band: 

 
"Assumption West End. The opening of Assumption West End 

will take place on Thursday, 26th inst. This will be a rare opportunity for 
old, young and middle aged to enjoy themselves to the uttermost. One 
whole-souled friend John christen, the proprietor, promises to spread 
himself on this occasion for the comfort and pleasure of all who may favor 
him with their presence. All we know Johnnie will know what that means. 
The amusements during the day will consist of sailing, bathing, singing, 
etc. the whole to conclude with a grand ball, to be given in his mammoth 
hall just completed. The Napoleonville Brass Band will be in attendance. 
Refreshments of all kinds furnished at reasonable prices." (August 21) 
 
The Napoleonville Pioneer carries a story about the opening of the Central House 

in Plaquemine, La.: 
 

"The Opening of the Central House, Plaquemine. On Saturday, 
Sept. 11th, the new Central House, situated at Plaquemine and owned by 
our ex-fellow citizen M. G. Henri Cretin has thrown open its doors for the 
reception of the traveling public. 

At 4 o'clock the invited guests were seated in the sumptuous dinner 
spread in the most selected style, to which due honor was done and 
pronounced the finest ever gotten up in Plaquemine. The Brusle Brass 
Band put in an appearance, and after performing several popular airs the 
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members were seated and partook of an iced Champagne punch, after 
which toasts and music followed, the guess highly complimenting the host 
and his amiable wife for the pleasant treatment they enjoyed at the Central 
House. 

We regret having been deterred by previous engagement of 
responding to the kind invitation extended us by Mr. and Mrs. Cretin to be 
present on the occasion, but our wishes for the success of the new Central 
House are none the less sincere." (Sept. 11) 

 
"Trip to Thibodaux Fireman's Hall. A fine brass band of colored 

musicians was in attendance, and played several delightful airs in an 
artistic style previous to the commencement of the regular proceedings." 
(Sept. 25, 1886) 
 
I find only two items in the year 1887 about music. It is a story of a funeral and 

about the song "Dixie": 
 

"Upon the announcement of the death of Mrs. Jones, Napoleonville 
Fire Co. No. 1, ......At 10:30 the Independent Brass Band of 
Donaldsonville arrived, to convey in sweet harmony the body of one of its 
most ardent former admirers. The Band in file and the firemen in guard, 
together with the many friends and relatives of the deceased, conducted the 
corpse to its final resting place amidst the soothing, sweet, yet doleful 
echoes of that lovely hymn "Nearer My God to Thee," executed with sweet 
pathos by the Band." (Feb. 5) 
 

"The Author of "Dixieland" (reprint from New York Sun) 
Dan Emmet, the old-time Negro minstrel, is still performing in the 

West. He is the author of "Way Down South in Dixie," which was first a 
'walk round' chorus written in 1859 for Bryant's Minstrels, then at 
Mechanic's Hall, Broadway. Emmet lately said to a reporter: "I wish I was 
in Dixie," was a northern circus expression, and not a southern one, as 
many have supposed. I have traveled a great many years with circuses in 
my younger days, and 'the South' was then considered all that portion 
below Mason and Dixon's Line, called for short "Dixie" by showmen. In 
the early fall of the year, when a frost would overtake a south-bound circus 
still in the North, the boys would think of the genial warmth of the section 
they were heading for, and many's the time on such an occasion have I 
heard them say, 'Well, I wish I was in Dixie's land now." It was this that 
gave me the 'catch line' for my song." Two years afterward the rebellion 
broke out, and Emmet's air, which had become popular in the South, was 
made the representative tune of the rebels. The author says that the work 
has paid him about $800." (Nov. 5, 1887) 
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"The Soiree Dansante given by the Bachelors League was a 

complete success, and in spite of the inclement weather the intrepid young 
people of Assumption were on hand. The music, furnished by Mrs. 
LeBlanc and Mr. Landry, was all that could have been desired and to the 
strains of 'Blue Violet waltz' and other dance music the feet of the young 
people kept time." (Sept. 8, 1888) 
 
The next article is interesting as it mentioned a female brass band: 
 

"The 'New Sensation' under the command of Commodore French, 
reached our town last Tuesday. A fine female brass band is the new feature 
of the show and is certainly very good." (Dec. 28, 1889) 
 

1890 
 

We find in the Thibodaux Comet that a new band is forming in Bertie, La., a 
small town near Napoleonville: 

 
"An organization bearing the name of Bertie Brass Band has been 

formed at Bertie, La. with the following officers and members: E. O. Mire-
pres., Henry Robertson-V.P., Paul Rodrique-sec., Albert Blanchard-treas., 
R. S. Lauve-musical director, Members: Aug. Lober, E. P. Gilbert, R. H. 
Gilbert, Jno. Gilbert, A. R. Gilbert, K. Gilbert, j. Diaz, S. Delaune, A. 
Delaune, Paul Gilbert, Willie Bergeron, H. Arceneaux, S. Arceneaux. The 
Bertie Brass Band gave a fair and ball at Poverty Point last Saturday which 
resulted very nicely. The dance was had in the residence of Mr. C. 
Blanchard." (July 10) 
 
A few musicians are mentioned by name that provides music for a school 

exhibition: 
 

"School exhibition of school at Phelps Hall-followed by a dance. 
Mr. David Kahn and Misses O. Blanchard and L. Bergeron contributed to 
the enjoyment of the evening by their musical assistance." (August 15 
1890) 
 
Both string and brass bands are active during this period. Our next article 

mentions a string band playing for a picnic and dance: 
 

"Wednesday-Bachelor's Club picnic and dance. A fine string band 
from Plaquemine was present and furnished splendid music for the mazey 
dancers." (August 16,1890) 
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The nearby town of Thibodaux sends the Thibodaux Brass Band for a political 
convention: 

 
"3rd district convention-Assumption delegates-Thibodaux Brass 

Band, headed procession. A fine musical organization headed for St. 
Charles (in train)." (Sept. 20,. 1890) 
 

1891 
 

There is an article about the Napoleonville Silver Cornet Band and the Robert E. 
Lee Silver Cornet Band: 

 
"Editor of the Comet:  
 I followed the wholesome advice you gave in the last issue 

of the Comet regarding the moral and substantial support that should be 
accorded the organization of the Robert E. Lee Silver Cornet Club.  

I attended with much pleasure, the grand ball given in their behalf 
in Prof. J. Dolese's spacious hall, on Saturday, 4th inst. It is unanimously 
admitted to have been the grandest and most stylish soiree dansante ever 
witnessed this side of Assumption line. The utmost order and decorum 
prevailed as most of the members composing the crowd were pupils of our 
esteemed Professor. A large number of the blooming lilies who graced the 
hall and enlivened the scene with their bewitching smiles also attended 
this curriculum 

Our sister parish, was also fully represented by chaivarous knights 
and refined maidens. This large and unusual attendance was due partly to 
the well-earned fame of the Napoleonville Silver Cornet Band, whose 
soul-inspiring strains awaken the sweetest echoes on both banks of 
Assumption. That band under the leadership of Messrs. E. P Gilbert, pres; 
and P. S. Lauve, director, came gratuitous and in a fraternal spirit at the 
invitation of President Myrtile Naquin of the Robert E Lee Club, and 
added unspeakable charms to the festivities of the occasion. 

The deportment of the various members was so gentlemanly 
alluring that their names deserve being emblazoned and heralded sky-high 
on the Lafourche Comet. They are as follows: E. P. Gilbert, Pres., P. S 
Lauve-musical director, Paul Puepit, E. a Lauve, Sylvestre Delaune, Paul 
Delaune, Alphonse Delaune, Albert Gilbert, Clebert Gilbert, William 
Bergeron, Alcide Arcenaud, Samuel Ancenaud, Justilien Diaz, Henry 
Kern, Albert Blanchard, Samauel Bordreaux, Desma LeBlanc and 
Augustus Leober. 

The Napoleonville Silver Cornet Band was organized on the 4th of 
July, 1890. Uncle Sam's birthday. On its coming organization it will toll 
the bell of Liberty  and waft the mellifluous strains of Dixie and Yankee 
Doodle to strike the spark of patriotism and home-rule in Creoledom." 
(April 15, 1891) 
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The year begins with an entry on Jan. 24th when there is a "Merry Makers Ball-

Music was furnished by Miss Mamie Foley." (Jan. 24) Another Thibodaux Band plays in 
Napoleonville. It is the same band that played before with their new name: 

 
"The Pioneer (sic: the Napoleonville city Newspaper) wish to 

return thanks to the elegant gentlemen composing the Protector Brass 
Band of Thibodaux for their delightful serenade on the night of the parade. 
The gentlemen composing the band are well and favorably known socially 
here, and their excellent music is a special treat." (May 16) 

 
There is a benefit for the Pelican Brass Band held at Phelps Hall: 
 

"On Thursday night a ball was given in Phelps Hall for the benefit 
of the Pelican Brass Band of Napoleonville. The sky was perfectly 
cloudless and a full moon gave everything a resplendent appearance.  The 
ball was beautifully decorated.....In conclusion we must not fail to mention 
that the Bertie Brass Band and Miss Lydia Bergeron and Miss Paulaine 
Klotz added very materially to the success and pleasure of the evening." 
(August 22) 
 
A new name in brass bands is found playing for a ball: 
 

"Do not fail to attend the grand ball and picnic given at the 
residence of Mr. A. J. Daigle, this evening, for the Benefit of the Bellevue 
Brass Band." (Oct. 3) 
 
In nearby Klotzville a band is formed and is in need of instruments, thus the 

benefit ball: 
 

"Klotzville News - On Saturday evening Oct. 3rd, a grand ball was 
given by the Bellevue Independent Brass Band for the purpose of securing 
instruments, the ball though not largely attended on account of a heavy 
rain, the proceeds were fully more than expected. On Sunday night the ball 
was continued and there was an immense crowd of people young and old 
who enjoyed themselves merrily until early in the morning, when they 
departed homewards. The Bellevue Brass Band has at present 28 in 
number with the expectation of more they intend giving a grand fair and 
ball after grinding season we hope them success in their undertaking." 
(Oct. 11, 1891) 
 
Another political rally is held using a brass band: 
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"The Democratic anti faction is holding a mass meeting in Little 
Texas. Brusle this afternoon. Good speaking and a brass band have been 
promised." (Oct. 17) 
 

1892 
 

In April there is a tragedy in town - a crevasse on the Mississippi River: 
 

"Our citizens were aroused from their beds yesterday morning by 
the ominous ringing of the fire bell and a few moments later the ringing of 
the market bell, as well as all the church bells in town. All were first 
impressed with the idea that the fire fiend had struck our village, but while 
they were disappointed as to the cause, they were met with the next terrible 
danger, viz: a crevasse. The sand that had been piled up in the Ferry Cut 
had given away and the water was pouring into our town at a terrible rate. 
Every indication was that our town would soon be covered with 2 or 3 feet 
of water. All of our citizens responded nobly to the danger call, and did all 
they could to check the threatened disaster, as also did our neighboring 
planters who responded nobly by bringing their teams, laborers and 
materials, and by which the break was effectually closed in a few hours. 
We are glad to state that important and necessary improvements were 
afterwards made to the balance of the levee in front of our town. We hope 
that this threatened disaster will have the effect, of having our officers to 
be more efficient in the future of protecting our levee front, and seeing that 
whoever has charge of our Ferry takes more necessary precautions toward 
preventing anything of the kind happening again." (April 23, 1892) 

 
The Napoleonville Pioneer carries stories of other towns and their activities. We 

read one such story about the Thibodaux Brass Band: 
 

"The Hook & Ladder Ball. At the hour fixed by the company for 
the opening of the ball, the Thibodaux Brass Band with its harmonious 
music made known to all 'Knights of the dance' that the hour had come for 
all hearts to be made happy. At the entrance door was stationed the gallant 
chairman and members of the reception committee, who attended to the 
fair ladies in a style that even the Queens of olden times would have 
appreciated. 

After the doors were opened a few minutes the floor managers 
gave the signal and the string band hired for the occasion played the 
beautiful waltz 'Over the Waves' and from them until three o'clock had 
come, all happy hearts were made glad. 

The crowd was composed of people from all over our parish, and 
some from our neighboring parishes." (June 4, 1892) 
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There is an article about a wedding of a member of the Bertie Brass Band and the 
dance that is held for the couple: 

 
"Wednesday evening June 8th, 1892, at St. Napoleon Church, 

Napoleonville, la. Mr. Willie Bergeron, one of Bertie's highly esteemed 
and worthy young men lead to the nuptial altar, Miss Corine Boudreaux, 
one of Assumption's fair belles, and daughter of one of our good citizens 
and successful planters, Mr. Emile Bourdreaux. 

At 6 o'clock the hour fixed for the ceremony to take place, the 
Bertie Brass Band, of which the groom is a member, was stationed at the 
entrance door of the Church, dressed in their showy uniforms took the 
lead, Thence came the groom escorted by his mother, Mr. Paul Puepe who 
acted as best man with Miss Alice Bergeron, sister of the groom, Mr. 
James Gilbert and Miss M. Helt, Mr. D. O. Helt and Miss Viola 
Boudreaux, and last but not least, the bride escorted by her father. When 
all was made well, the band with a beautiful march lead their proud 
member to the altar, where Rev. Father DeWalte tied the life bound knot, 
and had few and eloquent remarks, complimented the bride and groom 
most highly. 

After the ceremony the young couple accompanied by a large 
concourse of friends and relatives of which your correspondent was a 
member, wended their way to the residence of the groom, and enjoyed a 
sumptuous repast where many a glass of wine was drank to the health and 
prosperity of the happy groom and his fair bride. 

After all had taken a sip of wine and a bit of cake, the partly drove 
down to the Bertie Band's Hall, which was beautifully decorated for the 
occasion, and enjoyed the remainder of the gala day in dance given by the 
band in honor of their member." (June 11) 
 
The Pelican Brass Band is active and an article announcing that those wanting 

band lessons to contact a D. Kahn at his store: 
 

"A Rare Chance For the Young Men of Napoleonville and 
Vicinity. The Pelican Brass Band having secured the services of Prof. A. 
Chavanal, one of the ablest musicians who ever came to this part of the 
country; wishes to inform the public that in order to encourage musical 
talent in this section, all boys wishing to learn music may make their 
applications to become students, at D. Kahn's store at the rate of one dollar 
per month payable in advance, two lessons per week. 

This is a chance which parents should take advantage of in order to 
give their boys a musical education which today is as necessary as any 
other besides, at the low price it costs to every young man to take 
advantage of the occasion." (July 30) 
 
We next read of the re-organization of the Napoleonville Brass Band: 
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"Re-organization of the Brass Band. The talk of a fair being held in 

September for the waterworks benefit has had the good effect of causing a 
reorganization of the Napoleonville Brass Band. 

Clarence and Tom Jones and Theodore Delaune are the prime 
movers, and in an interview with the popular Clem, we were told that they 
have gone about it this time in a systematic way, and on different liens to 
those heretofore employed. There are quite a good many musicians in our 
town and vicinity from which good material will be carefully selected, and 
afterward drilled by a competent leader. 

We have no doubt that the band will prove a success and that by 
the time of our fair, we will have an aggregation that our town can once 
more feel proud of." (July 31) 
 
The Pioneer carries news about other towns and we read that the Thibodaux Band 

plays a serenade for a politician: 
 

"Hon. E. A. O'Sullivan arrives from New Orleans to Thibodaux. 
An impromptu serenade was shortly after tendered him by the Thibodaux 
Brass Band of which the honorable attorney was one time a member." 
(August 20, 1892) 
 
There was a re-union of bands that was to be held in Napoleonville: 
 

"A kind of re-union of brass bands will take place at Napoleonville 
on the 25th of September. Seven or eight bands will be assembled there. 
The Thibodaux Brass Band which is a paragon among music organizations 
will be among the number. We predict that it will keep up its reputation 
for fine music executed with the sweetest harmony." (Sept. 1) 
 

1893 
 

On the 8th of February Father Menard celebrates his 51st year of his residence in 
Lafourche Parish. It is his Golden Jubilee. Father Menard was a friend of bands and 
usually established a brass band when he established a new church.  

It is also the Golden Jubilee of St. Stanislaus Comm. It is celebrated with the help 
of the College Brass Band and Orchestra. (Feb. 11) 

 
We read of a wedding dance at Phelps Opera House: 
 

"Wedding Bal - at Phelps Opera House. Soon to the rhythmic 
measures of piano and cornet the merry dancers took possession of the 
spacious hall and terpsichore reigned supreme for several hours. Good 
music, a good floor and graceful dancers are necessary elements to the 
success of any ball." (April 22) 
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1894 

 
The local paper mentions the Robert E. Lee Brass Band of Pugh, La.: 
 

"The Robert E. Lee Silver Cornet Band, of Pugh Post Office, will 
give a fair on the 1st and 2nd of September, in the neighborhood of 
Angeloz Store. 

We understand that the band has made rapid progress lately, owing 
to the efforts of their instructor, Mr. A. Chavanal, of our town. 

The St. Joseph Brass Band of Thibodaux will participate in the 
festivities, and we can promise the public that they will hear good music 
on the occasion. 

We should encourage the young gentlemen composing the band by 
every means in our power, as they certainly deserve credit for what they 
have accomplished and for what they propose to do in the future. 

We shall later give a full account of the attractions to be offered, 
the selections which will be executed by the different bands, etc." (July 21, 
1894) 
 

1896 
 

The locals give a Mardi Gras ball: 
 

"The Mardi Gras ball given at the residence of Mr. Camille Braud 
was crowned the success of the season, and in point of artistic display 
eclipsed anything of its kind ever undertaken in the old and historic 
Attakapas Canal. A large delegation from our town attended in a body, and 
reports that a better time could not have been had than at this ball. The 
music was furnished by local talent, which, together with the good order 
that prevailed, the presence of lovely and beautiful young ladies and manly 
cavaliers, was the topic of conversation and much favorable comments and 
praise were elicited from those who attended and request ye scribe to 
tender thanks to Mr. Braud and his attendants for courtesy and hospitality 
extended." (Feb. 22, 1896) 
 
The locals take an excursion and the Thibodaux Brass Band furnishes the music: 
 
"A pleasant Trip. A notable gathering-the mimic and impersonator, the 
tragedian and dramatic, the vocalist and orator, the fagimator, ligquidator 
in substance, an assembly possessed of requirements to do most 'anything' 
- is the one that was bade take possession of the steamer Lafourche, whose 
doors had been open to them by the genial captain, Capt. Charlet. 
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The Thibodaux Brass Band, under the guiding master hand of Col. 
E. J. Legendre, contributed the music for the benefit of the merry makers 
tripping the light fantastic. 

The spacious hall or parlor had been converted into almost 
beautiful and fragrant garden-branches of mistletoe, holly berries, 
evergreen, buntings and flags, hanging from every available hook in the 
large boat. The effect outside was magical; Japanese lanterns of various 
colors lay strung about on the deck and cabins. 

Personnel of the Thibodaux Band: E. J. Legendre, leader; A. J. 
Tone, L. Trone, N. Roch, Dr. F. J. Aucoin, K. J. Braud, L. J. Dannis. A. 
Tetreau, Dr. E. n. Burton, O. J. Legendre, A. Robichaux, and T. Gwong." 
(Feb. 23, 1896) 
 
During this era, with the brass band the most popular media and ensemble for 

performing the dance music of the era, new bands are constantly organizing. We read of a 
new brass band being organized in the Attakapas Canal location: 

 
"Prof. Sam Lauve has organized a brass band in the Attakapas 

Canal. This band consists of young men of that section. The instruments 
were received by the steamer Lafourche. We wish them with their new 
venture much success." (August 15) 
 
The St. Joseph Brass Band of Thibodaux plays for an anniversary of a local 

association: 
 

"Sunday, May 9th, the Evening Star Benevolent Association of 
Attakapas Canal celebrated its 3rd anniversary...headed by the St. Joseph 
Brass Band of Napoleonville (actually Thibodaux?), marched through the 
principle streets of our town, thence to the Morning Star Baptist Church 
where a grand service was held." (May 22) 
 
Another new band is mentioned in our next item: 
 

"Don't forget that a grand fair will be given at L. J. Falterman's fine 
grove, in upper Canal, on Saturday and Sunday, August 21, 22nd, for the 
benefit of the Baura Brass Band and the continuation of the Upper Canal 
School." (August 14) 
 
Another band, the St. Cecile Band of Jefferson College celebrates their 

anniversary: 
 

"Last Sunday night the St. Cecile Band of Jefferson College 
celebrated the anniversary of St. Cecile by quite an interesting 
entertainment." (Nov. 28) 
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Our next article mentions the St. Cecile Band and gives a few of the pieces they 
play: 

 
"Last Sunday night the St. Cecile Band of Jefferson College 

celebrated the anniversary of St. Cecile by quite an interesting 
entertainment, a programme of which we publish below. Through the 
courtesy of the esteemed president of the institution. Very Rev. Father 
Thonvenia, we had the pleasure of attending the musicale was exquisite, 
and whilst the acting was good as a whole, two young gentlemen deserve 
special mention, and this is Messrs. Middleton, of Gretna, and Harang, of 
Lafourche. Their acting was such as to make Roland Reed jealous of them 
as a comedian. 

"Rose de Geneve" Overture - Brass Band 
"She May Have Seen Better Days" - Waltz - orchestra 
"Heuseux Prsange" Quickstep - Brass Band" 

 
There is no mentioning of band music in the 1897 paper and in 1898 there are two 

that mention music but give no names of the bands that are used: 
 
"Jan. 8th - "Dance at Tallieu Hall-delicious music was furnished." 
 
Jan. 29th - Knights of Pythias Ball." (No band mentioned) 
 

1899 
 
This is the era of the minstrel show. This media of entertainment is very popular 

and most of the towns in Southern Louisiana have performances by visiting/traveling 
minstrel troupes. We read that: 

 
"The Nashville Jubilee singers and Georgia Minstrels, an 

aggregation numbering 30 strong with an orchestra and brass band, under 
the management of H. Webb Chamberlain, will be at the Corde Opera 
House Monday, June the 19th." (June 10) (Sic: This is a Negro Minstrel 
organization) 
 
Another minstrel visits the city, the Mahara Minstrels and they also perform at the 

Corde Opera House. (Oct. 21) 
The Minstrel Troupe of Richards, & Pringles, Rusco & Hollands, featuring the 

great Billy Kersands, of Donaldsonville, appear in December (Dec. 23) 
There are only two items about music in 1900 is the visiting of the Gorton's 

Famous Minstrels giving a performance on Jan. 13. (Jan. 6, 1900) 
We find an interesting account of the musical activities in Napoleonville and of 

the newly organized orchestra: 
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"Our little city is still moving along the line of progress, and we 
feel in duty bound to express our joy whenever we see the energy of our 
citizens uniting together in the good work. The string band which has been 
lately organized here, is a source of much satisfaction and pride to the 
music loving people of Napoleonville and although the orchestra has not 
made its debut in public it-not being fully organized-we predict a grand 
success when it does. The orchestra is composed of some of the best 
musical talent in Napoleonville. The members are as follows: Dr. A.J. 
Himel, leader and first violin; Ben Walters and Isidore Levy, second 
violin; Sam Lauve and Clarence Jones, cornet; Theodore Delaune, 
trombone; Henry Delaune, clarinet; H. Uhry and August Thibaut, flute; 
Xavier Dugas, piano; Robert Gilbert, bass violin and Thomas Jones, 
drums." (June 23, 1900) 
 

1901 
 

The first entry is on May 18th as we read that there is a "Concert and Ball - 
Napoleonville Orchestra - Benefit of Napoleonville Fire Company." (May 18) 

Along with the brass band the other popular musical ensemble was the string 
band, a smaller, more delicate musical group. We read of the use of a 'first class string 
band": 

 
"The residents of the Attakapas Canal will, on Saturday and 

Sunday, August 31 and Sept. 1st, give a grand fair at Camille Breau's 
Friendship Hall. The money taken in at this fair will go to the lower Canal 
School. Besides other amusements dancing will be indulged in during the 
evening. A first-class string band will also be there." (August 24) 
 
There is a group in town called the Philharmonic Orchestra. It plays for what is 

called a 'musicale': 
 

"On Thursday, Sept. 5th, the Philharmonic Orchestra will give a 
'musicale' and dance at the Corde Opera House. The musical program will 
be rendered by the best visiting and home talent and will be a treat to all 
lovers of music. Immediately after the musicale the hall will be closed and 
a dance will follow." (August 24) 
 
When the paper mentions a musical group they do not always use the correct 

name. In our next article the musical group is called the Napoleonville Orchestra. I 
believe that this is the Philharmonic Orchestra of Napoleonville: 

 
"On next Thursday, Sept. 5th, there will be a grand concert and ball 

given at Corde Opera House under the auspices of the Napoleonville 
Orchestra. The vocal and musical program will be sure to please, as much 
care has been taken in its selection. All those who love to hear good music 
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can't afford to miss the event. Adm. 40 cents, reserved seats 10 cent, 
children 25 cents." (August 31) 
 
The above was a benefit for the orchestra and we find a card of thanks to the 

public for their support of the event: 
 

"The Napoleonville Orchestra extends its sincerest thanks to the 
public in general and especially to the ladies who contributed by their aid 
to the success of the entertainment given by them on Thursday last." 
(August 31) 
 
There is a write-up in the same paper about an orchestra concert and ball: 
 

"Quite a success was scored by the Orchestra of Napoleonville last 
Thursday evening at the concert and ball given at the Corde Opera House. 
Although a small audience was present, a neat little sum was taken in at 
the door and at the refreshment stands which netted over seventy dollars. 
Every number on the program was highly appreciated by those present and 
brought forth hearty applause. We give below the program for the benefit 
of those who did not attend. 

1 - Sparklets, Intermezzo by Moses Tobani-Orchestra 
2 - There is a green Hill far away sacred song by Ch. Gounod, Miss 

Edyth Dyer & Orchestra 
3 - Hearts and Flowers by Moses Tabani, violin solo with Piano 

acc. 
4 - Defiance by Concone, trombone solo, Mr. Sidney Rodrigue 
5 - Saltarello by Gustave Sattere, Piano Solo, Miss Isabel Mazzel 
6 - Serenade-Badine by Babriel-Marie, Violin solo, Dr. A. Himel 
7 - Intermezzo by C. Bohm, Orchestra 
8 - Selection from "Norma" by Bellini, violin duo, Dr. Himel and 

Mr. I. Levy 
9 - Bessie Polka by Cassey, cornet solo, Mr. Henry Delaune. 
10- I know that my Redeemer Liveth, sacred aria from the 

"Messiah", Miss May  Cipriani and Orchestra 
11- Trau, Schau Wern! waltz by Johann Strauss, violin and flute, 

Dr. A. J. Himel and Mr. Hip Uhry 
12- Les Stanhess, song by Flagler, Miss May Cipriani, piano acc. 

Miss Mabel Mazzric 
13- Emperor's Review, march by Rich Eilenberg, flute solo, Mr. 

Hip Uhry 
14- Hannah's Promenade, cake walk, Orchestra. (August 31, 1901) 

 
 
The next article deals with the minstrel shows that are so popular during this era: 
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"Every season something new seems to be the motto of Richards & 
Princle's big minstrel aggregation that appears at Corde Opera House 
Tuesday, Dec. 31st. This season it has grown to mammoth proportions and 
presents a bill of features never equaled by any similar organization in 
America. 

Bright, brisk novelties run through its program, and the big, varied 
acts are so cleverly blended and strung together that it forms a most 
enjoyable evening's entertainment. 

Forty popular colored minstrel and vaudeville entertainers are 
included in its roster, among whom are Billy Kersands (Sic: from 
Donaldsonville), Clarence Powell, Dick Thomas, James Morre, Will 
Cooper and Charley Friday." (Dec. 28, 1901) 
 

1902 
 

There are only two entries in 1902. We read that there is panned "a series of balls 
managed by Mr. Ulysee Bergeron," and R & P Georgia Minstrels, Wm. Malone has 
charge of largest and best orchestra. Prof. Blue has charge of the big string band." (Sept. 
13) 

 
1903 

 
The Knights of Honor give a ball at the Opera House: 
 

"The ball given by Omega Lodge, No. 3248, Knights of Honor, at 
Corde Opera House on Thursday night was a grand success. 

The crowd was the largest ever seen at an affair of this kind in 
Napoleonville, and everyone seemed to give himself up entirely to the one 
purpose, of having a good time. The girls looked beautiful, the young man 
happy, the faces of the older people were beaming, and the children took 
dancing lessons from each other. Dancing was indulged in until a late 
hour. The usual program of two-steps and waltzes was varied by bringing 
in the old time lancers as well as the varieties."(Jan. 24) 
 
We read the names of some local musicians who play for a WOW public 

entertainment: 
 

"WOW gave their public entertainment last Thursday night as 
promised. The music was furnished by Prof. Breitenmoser-piano, A. J. 
Himel-violin, Mr. H. Ubry-flute, and Mr. Henry Delaune-cornet, was 
superbly rendered and greatly enjoyed." (Feb. 14) 
 
A musical group from Plattenville entertains a private individual of that small 

town, probably at a private party: 
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"Enjoyable time at Miss Essie Bordis of Plattenville. Music and 
songs were furnished by the celebrated Plattenville Orchestra and 
Quartette." (August 14) 
 
Some small items appear in the paper and we can't know any details but that an 

activity did occur. I refer to the small item: "String band at 'get together.' “It does tell us 
that there was a musical activity occurring and that there was a string band organized at 
this time. (August 22) 

We do read that a colored string band from Plattenville plays for an outing: 
 

"An outing at Bayou Corne-A happy crowd from Plattenville spent 
last Thursday at Bayou Corne. Music was furnished by the Plattenville 
colored string band." (Sept. 6) 
 
Again we find a small item that there is an organized orchestra probably 

sponsored by the Spruceby Company: "Uncle Josh Spruceby Company celebration. 
Spruceby Orchestra of 8 soloists." (Oct. 10) 

 
One of the orchestra members dies after an attack of apoplexy: 
 

"Professor Jos. A. Trone. Last Thursday Oct. 5th, while on his way 
to choir rehearsal at the St. Joseph Catholic Church of this place says a 
special to the Thibodaux Daily, from Thibodaux, Prof. Jos. A. Trone 
dropped dead from an attack of apoplexy. He was a prominent citizen of 
Thibodaux and a brave confederate, being a member of the 18th La. 
Regiment. He participated in the battle of Shiloh. Prof. Trone, besides 
teaching in the public schools, was a member of the opera house orchestra 
and of the St. Joseph's Church Choir. he leaves a widow and three 
children, Louis J. Trone, director of the Houma band, A. J. Trone of New 
Orleans and Mrs. O. J. Trone, director of the Houma Band, A. J. Trone of 
New Orleans and Mrs. O. J. Toups. The deceased was 58 years of age. The 
funeral took place this afternoon at 4 o'clock at St. Joseph's Catholic 
Church. 

Prof. Trone was well known in Napoleonville and his many friends 
will regret to hear of his death." (Nov. 7) 
 

1904 
 

Another small town has an organized orchestra as we read: 
 

"Paincourtville has an orchestra, with the following members: 
Sidney Rodrigue-manager, and cornetist, Florence Webre-pianist, Paul 
Landry-violin, and Albert Geudry-flute." (March 5) 
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1905 
 

There is a musical entertainment given and we have a list of the program 
presented: 

 
"Next Wednesday, February 22nd, a grand musical concert will be 

given at the Corde Opera House, by local talent, under the direction of 
Prof. Breitenmoser. The proceeds of the entertainment will be turned over 
to the Napoleonville Circulating Library. After the concert a dance will be 
given by the young men of the town. 

The affair should prove a success in every way as the Library is a 
credit to this town and is entitled to our support, while the program which 
has been arranged by Prof. Brietenmoser will be a rare treat to all lovers of 
music. 

Program: 
1 -With Trumpet and Drum. March by Emil Isenman, Orchestra 
2 - Wie sehn bist Du, Piano duo by King, Miss Aida Himel and 

Miss Jean Pugh. 
3 - The Glory of God, by Beethoven, Trombone Solo with 

Orchestra. 
4 - Adio Venicean Music, Nevin, Piano Solo, played by Miss 

Maggio Martin. 
5 - Violin Solo, Dr. J. Himel 
6 - Evening Star and March from Tannhauser , Piano Duo played 

by Miss Alma Letamel and Miss Ida Marquette. 
7 - The Engagement Ring, Waltz by Johann Strauss, Orchestra. 
8 - Piano Solo, played by Miss Carrie Barton. 
9 - Theresian Waltzes, by Faust, Piano Duo, Miss Ethel Monson 

and L. U. .... 
10- I Know that my Redeemer Liveth, vocal solo, Mrs. C. H. 

Munson and Orchestra. 
11- The Rainbow Quartet, Mrs. Jenule Carmouche, Dr. J. Himel, 

Mr. and Mrs. Berteinmoser. 
12- Calgary, by P. Rodney, cornet solo with Orchestra. 
13- The Jolly Serenadier, two step by Lumbye, Orchestra. 
14- Genuine Ragtime "Music" played by a Bunch of Blackberries. 
 The orchestra is composed of:  
 First Violins: Dr. A. J. Himel, Master Beverly Clark, 

Master John Blanchard, Miss Beatrice Delaune. 
 Second Violins: Miss Lucy Blanchard, Miss Mathlide 

Delaune 
 Viola: Mr. Wimberley Plattonville 
 Cornet: Mr. Henry Delaune 
 Trombone: Mr. Joe Berniard 
 Piano: Prof. Breitenmoser.(Feb. 18,1905) 
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We read again of the local orchestra and of its personnel: 
 

"Napoleonville Orchestra - A musical organization bearing the 
above name had lately been organized in this town under the direction of 
Professor L. Breiternmoser. The orchestra is composed of excellent talent 
and is already producing soul-stirring music. The members the orchestra 
are as follows: Violins, Dr. Goodwin, Dr. A. J. Himel, Misses Mathilde 
Delaune, Beatrice Delaune, Lucy Blanchard and Masters John Blanchard 
& Beverly Clark. 

Viola: Mr. Winberley, Flutes-Mr. Chas. Roger, Cornet-Mr. Henry 
Delaune, Trombone-Mr. Joe Berniard, Triangles-Master Breiternmoser.. 
Accompaniment on the piano: Miss Ida Marquette. 

On Thursday, June 29th, a delighted musicale will be given by this 
orchestra at the Corde Opera House for the purpose of raising funds to 
purchase music and instruments. The generous public is expected to turn 
out en masse on this occasion and contribute their mite to this worthy 
organization. We will publish the program of the musicale in our next 
issue." (June 17) 
 
The only other report in 1905 is an item about the opera house in Donaldsonville: 
 

"Town of Donaldsonville without an opera house this season 
owing to moving of the play house from one property to another." (Nov. 
25) 
 
In the local paper we read about the New Orleans entertainment scene in Dec. of 

1905: 
 

"The New Orleans Season. The winter in New Orleans will be an 
unusually brilliant one. The French Opera Company is one of the best ever 
brought to America. There was no French Opera last season, and society 
turned out in immense numbers to welcome its return. The subscriptions 
are the largest in the history of the Opera. Manager Charles Fonston, of the 
Grand Opera House, has strengthened his stock company and with 
legitimate drama is playing to packed houses. The St. Charles Orpheum, 
modern vaudeville, has a long list of excellent attractions for the season. 
Five other theatres are also attracting large crowds. Two race tracks 
instead of one will be open for one hundred days, while Mardi Gras and 
the carnival balls, it is announced, include some especially attractive 
features, including a new organization which will give a pageant. Thus 
New Orleans has thrown off all thought of quarantine and all other 
unpleasant memories and again opens her hospitable doors to her 
neighbors." (Dec. 2) 
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1906 
 

There is a get together - a surprise party - and a number of musicians are named 
that play for this party: 

 
"A surprise party was given at Judge Savoy's residence Wednesday 

night and the guests were delightfully entertained with music by Paul 
Landry and E. E. Savoy on the violin, H. Crochet on the mandolin, H. J. 
Savoy on the flute and accompanied on the piano by Miss Sarah Savoy." 
(July 28) 
 
We read about what is called the 'local' orchestra: 
 

"The local orchestra under the management of Mr. W. K. Winberly 
is becoming more and more a favorite with those who love music. The 
membership has been increased recently and the members are determined 
to make the local orchestra indispensable to the people of the town. Long 
live the orchestra." (Sept. 1) 
 
A minstrel troupe comes to Napoleonville and performs. The interesting item in 

this article is that the music is directed by New Orleanian Prof. J. Robichaux, a famous 
name in New Orleans music history: 

 
"Gordon Colored Minstrels Coming. The theatre season will open 

in Napoleonville on Tuesday September 25th. The opening attraction will 
be the Gordon Colored Minstrels. The following press notice of this 
company appeared in the Baton Rouge Times: 

According to the advance agent he show is featuring Lew Kenner 
and his pickaninnies, who have pleased the public in all the vaudeville 
houses of the Keith and Protector Circuit throughout New York 
Philadelphia and Chicago the past year. 

The Gordon Minstrels claims to be one of the largest, strongest and 
most refined and moral organization of its kind ever put on tour. The 
company is composed of 30 artists, and carries their own imperial band, 
under the leadership of James Williams, and presents a street parade worth 
coming a mile to see. Gordon's first parts has become the talk of the town 
wherever this company has played, especially for its magnificent settings 
and special costumes; also the beautiful music rendered by the Gordon's 
Symphony Orchestra Prof. J. Robichaux, musical director. Taking the first 
part as a whole, it is one of the most dazzling spectacles ever seen in 
modern minstrelsy, introducing all the latest and popular songs of the day. 
In the olio will be seen ten special acts, such as Claiborne, the great 
equllibrist, and the Midnight Bell Quartette. Another one of the fun 
makers Anathole Pierre, a monologist of rare wit, one of the most refined 
turn of the show. There is a treat, indeed, to any one who can see Billy 
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Cherie in his impersonations and comicalities. Never has his equal been 
found who can get more laughs out of an audience than this same Billy 
Cherie." (Sept. 22, 1906) 
 
A traveling minstrel troupe enlivens the town with parades, concerts and of course 

their performance: 
 

"A popular feature with the Donnelly & Hatfield magnificent 
Minstrels touring again this season under the personal direction of Al G. 
Field, is the daily street parade and band concert. A band of 40 musicians 
is offered by this minstrel organization this year. James Finnin, a 
celebrated cornetist, heads the list." (Dec. 29) 
 

1907 
 

There are a number of very short items appearing in the local paper in 1907. There 
are only a few bands mentioned by names but there are a number of activities that state 
that music was furnished by an unnamed band: 

 
Jan. 5 - "Enjoyable New Year's party was given at Mr. Pedeaux's 

residence New Year's Eve. Music by the Belle Rose String Band." 
 
Jan. 12 - "Grand dance at Mr. Camile Breaux's Friendship Hall." 
 
Jan. 19 - "Dance at Labadieville (Friday night)" 
 
Feb. 2 - Skating Rink - After skating a few hours, the manager 

secured a string band and dancing was indulged in until 12 o'clock." 
 
March 30 - "Dance at Eureka Hall, Attakapas Canal." 
 
April 13 - Dance by WOW a success." 
 
April 20 - Grand dance at Woodman hall, Attakapas Canal 

Saturday, April 27th." 
 
June 22 - Dance at Go-Alliance Hotel - to the music of a string 

band." 
 

There are some items that are about music outside the town and of course some 
activities in nearby towns such as Thibodaux: 

 
July 13 - "Governor Sanders spoke at Unice - One of the prettiest 

incidents of the meeting was the arrival of a delegation from the Berwick 
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Lumber Company while Mr. Sanders was speaking, headed by a brass 
band, mounted on an enormous log wagon drawn by 24 oxen."  
 
August 24 - "Firemen's Day in Thibodaux - The Thibodaux Band, under the 

leadership of Beb Trone, furnished music during the entire day."  
 
Dec. 28 - "Dance at Corde Opera House and Friendship Hall." 
 
There are only two entries in 1908 on June 27 - "Fair at Plattenville. Music will be 

furnished by a brass band," and an article on the "Art of Dancing": 
 

"Art of Dancing Lost. Choreographic Congress to Discuss 
Question and Provide Remedy. 

Is dancing degenerating? Next month, in Berlin, will be held an 
international choreographic congress which will have to answer that grave 
question. M. Lefort, Secretary of the French Choreographic Association, 
gives a forecast of the task which will lie before the meeting. 

"The art of dancing," he said, threatens to lose all its charm if 
something be not done in time. Either dancers turn like teetotums with 
stiffened joints or they make violent effort to look graceful, with still more 
dire results, leaping about, contorting themselves and fesiculating 
grotesquely. This, sir, is a lamentable state of things. Dancing should, 
above all, have grace, and elegance, and should impart distinction to the 
bearing. The dancer should study to acquire elasticity and suppleness of 
movement, not the habit of disarticulating his or her limbs-a most 
disastrous practice. 

Deportment is the first thing to be learned, and it will be useful to 
the proficient pupil in all walks of life. It was thus in the olden times, in 
the day of Prevot, of Galant du Desart and of Guiliaumme Raynal, who 
were dancing masters at the court of King Louis XIV, who founded the 
Academy of Dancing. The minuet, the gavotte, the pavanne, the passepied, 
the foriane were danced. What could be more exquisite? But in 1860 the 
polka was introduced in France. That was the beginning of the end. To 
dance the polka the men held his partner around the waist. The novelty of 
the thing pleased the popular imagination. Good-bye, then, to the beautiful 
old dances in which partners just touched the tips of each other's fingers. 
The mazurka, the schottische followed, and the waltz, imported by Desart 
from Russia. 

Nowadays, when a man comes to us to learn dancing, be generally 
stipulates that he is to be taught only those dances in which he holds the 
girl round the waist; what have we come to? Still, there are hopes, after all. 
In the last few years some little has been done to restore to the art of 
dancing its pristine nobleness. Setting aside the inexplicable vogue, now 
happily past, of the Negro cakewalk, we observe that the Boston is 
increasingly popular in drawing rooms. The Boston comes from America. 
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Let us thank the Americans, not for the step, which they did not 
invent, as it is none other than our own old-fashioned redowa, but for the 
development which they have given it and which makes it an admirable 
physical exercise. The Boston gives breadth of movement and expands 
chest and lungs. This year we started with considerable success a new 
dance, 'the wave,' a kind of more undulating and gliding Boston, recalling 
the rhythm of the sea, hence its name. Next winter we intend to revive the 
old dances of France, the pavanne and the gavotte, for instance, and we 
shall require our pupils to sing while dancing, a most graceful practice, 
and one calculates to develop the chest. That will be the chief article of our 
program at the Berlin Congress." (Oct. 24) 
 

1909 
 

While the next item concerns Thibodaux, the Lafourche area had a very active 
Catholic population and we read of the Archbishop arrival in Thibodaux: 

 
"When the noon train came in with his Grace Archbishop J. H. 

Blenk, the very Rev. Cannon B. Branch met him at the station with all 
pomp and circumstance of his church. The Banner with the St. Joseph, the 
brass band, following his grace carriage." (March 20) 

 
A new band is named as they play for an excursion: 
 

"Posters are out announcing an excursion from this town to 
Labadieville Sunday, April 18, on account of the baseball game. The 
excursion will be given on the handsome new boat of the Messrs. 
Blanchard Bros. and fare of 50 cents for the round trip for gentlemen and 
25 cents for ladies. Music will be furnished during the trip by the Royal 
Brass Band and Orchestra." (April 24) 
 
We read that Labadieville has a brass band: 
 

"Church Fair at Labadieville - Tomorrow, Sunday, May 2nd. A 
grad fair will take place in Labadieville for the benefit of the St. 
Philomena Catholic Church of that place. The Labadieville Brass Band 
will furnish music for the occasion." (May 1) 
 
Again we read of a dance in a small article that does not mention the name of the 

band: 
 

"Next Saturday, June 12th, Mr. Cmaile Breaux, will entertain his 
many friends at a dance at his large Friendship Hall. A first-class string 
band will furnish the music." (June 5) 
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1910 
 

We read of another item concerning the band from Labadieville: 
 

"The members of the Labadieville Brass Band were in Chack Bay 
for Corpus Christe." (June 4) 
 
There is a dance at the Corde Opera House using the Donaldsonville String Band: 
 

"The dance given last night at the Corde Opera House, by the 
young men of the town, was the most enjoyable social affair of the season. 
Quite a number of out-of-town people were present, and the famous string 
band of Donaldsonville furnished the music." (Sept. 3) 
 
The WOW holds a dedication and use two brass bands: 
 

"The Paincourtville and Labadieville Brass Bands played for the 
occasion of the Woodmen unveiling at Labadieville dedication and 
unveiling of two Woodmen monuments." (Oct. 1) 
 

1911 
 

There is a new organized orchestra in Napoleonville as we read: 
 

"The newly organized orchestra was out this week playing the 
sweetest of music. The members are: Louis Richard-violin, Louis 
LeBlanc-cornet, George Landry-guitar and Michel Landry-bass." (Jan. 21) 
 
A dance is held using another out of town band: 
 

"We are requested to announce that a dance will take place at 
Sidney Bergeron's Eureka Hall tonight. The leading string band of 
Schreiver will furnish the music." Feb. 18) 
 
A new dancing pavilion is being built and we read of this endeavor in the 

following item: 
 

"Blanchard Bros. leased property for a summer resort. A large 
dancing pavilion and large restaurant is being erected. The Napoleonville 
colored band has been engaged for the season." (April 8) 
 
There are numerous interchanges between the numerous small towns in the 

Lafourche area. The citizens of each town usually support efforts by a neighboring town. 
We read often of activities in nearby towns such as the one below: 
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"Excursion to Raceland - Posters are out announcing a grand boat 
excursion from this town to Raceland on Sunday, April 30th on account of 
the fraternal Day which will be held in Raceland. The excursion will be 
given on the Bas Boat Columbus and Barge, and will be under the 
management of the Redmen and Woodmen of Labadieville. Music will be 
furnished on the boat by the Labadieville Brass Band and Orchestra." 
(April 22) 
 
A new dance hall is built in Labadieville and is announced in the paper: 
 

"Dance in handsome new two story building of A. S. Dolese at 
Labadieville, Saturday, June 3rd." (June 3) 
 
Another dance is held using the previously mentioned Royal Band: 
 

"Mr. Breaux has requested us to announce a dance to be given on 
the 4th of July. The music will be furnished by the Royal Band." (July 1) 
 
Finally, in 1911 we read of a wedding using a Donaldsonville Band: 
 

"Felix Daigle invites his friends to a wedding dance on 
Wednesday, July 12th, music by the Donaldsonville Bolo Band." (July 8) 
 

1912 
 

There are three entries in 1912 all mentioning the bands used for the affairs are 
from Donaldsonville: 

 
Feb. 17 - "One of the most brilliant social affairs ever given in 

Napoleonville took place last Wednesday, when the matrons and young 
ladies gave their Leap Year dance at the WOW Hall in the Masonic 
Building. The hall was very prettily decorated, and the celebrated 
Claiborne String Band of Donaldsonville furnished the music."  

 
Feb. 17 - "We are requested to announce that a King's Ball will 

take place at Felix Daigle's Hall, Brulee St. Vincent, on Thursday, April 
18, 1912. The famous Claiborne String Band of Donaldsonville will 
furnish music." 

 
Sept. 21 - On Thursday, Sept. 26th, a wedding ball will be given at 

Daigle's Hall, Brulee St. Vincent. You are cordially invited to attend. 
Music by the celebrated Claiborne String Band of Donaldsonville." 
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1913 
 

Our first entry is again about a dance at Brulee St. Vincent: 
 

"We are requested to announce that a grand ball will take place at 
F. U. Landry and Brothers' Hall, Bruslee, St. Vincent, on Tuesday night, 
Feb. 4th." 
 
In the same issue of the paper we read of a social event given by the Benedicts: 
 

"The social event of the season was the cotillion given last 
Thursday night by the Benedicts of this community complimentary to the 
young men's amusement club. Beautiful favors were given each fair dancer 
and suitable refreshments were served." (Feb. 1) 
 
A dance is given by Mr. Dailge using the previously mentioned Bolo Band of 

Donaldsonville: 
 

"Mr. F. Daigle wishes to invite his many friends for a dance 
tonight. Music furnished by the popular Bolo Band of Donaldsonville." 
(April 19) 

 
A new band is hired to play for a birthday party: 
 

"Estelle Collier's birthday party, July 1st. Music was rendered by 
John Johnson's Bertrandville Band." (July 5) 
 
Mr. Daigle gives another dance and hires a new name in bands to our research: 
 

"Mr. F. Daigle wishes to invite his many friends to a dance to be 
given tonight, Saturday, July 12th. Music will be furnished by the famous 
Imperial Band of Napoleonville." (July 12) 
 
The Labadieville Band plays for a grand fair in Labadieville: 
 

"A grand fair will be given today and tomorrow, Oct. 4th and 5th, 
at Labadieville for the benefit of the Catholic Schools of that place. Music 
will be furnished by the Labadieville Brass Band." (Oct. 4) 
 

1914 
 

We find a band from nearby Houma playing for a convention: 
 

"The annual convention or Great Council of the Improved Order of 
the Red Men will be held in Plaquemine on April 13th. The Houma Brass 
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Band, one of the best in the State, will furnish music for the social affairs 
during the three day convention." (April 11) 
 
We read next of a local orchestra under the leadership of Prof. Breiternmoser: 
 

"New moving picture theatre-of the Nickle Club of St. Anne 
Catholic Church's grand fair. Music will be furnished each performance by 
the local orchestra under the leadership of Prof. Breiternmose. Admission 
5 & 10 cents." (April 11) 
 
There is a "successful Redmen Convention and parade, headed by the Houma Red 

Men Band." (April 18)  
We have a review and report of the success of the Nickel Club affair spoken about 

earlier: 
 

"The opening of the Nickel Club Theatre at the Catholic Fair 
Grounds last Sunday was a grand success. The new theatre was crowded 
and everybody enjoyed the entertainment. The music furnished by the 
local orchestra, under the leadership of Prof. Breiternmoser, was a pleasant 
surprise to all lover of God's music." (April 25) 
 

1915 
 

There is a dance hall - the Tipperary Hall, in Bertie - that is opened and hold a 
dance: 

 
"The opening dance at the Tipperary Hall, Bertie, La., will be given 

on Sunday, night the 11th day of April. Music will be furnished by the 
Shriever Band." (April 3) 
 
TheBlue Bird Band plays for a dance contest: 
 

"Grand Bayou Notes. On Saturday, May 8th, one of the most 
pleasant events of the season took place at Grand Bayou under the 
auspices of Mr. Ulysse Hebert, in the shape of a prize winning dance 
contest, in the new hall just fitted up. First prize for the most aggressive 
dancers was won by Mr. Clay Dugas and Miss Velma Daigle of Bursly St. 
Martin. Music was furnished by the Blue Bird Band of Grand Bayou, 
which also had the complimentary assistance of the string band of Brusly 
St. Martin. On Saturday May 22nd, Mr. Hebert will inaugurate a lucky 
dance program, similar to what is now practiced at Spanish Fort." (May 8) 
 
One of the most popular resorts is the Lake Verret Resort. It is a nice place to have 

a picnic, and hear band music: 
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"A large party of young people went out to Lake Verret last 
Sunday, in a picnic with a band." (May 29) 
 
There are two items in the June 5th paper that announce dances: 
 
"We are requested to announce that a dance will be given at the Tipperary Hall on 

Saturday, June 5th. The public is cordially invited to attend; the well-known Schriever 
Band will furnish the music." 

 
"We are requested to announce that a ball will take place at 

Simoneaux and Landry's Hall tonight. Music furnished by the Imperial 
Orchestra of Napoleonville." 
 
We read that a new orchestra is organizing a new orchestra: 
 

"We are glad to note that some of our young white men have 
undertaken to form an orchestra, and we are still prouder of the fact their 
undertaking bids fair to be a complete success. This band under the able 
leadership of Mr. Xavier Dugas, is fast developing into a first class 
musical organization, in fact, it is competent right now to furnish music 
for any public occasion that requires the services of an orchestra. The 
members of this band are Xavier Dugas-pianist and leader, Leonard Jones-
cornetist, Frank Gerhinger-clarionet, Leo Guillot-violinist, Bryan Gilbert-
trombone and Louis Breiternmoser-drums. They have already 
demonstrated their fitness, by furnishing the music for a ball given under 
the auspices of the orchestra itself, and everyone who attended this ball are 
loud in their praises of the boys. The Pioneer gives you the glad band boys, 
and wishes you a full measure of success." (July 3) 
 
The local dance halls usually hold dances each week, although we do not red 

about them in each week's paper. We can assume that there were dances held in these 
halls even if we do not read about them. Our last mention of the Simoneaux & Landry's 
Hall was in June. We read of dances in three local dance halls in the paper in August, 
Sept. and Nov.: 

 
August 14 - Minstrel show and dance - the Napoleonville 

Orchestra. Orchestra led by Xavier Dugas will provide music for the show 
and also for the jitney dance." 

 
August 21 - "We are requested to announce that a ball will take 

place at Simioneaux & Landry's Hall on Saturday, August 28th. Music will 
be furnished by the Imperial Orchestra." 

 
Sept. 25 - "There will be a big dance tonight at Tipperary Hall. 

Music furnished by the Schriever Band." 
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Nov. 13 - "A grand ball will be given on Saturday, Nov. 20th at the 

Vedros Hall. Good music will be furnished for the occasion." 
 

1916 
 

A new band comes to town to play for a dance: 
 

"On Saturday night the 29th, or tonight to be more explicit. Mr. Joe 
Guillot will pull off one of his usual big dances. The "Early Birds" of St. 
James, will furnish the music." (Jan. 29) 
 
There is another dance at the Tipperary Dance Hall: 
 

"It may be a long way to Tipperary but Joe Guillot says it’s worth 
going a long way to attend such a ball as he will have at Tipperary Hall 
tonight. The Royal Band of Napoleonville will furnish the music." 
 
There are two more dances held at the Tipperary and Vedros dance halls: 
 

"We are requested to tip you to the fact that dances will occur at 
Tip Top Tipperary and Vedros halls tonight." (June 10) 
 
The Bowie Brass Band play for a fair at Bruly St. Vincent. (Sic: The name 'Bruly 

is also spelled Brulee in other articles): 
 

"Among the many attractions offered at the big fair at Bruly St. 
Vincent to be held Saturday & Sunday, July 1st and 2nd, will be the Bowie 
Brass Band, this is one of the finest bands in the State and those who 
attend the fair will have good music." (June 24) 
 
The Napoleonville Orchestra plays for a dance: 
 

"A dance will be given at Woodmen's Hall May 25th for the 
benefit of the Red Cross Society. The Napoleonville Orchestra has 
volunteered its services for the occasion free of charge." (May 19) 
 

1918 
 

The year begins with the announcement that "Prof. Breitenmoser (Louis) is now a 
professor at Jeffferson College in music." (Feb. 2) We must also remember that these are 
the years of the First World War and many bands do volunteer to hold the war effort and 
this includes affairs that are sponsored by the Red Cross. 

The War effort and the Red Cross is also the subject of our next entry: 
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"The young ladies of Labadieville wish to announce that they will 
give a dance at that place, Wednesday night, July 10th for the benefit of 
the Red Cross. The Commeaux Band will furnish the music." 
 
This is the final entry for 1918. We have read about the Commeaux band in our 

research on Thibodaux. 
 

1919 
 

A new orchestra is named in our next entry: 
 

"Victory Theatre opened last Sunday (April 20), accompanied by 
Nelson's Orchestra, who played during the performance." (May 10) 
 
A moral issue is brought up in the next item. There are many new dances coming 

out as the jazz age progresses. We are told that these reformers should notice the new jazz 
dances being performed on the dance floors: 

 
"While the reformers were busy reforming everybody and 

everything, there is one particular thing which they overlooked, and that is 
the new fangled dances. The rag dance of today are said to be the very 
limit of suggestiveness and it is shekidy to think that they are not frowned 
down by those who love the art of good dancing. Rag dances are the off-
spring of the cabaret, and they should not be tolerated in the dancing 
circles of our young people." (June 7) 
 
There is an article appearing in the June 21st paper that seeks to put the blame of 

these new dances on the music and the parents of the dancers: 
 

"According to the opinion of the dancing teachers, they are not to 
blame for the indecent and immodest dances which have turned the heads 
of the younger set. They place the blame for the new fangled dance on the 
rag and jazz music which springs from the public dance halls but they say 
the one chiefly to blame are the mothers who permit their daughters to go 
to those places where such dances are indulged in. The placing of the 
blame on the mothers may be resented, but, those who knew the situation 
will admit that the teachers know what they are talking about." (June 21) 
 
This condemnation of the new jazz dances reaches to the University of Louisiana 

(LSU) and because of the conduct at their dances by a few 'smart boys' dances are 
canceled at the University: 

 
"The authorities at LSU know when the limit is reached and last 

week, issued an edict against dancing at LSU. Thus its that one of the 
cherished traditions of the War School is marred, and just because a 
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number of smart boys wanted to dictate the authorities, when boys so far 
forget themselves, as to throw rotten eggs at ladies, as was done at one of 
the LSU dances, you can not blame the authorities for curtailing the 
privileges which were formerly accord to students." (July 5) 
 
Gabriel's Band of Thibodaux play for a dance at Woodmen's Hall: 
 

"The young men of the town gave a dance at the Woodmen's Hall 
Wednesday night. There was a large attendance - Gabriel's Band furnished 
the music." (July 26) 
 
Again we read of the opinion of music teachers about the new dances: 
 

"A New dancing school teacher believes that a law should be 
passed prohibiting the shocking new dances which are still popular with 
our young folks": (August 16) 
 
The Toots' Johnson Band of Baton Rouge play for a local dance: 
 

"The young folks are planning a dance for next Tuesday, with 
'Toot' Johnson's Band of Baton Rouge. As this is to be the last of the 
season, it is expected to be a gay affair." (August 16) 
 
Another write-up appears about another Johnson appearance and talks about an 

upcoming dance: 
 

"One of the attractive affairs closing the summer social season of 
Houma will be the Farewell Dance given to the college set and local 
teachers, on Thursday, Sept. 4th, under the auspices of Phi Gamma. The 
dance will be given at the commodious Hall at the Parish Fair Grounds, 
invitations have been sent out in Houma and the surrounding towns. The 
committee has been able to secure the famous 'Toots' Johnson's Orchestra 
from Baton Rouge and this will probably be their last appearance in 
Houma this season." (August 30) 
 
We read that the Nelson Orchestra plays for a surprise party for a Miss Francis 

Gilbert: 
 

"The friends of Miss Francis Gilbert, gave her a delightful surprise 
party Thursday evening. The time was spent in dancing and with music by 
the Nelson Orchestra." (Sept. 6) 
 
'Toots' Johnson play another dance, this time in Napoleonville: 
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"Another dance was given Tuesday evening by the young men of 
town. Many out of town guests attended. 'Toots' Johnson's popular Jazz 
Band furnished the music." (Sept. 13) 
 
Another dance is held in town with the Schrevier Band furnishing the music: 
 

"A dance was given by the young men of Labadieville Friday. The 
Schrevier Band was employed for the occasion. Regardless of the 
inclement weather the affair was quite a success." (Sept. 20) 
 
Comeaux's Band of Thibodaux play for a dance at Vedros Hall: 
 

"Posters are out announcing a grand dance at Vedros Hall, Tallieu, 
and the Christmas night music furnished by Comeaux's Band." (Dec. 20) 
 

1921 
 

Claiborne Williams' band again plays in Napoleonville: 
 

"The young men of this town gave a very enjoyable dance on 
Wednesday evening. A large crowd attended. Claiborne's popular band 
furnished the music." (June 11) 
 
We read of the names of musicians of the 'Springhill Jazz Band' being the guests 

of a Mr. Gilbert: 
 

"The Springhill Jazz Band composed of Messrs. Alfred Robichaux, 
Diez Nealy, and St. Paul were guests of Philip Gilbert Jr. on Wednesday." 
(July 2) 
 
Williams' plays for another dance in town: 
 

"The young ladies and young men of this town with a few outside 
guests enjoyed a very pleasant dance on Thursday evening at the Masonic 
Hall with Claiborne's band furnishing the music." (July 2) 
 
A local college boy returns home and brings with him some of his 'jazz' band and 

they play for a dance: 
 

"The Boys Know Jazz. Mr. & Mrs. E G. Robichaux are 
entertaining not only their son, Alfred Robichaux, who has returned from 
Springhill College for the vacation period, but also several of his 
colleagues, who with himself form what is known as the "College Six" 
who can cleverly interpret 'jazz,' which is a form of music that has 
fascinated the country. Everybody, young and old, the refined as well as 
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the jungle type of citizens. The entire membership of the band, which 
furnished music Friday night for the Cat Noir dance is as follows: piano-
Alfred Robichaux, Trombone-T. P Diaz, who is also the director; 
saxophones-Henry St. Paul, xylophone-Albert Henry, drums-Gerard Neen, 
clarinet-James Willard.  
 
We read about the above dance after it is held: 
 

"Of the many social affairs given lately, the dance held last evening 
was away one of the most delightful. Claiborne's popular band furnished 
the music." (August 27) 
 

1922 
 

A band from Thibodaux furnish the music for a dance: 
 

"The young men of Napoleonville entertained last Friday evening 
at a delightful dance, given at the Masonic Hall. The Thibodaux Orchestra 
furnished the music." (July 1) 
 
Claiborne Williams is again hired to furnish music for a local dance: 
 

"Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Barton Jr. dance for little folks (and 
daughter) The first numbers were danced to the accompaniment of the 
piano, then all of a sudden the lower floor was thrown open and 
Claiborne's Orchestra, which concealed on the stair case started to play 
and surprised the little guests so that they as well as the older couples 
indulged in fantastic steps to the accompanying strains." (August 5 
 
The Williams' Band was a very good band and a popular one wherever it played. 

It is heard from again at a party and dance: 
 

"George Dodge and Willard Foley gave a joint party on Monday 
evening at the home of Mr. & Mrs. Willard Folz. Dancing was indulged in 
to the strains of Claiborne's Band." (August 19) 
 
We have the first appearance of the Napoleonville Jazzers as jazz is beginning to 

exert itself into the mainstream of dance music: 
 

"An enjoyable dance was given on Wednesday evening at the 
Woodmen Hall, by the members of the Napoleonville Jazzers composed of 
the following musicians: Messrs. E. J. Babit, Adam Oncale, V. O. 
Prodhomme, Savoie Gilbert, Sam & Simon Vitale and Herbert Bergeron." 
(August 26) 
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The Napoleonville Jazzers play for a church fair benefit: 
 

"Fall Festival and opening of the big fair hall at the Canal. The 
Parishioners of the Canal are preparing a big Fall Festival for the benefit of 
the church. They have just finished building a large fair hall on the church 
grounds. Don't miss the opening days, Saturday, Sept. 30th and Sunday, 
October 1st. Many novel features will be introduced at this Fair, and 
preparations are being made to handle a large crowd. One of the features 
of the Fair will be a popularity contest between 8 young ladies of the 
Parish. Music will be furnished by the Napoleonville Jazzers." (Sept. 23) 
 
 

1923 
We read of a Fete Champetre that uses a number of brass bands: 
 

"Fete Champetre April 2, 3, and 4th. St. Joseph's Band, Thibodaux 
Brass Band. At dusk the fine steamer Tete arrived and a number of ladies 
and gentlemen from the parish of St. James and Assumption debarked. 
Accompanying them was the fine Brass Band from Napoleonville which 
rendered the trip more agreeable by occasional airs played in the excellent 
manner from which that band is \notorious." (April 10) 
 
There is a dance held as mentioned in the May 5th issue of the paper with the 

Napoleonville Jazzers: 
 

"On Wednesday, May 9th, a dance will be given for the benefit of 
the Charity Hospital fund, under the auspices of the Napoleonville Jazzers 
at the Masonic Building." (May 5) 
 
There is a follow-up write-up about the above dance: 
 

"Local band helps hospital fund. At the dance given last 
Wednesday night by the Napoleonville Jazzers at the Masonic Hall, a fund 
of $58.69 was raised and turned over to the Charity Hospital Fund. The 
following members composed the band: Simon Vitale, Savoie Gilbert, Irby 
Bergeron, Clarence Landry, Leon Locasio and Sam Vitale." (May 12) 
 
The Claiborne Williams band is imported again for a dance: 
 

"A delightful dance was given by the young man last Wednesday 
evening at the Masonic Hall. Claiborne Williams Band furnished the 
music." (June 16) 
 
Another interesting article on music is found in the June 23rd paper and is entitled 

'What Jazz is Doing': 
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"Who will be the great man of the coming generations? Who will 

their mothers be? Can the painted jazzing girls of this era give birth to the 
statesmen of the future? We doubt it. The lipsticks, paint and powder will 
be the cause of the dwindle of the Americans just as to much dissipation 
was the fall of the Romans. The jazz dances of the present day will spell 
the decay of the sturdy American men and women of the future. What 
prospective father of native ability could choose a suitable mate to be the 
mother of his and her child from a jazz hall to be the parent of a big man 
or women of the next generation or more? - Avoyells Enterprise." (June 
23) 
 
In the same issue of the paper we find a write-up of a Firemen's Parade: 
 

"Firemen to have big day. We are pleased to learn that the firemen 
have given up the idea of having their annual parade early in the afternoon 
on August 5th. Of course the parade would be over earlier, but we doubt 
that it would afford near as much pleasure as it will at the new hour 
decided upon - 5 pm. 

Another interesting feature is connection with the forthcoming 
parade is contained in a letter received last week by Dr. F. G. Wirt. The 
letter came from Baton Rouge and it said that the famous Stanocola Band, 
composed of some 40 instruments, would be here, at its own expense, to 
participate in the parade. This promises shows great interest in the parade. 
It also gives assurance that we are going to have plenty of nice music, for 
besides the Stanocola Band each of the four local fire companies will have 
its own band for the occasion. (Thib. Comet reprint) (June 23) 
 
 
The Napoleonville Jazzers play for a private party: 
 

"Party by Mrs. Harold Munson - Music by Napoleonville Jazzers." 
(June 30) 
 
The band again plays for another dance at a private home: 
 

"Home of Gilbert (Mr. & Mrs. James) filled with young folks. 
Dancing by the music of the Napoleonville Jazzers." (July 14) 
 

"There will be a dance Saturday night at the D. G. 3 and a half 
miles above Thibodaux given by Luke Oncale, he not using his own hall 
for a reason that cannot be stated at the present moment. The 
Napoleonville Jazz Band will furnish the music." (August 16) 
 
Finally the same band plays for a dance at the Masonic Hall: 
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"A dance will be given on Tuesday, August 28, in the Masonic 

Building by the Napoleonville Jazzers." (August 25) 
 

1924 
 

The year begins with an interesting article on "What Makes a Great Jazz Band. 
 

"What Makes a Great Jazz Band." The ingredients necessary in the 
make-up of a modern jazz band of the highest typed are varied, according 
to Frank Silver, the now-famous writer of "Yes We Have No Bananas," 
who brings his great jazz orchestra and company to Plaquemine on 
Saturday March 15th. Matinee and night at the Theatre Wilbert 'first,' said 
Mr. Silver in a recent interview, "You have got to have the best and most 
expert musicians in the country to build up a really great jazz orchestra. 
They have got to be men who can read music like lightning (for we often 
play a new hit number just from the publisher or the arranger, after one 
day's rehearsal) and they have to feel instinctively every graduation of 
rhythm and be able to follow the tempo of their leader with just a 
suggestion if needs be. In our program we jazz the classics, we slip 
syncopation into some of the greatest music ever composed. In their or any 
other age, and our boys have to be real musicians to get the proper tilt, the 
swing and the dash so necessary in playing this music. We often take a 
new blues number, or a jazz hit, and after Mr. Erdody, the New York 
Orchestral arranger, has finished with it, it is ten times more difficult than 
when it was first written. We introduce bits for the saxophones, for the 
violin, for the trumpet, the piano, and all blend together in a prismatic 
tonal effect, weaving in and out of the melody and the result is a big and 
dazzling flood of syncopation." Mr. Silver has ejected the finest jazz 
musicians in America for his band and the result is one of the most 
sensational hits in the history of syncopation. His players are all capable of 
heading an orchestra of their own and each of them is known individually 
for this particular talent, and the manner in which the "Bananas" boys play 
together is said to make the weariest shoulder shake in spite of itself, and 
the tiredest foot keep time in the marvelous rhythm and the constant 
streams of gorgeous syncopations." (March 15) 
 
We begin the year with an entry stating that the 'Toots' Johnson band will play for 

a grand dance: 
 

"A grand dance will be given at landing Hall, Brusly St. Vincent, 
Tuesday, April 9. Music by Toot's Johnson's Band of Baton Rouge." (April 
26) 
 
The Napoleonville Jazzers play for a church festival: 
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"Grand Church Festival. Music for the occasion will be furnished 

by the Napoleonville Jazzers." (May 24) 
 
The pavilion in Napoleonville imports a band from Baton Rouge to play in town: 
 

"Baton Rouge Band coming Sunday. The management of the 
Napoleonville Pavilion is announcing a special feature fore its dance on 
Sunday, August 3rd. It has closed with the Community Pavilion Band of 
Baton Rouge for that night. The Baton Rouge Band is composed of 
Standard Oil Company musicians and is heralded as one of the best bands 
in the State. Dancing at 8 as usual." (August 2) 
 
Another Baton Rouge Band, Stewart's Band is imported to play for a dance: 
 

"Stewart's Band Sunday. The dancing folks are invited to the West 
End Pavilion at Lake Veret where dancing will take place from 3 to 
6:30pm and also at the Napoleonville Pavilion where there will be dancing 
from 8 to 12pm. Music at both places will be furnished by the popular 
Stewart's Jazz Band of Baton Rouge." (August 9) 
 

1925 
 

We read of a new name of a band in Napoleonville but they we have heard of in 
our Thibodaux write-up. The Night Hawks will become a very popular band in the area: 

 
"The Night Hawks, our local orchestra, will journey to Morgan 

City tomorrow, where they have been engaged to play for the opening day 
of the Morgan City Beach." (April 1) 
 
Williams' Orchestra again plays at the Napoleonville area and also the 

Nighthawks the next night: 
 

"The first dance of the season will take place tomorrow, Sunday, at 
the Napoleonville Pavilion. Music by Claiborne William's Orchestra. 
Dance will be given every Sunday and Wednesday, on Sunday music by 
Claiborne William's Orchestra; on Wednesday music by the Night 
Hawks." (April 1) 
 
Another new band plays at the pavilion at Lake Verret. This is the era of many 

new bands just as so many bands are formed during the rock era of popular music: 
 

"Dancing at Lake Verret. We have been requested to announce by 
the Fair Committee, that there will be a dance at the Lake Pavilion on 
Saturday and Sunday, April 25th and 26th for the benefit of the Canal 
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School. Music will be furnished by the Blue Melody Band of Plaquemine." 
(April 25) 
 
The Nighthawks, becoming a popular band in the area play for many other dances 

in the area: 
 

"A lovely dance was given last Monday evening by Mr. & Mrs. 
George Guion as a farewell party for their daughter, Adair & Camilla. 
Music was furnished by the Night Hawks." (May 23) 

 
"Mr. & Mrs. Bergeron - Dance Friday evening of last week. Music 

for the dancing was furnished by the Night Hawks." (June 6) 
 
"Arrangements for a large costume party dance next Friday evening 

at the Pavilion. The Night Hawks will furnish the music." (July 4) 
 
"Young girls of town gave a dancing party Thursday evening. 

Music was furnished by the Night Hawks." (July 11) 
 
It is not surprising that we again find the name of a new orchestra mentioned in 

our final write-up in the paper: 
 

"Special dance at Napoleonville Pavilion on Wednesday, August 
19th. Music will be furnished by the Duxe Dawn Orchestra." (August 8) 
 

1926 
 

There is another new band hired to play at Lake Verret: 
 

"Posters are out announcing a dance, at the Lake Verret Pavilion on 
Saturday on St. Joseph's night. Friday, March 19th. Music by the latest 
Improved Electric Band. All the latest and popular dancing music. 
Dancing at 7:30. Dancing $1.00" (March 13) 
 
The Night Hawks play for two more dances: 
 

"A dance will be given at the Napoleonville Pavilion on 
Wednesday, May 26th for the benefit of the Napoleonville Baseball Club. 
Music by the Night Hawks." (May 22) 

 
"Mrs. Charles Heno entertained the graduating class and their 

friends at a dance on Monday evening. The Night Hawks furnished the 
music." (May 22) 
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Eventually the local pavilion was closed for a time, perhaps for repairs, but is 
reopened using a group called the Harmony Six: 

 
"Re-opening of Pavilion. Our young folks will de delighted to 

know that a grand re-opening of the Napoleonville Pavilion will take place 
on Friday, August 13th by the Harmony Six." (August 7) 
 
The pavilion is in full swing and there is a dance every Friday night: 
 

"Dance every Friday at pavilion. The re-opening of the 
Napoleonville Pavilion has proven quite a success and the management of 
the Harmony Six, wish to thank the good people of this community for 
their support. Remember the Harmony Six at the Napoleonville Pavilion 
will entertain as usual." (August 14) 
 
We have to mention another new band is playing around the Napoleonville area: 
 

"Mr. Howard Dupre wishes to announce a dance to be given at 
Grand Bayou Hall Saturday, August 21st. Music furnished by the Blue 
Bird Band. This dance is to be a wedding dance complimentary to Mr. 
Jean Charlet and Clemence Alborado." (August 21) 
 
The Napoleonville Pavilion is re-opened in October with the Harmony Six: 
 

"The Napoleonville Pavilion will re-open again on Friday, October 
29, and will give a dance every Friday night. Music by the Harmony Six." 
(Oct. 23) 
 
The Harmony Six play at the Donaldsonville K of C Hall on Wednesday, Dec. 

29th. The Napoleonville Pavilion probably had dances each Friday as stated but we do 
not always find an article stating these dances. Perhaps they do no advertise when the 
same bands are playing or use posters and word of mouth for dances. The crowd was 
usually large and perhaps they did not think advertising was necessary each week: 

 
"Zip-Pan-Whip! Come to the dance with a funny name. Come to 

Donaldsonville on Wednesday, Dec. 29th, at the K of C Hall, enjoy the 
excellent music of the Harmony Six Orchestra, see the fancy dancing." 
(Dec. 25) 
 
Finally we read of a dance at the Napoleonville Pavilion: 
 

"We are requested to announce that there will be a dance at the 
Napoleonville Pavilion on Sunday night, Dec. 26th. Music by the Original 
Black Devils of Plaquemine." (Dec. 25) 
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1927 
 

There is a dance at Bursly, St. Martin and use the Williams' Orchestra: 
 

"We are requested to announce that a grand dance will be given at 
Rivet's Hall, Brusly, St. Martin, on Saturday, Feb. 5th. Music by Claiborne 
Williams' famous orchestra from Donaldsonville." (Jan. 29) 
 
The Night Hawks again play at the Napoleonville Pavilion: 
 

"A benefit dance will be given for the Baseball Club of 
Napoleonville on Wednesday, Feb. 23rd at the Napoleonville Pavilion. 
Music by the Original Night Hawks. Dancing 75 cents." (Jan. 29) 
 
The nearby town of Raceland, La. holds a dance at Bourgeois Dance Hall: 
 

"Follow the crowd and dance to one of Louisiana's prize dance 
orchestras at Bourgeois Dance Hall, Raceland, Louisiana, Sunday night - 
best floor, under new management." (April 23) 
 
There is another dance at Landry's Hall in Brusly, St. Vincent: 
 

"Posters are out announcing a grand dance, at Landry's Hall, 
Brusly, St. Vincent tonight, Saturday, July 16th. Music by the Original 
Louisiana Night Hawks. Dancing starts at 8:00" (July 16) 
 
The Night Hawks play again at the Napoleonville Pavilion: 
 

"The dance given Wednesday evening at the pavilion for the 
benefit of the local base ball team was attended by many of the young set 
from here and out of town. Besides being a social success it was 
financially so, netted $120.00. The Night Hawks furnished the music for 
the dancing." (July 30) 
 
Finally, in 1927, we find an entry of a dance at Landry's Hall: 
 

"There will be a dance tonight August 6th at Landry's Hall, Brusly, 
St. Vincent. Music by Claiborne Williams." (August 6) 
 
Entries fall off in the late twenties with only a few entries: 
 
1928 - "A dance will be given tonight at the Grand Bayou Hall," (Feb. 4) 
 "A dance will be given tonight at the WOW Hall in Paincourtville." (Feb. 

4) 
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1930 - "South Louisiana Fair, Sept. 28th to Oct. 5th. The West End Orchestra will 
dispense jazz and popular classical music for the dancers. Claiborne's Concert Band has 
been engaged for the grand stand performance." (Sept. 6) 

 
1931 - "Delightful dance given at pavilion last Thursday evening. Music was 

furnished by Heim's Orchestra." (Sept. 5) (Sic: a Baton Rouge Band) 
 "Big holiday dance at Napoleonville Pavilion on Tuesday, Dec. 29th. 

Music by the Night Hawks." (Dec. 19) 
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NAPOLEONVILLE BRASS BAND 

 

The first mention of the Napoleonville Brass Band is on August 21, 1886: 
 
"Assumption West End. 

The opening of Assumption West End will take place on Thursday, 
26th inst. This will be a rare opportunity for old, young and middle aged to 
enjoy themselves to the uttermost. Our whole-souled friend John Christen, 
the proprietor, promises to spread himself on this occasion for the comfort 
and pleasure of all who may favor him with their presence. All who know 
Johnnie will know what that means. The amusements during the day will 
consist of sailing, bathing, swimming, etc., the whole to conclude with a 
grand ball, to be given in his mammoth hall just completed. The 
Napoleonville Brass Band will be in attendance. Refreshments of all kinds 
furnished at reasonable prices." (August 21, 1886) 
 
The band next plays at a Democratic meeting in Napoleonville (Oct. 23, 1886). 

There are no mentions of the band in 1887 but in May of 1888 the band is one of the 
bands playing in the annual firemen's Parade mentioned in the paper on May 19, 1888. 
There is no mention in 1889. 

At some time during 1888 the band became inactive. We read on July 31, 1902 (in 
the Assumption Eagle) the reorganization of the band: 

 
"Re-organization of the Brass Band. 
The talk of a fair being held in September for the waterworks 

benefit has had the good effect of causing a reorganization of the 
Napoleonville Brass Band. 

Clarence and Tom Jones and Theodore Delaune are the prime 
movers, and in an interview with the popular Clem, we were told that they 
have gone about it this time in a systematic way, and on different lines to 
those heretofore employed. There are quite a good many musicians in our 
town and vicinity from which good material will be carefully selected, and 
afterward drilled by a competent leader. 

We have no doubt that the band will prove a success, and that by 
the time of our fair, we will have an aggregation that our town can once 
more feel proud of." (July 31, 1902) 
 
The band also plays at Knights of Phytian Hall and seems to have re-organized: 
 

"The Napoleonville Brass Band met last Tuesday night at the K of 
P Hall, and effected a re-organization, which they think will this time keep 
together. Several pieces were played and the leader was thoroughly 
satisfied with his bunch. Next Sunday they will make music at 
Paincourtville during the fair." (August 14, 1902) 
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In 1898 the band played for a religious procession: 
 

"Archbishop P. C. Chapelle welcomed to Napoleonville - headed 
by the Napoleonville and Canal Brass Bands. (June 18, 1898) 
 
The band plays for the Myosotic Social club: 
 

"On Tuesday last, the Myosotic and their friends enjoyed a 
delightful evening, being entertained by Mr. & Mrs. Theodore Delaune at 
their residence just below Napoleonville. The Napoleonville Brass Band, 
under the guiding hand of Prof. S. S. Lauve discoursed sweet music 
throughout the evening." (August 6, 1898) 
 
The band plays for a grand fair on July 2, 3, and 4 of 1898: 
 

"Grand Fair today, tomorrow and Monday - In Paincourtville and 
in Labadieville-for the benefit of the Catholic churches of these respective 
places. Our Napoleonville Brass Band will furnish sweet music at the 
Paincourtville Fair." (July 7, 1898) 
 
In 1901 the band plays for a fair at the Attakapas Canal: 
 

"The residents of the Attakapas Canal will, on Saturday and 
Sunday, August 31 and Sept. 1, give a grand fair at Camille Breaux's 
Friendship Hall. The money taken in at this Fair will go to the lower Canal 
School. Besides other amusements dancing will be indulged in during the 
evening - a first-class string band has been engaged for the occasion. The 
famous Napoleonville Brass Band will also be there." (August 24, 1901) 
 
The band had re-organized in 1902 and we read on Sept. 12, 1903 they are 

mentioned as to their ability to sight read: 
 

"The Napoleonville Brass Band is the only band we known that 
can play music at first sight without a single rehearsal, but their long suit, 
is a quick march with a bar in sight." (Sept. 12, 1903) 
 
Again there is talk about re-organizing a brass band. This is an ongoing process as 

it is difficult to hold together a large number of people together to have a good 
performing band and one that continues for a number of years: 

 
"We are glad to state that our band boys are talking about 

organizing a first class brass band. A band is needed in every town and we 
hope the boys will be successful. Clarence Jones, who is at the head of the 
movement says that the outlook is very good and that he believes by the 
end of March Napoleonville will be able to boast of a good brass band. 
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There is any amount of material in and about the town and, with a little 
enthusiasm much can be done." (Feb. 6, 1904) 
 
The new band must have been named the Silver cornet Band and might have been 

referred to as the Napoleonville Brass Band: 
 

"We wonder if Napoleonville crack Silver Cornet Band is going to 
keep up with the procession by giving us summer-night concerts this year." 
(Feb. 20, 1904) 
 
The new band while many bands are referred to with the name of the town or by 

their instruments popular during this era as the silver cornets and silver brass instruments, 
the new name was the Assumption Brass Band. We read of their organizing in the Feb. 
18, 1905 paper. This new band is really from Paincourtville and there is no mentioning of 
a band from Napoleonville until 1910: 

 
"Plans were launched Thursday for the organizing of a brass band 

in this town. A number of citizens got together, and a list of twenty five 
prospective members was gotten up. A meeting was called for tomorrow, 
Sunday, April 3, to go immediately into permanent organization. Those 
who are at the head of the movement are experienced band musicians and 
with the available material in and around Napoleonville, there is every 
reason to expect the forming of a strong brass band if the people will only 
get together." (April 2, 1910) 
 
In the same issue of the paper there is another item pertaining to the band: 
 

"The Napoleonville Brass Band which was organized recently is 
holding its rehearsals at the High School. The band is making good 
progress and will be ready to play for the public shortly." (April 2, 1910) 
 
The band plays for the exercises of the High School and "Makes a hit": 
 

"Band Makes a Hit. One of the happy incidents of the week during 
the closing exercises of the High School was the debut of the 
Napoleonville Brass Band. Under the able leadership of Mr. Clarence 
Jones, the band has been furnishing good music and the entertainments 
have been made much more lively and enjoyable by the delightful strains 
of the band. We need a brass band in Napoleonville, and we trust that the 
members of the band will hold together and continue to grow in strength. 
Some years ago Napoleonville boasted of one of the good grass bands of 
the State, and we see no reason why our new band should not develop into 
one of the good ones." (May 21, 1910) 
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In the paper of June 10, 1910 we read of the importance the editor thinks a brass 
band is to a town as he includes a letter from a band booster: 

 
"Help the New Band. Communicated! 

The following article is so timely that it gives us great pleasure to 
publish it: 

The village or town band is an organization difficult to keep up, 
and we do not believe the local bandsman gets half enough credit for the 
service he renders the community. 

Nothing enlivens a town like a brass band, and when it meets on 
the main square at dusk and sends out stirring music all over the village, 
the cares of the day are forgotten. The leading citizens gather around and 
express the regret that the present leader cannot play the cornet the way 
another man used to, while others, who know good music when they hear 
it, exchange winks when any player makes a trifling break. Small boys 
with lemons crowd around to see whether it is true that man cannot 'play 
his horn' if somebody stands in front of him sucking a lemon. In fact, a 
town without a brass band isn't half a town. 

Without a band to criticize, to publicly make game of and to 
secretly admire, villagers do not know what to do with themselves. 

There is not in any community, a man from whom so much is 
expected for nothing as from the village bandsman. He is supposed to turn 
out and make music on all sorts of occasions, giving up his evenings to 
rehearsals, his holidays to performances, and being rewarded with votes of 
thanks and an occasional plate of sandwiches, (if any are left over) Too 
often he works for nothing and boards himself. 

Only the man who leads a church choir, or the editor of a weekly 
newspaper, can rank with him in unselfishness. 

      A Band Booster," 
(June 10, 1910) 

 
The town has a 4th of July celebration in which the band furnishes the music: 
 

"4th of July celebration - Arrangements - the celebration will 
conclude with a grand entertainment at the Opera House for the benefit of 
the Napoleonville Brass Band. Music for the occasion will be furnished by 
the Napoleonville Brass Band." (July 11, 1910) 
 
On the 2nd of July, the paper mentions the above activity: 
 

"The entertainment and ball which will be given at the Corde 
Opera House, on the night of the 4th, deserves the support and patronage 
of every one in town. The affair is given for the benefit of the 
Napoleonville Brass Band, and we ought to show the band boys that we 
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appreciate them. The funds will be used to pay for uniforms which will be 
donned by the members for the first time on July 4th." (July 2, 1910) 
 
The band continues its activities and holds a festival on July 31st: 
 

"What promises to be an event of more than usual interest to 
everybody in the community is the festival which will be given by the 
Napoleonville Brass Band on Sunday, July 31st. At the Catholic Church 
Fair Grounds. The band is in need of funds to pay for the new uniforms as 
well as for other matters, and it is to be hoped that the public will show the 
proper spirit by helping the band boys." (July 23, 1910) 
 
The paper reports the results of the band festival: 
 

"The festival given last Sunday in this town, for the benefit of the 
Napoleonville Brass Band brought $285.00 total receipts, and netted the 
nice sum of $225.00.  

The members of the band are very well pleased with the liberal 
support given them by the people. The members of the Napoleonville 
Brass Band having more than enough funds to cover the costs of their 
uniforms have very generously made the following donations: $10.00 to 
the Catholic Church Organ Fund, $10 to the local Fire Department for new 
hose and $10 to the mother's club." (August 6, 1910) 
 
The band next plays for an entertainment by the Mother's Club: 
 

"Entertainment for Mother's Club - Two performances will be 
given on Saturday night, August 13 next, for the benefit of the Mother's 
Club at Goetz electric Theatre, the first to commence at seven o'clock, the 
second promptly at nine o'clock. During the intermission and after the 
performance, refreshments, at very moderate prices, will be served at the 
law office of Mr. Philip Gilbert, where the Napoleonville Brass Band will 
render their best selections." (August 13, 1910) 
 
The band plays for the Redmen celebration and parade. We read in the Sept. 10th 

issue of the Pioneer of this parade. In the Oct. 1st paper we read that the band plays for 
the Republican Meeting Rally. 

 
1911 

 
In the January 14th issue we read "Public Installation of Redmen at Council Hall, 

during the evening the Napoleonville Brass Band played appropriate music." 
Still remaining active and community minded the band provides music for the 

laying of a cornerstone: 
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"Laying of cornerstone M. W. Grand Lodge F & A. M. formed in 
line and proceeded by the Napoleonville Brass Band marched to the place 
on Franklin St. where the new Masonic Building is being erected." (July 1) 
 
Finally in 1911 they play for another social club: 
 

"WOW unveiling. On Sunday afternoon at 4 o'clock over 100 
Woodmen of the World formed in line behind the Napoleonville Brass 
Band and marched to the Catholic Church." (Oct. 14) 
 
We do not read of the band in 1912. It is later in the paper of June 7, 1913 that we 

next bear of the band: 
 

"Big double Header Base Ball Game. Verret Park, Plattenville. 
Music during both games will be furnished by the Napoleonville Brass 
Band." (June 7) 
 
The last mention of the band is in the May 1, 1915 paper: 
 

"Visit and reception of Auxiliary Bishop Laval. Meeting of the 
bishop at Napoleonville Bridge at 4:30 o'clock. Order of Procession-
Napoleonville Brass Band...(May 1, 1915) 
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PELICAN BRASS BAND 

 

The history of the Pelican Band begins with a mentioning in the paper as we read 
of the organizing of a new brass band: 

 
"The young men of Napoleonville assisted by Judge Alfred Tete 

and L. P. Herbert, Esq. two skilled musicians, met on last Monday evening 
for the purpose of organizing a brass band. The organization was effected 
by the election of Mr. L. P. Herbert as president, who has been selected to 
proceed to New Orleans to purchase the instruments, each member 
furnishing his quota toward this end. The band numbers twelve members, 
and is to be known as the Pelican. Well done, boys. (May 24, 1884) 
 
The band is next mentioned in the Donaldsonville Chief as it plays for the 

wedding of Rudolf H. Webster. (May 23, 1885) 
The band continues to be active and is heard from again in the paper on August 

22, 1885: 
 

"We have been the happy recipients of an invitation to attend the 
soiree Dansante to be given on Thursday 28th inst., by the accomplished 
members of the Pelican Brass Band of Napoleonville." (August 22, 1885) 
 
The paper writes a follow-up story about the above functions: 
 

"Though the weather was very unfavorable for the social gathering 
given by the members of the Pelican Brass Band on last Thursday, still we 
can say that their treat was accepted with much avidity by the belles of 
Napoleonville. These gallant young men and surely to be complimentary 
on their efforts and success in transposing the youthful sets to scenes of 
pleasure and it is to be hoped that the blushing smiles of 'sweet simplicity' 
doubly repaid their fruitful labors." (Sept. 5, 1885) 
 
The band, being known around the town in engaged to play at a dramatic 

entertainment on the 10th and 11th of October: 
 

"Dramatic entertainments will be given at the Court-House in 
Napoleonville, Saturday and Sunday evenings, the 10th and 11th insts., for 
the benefit of the Napoleonville Fire Company No. 1 Saturday night the 
thrilling three-act drama entitled "The Turn of the Tide," will be presented, 
and Sunday night the amusing French comedian "Le Niais de Sologue" 
and "On Demande des Domestiques." Musical selections by Mr. and Mrs. 
Chas. S. Gray and the Pelican Brass Band of Napoleonville will add 
interest to the performances, and there will be a dance each evening to 
wind up with. Admission, 50 cents; children, 24 cents. Refreshments will 
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be served by the lady friends of the firemen at reasonable prices. We hope 
to chronicle the brilliant success of both entertainments." (Oct. 3, 1885) 
 

1886 
 

The Donaldsonville Chief mentioned the Pelican Band in an entry on January 
16th: 

 
"Musical dramatic and terpsichore entertainment at Phoenix Hall 

for Napoleonville Fire Co. No. 1. The Pelican Brass Band of 
Napoleonville assisted by local musicians, will furnish music for the 
evening." (Jan. 16) 
 
The Napoleonville paper reviews the above activity with a lenghly article: 
 

"The "Turn of the Tide" (dramatic Play) and entertainment for the 
benefit of Napoleonville Fire Company. The entertainment at Phoenix 
Hall, is this town, last Monday night, given under the auspices and for the 
benefit of Napoleonville Fire Company No. 1, proved one of the most 
successful affairs of its kind that has ever taken place here. Recognizing 
the worthiness of the object in view and desiring to show their sympathy 
with and good feelings for their Assumption friends and neighbors, the 
people of our community turned out in force and combined their heartiest 
efforts to render the occasion all that its most sanguine promoters could 
have desired. 

The ladies and gentlemen who were to take part in the dramatic 
representation, came to Donaldsonville on the steamer Letcher, Sunday 
noon, in order to have some time for rehearsal on Phoenix Hall stage and 
were accompanied by Mrs. Wm. Sims, to whom was assigned the general 
direction of the drama, Mr. and Mrs. Chas. S. Gray and Mr. P. Landry of 
the orchestra, as well as several others; but the main body of Assumption 
visitors, including the Pelican Brass Band of Napoleonville, arrived on the 
excursion trip of the Letcher Monday evening. 

The audience which gathered in Phoenix Hall to enjoy the 
entertainment was one of the largest and finest the place has held. Every 
available seat was occupied early in the evening and many persons were 
compelled to stand throughout the entire performance. 

The combined Pelican and Independent Brass Bands rendered 
several airs in fine style, followed by an overture from the orchestra, 
composed as follows: C. S. Gray-first violin, leader, Mrs. Cl. Gray and 
Mrs. M. A Gaudet, piano; Prof. J. E. LeBlanc, first violin; P. Landry, 
second violin; Dr. B. Claverie, violin-cello; Paul Leche, double bass, Jno. 
F. Terrio-cornet. Their music was beautiful and elicited hearty applause." 
(Feb. 27, 1886) 
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As with all brass bands of the era the Pelican sponsored a ball: 
 
The Pelican Brass Band will please accept our thanks for a kind invitation to 

attend their ball tonight at Antoine Hall. The committee of invitations is composed of 
Messrs. D. Kahn, Chas. Gouaux and Arthur Delaune." (June 5, 1886) 

 
The Merry Makers club gives a picnic and the band plays music for the affair: 
 

"The Merry Makers Picnic. Mr. Editor: There is pleasure in the 
recollection of the past, there is joy in the anticipations of the future; but, 
at the present moment, it would be difficult to say the joy exceeds the 
pleasure when the mind reverts to the pleasant entertainment given in the 
form of a basket picnic by the Merry Makers Social Club at Elm Hill 
Grove, on the 1st instant. There the spirit fled in profusion through the 
surrounding atmosphere, abandoning itself to the amusement so cordially 
extended by that very distinguished social club. Naught but the smiles of 
welcome, the ever extended solicitations to profit of the occasion could 
have been offered with more cordially than was 'The Welcome of the 
Merry makers social Club." 

The guests began to assemble during the first hours of noon, and 
ere the son had neared the horizon the gathered crowds were dispersing in 
couples, groups and crowds in the pleasant ground so neatly prepared for 
the accommodations of the pleasure seekers to participate in the gay and 
diversified amusements in the form of croquet playing. 

At 4 p.m. the dinner bell announced that this world was one not 
only of pleasure, love and happiness, but also one of whose necessities we 
are bound to attend. But Mr. Editor, I believe I could not be to forward in 
advancing that the necessities were considered; not as such, but as mere 
formality, though which all but they whom the fascinations of innocent 
Cupid had inspired with the idea that there was a momentary earthly 
paradise, where happiness and contentment reigned supreme hastened to 
go to attend to the wishes and satisfaction of that sense of taste which is 
such an advantageous element of human nature. 

But the healthy and delicious repast so elegantly prepared had 
hardly been partaken of when the Pelican Brass Band enlivened the 
grounds with it merry music, stimulating all to take advantage of the 
melodious harmony in the joyous dance. Mr. Editor, it would be difficult, 
impossible, I may say, to describe the ideas continually raised in the mind 
at the sight of each and every one tripping with light, joyous steps to the 
strains produced by the generous efforts of the gallant young Pelican Band 
of Napoleonville. 

But the momentum given by the band was continued by the violin 
and piano executed with great skill by Messrs. Pierre Landry and Paul 
Savoy. The gay fantastic tripping echoed to the music till the hour its sway 
and give precedence to the King of Day. It was difficult to tear one's self 
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away from the meshes of the gallant committee on duty, whose untiring 
efforts could never have been better repaid than by the pleasure depicted 
on the countenance of the guests." (July 3, 1888) 
 
There is another small article about this picnic in the July 3rd paper: 
 

"Merry Makers Picnic - The Pelican Brass Band enlivened the 
grounds with its merry music stimulating all to take advantage of the 
melodious harmony in the joyous dance." (July 3, 1888) 
 
While New Orleans had its West End and there were resorts on the Northern 

Shore of Lake Pontchartrain, the people of Assumption had their own West End on Lake 
Verret: 

 
"Grand opening of Assumption's West End at Lake Verret - Hotel. 

The Pelican Brass Band of Napoleonville will be present, adding music to 
the other attractions of the festival." (Don. Chief, August 21, 1886) 
 
Being a typical 19th Century Brass Band the band also plays the traditional 

serenade: 
 

"Misses Lydia Bergeron and Estelle Helluim farewell - Left for 
Nazarath Convent. Pelican Brass Band of Napoleonville have presented 
their ovation and given them a serenade at the home of Miss Lydia." (Sept. 
11, 1886) 
 
Being sugar cane country there was also a tradition of what was called a 'sugar 

house' party: 
 

"The Pioneer returned thanks for an invitation to a 'sugar house 
party' to be given on Next Thursday night at Trinity Plantation by the 
Pelican Brass Band. The officers of this organization are D. Kahn, Leader; 
Arthur Delaune-Treas., Theo Delaune-Sec. Arthur Marquette-Sgt. at 
Arms. The members are: Jos. Berniard, Chas. LeGareaux, Clarence Jones, 
E. P. Gilbert, O. Marquette, O'Neil Marquette, Clay Marquette and T. 
Bondreaux." (Nov. 6 1886) 
 
The band traveled to various towns for functions that needed brass bands. One 

time they travel to a little town near Napoleonville for what was called a 'Gala Day': 
 

"Gala Day at Plattenville, Nicholls Hook & Ladder Company truck 
christened. The Pelican Brass Band of Napoleonville made the echoes ring 
with their stirring notes. Entertainment/dance after the procession to new 
hall; enlivened by music from the band and some beautiful airs by Miss 
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Muse on the piano and Mr. P. Landry who played accompaniment on the 
violin." (July 11, 1887) 
 
The band next plays for a surprise party: 
 

"A pleasant surprise party was given at the residence of our worthy 
citizen Anatole Lalande on Thursday last. The music furnished by the 
Pelican Brass Band was greatly enjoyed and added much to the gayety of 
the evening." (Sept. 10, 1887) 
 
During the 19th Century, especially in the country, friends of a recently married 

couple would be the recipients of a Charivari: 
 

"Charivari - Mr. Maxine Duparty and Bride. The Pelican Brass 
Band under the leadership of the courteous Dave Kahn, however, soon 
appeared on the scene and gave the new couple a handsome serenade." 
(Sept. 17, 1887) 
 
The Napoleonville newspaper the 'Pioneer' had in most issues a list of the service 

and social organizations which included a heading entitled 'Brass Band' and listed the 
Pelican Band's officers: Frank Bergeron-Pres., Arthur Delaune-Treas., Theodore Delaune-
Sec., Arthur Marquette-Sgt. at Arms, D. Kahn-leader - meets every Thursday at 8 o'clock 
P. M. The mention that they rehearse only once a week is interesting. Many newly 
organized bands try to meet twice a week. It was hard, as it is today, to get band members 
to attend every rehearsal and with a large group attendance many times fall short of a 
complete band. 

Each small country town had their annual Firemen's Parade and many of the 
surrounding towns sent their band to the parade. In the annual parade in Napoleonville we 
read of the following bands as participants: 

 
"Firemen's annual parade - Pelican Brass Band, St. Joseph Brass 

Band, St. John's Band of Labadieville and the Napoleonville Brass Band." 
(May 19, 1888) 
 
To end the year 1888, the band plays for a Christmas dance/party: 
 

"Merry Christmas Eve at Philips Hall at 7:30. ....After a tasteful 
rendition of two or three pieces by the Pelican Brass Band of 
Napoleonville, who do credit to the skillful training of their leader, Mr. D. 
Kahn." (Dec. 29) 
 
In the July 6th, 1889 paper, under the clubs column we read that the Pelican Band 

had a few changes in their officers; the names listed: 
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"Arthur Marquette-Pres., Arthur Delaune-Treas., Theodore 
Delaune-Sec., D. Kahn-leader." (July 6, 1889) 
 
The band plays for an excursion trip to Lake Verret: 
 

"The Pelican Brass Band will give an excursion to Lake Verret 
tomorrow, leaving here soon after church....Many friends of the band no 
doubt, will attend and a good time will be spent." (August 16, 1890) 
 

1891 
 

The band gives a grand ball for their benefit. Sponsoring a benefit affair was the 
way that most bands earned money needed to continue their many gratis performances: 

 
"Invitations are out announcing a grand ball to be given in Phelps 

Hall on Tuesday, August 20th, by the members of the Pelican Brass Band 
of this place. That it will be a successful and elegant affair there can be no 
doubt." (August 15) 
 
One type of engagement that was usually available, especially during an election 

year, was the band playing for political rallies and affairs. These were mostly paid 
appearances and the band was non-political, playing for both Democrats and Republicans: 

 
"Grand rally of the Democrats of this Parish....upon the arrival of 

those two well known and justly appreciated brass bands, viz; 'Pelican and 
Bertie.' there was an expression of enthusiasm seldom if ever seen in our 
parish before. Both band rendered excellent music before, during and after 
the speaking and were often heartily cheered." (Sept. 5) 

 
The band, as did all the brass bands of the era, was engaged to furnish dance 

music for a ball: 
 

"Hook & Ladder Company No. 1 ball for their benefit on 
Thursday, the 24 inst. The Pelican Brass Band has been engaged to furnish 
music for the occasion." (Sept. 15) 
 
The paper contained an account of the above dance in their next issue: 

 
"The soiree given by the Book & Ladder Company No.1 on last 

Thursday evening was an elegant affair. The Pelican Brass Band furnished 
their choicest and most select music for the occasion." (Sept. 26) 
 

1892 
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In April of 1892 the band sponsors a grand ball in which they also play the music 
for the dancing: 

 
"The Pelican Brass Band will give a grand ball on the 21st in 

Napoleonville. The members after years of practice and study will present 
to the public a selection of dance music that will no doubt receive the 
approbation of all those who are fortunate enough to attend. The orchestra 
will be composed of more than 40 members. The Bertie Brass Band has 
kindly promised to be in attendance. We hope that our music loving 
people will do all they can to make the affair a social and financial 
success." April 9) 
 
Unfortunately this grand ball and all the preparations that went into making it a 

great success was all in vain as it had to be canceled because of the ever present danger of 
a river town, a big crevasse in the levee of the Mississippi. (April 23,) 

The ball is rescheduled the next month (May) and we read of its success: 
 

"On Thursday night a ball was given in Phelps Hall for the benefit 
of the Pelican Brass Band of Napoleonville. The sky was perfectly 
cloudless and a full moon gave everything a resplendent appearance. The 
hall was beautifully decorated, the chandeliers reflected a brilliant light, 
but nothing was equal to the brilliancy and beauty of the large number of 
attractive young ladies who graced the hall on the occasion. Every part of 
our parish was represented, besides New Orleans, Baton Rouge, 
Thibodaux and other neighboring cities furnished their quota both in 
number and beauty...The members of the band, and particularly those who 
had charge of the arrangements, may certainly be proud of their success." 
(May 22) 
 
There appeared in the May 9th paper a very lenghly article telling of what would 

be happening on parade day, May 11th. It is interesting as it gives us a very good account 
of the activities of a 19th Century parade: 

 
"THE PARADE 
 Thursday, May 11th, 1891 will be a day long to be 

remembered with pleasure by the citizens of our town and a large number 
of our Parishioners who were in town on that day. It being the day of the 
Annual parade, of our Fire Department. The weather was everything that 
could be desired; the streets were smooth and without dust. From 12 
o'clock to 3 o'clock (the time the parade was to start) our town was 
enlivened by the different brass bands. Promptly at 3 o'clock the Fire 
Company marched to the Dupaty House and there received their invited 
guests Ascension Fire Company, and from there proceeded to their 
position in the Parade. Immediately afterwards the Hook and Ladder 
Company proceeded to the same hotel to receive their guests viz; 
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Plattenville Hook & Ladder Company; they then marched to the Court 
House yard, where all were invited to partake of a cool glass of lemonade 
or something with foam on top, from there they marched to their position 
in the Parade. In the mean time our young boys composing the Hose 
Carriage Brigade had brought their carriage into position. While all this 
was being transacted the Blue Bucket Company (colored) was not idle. 
They had assembled at their hall, and, arming themselves with their 
buckets, beautifully decorated, headed by Blue Bucket Brass Band of 
Donaldsonville, marched to the position assigned them in the parade. After 
Chief Frank Bergeron and his assistants had everything arranged, the 
Grand Marshall gave the command to forward march, which was done in 
the following manner: 

Chief Frank Bergeron; Aids: Ulg. Marquette, Taylor Bergeron 
Marshall and aids of Napoleonville Hook & Ladder Co. No. 1..... 
Donaldsonville St. Joseph Brass Band 
Ascension Hook & Ladder Co. 
Plattenville Hook & Ladder Co. 
Thibodaux Protector Brass Band 
Napoleonville Hook & Ladder Co. No. 1 'Truck' upon which was 

placed a pirogue beautifully decorated and in which sat the two beautiful 
children of Claiborne Dugas our Parish Clerk, and who attracted the 
attention of every one, and who also received the praise of all the 
spectators for their beautiful child like manners. 

Marshalls Napoleonville Fire Co. No. 1  
Napoleonville Pelican Brass Band 
Ascension Fire Co. No. 1 
Napoleonville Fire Co. No. 1 Engine of Napoleonville Fire Co. No. 

1. We refrain from attempting to describe the decorations, Needless to say 
that as far as we could hear it received the admiration of all.... 

Grand Marshall, R. H. Webster; Aids, Leonce Himel, Leo 
Marquette, Dame Maxine Dupaty, god Mother Mesdames Antoine and 
Alexandre, Alciatore and Mr. John B. Foley. The carriage was drawn by a 
beautiful pair of bay horses wearing handsome gold mounted harness and 
silver star orsettes. Marshalls of Hose Carriage-Charles Hebert, Marshall; 
Aids, Leon bourgeois, Jos. Gilbert. Members of Hose Carriage; All of the 
Marshals and chiefs rode magnificent horses which were well groomed 
and dressed with attractive saddles and bridles. After the procession was 
disbanded, the different companies headed by their respective bands 
proceeded to serenade several of their prominent honorary and active 
members. The writer being a member of Hooks, can only speak of their 
actions, the other companies failing to give him information of theirs. 
Immediately after the parade the Hook & Ladder Company with their 
guests proceeded to the court House yard where they found a table loaded 
with elegant cakes and an abundance of lemonade and beer and still betters 
a bevy of beautiful young ladies to administer to the wants of the almost 
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famished fireman. That they filled their vocation successfully was duly 
proved by the way, that the glasses and plates were emptied, while the 
Hooks were thus refreshing themselves they were encouraged by music 
furnished by Protector Brass Band of Thibodaux, and St. Joseph Brass 
Band of Donaldsonville-Seven o'clock having arrived, (the your, agreed 
upon by the different companies to take lunch), the firemen took their 
guests to Phelps Hall, and the Hooks took theirs to Dupaty House, where 
all partook freely of the cold lunch furnished and after several jovial toasts 
were given, the members and guests repaired to Phelps Opera House 
where the Firemen were giving a ball. As we have said be fore, to say that 
a Firemen's ball is a success in Napoleonville is a 'chestnut' but this ball so 
far excelled anything of the past that we are compelled to say it was a 
success in the 'superlative' degree. 

Space forbids us from speaking particularly of any of the many 
beautiful belles of the evening. 

Suffice it to say that day was dawning when the music ceased and 
the gay lovers of terpsichore wended their way homewards regretting that 
it would be a 'twelve month' before an other Firemen's Parade and Ball." 
(May 22, 1891) 
 
The band gives a musical on two successive nights: 
 

"Remember the Grand Musical performance to be given on 
Saturday Sept. 24th and 25th by the Pelican Brass Band assisted by the 
Plaquemine, Thibodaux and Bertie Brass Bands. Read the Programme and 
become satisfied that never in the history of Napoleonville has anything 
like it been presented to our citizens." (Sept. 10, 1891) 
 
The band plays for the Firemen's Parade in May of 1892 and the newspaper 

continues to list the band in the social register. 
The band next gives an 'innovative' musical entertainment: 
 

"AN INNOVATION 
 We had heard it whispered that our town would be treated 

with a very refreshing novelty and were hopeful of enjoying the same. It is 
with pleasure, therefore, that we can now officially announce that, in the 
near future, a grand musical concert or entertainment will be gratuitously 
given by the members of the Pelican Brass Band of Napoleonville, under 
the very able direction of Mr. Alfred Chavanal, who has only lately 
assumed the duties of chief instructor. 

We have no doubt of the success of the entertainment when given 
by such able amateurs under the direction of so able a chief as Mr. 
Chavanal, whose ability has been fully demonstrated, and by the great 
progress the Pelican Brass Band has made since his arrival among us-only 
a few months. There is no doubt that in the early future the Pelican Band 
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will become the finest and best the Bayou Lafourche has ever boasted of; 
and deserves the encouragement which we feel assured the  public will 
show them buy the large attendance at the concert shortly to be given. 

Napoleonville should be proud of its musical amateur talent and 
due credit should be given to Mr. Chavanal for his arduous labors in 
perfecting the natural talent of our boys." (June 25, 1892) 
 
While we not told where a concert spoken of in the first sentence of the article is. 

In the latter part we read of an excursion with the Pelican Brass Band: 
 

"There will be a grand musicale concert tomorrow evening in 
which over 100 musicians will participate. 

The excursion will be given by the Pelican Brass Band and we 
hope their friends will show their appreciation of the band; by attending 
the excursion and making it a success both socially and financially. The 
fare for the round trip will be only $1.50." (July 9) 

 
There is a follow-up article on the above excursion: 
 

"The excursion on the 'New Mattie' last Sunday to Plaquemine 
given by the Pelican Brass Band although attended by a much smaller 
crowd than expected was a very pleasant and successful affair. The 
excursionists report having been royally entertained, both at the Fair and 
Concert, not only by the committee of reception, but by the citizens of 
Plaquemine, who did everything in their power for the enjoyment of our 
young men and for which they are extremely thankful." (July 16) 
 
The band as is traditional in the 19th Century also participates in an excursion: 
 

"Do you want a day and night of uninterrupted pleasure? If you do, 
board the 'New Mattie' tomorrow morning at 8 o'clock, bound for 
Plaquemine. You will have an opportunity of seeing the sugar country in 
the State, both on the bayou and river. You will also get a fine view of 
those thriving business towns, Donaldsonville and Bayou Goula, and early 
in the afternoon you will land in Plaquemine one of the most progressing 
towns in this section. There will be a grand musicale concert tomorrow 
evening in which over 100 musicians will participate. The excursion and 
making it a success both socially and financially. The fare for the round 
trip will be only $1.50." (July 9, 1893) 
 
The Pelican Band, with its new leader, Prof. Chavanal, begins a program for the 

youth of the town in music: 
 

"A rare chance for the young men of Napoleonville and vicinity. 
The Pelican Brass Band having secured the services of Prof. A. Chavanal, 
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one of the ablest musicians who ever came to this part of the country; 
wishes to inform the public that in order to encourage musical talent in this 
section, all boys wishing to learn music may make their applications to 
become students, at D. Kahn's store at the rate of one dollar per month 
payable in advance, two lessons per week. 

This is a chance which parents should take advantage of in order to 
give their boys a musical education which today is as necessary as any 
other desires at the low price it cost to every young plan to take advantage 
of the occasion." (July 13, 1892) 
 
In the Thibodaux paper we first find an article discussing the trip to Napoleonville 

for a band contest. The article is erroneous as to some of its information. I will first give 
the erroneous article then follow it with an article that appears in a later issue of the 
paper: 

 
"A large crowd of our people went from Thibodaux last Sunday to 

the fair at Napoleonville to see the musical contest. It was generally 
understood that re-union of bands on that occasion meant that the best 
players were to get some kind of a prize, but this seems to have been an 
erroneous impression, for the Thibodaux Band, according to the verdict of 
public, took the lead for fine music, yet it came home without nothing but 
glory for its pains. Besides the Thibodaux Band, which was conceded to 
be the best, there were three others-the Pelican Band from Donaldsonville, 
the Bertie Band, from Bertie and the Napoleonville Band, we are told, had 
their professional musicians from New Orleans to assist, still they could 
not cope with our boys. The Thibodaux Band can truly feel proud of its 
musical ability. (Lafourche Comet) 
 
The article in correction of the above is given below: 
 

"That there was a large and highly appreciated attendance of our 
Thibodaux Friends, we are happy to state is correct. In regard to the 
statement that 'It was generally understood that a re-union of band on that 
occasion meant that the best players were to get some kind of a prize.' We 
do not believe the COMET could have gotten this impression from the 
Thibodaux Band. The members of which were fully aware before coming 
that there was to be no contest and as a matter of fact the representatives of 
that band had written that they were not prepared to enter into a contest, as 
they had not been practicing for some time previous. What was really 
'generally understood' was that it was to be a social re-union of the 
neighboring brass bands; both for mutual friendship and general 
improvement. It was understood that the home band would give a fair and 
concert to cover expenses and if possible to enrich their own exchequer. In 
plainer words the whole affair was gotten up in imitation of the brass band 
re-union recently given by the Plaquemine Band, and under the above 
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circumstances we think the members of the Thibodaux Band should be 
proud to have gone home 'without nothing but glory for its pains.' The 
COMET is also in error in regard to the bands in attendance. They were as 
follows: Chas. A. Brusle Band of Plaquemine, Bertie Band of Bertie, 
Thibodaux Band of Thibodaux and Pelican Band of Napoleonville. We do 
not believe that Bro. Taylor could have any desire to cast any unjust 
insinuations against our band but that he has only been misinformed, nor 
do we further believe that any such feeling exists with the members of the 
Thibodaux Band as nearly all of the members are personally and favorably 
known by our citizens, and further that they one and all seemed to be 
perfectly satisfied with their reception and the manner in which they were 
entertained." (Oct. 1, 1892) 
 
Strangely there are no accounts in 1893 about the Pelican Band. In 1894 there is 

an account in the paper about the band so it is still in existence: 
 

"THE FAIR. As the time draws near, the weather, so long 
inclement, as if to make amende honorable, becomes pleasanter day by 
day; and the pleasant breeze - in invigorating, health-giving breeze, laden 
with the fragrance of a sugar-cane, blows more gently, as though to invite 
out-door sport and exercise. 

There is no longer any question as to the success of the festival. 
Everything looks bright - success is assured. It is with pride and pleasure 
that the public, always in sympathy with our organization, will witness the 
success which will crown our arduous efforts. On our part we shall 
demonstrate that their sympathy and their money were not wasted or 
thrown away. 

And the sweet-soothing music which will be discoursed-who dare 
say that the world is better for its being! Who can guess the joys and 
comforts and hopes it hath brought to the sorrowing heart! It speaks at 
once to the heart and to the soul! Not a sentiment is unknown to it; joy, 
grief, indifference, all find expression with the same clearness, the same 
purity, the same accuracy and exactness - all carried to such a point, that 
confusion is impossible. What pleasurable emotions awaken at the sound 
of a beautiful selection admirably executed! What indescribable feelings of 
fear and awe and impending calamity! And again what joy and pleasure as 
we are lured and carried away by the sweet sounds to that unknown would 
we call Ideal! 

Come, gentle reader, to our festival; come to encourage by your 
presence this kind of recreation, which has too long been neglected; come 
to hear the music, and welcome our visitors.  Pelican Brass Band." (July 
20, 1894) 

 

BERTIE BRASS BAND 
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The Bertie Brass Band first appears in the June 28th issue of the Pioneer: 
 

"There has been just organized a brass band at Bertie with the 
following officers; E. O. Mire-Pres., Hy Robinson-Vice Pres., Paul 
Rodrigue-Sec., Albert Blanchard-Treas., P. S. Lauve-musical director. The 
boys have everything in good shape and will soon be practicing. They are 
going to give a fair on 5th and 6th next month and a grand ball Saturday 
night at Poverty Point. They will no doubt meet with great success." (June 
28, 1890) 
 
In the Thibodaux paper the Comet, on July 10, 1890 we find a list of the complete 

rooster of the Band: 
 

"E. O. Mire, Henry Robertson, Paul Rodrigue, Albert Blanchard, 
R. S. Lauve-musical director, Aug. Lober, E. P. Gilbert, R. H. Gilbert, Jno. 
Gilbert, A. R. Gilbert, K. Gilbert, J. Diaz, S. Delaune, A. Delaune, Paul 
Gilbert, Willie Bergeron, H. Arceneaux and S. Arceneaux." (June 28, 
1890) 

 
The band begins rehearsals and we read of their progress: 
 

"The Bertie Brass Band boys have received their music and the 
'welkin' way be expected to ring for the next few months until they turn 
their 'tooting' into music, which will not be very long, as they are very 
apt." (August 2, 1890) 
 
Again in September, the paper mentions their progress: 
 

"We had the pleasure of hearing the Bertie Brass Band play on 
Wednesday night last and we can not but express our surprise at the 
efficiency they show with such short practice. They have been organized 
but a very short time and already their music compares favorably with that 
of much older bands. They are composed of good material and will 
certainly succeed.”)Sept. 27, 1890) 
 
The paper mentions what must be one of their first appearances as a band when 

they play for a fair in Labadieville: 
 

"Everybody and the 'hired girls' are going to Labadieville fair today 
and tomorrow. A grand time is expected. The Bertie Brass Band will go in 
great style and furnish excellent sweet music for the occasion." (Oct. 4, 
1890) 
 

1891 
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We next hear of them in July of 1891 again playing for a fair: 
 

"The Paincourtville fair, as had been advertised, took place last 
Saturday, Sunday and Monday. It was not till 4 o'clock on Saturday 
evening on the arrival of the Bertie Brass Band that a sudden gaiety took 
possession of the fair. No sooner was that charming music heard, bands of 
admirers flocked in from all corners of the town...later on, the brass band 
was heard playing in the unfinished church, now transformed into a 
concert hall, couples immediately formed into a crowd and grand 
processional, they marched to the place where they were called." (July 25, 
1891) 
 
Like all bands of the era, the band plays for a political rally: 
 

"Grand rally of the Democrats of this Parish...upon arrival of those 
two well known and justly appreciated brass bands, viz: "Pelican and 
Bertie," there was an expression of enthusiasm seldom if ever seen in our 
parish before. Both bands rendered excellent music before, during and 
after the speaking, and were often heartily cheered." (Sept. 5, 1891) 
 
The paper prints a review of the grand ball in the Oct. 3rd issue: 
 

"On last Saturday our scribe started for the grand ball 
advertisement to take place on Belle River, in Messrs. Angelloz Bros.' 
hall. He, with almost sixty others (gentlemen and ladies) were met at 
Johnnie Christen's wharf by a large delegation from Morgan City upon the 
steamer Lone Star. The Bertie Brass Band was on hand and encouraged 
everyone to get aboard by their excellent music. Promptly at 5 o'clock the 
steamer left the wharf for her destination, which she reached in exactly 
two hours without the least thing happening to mar the pleasure of all on 
board. Mr. Joseph Gashia as Master and Hubert Bashia as Engineer did 
everything in their power to add to the comfort of their passengers. 
Arriving at the hall a crowd of about one hundred were found waiting the 
arrival of our boat. The band headed the procession and marched into the 
hall, where they were received with loud applause. There was a general 
desire expressed by the audience that they be addressed by some of the 
politicians and candidates present, and, at the solicitation of a number of 
those present, Mr. John R. shepherd called the meeting to order and called 
upon....After the speaking dancing commenced, and lasted until the 
morning star was almost faded from sight." (Oct. 3) 
 

1892 
 
The band also participated in parades, especially the Firemen: 
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"The Bertie Brass Band has been engaged to furnish the music for 
the Thibodaux Fire Company for their annual parade on the 27th inst." 
(April 16, 1892 
 
The band next takes an active part in a wedding of one of their members: 
 

"Bergeron-Boudreaux 
 Wednesday evening June 8th, 1892, at St. Napoleon 

church, Napoleonville, La. Mr. Willie Bergeron, one of Bertie's highly 
esteemed and worthy young man lead to the nuptial altar, Miss Corine 
Bourdreaux, one of Assumption's fair belles and daughter of one of our 
good citizens and successful planters, Mr. Emile Boudreaux. 

At 6 o'clock the hour fixed for the ceremony to take place, the 
Bertie Brass Band, of which the groom is a member, was stationed at the 
entrance door of the church, \dressed in their showy uniforms took the 
lead, thence came the groom escorted by his mother, Mr. Paul Guepe who 
acted as best man with Miss Alice Bergeron, sister of the groom, Mr. 
James Gilbert and Miss M. Helt, Mr. D. O Helt and Miss Viola 
Boudreaux, and last but not least, the bride escorted by her father. When 
all was made well, the band with a beautiful march lead their proud 
member to the altar, where Rev. Father DeWilde tied the life bound knot, 
and in a few and eloquent remarks, complimented the bride and groom 
most highly. 

After the ceremony the young couple accompanied by a large 
concourse of friends and relatives of which your correspondent was a 
member, wended their way to the residence of the groom, and enjoyed a 
sumptuous repast where many a glass of wine was drank to the health and 
prosperity of the happy groom and his fair bride. 

After all had taken a sip of wine and a bite of cake, the party drove 
down to the Bertie Band's hall, which was beautifully decorated for the 
occasion, and enjoyed the remainder of the gala day in dance given by the 
band in honor of their member." (June 25) 
 
The band took part in the big band festival which was announced in the paper of 

August 6th and took place on the 24th and 26th of Sept., 1892. 
The band next gives a ball for their own benefit: 
 

"We have received an invitation from the Bertie Brass Band to 
attend a ball to be given on Saturday, the 20th inst. at their hall, Bertie P. 
O. We shall take great pleasure at being present and we hope as many of 
our readers as can will do likewise. The band is composed wholly of 
young men raised in that neighborhood, representing the best families of 
the same, and who have by hard study and practice made for themselves a 
very viable reputation from one end of the bayou to the other. This band 
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was very extre...., employed during the last campaign and always gave 
perfect satisfaction." (August 13, 1892) 
 
The big band festival is mentioned again as it prints "remember the grand musical 

performance to be given on Saturday and Sunday, Sept. 24th and 25th, by the Pelican 
Brass Band, assisted by the Plaquemine, Thibodaux and Bertie Brass Bands. Read the 
programme and become satisfied that never in the history of Napoleonville has anything 
like it been presented to our citizens." (Sept. 10, 1892) 

 
The only entry in 1893 is when the band plays for the annual firemen's Parade on 

Thursday, May 11th. (May 13, 1893) 
 
In 1894 the only mention is the band playing for an entertainment: 

 
"Paincourtville entertainment Sunday - Tableaux, music, vocal and 

instrumental, recitation, etc. The fine Bertie Brass Band will be in 
attendance." (July 7, 1894) 
 
The final entry is on Oct. 26, 1895: 
 

"Last Saturday night at Vanity Hall in Labadieville, a ball was 
given for the benefit of Widow Mrs. Pierre Hebert, the Bertie and Pugh 
Bands were in attendance and aided. The sum of $41.70 was realized. The 
managers of the undertaking return thanks to the public for affiliating 
themselves with this worthy cause." (Oct. 26, 1895) 

 

HOUMA BRASS BAND 
 

The back copies of the Houma local paper have not been preserved and only a few 
years can be found. The only record we have of the brass bands in Houma are in the 
nearby town papers. 

The first entry we find is on March 7, 1874: 
 

"Parade, Houma Firemen: St. Joseph Band...During the day they 
were assisted by the Houma Band, formed a few months ago...The band 
plays quite well for the small amount of practice which they have had. 
(March 7, 1874) 
 
The above entry is interesting as it gives us an approximate date for the founding 

of the band, the date being around the beginning of 1874. 
Another item in the paper (April 27) mentions the Band playing for the Firemen's 

Day Parade along with the St. Joseph, Thibodaux and Plattonville Bands. 
The band plays for a fair on June 12 at Bayou Dubage (June 2), and at the St. 

Eloie Church Fair: 
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"At the conclusion of the St. Eloie Church Fair, Father Geofrey 
Kindly tendered his thanks to the many visitors, to the members of the 
choir from Houma and to the Houma Brass Band." (June 16) 
 
Another fair uses the band for its music: 
 

"Canal Belanger Fair - notwithstanding a heavy rain on the 19th we 
were safely conveyed to Canal Belanger in company with the Houma 
Brass Band. The Houma Brass Band received its share of honors, thanks to 
the efficient management of it leader, Dr. Blanchard." (July 28) 
 
The band again furnishes music for a fair and issues a challenge to other bands to 

come and compete with them: 
 

"Fair - At St. Francis de sales Catholic Church - Houma - we are 
informed that the Houma Brass Band will be pleased to 'cross spears' at the 
fair with any of the Thibodaux Bands. Our brother of the horn in your 
town many rest assured that they shall be heartily welcome and hospitably 
entertained should they decide upon working us a fraternal visit on the 
opening of the fair, Oct. 13th and 14th." (Sept. 29) 
 
The final entry is on Oct. 9, in the year 1880: 
 

"Dr. A. Blanchard, President of the Houma Brass Band, had sent us 
a friendly invitation to attend a grand, fancy dress and calico ball to be 
given by that band in Firemen's Hall at Houma tonight." (Oct. 9, 1880) 

 

NAPOLEONVILLE STRING BAND 

 

A string band is usually a small musical ensemble with the violin and flute mostly 
playing the melody, the clarinet the harmony, the trumpet and trombone helping with the 
melody sometimes and the harmony other times, and the rhythm of bass, drum and 
usually piano. Often a group is called a string band with less players as there is no set 
instrumentation for an ensemble of this type. 

We hear of a string band being organized by Judge A. Tete in Napoleonville: 
 

"Our most accomplished musician, under the lead of Judge Alfred 
Tete, has organized a string band in the village. We were invited to a 
rehearsal last week, at which quite a number of ladies were present, and 
we were highly entertained with the performance of these delightful 
musicians. Such reunions are at all times agreeable, but when interspersed 
with the merry encouraging plaudits of pretty young ladies, they are 
exhilarating to those who have music in the soul, to the highest degree." 
(Oct. 20, 1877) 
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While this group has no name there is a write-up about the Napoleonville String 
Band in 1880: 

 
"Thursday 16 inst. we attended a social entertainment given on the 

Valence Plantation, by the newly instituted and happily conceived Good 
Luck Social Club. After gratifying the inner man, we were gracefully 
conducted to the ball room where the soft tones of a superb piano rolled 
out in harmony with the delicious notes of Pres. R. L. Pugh's violin 'like 
linked sweetness long drawn out. The celebrated Napoleonville String 
Band put in an appearance and perfectly enchanted the guests at Valence 
by the excellence of their playing. Nothing contributed so much to the 
brilliant success of the opening of the Good Luck Social Club on the 
presence of this splendid crop of well trained musicians, of which we will 
speak more anon." (Sept. 25, 1880) 
 
There is a long period of time when we do not read of the Napoleonville String 

Band (from 1880 to 1899). The next article, although we read the name of the 
Napoleonville String Band, it may be just that in name only. There are many string bands 
found in our research and all are given in the general write-up, not in this special section 
on ensembles: 

 
"Knights of Pythias dance - music was furnished by the 

Napoleonville String Band." (June 14, 1899) 
 
The above band may be the same as our next band mentioned as it is only two to 

three years apart: 
 

"Ball at Bertie Hall - Never has the Bertie neighborhood witnessed 
a more brilliant social affair than the ball given on Thursday night at the 
BertieHall by the up to date Bertie social club, composed of about 12 
young men. 

The ball presented a gay scene. The Napoleonville String Band, 
which by the way is a remarkable good one for dance music, tried its best 
on the occasion." (August 16, 1902) 
 
Again in 1906 we read the name of the band: 
 

"Young people of Labadieville have formed a social club. First 
entertainment is Jan. 29th, Leap Year Ball. The Napoleonville String Band 
furnished the music." (Feb. 6, 1904) 
 
The group (if it is the same one) plays for a dance at Woodmen's Hall: 
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"Grand dance at Woodmen Hall, Attakapas Canal, Saturday, April 
20th. Music will be furnished by a crack string band of this town." April 
20, 1907) 
 
Final mention has the band playing for a supper affair: 
 

"Entertainment at supper - Honor of Miss Ethel McCormick - 
Throughout the evening the Napoleonville String Band discoursed softest 
music." (Dec. 15, 1907) 

 
 

EMMANUEL CHOL (1835-1916) 
 

Jazz is said to have matured around the turn of the 20th century. Little has been 
written about the music in and around New Orleans before 1900. In the histories of the 
Southern Louisianian Parishes we have found valuable information about the music that 
jazz evolved from. Also in the book, (from Basin Street Press entitled "Trinity of Early 
Jazz Leaders) on Southern Louisianian band leaders, we have also secured much new 
information about the evolution of jazz. Now by looking at the life and music of 
Emmanuel Chol, an educated musician who immigrated to Southern Louisiana from 
France, we gain another perspective on the cultural scene in a small country town near 
New Orleans.  

 

LIFE OF EMMANUEL CHOL 
 

Emmanuel Chol was born on September 2, 1835 as his parents, Joseph Aime 
Chol, an actor, and his wife, Pauline Clement Chol, were traveling with a theatrical 
troupe near Angers, France.  His ancestors were musicians - his grandfather and uncle had 
both been church organists in Paris.  

At the time of his father's death in 1845, Emmanuel, now 10, was placed by his 
mother in the Maitrise de la Metropole de Paris to study music. She then secured a 
position as tutor to the children of the court of Czar Nicholas I in St. Petersburg, Russia. 

Emmanuel studied solfege, piano, harmony, organ, French, German, English, 
history, geography, and mathematics. He was an excellent student and received first prize 
in music and second prize in English in 1847. As he became a young adult Emmanuel 
attended the Maitrise de la Notre Dame de Paris which had been established in 1455, with 
the purpose of training musicians for the Notre Dame Cathedral. This school was one of 
the only establishments in which a musician with the dedication and talent of Chol could 
receive artistic training. This school and its teachers were to have a strong musical 
influence on Emmnauel. 

During the time that he was a student there his older brother, Alfred, emigrated to 
America in 1849 and was hired as an opera singer at the Theatre D' Orleans, which was 
the predecessor of the French Opera House which was built in 1859. The theatre D' 
Orleans was located, at this time, at the corner of Orleans and Bourbon Streets. Alfred's 
success and good fortune in America caused him to encourage his brother to join him 
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after completing his studies. Upon returning to Paris for a vacation Alfred convinced 
Emmanuel that he would have a better chance to succeed in New Orleans than if he 
stayed in Paris. They contacted their mother and on Sept. 13, 1854 the family sailed to 
American on board the ship Belle Allise. 

Emmanuel began composing music and we find just prior to, and during his 
voyage to America, some compositions including a Mass for chorus and organ, Trio for 
flute, oboe and organ, and two vocal pieces. He wrote a few works while in New Orleans 
with his brother, Alfred. 

The yellow fever epidemic season approached in early 1855, and Emmaneul and 
his mother were advised to leave New Orleans because as newcomers, they might not 
have an immunity to the disease. (This was before the cause and cure of yellow fever was 
known). They were told by a Catholic priest, of a small town southwest of New Orleans 
called Thibodaux. A friend of the priest, Father Charles Menard (1817-1896), planned to 
establish a Catholic school for girls in Thibodaux and would need a music teacher. 
Emmanuel got the job and he and his mother traveled by train to Lafourche Crossing, 
then up Bayou Lafourche by flatboat to Thibodaux. Father Menard was a lover of music 
and was to establish brass bands in all the new churches he founded in Lafourche Parish 
and kept a diary of his activities. In the appendix we give a synopsis of his musical 
activities as mentioned in these journals.)  

In Emmanuel's first letter to his brother Alfred he states: I am teaching music at 
Mount Carmel Convent, and playing organ at St. Joseph Catholic Church." In the history 
of music in Lafourche parish the history of the music of St. Joseph is given. It was an 
extremely active church in music. 

Eventually Emmanuel began playing organ and secured the position of official 
organist on April 2, 1866. He was hired as choirmaster and organist at a salary of $225.00 
per year. 

It is of interest to scholars that Chol's predecessor, Henri Fourrier, was a highly 
regarded musician and composer. Fourrier was a graduate of the Royal Academy of 
Music in Paris, France. In Father Menard's diary, in 1858, we read: 

 
"Mr. Fourrier, the organist, organized a choir of female singers who 
enhanced the solemnity of the services. This organist, both an excellent 
musician and composer, endowed with exquisite tact and special taste for 
the solemnity of religious services was able in a short time to train some 
voices which up to then had not been recognized. Every Sunday and feast 
day he conducted with irreproachable precision at the offertory and the 
elevation, three and four part songs whose harmony charmed the 
congregation. Mr. Fourrier also organized a brass band which contributed 
equally to the solemnity of the big feasts." 
 
Mr. Fourrier later became the director of the Fourrier Concert Band and organist 

of St. Joseph Catholic Church in Baton Rouge. 
 
During the years prior to Emmaneul becoming the organist at St. Joseph he 

continued as music teacher at Mount Carmel Convent. Chol was accepted in the best of 
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the sugar plantation owners with the music rooms of the sugar plantation mansions open 
to him - also the parlors of the lesser gentry but elite of the town's cultural circle. He was 
appreciated not only for his musical talent but quickly acquired a reputation of being a 
cultured French gentleman. He gained favor with patrons and friends by dedicating his 
compositions to their wives and daughters, as well as influential gentlemen of the parish. 
An example: Dated July 4, 1855, "The Lafourche Dragon March," a piano solo, was 
dedicated to Captain R. G. Darden. 

By mixing with this circle of country gentry Chol met the girl who was to become 
his wife, Mathilde Ester Coulon (1840-1919). She was a former student of Chol at Mount 
Carmel Convent. She was the daughter of a prominent sugar planter, Charles J. Coulon. 
They were married on Sept. 1, 1857.  

Chol continued to teach at Mt. Carmel and continued to teach private music 
lessons. 

Interesting on August 1, 1858, Emmanuel purchased a slave described as 
"Marguerite, a negro girl aged about fourteen years." He paid $1,400 for the slave. We 
find a bill of sale stating that the slave was sold by Father Charles Menard. 

During the Civil War, Chol having received written certification of his French 
citizenship from the French Consulate in New Orleans allowed his neutrality, during the 
occupation of Bayou Lafourche area by Union forces. 

Few musical compositions were written during the era of the Civil War as Chol's 
energy was needed to provide for his growing family as his third child was born in 1863. 

In 1866, Chol organized the Lyric Brass Band of Thibodaux. The band 
remained active until around 1875. Many of the musicians must have been members of 
his predecessor's band and it was a valuable and active part of the music of scene at St. 
Joseph's Catholic Church. 

 

LYRIC BAND OF ST. JOSEPH 

 

The history of the Lyrique Brass Band is possibly one of the oldest in Southern 
Louisiana. While its exact organizing date is not known there are clues to its beginnings 
as an establish brass band in the community of Thibodaux in 1865. 

The Lyric Band is first mentioned when the ladies of Thibodaux proposed giving 
a soiree for the Band: 

 
"Soiree - The ladies of Thibodeax and vicinity propose to give a 'soiree' on 
Thursday next, the 12th, at the Guion Academy, the proceeds of which are 
to be donated to the "Lyric Band of Thibodaux" to enable the members to 
purchase a new set of musical instruments for which they stand in need, as 
those on hand are, in a great measure, worthless. For several years this 
band, under the able direction of Professor Emmanuel Chol, had been 
playing at all public gatherings, social, political and religious. Most of the 
time without any other remuneration than the satisfaction of having 
afforded pleasure to their friends and fellow citizens. 
     The proceeds of this soiree, with the funds already on hand will enable 
Mr. Chol to procure an excellent selection of instruments for his pupils 
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and insure the services of a fine band of music whenever our people desire 
them. The ladies who have taken the matter in charge generally insure 
success in such entertainments and it is to be hoped that every one will feel 
it a duty to attend and assist in carrying out the laudable enterprise. 
     There will be refreshment tables, and everything necessary to render the 
evening one of the most agreeable of the season, will be prepared. 
     Nearly every town in Louisiana has a band of music, and Thibodaux 
which excels most, if not all of them in energy and enterprise, should have 
one of the finest and as we have the material let us embrace the 
opportunity now offered to supply the means." 
 
There appears in the July 15, 1869 issue of the Thibodaux Sentinel, a follow up 

article that speaks of the soiree (dance/party) for the benefit of the Lyrique Brass Band by 
the ladies of St. John's Church. In the article it is stated that the Lyrique Brass Band 
(LBB) had "afforded enjoyment for the last three years." That would make the date of 
origin for the band in 1866. The article states: 

 
"The Soiree given by the ladies on the 15th inst., for the benefit of Lyric 
(Lyrique) Band, proved to be an exceedingly pleasant and agreeable 
evening to the participants. The rooms were beautifully decorated with 
evergreens, supplied with refreshments and luxuries, and everything 
requisite for the success of the entertainment was prepared by the ladies 
who had charge of the affair. Dancing was kept up by the gay throng until 
the midnight hours had passed away, the intervals having been occupied 
by the Lyric Band in performing some of their favorite pieces. We regret to 
say that the attendance was quite small, in comparison to the number that 
was naturally anticipated to be present. 
     We had imagined in consideration of the enjoyment afforded our 
people for the last four years, by the members of this Band, on so many 
public occasions, that they would embrace any opportunity to give them an 
evidence of their appreciation and especially when an evening of social 
enjoyment and amusement could be had at the same time. The receipts 
were good under the circumstances, we do not know whether there will be 
funds sufficient to enable the members to purchase a new set of 
instruments, but if such be not the case, we presume that those who have 
been so conspicuous in criticizing the Lyric Band here, and did nothing to 
assist it out of embarrassment, will hereafter maintain a dignified silence."  
(July 15, 1869) 
 
Professor Chol (as he was known) wrote a reply and a thank you note to the 

ladies. He wrote: 
 
"Dear ladies - The young men composing the Lyric Band, have requested 
me to express to you, the pride and satisfaction which they experienced 
this evening for the distinguished favor which you have accorded to them. 
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Thanks to you and to your unsolicited patronage, our society which has 
existed three years has a bright and prosperous future before it. 
     In the name of the Lyric Band I give you, ladies, their sincere thanks, 
especially for the trouble you have taken upon yourselves in organizing 
and executing the arrangements for the successful and agreeable soiree of 
this evening.   E. Chol."  (July 15, 1869) 
 
To finalize this matter, the ladies answer the letter with thanks: 
 
"Dear Sir, In the last two or three years the ladies of St. John's Church, has 
had frequent occasions to express to you, as the honored and able Chief of 
the Lyric Band, their sense of the great kindness and liberality of your 
organization in giving their valuable services at the various entertainments 
and exhibitions given by us. 
     Wishing to offer a more substantial token of the feeling, the ladies 
recently tendered to the band a soiree, with the view of donating to you the 
procedure in aiding you in purchasing new instruments."  (July 15, 1869) 
 
Regardless of the exact date of origin, the band probably was organized just after 

the Civil War. The next time the band is mentioned was on May 27, 1867. One gets an 
impression from reading this article that the band is new to the editor of the newspaper 
when he was singled out for a serenade, an activity of the bands of the day to thank and 
honor their friends and benefactors such as the town's newspaper editor: 

 
"We return our sincere thanks to members of the LBB for the very 
handsome serenade, with which they were pleased to honor our office a 
few evenings since, but regret exceedingly that we were absent of that 
interesting occasion - The band is composed of amateurs of Thibodaux 
and we hope they may long continue to delight our fellow citizens with the 
excellent music which they are so able to discourse. Long may they blow." 
(May 27, 1867) 
 
In the long and glorious history of brass bands, and especially in the town of 

Thibodaux, two other institutions propagated brass bands: The Catholic Church and the 
local town Fire Department. The biggest and most impressive events of the year in 
Thibodaux and other towns of Southern Louisiana was sponsored by these two 
institutions. For the local church it was the annual celebration of St. Valerie Day. For the 
Fire Department it was their annual Fireman's Day Parade. 

The first mention (among the many mentioning) of the fireman's Day Parade is on 
June 15, 1867. The Lyrique Brass Band is playing for the parade: 

 
"Fireman's Parade - Passed through the principle streets of town to the 
stand in the rear of the town accompanied by the Lyrique Brass Band."  
(June 15, 1867) 
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As we have seen from the other articles in the morals and ethics of the late 19th 
century, there usually appears, in the newspaper, a letter of thanks to those who gave of 
their services for the success of an activity. Usually in the form of a 'card,' this thank you 
is given to the members of the Lyrique Band: 

 
"Thanks be given to the Lyrique Brass Band for their services." (June 22, 1867) 
 
In what is actually the golden age of human communications and energetic, active 

people, the excursion, either by train or boat, was a very popular activity. People enjoyed 
the outdoors, the communicating along the excursion and the many activities that were 
exercised at the halfway point such as a picnic, dinner, dance, etc., before returning home. 
These excursions were most popular of course in the summertime: 

 
"Trip to Lockport - boat - New Era. The LBB of this place, under charge 
of that excellent musician E. Chol, accompanied the party and furnished 
sweet music for the occasion." (July 13, 1867) 
 
This excursion trip is described at some length in the paper by the regular 

columnist who is called 'Uncle Silas.": 
 
"On Wednesday last, upon the invitation of Uncle Silas, the agent of that 
fine packet, the New Era, a large assembly composed of ladies and 
gentlemen of Thibodaux, embarked on board, on the arrival of the steamer 
at this port, for the purpose of making a pleasure trip to Lockport (Sic: a 
nearby town). In the company was the Clerk of the Court, the Sheriff and 
the 'Petit Judge' of this place, and every arrangement necessary, for any 
thing from a law suit to a wedding prepared. The weather was pleasant, 
and the party passed a day of continued festivity and uninterrupted 
enjoyment, and all the participants of the social qualities and hospitalities 
of Capt. Dugas and his genial clerks Delferes and Meluncon, speak in 
glowing terms of those well known officers. The Lyrique Band of this 
place, under the charge of that excellent musician E. Chol, accompanied 
the party, and furnished sweet music for the occasion. The ladies, who are 
supposed to be the best judges of such things, pronounced the dinner to be 
perfect and all that could have been anticipated or desired, and 
unanimously voted Brown to be the prince of stewards; but the 
extraordinary gastronomical performances of the 'Petit Judge' excited the 
admiration of every one, whilst the fact that a certain young gentlemen, 
connected with the press but over 500 miles from the city of Lockport 
reached his coffee four times, before the table was cleared, is pretty good 
evidence that the dinner was both satisfactory and ample, and the 
numerous toasts proposed by some of the youngsters, convinced us that 
the wines were excellent and invigorating. The boat returned at dark to our 
wharf, where the party debarked, wishing prosperity and good fortune may 
attend the New Era and all who are connected with her, and hoping that 
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she may prove as successful in replenishing the pockets of her officers as 
she did in filling the hearts of her guests with social happiness and 
unalloyed pleasure." (July 13, 1867) 
 
Professor Chol continued his activity in the musical circles of Thibodaux both as a 

performer and a composer: 
 
"Thanks to Prof. E. Chol for a piece of music - Grace Galop - composed 
by him and dedicated to Mrs. R. H. Allen. It is highly praised by 
"amateurs." (March 7, 1868) 
 
The Lyric Band needs a new set of instruments and the ladies of the town 
propose to give a soiree to hold them in their quest for these instruments: 
 
 Soiree - The ladies of Thibodeax and vicinity propose to give a 
'soiree' on Thursday next, the 12th, at the Guion Academy, the proceeds of 
which are to be donated to the 'Lyric Band of Thibodeax,' to enable the 
members to purchase a new set of musical instruments for which they 
stand in need, as those on hand are, in a great measure, worthless. For 
several years this band, under the able direction of Professor Emanuel 
Chol, has been playing at all public gatherings, social, political and 
religious. Most of the time without any other renumeration than the 
satisfaction of having afforded pleasure to their friends and fellow citizens. 
 The proceeds of this soiree, with the funds already on hand will 
enable Mr. Chol to procure an excellent selection of instruments for his 
pupils, and insure the services of a fine band of music whenever our 
people desire them. The ladies who have taken the matter in charge 
generally insure success in such entertainments and it is to be hoped that 
every one will feel it a duty to attend and assist in carrying out the laudable 
enterprise. 
 There will be refreshment tables, and everything necessary to 
render the evening one of the most agreeable of the season, will be 
prepared. Nearly every town in Louisiana has a band of music, and 
Thibodeax which excels most, if not all of them in energy and enterprise, 
should have one of the finest and as we have the material let us embrace 
the opportunity now offered to supply the means." (July 8) 
 
The ladies of the town give the soiree for the benefit of the Lyric Band: 
 
 "The Soiree given by the ladies on the 15th inst., for the benefit of 
the Lyric Band, proved to be an exceedingly pleasant and agreeable 
evening to the participants. The rooms were beautifully decorated with 
evergreens and brilliantly illuminated; the music was excellent, the ladies 
amply supplied with refreshments and luxuries, and everything requisite 
for the success of the entertainment was prepared by the ladies who had 
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charge of the affair. Dancing was kept up by the gay throng until the 
midnight hours had passed away, the intervals having been occupied by 
the Lyric Band in performing some of their favorite pieces. We regret to 
say that the attendance was quite small, in comparison to the number that 
was naturally anticipated to be present. 
 We had imagined in consideration of the enjoyment afforded our 
people for the last four years, by the members of this Band, on so many 
public occasions, that they would embrace any opportunity to give them an 
evidence of their appreciation and especially when an evening of social 
enjoyment and amusement could be had at the same time. The receipts 
were good under the circumstances, we do not know whether there will be 
sufficient profits to enable the members to purchase a new set of 
instruments, but if such be not the case, we presume that those who have 
been so conspicuous in criticizing the Lyric Band here, and did nothing to 
assist it out of its embarrassment, will hereafter maintain a dignified 
silence." (July 15) 
 
There appears, in the paper, the letters of thanks and appreciation and in 
return a letter of thanks to the band: 
 
"Dear ladies - The young men composing the Lyric Band, have requested 
me to express to you, the pride and satisfaction which they experienced 
this evening for the distinguished favor which you have accorded to them. 
Thanks to you and to your unsolicited patronage, our society which has 
existed three years has a bright and prosperous future before it/ 
 In the name of the Lyric Band I give you, ladies, their sincere 
thanks, especially for the trouble you have taken upon yourselves in 
organizing and executing the arrangements for the successful and 
agreeable soiree of this evening. 
 May we always have your influence, and may we always so 
conduct ourselves as to maintain your esteem is the sincere wishes of the 
members of the Lyric Band of Thibodeax, and of your humble servant. E. 
Chol" (July 15) 
 
 "Dear Sirs - In the last two or three years the ladies of St. John's 
Church, has had frequent occasions to express to you, as the honored and 
able Chief of the Lyric Band, their sense of the great kindness and 
liberality of your organization in giving their valuable services at the 
various entertainments and exhibitions given by us. 
 Wishing to offer a more substantial token of the feeling, the ladies 
recently tendered to the Band a soiree, with the view of donating to you 
the procedure in aiding you in purchasing new instruments.....so little and 
as much below our expectations but it will at least serve as.....of a ....to 
which, no doubt, contributions will be made by all in this community, 
which has so much reason to be proud of the "Bande Lyrique." (July 15) 
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Prof. Chol was also the leader of a string band - the "Harmony Club String Band." 

As in other towns such as Pt. a La Hache, in Plaquemines Parish, the local drama club 
sponsored a dramatic presentation with music under the supervision of E. Chol: 

 
"Dramatic Club presentation - these performers were aided by the 
"Harmony Club String Band" under the supervision of Prof. Chol, who 
had generously volunteered their services." 
 Ist Grand Overture from Martha 
 Reverie de Rosellon 
 L'Etiole Des Paraies (E. Chol) 
 Sustave Galop - by the band concluded the entertainment."  (July 
18, 1874) 
 
The Lyrique Brass Band and the musical activities of Prof. Chol seem to be 

closely associated with St. John's Church in Thibodeax. The Harmony Club was a church 
functionary organization and Prof. Chol is given as one of the musicians furnishing music 
for a church entertainment: 

 
"Entertainment for St. Johns Church.’Circle de L'Harmonice played music and 

dance between tableaux. Music by Prof. Anderson-piano, and Prof. Chol." (July 3, 1875) 
 
This form of entertainment, the tableaux, was a popular form of entertainment and 

we find the Lyrique Band participated in a numerous Tableauxs. The article explains this 
form of entertainment: 

 
"Tableaux Vivants and soiree of the 16th and 17th Century 
 
The above entertainments given at the Public School House last week were 

numerously attended, and as they were conceived and executed under the direction of the 
ladies of the vicinity, who never fail in accomplishing what they propose, the participants 
in the festivities of both evenings were delighted and satisfied. The following was the 
programme for the lst evening. 

 
First Part     Second part 
 
1 - Overture - by the Band   1 - overture - by the Band 
2 - Titania's court - tableaux   2 - Night and morning - tableaux 
3 - Song by Miss P.    3 - Recitation by Mr. M. 
4 - Innocence - Tableaux   4 - Sculpture and Studie - a group: 
5 - Recitation by Mr. Minerva, Flora, Prayer. 
6 - Comic Scene, from Mother Goose 5 - David before sunset 
7 - Queen Elizabeth and Raleigh- Song, by Miss P. 
8 - Peri's Lament - Tableaux 
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9 - Grand March, by the Band 
 
     In addition to the above the above the audience were favored with 
additional songs by Miss H. Plough, who fully sustained the reputation 
which she has long possessed, of being one of the sweetest songsters in the 
South. Our young amateur Mr. T. Brokhoft, also acquired additional honor 
by singing a selection from La Favorite.  The recitations of the Raven and 
Shanus O'Brien, by Mr. I. D. Moore, who made his debut before a 
Thibodeax audience, as a reader, were well delivered, securing the 
approbation of his hearers, who listened with much attention and pleasure. 
Had his voice been pitched a little higher, his recitations would have been 
all that could have been desired by his hearers. The tableaux were prepared 
with much care, evincing the fine taste and discrimination of the ladies 
under whose charge they were arranged. 
     Whilst all were good, No. 7 of the first part and number 2, 4 and 8 of 
the second part elicited the warmest applause. The Peri's lament had to be 
exhibited half a dozen times, before the audience became satisfied, and 
was certainly the most beautiful exhibition of the kind ever witnessed in 
Thibodeax. 
     The Lyrique Band, as usual, executed several fine pieces during the 
evening and contributed much to the gayeties of the occasion." (June 26, 
1869) 
 
The fact that there was a close relationship between Chol and the Church of St. 

Johns is seen by another article a year or so later. Again in a grand entertainment given by 
St. Johns Episcopal Church, Chol is mentioned assisting the endeavor. 

 
"Grand entertainment by ladies of St. Johns Episcopal Church. The 
Thibodaux Silver Cornet Band furnished music between the acts, whilst 
the excellent and obligating Prof. Chol who is ever ready to assist in any 
benevolent enterprise, presided at the piano during the exhibition of the 
Pantomime." (Dec. 29, 1877) 
 
There seem to be many parallels between Thibodaux's musical scene of the post 

Civil War era and the Pt a la Hache scene of the 1880's-90's. Robert Hingle the leader of 
bands in Pointe a la Hache taught in Thibodeax from 1877 to 1882, playing in the town 
bands and becoming the leader of the Thibodaux College Band as well as the St. Joseph 
Silver Cornet Band. (Sic: see book "Plaquemine Parish Music," by Basin St. Press.) Even 
the publicity is similar in the newspaper: 

 
"Parade - firemen - and that splendid LBB organized, instructed and led by 
that excellent energetic musician, Emanuel Chol." (June 10, 1868) 
Another parallel to be found later in Pt. a la Hache is the activity of brass bands in 

activities of a political nature. Surely the activities of bands throughout the U. S. parallel 
the activities of each other - a point that makes an investigation of bands surrounding 
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New Orleans very important as they parallel the activities of New Orleans bands. And, 
the local newspapers, unlike the New Orleans newspapers of the day, cover the activities 
and developments of their town bands extensively, giving names of members, 
instrumentation, music played. It also mentions names of bands visiting their community. 
They compare their band with the visiting bands and especially the New Orleans bands. 
First the political events: 

 
"Big political rally/meeting, Democrats. Procession - LLB of Thibodaux in 
two spring wagons, whose music during the day secured the admiration of 
everyone." (August 29, 1868) 
 
"Mass meeting at Raceland - the LBB of this place (Thib.) Furnished 
abundance of excellent music," (Oct. 17, 1868) 
 
"Torch light procession on Monday night. The LBB accompanying one of 
Beenings and Hoffman's five wagons came first." (Oct. 24, 1868) 
 
Torch light processions were very popular. We hear about them in Pt. a la Hache 

and even New Orleans. They were very popular in Thibodeax for political rallies and 
election processions: 

 
"Torch light procession for election - The LBB was on hand and supplied 
plenty of excellent music during the evening. After the band had 
performed one of their excellent pieces." (Nov. 7, 1868) 
 
The close relationship of the Catholic Church and the Firemen can be seen in the 

article of June 19, 1869. Thibodeax had a highly Catholic population and the relationship 
between the church and the society of firemen was a direct one as can be seen as the final 
activity of a Fireman's Day Parade, prior to the dance at night, saw the parade proceed to 
St. Joseph's Catholic Church and those present participated in a Mass commemorating the 
deceased members of the fire company: 

 
"Fireman's Parade of June 10th, Lyrique Brass Band - Chol. To the music 
of the band they proceeded to St. Joseph's Catholic Church where a 
solemn and impressive mass was said in commemoration of the deceased 
members of the company. After Mass they proceeded to Rev. Menard who 
after being serenaded by the band addressed a few judicious and well 
selected remarks to the company." (June 19, 1869) 
 
The papers give a number of events that the LBB played for; from anniversary 

concerts (May 8, 1869), to picnics (May 10, 1873) to playing for parades (April 26, 
1873). 

The Lyrique Band begins to be overshadowed by two new, younger bands in 
Thibodaux, the St. Joseph Silver Cornet Band and the Thibodaux Silver Cornet Band, 
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each being formed in 1871, and the LaFourche Brass Band (colored) formed in 1875. We 
read no further mentions of the Lyrique brass band or Prof. Chol as its leader. 

 
Chol was devoted to his job as choirmaster and organist at St. Joseph's Catholic 

Church and he applied himself with the utmost conscientiousness and was a source of 
endless activity for him until his life's end. This devotion and activity on behalf of the 
church probably caused him to limit his outside activities such as the Lyrique Band. The 
church contained an organ purchased at a price of $800.00 in 1851. This organ had been 
formerly installed in the St. Louis Cathedral in New Orleans. 

It was around the time of the Civil War that Chol began submitting musical 
compositions for publication. One of his earliest publishers was A. E. Blackmar, of New 
Orleans. While composing a number of secular compositions Chol's position as organist 
and choirmaster at St. Joseph Catholic Church presented Chol with the opportunity to 
produce a copious amount of liturgical music. Chol composed masses, settings of the 
propers, offertories, music for the elevation, organ preludes and postludes, as well as 
music for special feast days... 

Chol was also dedicated to teaching children music. This gave him the 
opportunity to teach music theory and practice as he had been taught in Paris. He 
composed and arranged didactic music for his pupils at Mt. Carmel and his private 
students. Immense artistic energy was concentrated in these activities of private music 
teacher, Prof. at Mt. Carmel, organist, choirmaster, and for a time, the leader of the LBB. 

Chol kept his contacts in New Orleans and frequently received invitations to 
attend musical performances.  

Chol received his U. S. citizenship papers on October 15, 1872. In 1876 Chol who 
had had financial troubles, lost his plantation to creditors and also experienced the loss of 
his brother Alfred.  

A new organ was purchased and Prof. Chol took part in an inaugural concert on 
Sept. 19. 1880. Chol had a large number of children and all of his children were taught 
music and became accomplished musicians. His daughter and he participated in a concert 
for Charity Hospital in New Orleans. This program included some compositions by Chol. 

Chol traveled to Europe in 1886 and stayed for several months returning home on 
Oct. 16, 1886. 

Chol had other interest besides music. He applied and received a patent for a 
burglar alarm and also became a distributor of wines in 1888.  

In 1889 Chol produced an operetta, "Cause Perdue" (The Lost Cause).  The theme 
of the work in the interaction between plantation field hands and owners during the 
reconstruction period following the Civil war. It was performed on the occasion of the 
Convention of the Louisiana Press Association in Thibodeax on May 14, 1889. It was a 
great success according to newspaper accounts. 

In June of 1890 Chol visited Galveston, Texas and kept a detailed account of this 
trip and also wrote an account of it in the Thibodaux local paper.  

Chol, being a highly creative person, also included literary efforts which include 
short stories for his children and grandchildren, several plays for Mt. Carmel, articles for 
the newspapers, and even speeches on several occasions. His love for Longfellow's 
Evangeline prompted Chol to translate the entire work into the French language. He also 
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compiled a textbook on music theory for his young students which are both in French and 
English on facing pages. He also is the author of other musical text books on vocal music 
production and on harmony. 

Chol was selected to direct the music at the State Teacher Institute held in 
Fireman's Hall in Thibodaux on June 18, 1891. 

On January 30, 1892 Chol was honored to direct the music for a special mass to 
commemorate the 50th anniversary of the priesthood of Father Menard. He had become 
pastor of St. Joseph's in 1845. 

His ability as an orator was becoming well known and he delivered a number of 
speeches which was delivered in French. French was so common in Thibodaux that the 
local newspaper were printed in both the French and English language. Not until after 
Father Menard's death in Jan. of 1896 did a priest deliver a sermon in the English 
language. (Sic: As a young child of 10 I remember attending a midnight mass there, the 
sermon being in French.) 

Father Menard's death was a mournful occasion for all of Thibodaux and for Chol 
in particular. Chol had been a close friend and employee of Father Menard for 42 years. 
His ardent respect for the man was made public in speeches Chol gave on several 
occasion following Father Menard's death. 

Charles M. Menard was born in Lyons, France, on April 20, 1817, and immigrated 
to America, arriving in New Orleans in Feb. of 1837. He went to Missouri for 18 months 
to study for the ministry then returned to Louisiana to study at the Theological Seminary 
in Assumption Parish in Plattenville. After the fire that destroyed the seminary, he was 
sent to Thibodaux as vicar of St. Joseph under Father St. Aubin. He was ordained priest 
January 30, 1842. In 1845 Father St. Aubin left Thibodaux and Father Menard became 
pastor of not only St. Joseph but all of Terrebone and Lafourche geographical parishes. 
The nearest Catholic church was Assumption Catholic in Assumption Parishes about 20 
miles from Thibodaux. This huge responsibility stimulated the young priest and without 
hesitation he began his task by building St. Philomena Church in Labadieville in 1848; St. 
Mary Pamela near Raceland in 1849; Holy Savious in Lockport in 1850; St. Francis de 
Sales in Houma in 1854; Mt. Carmel Convent in Thibodeax in 1855; St. Lawrence in 
Chacahoula in 1857; the chapel of St. Charles six miles below Thibodeax in 1874, the 
Chapel of St. John four miles above Thibodaux, and St. Bridget four miles south of 
Thibodaux in Terrebonne Parish in 1876. His musical activity, besides those with Chol at 
St. Joseph show that each church he founded. He also formed musical organizations with 
most forming a brass band. In his journals Father Menard documents certain musical 
activities. 

 
Father Menard's Diary contained numerous mentioning of his musical activities. I 

have excerpted the entries from his diary that speak of music: 
 

1848: Benediction and Laying of the Foundation Stone of St. Philomene Chapel (p. 30) 
      
 On Sunday, February 27th, Monsigneur A. Blanc and several priests 
proceeded to the benediction and laying of the foundation stone of the chapel. The 
ceremony was very solemn. An amateur band of young people from Thibodaux 
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were playing several symphony arrangements during the procession around the 
foundation. Father Perche delivered a speech. During the mass, the collection was 
about $100.00 
 
1856: Fete Dieu (Corpus Christi) (p. 72) 
      
 This celebration was a done with great pomp; the brotherhood even hired a 
band for that occasion. 
 
1858: Concert (p.77) 
      
 On April 20th, a beautiful concert took place for the benefit of St. Joseph 
church. The singers from Texas were great. The choir directed by Fr. Fournier the 
organist, was as good as the singers. This concert was a real artistic success. Only 
a small profit was made after expenses. 
 
1858: Organist and Choir (p. 77) 
      
 Mr. Fournier organized a group of women gospel singers, which added a 
lot to the church service. As a gifted musician and composer, Mr. Fournier, 
contributes a special feeling to the usual religious service. For every church 
service, including holidays, Mr. Fournier would arrange pieces of music each with 
several parts (3-4) and performed them perfectly. The pious congregation was 
deeply moved and delighted with its harmony. A brass band was formed by Mr. 
Fournier and they contributed to certain solemn feasts. Musically speaking, the 
people of Thibodaux had nothing to envy about the choirs from New Orleans, 
especially relating to religious music. 
 
1867: Jubilee of Reverend Menard (p. 100) 
 
      On February 5th, Reverend Menard's 25th Jubilee, while actually being in 
the same parish, was celebrated in St. Joseph's Church with a solemn service. The 
Propagateur Catholique (the official journal of the diocese) states: "Since early in 
the morning, the town of Thibodaux was ready for the feast: All the shops and 
cafes were closed. Catholics, Protestants, and Israelis closed their businesses. 
They all wanted to show their respect for the man who had gained the affection of 
everyone. On the evening before, the feast started with the band of amateurs 
dedicating a serenade to the father." 
 
1868: Excerpt from Propagateur Catholique Regarding the Translation of the St. 
Valerie Relic. April 28th (P. 113) 
      
 "The pomp of that particular day is definitely one of the best religious 
ceremonies that have taken place in Louisiana till this day. At 8 a.m., the 
steamboat, "Nina Simmes" brought one of the best brass bands from New 
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Orleans, along with 400-500 passengers from New Orleans and its surrounding 
parishes along the river and bayous. It was really interesting to see the people 
getting off the boat in silence and meditation." 
 
1870: St. Joseph's Brass Band (p. 135) 
 
      On October 11th, a society of musicians gathered to form a band called 
"St. Joseph's Brass Band." Regulations were made by the 14 members who 
founded this society. The goals of this society will be: 1) to increase the pomp of 
the religious celebrations; 2) to please the members of its own association. 
 
1872: Concerts (p. 144) 
      
 On June 18th and 19th, two individual concerts were given at St. Joseph's 
for the benefit of Thibodaux College. Several artists from New Orleans kindly 
participated: M.N. Cartier (pianist) Greh (Bass), Misses Theresa Lamou, Julia 
Fleury and A. Wagner. The expenses were high and the remaining funds were 
only $440.00. 
 

1876: Bandstand (p. 163) 
 
      During April and May I had a bandstand built in the park behind the 
church. The bandstand is 25 feet in diameter with an octagonal from plus a dome 
above it. It will be used by the brass bands and also to put the altar of repose for 
Corpus Christi (Fete Dieu). The total cost is about $300.00 
 
1877: (p. 168) 
      
 On April 21st-23rd, I organized a fair with the firemen of Thibodaux. A 
train was scheduled to bring the people back and forth the same day on April 
22nd: 200 people came from New Orleans which was accompanied by 3 brass 
bands that played continuously throughout the day. Everything was wonderful. 
The people spent their money freely and even behaved appropriately. 
 
1878: Music at the College (p. 181) 
      
 On December 27th, the college students organized a brass band with the 
help of a teacher. About 20 students participated and they quickly progressed. 
 

1880: Benediction of St. Charles' Bell (p 185) 
      
 On February 9th, I went there with St. Joseph's Band. They sang for the 
mass and played many beautiful pieces of music. We had a little party with 
refreshments to benefit the cost of the bell. The band also played from time to 
time. 
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1880: Fair to Buy an Organ (p. 186) 
     
  On April 24th-26th, similar to the year before, a train was scheduled to 
bring the people back and forth. About 3000 people came, whereby our fairs 
became famous for the most pleasant in all of Louisiana. 
 
1880: Purchase of an Organ (p. 186) 
      
 A contract was signed near the end of March between Pilcher & Sons Co. 
from Consville, Ohio, and the president of the corporation of St. Joseph's Church, 
in order to buy an organ by August 15th of the same year. The organ has 18 
registers with 16 having 61 pipes and 2 which have 183 pipes, without counting 
the independent pedals. Two registers of 27 notes each, with 2 keyboards. This 
organ was one of the most modern. Both agreed on a price of $2,500.00. The 
organ was purchased in time, but we preferred to wait until September 19th for 
the inauguration. 
 

1880: St. Valerie's Feast (p. 187) 
      
 On April 28th, mass held with music. Three music bands played during the 
procession. 
 
Benediction of a Steam Pump 
      
 On the evening of the same day, I invited the 3 companies of firemen to 
the presbytery as well as the 3 brass bands. We celebrated the prosperity of the 
firemen of Thibodaux. 
 
1880: Inauguration of the Organ (p. 187) 
     
  On September 19th, mass was sung and was very solemn. The choir had 
25 singers, some of which were amateur artists from New Orleans. The speech 
was given by Mr. Mignot. 
 
1880: Concert (p. 187) 
     
  At 8 p.m. in the evening, a concert was given in the church that looked 
more beautiful than ever. Among the pieces of music played, I want to point out 
the 5 stanzas of the STABAT MATER from Rossini. It was especially well 
performed. The concert ended at 8:30 p.m. then the refreshments were served. The 
remaining funds totaled $385.00 after the expense of the concert. 
 

1884: Benediction of the Calvary (p. 209) 
      Mgr. Leray arranged the ceremony for October 8th. The evening before I 
invited 18 colleagues to come to the presbytery. They attended a serenade 
performed by the St. Joseph's band for Mgr. Leray. He exaggerated about the 
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performance of the bands, saying that, "it was the best he ever heard in the 
countryside." 
 
1884: The Procession 
      
 On October 8th at 9 a.m., the brother hood walked toward the church 
preceded by St. Joseph's Band. After the procession, a band from Thibodaux 
preceded a 35 member delegation that belonged to the 3 companies of firemen. 
Then, St. Joseph's Band preceded the choir and the priests. Both bands played on 
an alternate basis. 

 
Chol directed the St. Joseph Church choir and provided music for Father Menard's 

requiem mass and funeral services. The Thibodaux Brass Band provided the processional 
march. The "Sentinel" wrote: "The choir under the guidance of Prof. Chol acquitted itself 
admirably and rendered the mass and funeral service in masterly style." Chol continued 
his duties at St. Joseph and Mt. Carmel under the new pastor, Father A. M. Barbier. The 
other priest that was a close friend of Prof. Chol, Archbishop Janssens, died while sailing 
to Europe. Within two years the two priests closest to Chol had died. 

Probably the pinnacle of Chol's musical career was the performance of his "Lauda 
Jerusalem Dominum for basso solo, chorus in four parts, and organ that was performed 
on April 25, 1893, in St. Louis Cathedral in New Orleans, for the Centennial of the 
Catholic Archdiocese of New Orleans. This work was published by H. Wehrmann of 
New Orleans in 1893. 

On July 3, 1893, Chol received a written invitation to perform a benefit concert 
with all proceeds to go to him. This invitation was the result of not only a life-long 
dedication to music in and around Thibodaux, but, also, the notoriety given Chol less than 
three months earlier in New Orleans. The benefit concert was divided into two parts and 
presented on two successive nights, July 29 and 30 of 1893. The review of these 
programs states: 

 
"These concerts were given in honor of, and as a most worthy compliment 
to, Professor E. Chol, organist of St. Joseph Catholic Church, and no 
doubt the most capable and most worthy music teacher that ever came to 
the Lafourche district. As evidence of their appreciation of the professor of 
the God given art of music and of their estimation of him as a most worthy 
and estimable citizen, his numerous friends and well-wishers tendered him 
these two complimentary benefits a just tribute to his many sterling 
qualities." 
 
These programs featured not only Chol and his music, but also performances by 

other outstanding musicians of the Thibodaux area such as the Home Circle Orchestra, 
under the direction of Dr. J. J. Daigre; the Thibodeax Brass Band, under the direction of 
E. J. Legendre; and individual performances by G. E. von Hofe and J. A. Trone. 
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Chol was well honored and respected in his life time. Members of the Braxton 
Bragg Camp 196 of the United Confederate Veterans of Thibodaux, La., honored Chol 
with a guest badge that permitted him to attend the reunions of 1900 and 1905. 

As the oldest member of the original faculty of Mt. Carmel Chol was accorded the 
honor of delivering the main address for the 50th Anniversary Commencement. 

Chol's desire for perfection is seen in his well organized records which is 
demonstrated in the many blank forms and certificates that he had printed, such as 
practice time records and student evaluation forms. He also had blank forms for monthly 
statements to parents of girls in the singing (solfege) class at Mt. Carmel. 

An interesting article appears in the Nov. 14, 1901 paper about the new electric 
railway. As an example it states how valuable it will be for citizens of the area as they can 
now get music lessons from Prof. Chol: 

 
"It is impossible to foresee the many ways in which the forthcoming 
electric railway will benefit our town, but every now and then we hear of 
some special manner in which it will be beneficial to our people. For 
instance, we are informed that Prof. Emmanuel Chol, one of the leading 
music teachers of this State, has received letters from families in 
Trerrebonne and up and down the Bayou stating that they desired to make 
arrangements for music lessons to begin as soon as the electric railway 
will be in operation .It will be possible for Prof. Chol to have pupils in 
Donaldsonville, Lockport and Houma after the electric road is 
established." 
 
In the June 1, 1905 paper we read that Prof. Chol is still active as he presents a 

concert at the Thibodaux Opera House. 
Chol earned his living mostly as a professional musician/teacher. While he did 

have other interest as stated earlier, we find an article in the Commercial Journal of 
March 23 where we read that his also works on pianos: 

 
"Piano tuning, voicing and repairing - Leave order with Prof. E. Chol 
Thibodaux and Prof. L. Breithenmoser, Napoleonville." 
 
We also read in the March 30 issue that "Prof. Emanuel Chol rendered an 

excellent mass that was well received and elicited much praise from those who had the 
good fortune to hear it." 

The Thibodaux Volunteer Fire Dept. has a tradition of discipline and efficiency 
that dates back to 1858. Even today, in Thibodaux, the most prestigious award for a 
citizen to receive is that of being named an honorary member of the Thibodaux Volunteer 
Fire Department. This honor is reserved for leading politicians, dignitaries, and persons 
who contribute significantly to the welfare of the community. On February 11, 1913, 
Chol was elected an honorary member and was invited to participate in the Annual 
Parade and Banquet of the Thibodaux Fire Department that was held on April 13, 1913. 
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Chol and his daughter Pauline Chol both joined the Louisiana Music Teachers' 
Association in 1914. This may be the earliest record available of the Louisiana Music 
Teachers' Association. 

Another catastrophe presented itself in Chol's life. On May 25, 1916, Thibodaux 
was shocked by the destruction by fire of St. Joseph Catholic Church. Chol was 
recovering from illness at the time of the fire. Pauline Chol, his daughter who was 57 
years old at the time, risked her life saving Chol's music from the flames. She was almost 
overcome by smoke and heat, but was rescued by others who helped save some of the 
contents of the church. The newspaper writes an account of the fire and describes the 
reaction of Chol to the destroyed church: 

 
"When Chol learned of the catastrophe, he insisted on being taken to the 
place, and viewing the remains, the venerable old gentleman wept bitterly 
and his moaning and exclamations, it is said, by those who were present, 
would have turned hearts of stone, so pitiful were they." 
 
Chol did not long survive the structure that he loved so well. At about noon on 

Monday, Sept. 11, 1916, Emmanuel Chol died after a year of illness due principally to old 
age. His funeral was held in St. Joseph Hall on Tuesday, Sept. 12, at 10:30 A.M., with a 
requiem mass conducted by the very Rev. Father A. M. Barbier, Ravoire, and Ghude, 
assisted by a number of acolytes. It was one of the largest funerals ever seen in 
Thibodeax. The organ was played by Joseph Amedee. The choir was reinforced by a 
number of former members. A delegation of Catholic Knights was there as were many 
people from Assumption and Terrebonne Parishes, in addition to those from Lafourche 
Parish. 

While Chol was basically a classical musician his participation in brass bands of 
his era showed that he was also interested in music of this type. Brass bands were the 
ancestors of the jazz bands that were beginning to appear in the latter part of Chol's life. 
His importance, not only in classical music, but in music in general left a legacy of artistic 
musical background for young musicians to emulate. His influence as a composer, 
performer, and teacher of music reached thousands in Lafourche, Terrebonne and 
Assumption Parishes. In the Comet newspaper of Sept. 14, 1916 we read: 

 
"Chol taught vocal and instrumental music of all kinds, and many are the 
musicians and lovers of music in this and the adjoining parishes who 
learned their all in music from him, thousands having been his pupils. 
Large have been the crowds that have repeatedly been entranced, elevated, 
and thrilled as it were, by the peals rolling out in all expressiveness from 
the big pipe organ in St. Joseph Church. Faithful to duty, he was always at 
his post, save during his absence on a trip to his native land, and recently 
when illness compelled him to take to his home, but his daughters presided 
at the organ in his stead. He always had an excellent choir, and many are 
those who have furnished vocal music in the church under his splendid 
leadership and guidance. Tenteel, a polished gentleman, esteemed by all 
who knew him, a devoted husband, an affectionate father, besides a 
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faithful Christian. He composed several masses and other musical 
compositions that held high rank and that were recognized, a number of 
which were used in different churches, including the St. Louis Cathedral in 
New Orleans." 
 
The citizens of Thibodaux today still remember the esteem with which their 

parents and grandparents held the French music professor. His devotion to music in the 
area through teaching and providing music for every occasion had a profound impact on 
the musical heritage of southern Louisiana. 

We find an article in the Sept. 14, 1916 paper that is headlined: "A Beloved One 
Gone. 

 
"In the death of Prof. Em. Chol, who expired last Monday forenoon at 
11:30 o'clock, the town of Thibodeax suffered a loss of a distinguished and 
beloved man, a type of citizen whose place it seems impossible to fill. The 
venerable and talented musician had reached the ripe age of 82 years, but 
up to the recent pact he was as vigorous and active, intellectually and 
physically, a many men of younger years. Up to a few years ago, when his 
hearing became somewhat impaired, he was remarkably energetic, his love 
for music appearing to inspire him and give him the requisite courage to 
press forward and continue to impart to others the charms and refinement 
that spring from a full conception of music. 
     Prof. Chol was not a native of this country, his birth having taken place 
across the waters, in la Bella France. At the age of eighty he was placed in 
a conservatory of music and from that time until his death he worshipped 
at the shrine of his calling. At 20 he was in Paris, studying to be an 
organist at Notre Dame Cathedral, which is regarded as the finest cathedral 
in the world. Like others, however, he heard of the new world, 
"L'Amerique", as his compatriots called this country, and he ventured over 
to cast his lot amongst strangers in a strange land. About the year 1854, he 
arrived in New Orleans. Hearing about him, the late Rev. Father Menard 
extended him an invitation to come to Thibodeax. He accepted the 
invitation and it is said that he traveled from New Orleans to this town in a 
kind of flatboat and when he left the River and entered the Bayou he was 
so disappointed that he inquired about the possibility of securing a train 
back to New Orleans. Father Menard, however, prevailed upon him to 
remain here and teach music. In 1855 or 1856 he became the instructor of 
music at Mount Carmel Convent and this position he held for 59 years. In 
1847 he was appointed the organist in St. Joseph Church and he presided 
at the organ for over 50 years. Aside from the duties of organist and his 
duties at the Convent he gave lessons to private pupils and thus he spread 
his talent throughout this and other parishes. 
     The deceased was possessed of that culture, dignity and refinement 
for which French gentlemen are familiar. He was of an extremely nervous 
disposition, but he would never allow his nerves to cause him to ....at all 
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times polished, courteous, and obliging and thoroughly appreciative of 
people's feelings. Indeed, he was no..... much esteem that he would allow 
himself to be the loser in business' rather than give offense that might be 
avoided." 
. 

It was but natural that a man possessing so uncommon a 
disposition should be devoted to his wife and children, for whom he felt 
the warmest love, affection and gratitude for whatever they did for him, 
his gratefulness being manifested to the last, as just before the end came he 
called his children to him and told them that he wanted them to feel 
assured of his appreciation for what they had done for him during his 
illness. His spirit then passed away leaving a void that cannot be filled 
within the hearts of his dear wife, who was a Miss Coulon in her 
maidenhood." 

 

Conclusion 
 
Thibodaux and Louisiana were very fortunate to have a musician with the training 

and talent of Emmanuel Chol. His dedication to his art brought to this small Louisiana 
town culture direct from the Maitrise de la Metropole. Professor Chol was active in the 
small way that so many other leaders that were active in bringing to their town music of 
all sorts. Chol was a composer. He was a performer. He was a teacher. He was a 
conductor. He brought to Thibodaux classical music, both instrumental and vocal. He 
participated in the activities of the brass band (Lyrique) that played for both public and 
school affairs. He led the Harmony Club String Band that provided music for dancing and 
other affairs. He was a well rounded musician and could provide music for any need. 

With the leadership, both spiritually and musically, of Father Menard, these two 
dedicated men brought to Thibodaux the highest standards of music. They possessed the 
profound character and high moral standards that made possible the greatest of 
reputations both in Thibodaux and Southern Louisiana. 

A catalogue of Chol's musical compositions and a more detailed account of his 
life have been written by Dr. John Croom in 1979 as a thesis at LSU. 
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